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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis is to make a detailed analysis 

of the two oracles against the Philistines and Edom in the Greek 

(LXX) text of Jeremiah with a view to highlighting three problem 

areas in that book. The three areas in question are the Greek 

text-critical problem, the translator/reviser problemg and the 

Greek/Hebrew problem. Each of these issues has -recently been 

treated in specialized monographs covering their respective field 

for the entire LXX version of Jeremiah; they therefore serve as 

background for much of the discussion in the course of this thesis. 

Chapter 1, or the "Introduction". deals with the background, 

objectives, and methodology of the undertaking. The charter pro- 

vides a brief review of past research in each of the areas covered, 

up to and including the contributions of J. Ziegler, E. Tov, and 

J. G. Janzen in their respective fields. Their works are then 

signalled out as the object of special critique in the body of 
the thesis. The methodology ado-pted for this critique is that 

of focusing attention on a specific passage which is tangent in 

significant ways to each of the problems posed. It is supgested 
that Jeremiah Chapter 29, consisting in the Greek text of the 

oracles against the Philistines and Edom, is a pivotal passage 

which provides the necessary platform for the proposed critique. 

Chapters 2 and 3 are devoted to a consideration of the inner- 

Greek text-critical problem. In Chapter 2 the extant manuscript 

and indirect evidence to the original translation of the oracles 

against the Philistines and Edom is independently collated and 

evaluated. Employing the principles of the "group method'19 the 

chapter seeks to trace the transmission history of these oracles 
back to their best and earliest recoverable text form. 

Chapter 3 employs the results obtained in the previous 

chapter for the purposes of evaluating the text-critical 

principles and accuracy of J. Ziegler's edition of Jeremiah, 

volume 15 in the large series of LXX critical texts sponsored 



by the Akademie der Wissenschaften zu GUttingen. The examination 

reveals a high level of technical competence and reliability in 

the execution of the task and in the presentation of the material; 

the attempt at a critically restored LXX archetype text is there- 

fore fully vindicated. A more debatable point has to do with the 

incorporation of. conjectured emendations into the body of the text, 

a subject which is given extended discussion in the concluding 

section of the chapter. 

Chapter 4 takes up the question of the translator/reviser 

problem. According to a published work by E. Tovj Chapters 29-52 

of the LXX version of Jeremiah represent not the original trans- 

lation of the book but a later revision of it. This theory is 

advanced against that of H. St. J. Thackeray who, earlier in the 

century, had proposed a multiple translator theory to account for 

the lexical phenomena of the book. Our analysis shows that, while 

Tov has made an interesting case for the reviser theory, he has 

not successfully undermined the more natural interpretation of 
the evidence embodied in. the two translator theory. , 

In the final chapter consideration is given to the Greek/ 

Hebrew problem as it is reflected in the study of J. G. Janzen. 

According to Janzen's understanding of the relationship between 

the shorter Greek text and the longer Hebrew textj this divergence 

is due almost entirely to secondary expansion in the Hebrew rather 

than translator abridgement in the Greek. However, the present 
investigation fails to bear out this generalization on the scale 

with which it is advanced. On the contrary, the chapter contends 
that in Janzen's work insufficient notice has been taken of trans- 

lator responsibility in the Greek and too much has been attributed 
to scribal expansion in the Hebrew. It is further argued that, 

even in such places where it seemo likely that the translator 

worked from a Hebrew text shorter than that of the standard 

Massoretic text, it cannot everywhere be assumed that the 

shorter reading is necessarily the better reading. The question 

of priority of reading still. has to be weighed case by case. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND, OBJECTIVES, METHODOLOGY 

Sometime in 587/6 B. C. following the destruction of Jeru- 

salem a colony of Hebrew refugees settled in Egypt. Among the 

exiles was the prophet Jeremiah, whog against his will and advice 

had been forced to leave the land of his fathers* Once settled 

in Egypt, Jeremiah continued to prophesy to the end of his days, 

thus adding yet more to the already substantial body of written 

and oral tradition deriving from his ministry. Precisely how, 

when, where, and by whom this material, together with later ad- 

ditions, was edited to form what exists today as the Book of 

Jeremiah, is still a matter of debate. What is certain is that 

in the course of time this literature came to be accepted by the 

Jews as part of their sacred scripture and as such entered deep 

into the memory and national consciousness of the Jewish people. 

Some three centuries following the events of 587/6 B. C*, 

the Jewish community in Egypt--by this time of growing size and 
influence--was destined to initiate an undertaking of major 

significance for the later study and transmission of their sacred 
books. Forced by circumstances gradually to abandon their lan- 

guage, the Jews clung nonetheless tenaciously to their faith. 

The existence of the written Law in Hebrew only, however, made 

effective communication of their religion difficult, Thus it 

came about that, sometime in the first half of the third century 
B. C. in the cosmopolitan city of Alexandria, a pioneering attempt 

was made to render the Torah into the language of common currencyl 
that of Hellenistic or Koine Greek. Following the translation 

of the Pentateuch (an'event witnessed to by the otherwise largely 

legendary account of the Letter of Aristeas), the corpus of trans- 

lated booksl together with others composed originally in Greek, 

grew slowly over the next couple of centuries until by the time 

1 
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of the Christian era something resembling the Greek Bible known 

today as the Septuagint was in existence. 
2 The adoption by the 

Christian church of this literature as its scriptures was an 

event of the greatest significance not only for the doctrinal 

development of the daughter religion but also for the subsequent 

transmission history of the LXX itself. 

Included among the translated corpus was of course the 

book of Jer. The few indications at our disposal suggest that it9 

together with the other prophetic books--Isaiah, Ezekiel, the 

Twelve--may have been among the first to follow the translation 

of the Pentateuch. A date somewhere between the middle of the 

third and second centuries B. C. may be thought reasonable for 
this book, preference being given to the upper rather than the 

lower limits within that period. 
3 The extant witnesses to the 

text of this book are to be found in Gk papyri and MSS9 citations 
from early Jewish and Christian sources, and daughter versions 
of the LXX, Comparison of these sources raises interesting ques- 
tions regarding the original text of the translation, for what 
we find in the available documents is a host of textual variants 
with only a rare case of uniform agreement among all the sources; 
indeed, in the minds of some, these variants have raised the 

question whether there ever was any such thing. as an "original" 
translation at all. 

The recognition of the problems posed by the existence of 
conflicting readings in different MSS is of no modern vintage. 
For the earliest observations on these matters we must again go 
back to the ancient city of Alexandria--so closely linked to the 

fortunes of the LXX--and particularly to the learned works of 
Origen, the greatest Christian biblical scholar of his day (d* 

A. D. 254/5). In the course of his numerous commentaries on the 
books of the Bible, Origen several times had occasion to remark 
on the presence of variant readings within the copies of his Gk 

MSS. An illuminating example of this is found in one of his hom- 

ilies on Jer (xiv, 3) wherel commenting on Jer 15: 10 he encount- 

ered the phrase which in "the majority of MSS11 ( -ro_%ý (--, Cr - 
2 

'ro I Ix V rl y P(X" To 1 read,, "I have not helpedg nor has 
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Ie3,0 ZZE, 
.SI 

anyone helped net' ( oýr. o4ýbr_ wqcý, Ylerf. jAL oo 
but which "in the most accurate MSS and those which agree with 

the Hebrew"' LV T 01 S OL K, Cfr-rý Tot S v- cr uJI. T si V0U cr, 

Epeotrvis read "I have not lent on usury, neither has anyone 
.4C,. % S, .) 

r3. IS lent to me on usury" 
(OUK W C? IC I 

ý, 01 Cr 01 0C &ý 4fi*% CC /- C 

(GCS, Origenes III, P. 107). In this homily Origen felt obliged 

to expound both versions , but when he returned to the same pas- 

sage in the following homily (xv, 5), in the meantime having had 

a chance to study the matter more closely, he de6ided that the 

majority LXX reading was in fact the result of a scribal error 

YeU fI VýOV CýAotqTv)/AA*L (Origenes III, p. 129). Sim ilarly, 

in commenting upon the Gk text of 16: 18 (Homily xvi, 6), Origen 

notes that the word Trvw', rcv was missing in the LXX possibly 

by a lapse on the part of scribes or even by fault of the original 
4 

translators . Other examples of a rudimentary sort of textual 

criticism applied to the LXX of Jer in early times may be found 

in the margins of some MSS and in the commentaries of certain 

of the patristic writers such as Jerome, Theodoret, and Olym- 

piodorus. 5 

Effective use of the LXX, whether for understanding its own 
theology or for its use in the textual criticism of the Ifeb OT, 

demands first a coming to terms with the nature of the inner-Gk 

variants attested by the IISS and the recovery, as far as possible, 

of the earliest text to which the evidence points. Without thisq 

as Paul de Lagarde said, other investigations and conclusions 

relating to the LXX I'schweben in der Luft" (' Anmerkungen, j p. 2). , 
Ch. 2 of the present thesis is devoted to this text-critical task 

- the Philistines and Edom as it relates to the oracles against 
in LXX Jer 29. Employing the principles of the group methodg the 

chapter seeks to identify the deliberate and accidental changes 
that have affected the text of these oracles in their transmission 

history and by a process of elimination works back to the best 

MS witnesses at our disposal for determining their earliest form. 

A new phase in the text history of the LXX commenced with 
the invention of printing and the preparation of large editions 
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of the Gk OT. The story of the printed LXX begins in the six- 
teenth century with the Complutensian. Polyglot (printed 1514-17, 

published 1520), the Aldine (1518) and Sixtine (1587) editions 

respectively, the latter of which--purportedly a faithful repre- 

sentation of Codex Vaticanus, but in reality an Aldine text re- 

vised according to the Vatican MS6--was destined to become a 
kind of, textus receptus for generations of LXX readers, being re- 
printed either in unaltered or slightly revised form many times 
down'to the present day. Following the famous sixteenth century 
editions of southern Europe, the next major LXX publication enter- 

prises took place in England, where, between the years 1707-20, 

J. E. Grabe and collaborators produced an edited version Of the 

oldest British MS at the time, Codex Alexandrinusl followed in 

1798-1827 by the monumental edition of R. Holmes and J. Parsons 

containing a collation of nearly 300 Gk MSS, though the text it- 

self was merely a reprint of the Sixtine. The discovery in the 

nineteenth century of the invaluable Codex Sinaiticus stimulated 
the production in Leipzig, Germany, of Tischendorf's seven editions 
of the LXx, 1850-87 (the last two edited by Eb. Nestle), which 
while again reprinting a (revised) Sixtine text, contained'a use- 
ful apparatus of select variants from the main uncials, Codex 
Alexandrinus, Codex Sinaiticus (or Codex Friderico-Augustanus 

as Tischendorf called it), and Codex Ephraemi, 

Within the last century, however, the prosecution of text- 

critical research and publication of texts has come to be'as- 

sociated mainly with two academic centres, Cambridge and G8ttingeno 
As early as 1875 F. H. A. Scrivener of Cambridge presented to the 
Syndics of the University Press a plan for the preparation of a 
major edition of the LXX, the execution of which was entrusted 
in 1883 to H. B. Swete and duly announced in the Cambridge Uni 

,- 
versity Reporter, on 13 March of that year (p. 473). The notice 
stated that it was the intention of the Syndics of the press to 

publish "an'edition ot the Septuagint and Apocrypha with an ample 

apparatua critiaus, intended to provide materials for the critical 
determination of the text" and that as a preliminary step they 

hoped to publish a "portable text" of the LXX, "taken from the 
Vatican MS where this is not defective, with variations of two or 
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three other early uncial MSS". This enterprise bore fruit in the 

publication between the years 1887-94 of the first edition of 
Swete's widely distributed three-volume manual work*, The Old 

Testament in Greek (later several times revised and reprinted). 
When Dr. Swete was unable also to assume the responsibility for 

editing the larger edition--programmatic guidelines for this 

edition in the meantime having been worked out by F. J. A. Hort-- 

this task was entrusted in 1895 to A. E. Brooke and N. McLean 

(laters', "19279 officially joined by H. St. J. Thackeray), and be- 

tween the years 1906-40 approximately the first half of the LXX 

appeared in this eminent publishing venture. 7 

Meanwhile the Sertuaginta-Unternehmen of GBtiingen (an LXX 

research centre established there in 1908 by the Akademie der 

Wissenschaften zu GBttingen under the leadership of Alfred Rahlfs) 

was proceeding with its own 'programme, but along different lines 

from those of Cambridge. Whereas the Cambridge approach was to 

collate the evidence on the basis of one MS (mainly Codex Vati- 

canus, or failing that, the nearest standing uncial), the reign- 
ing philosophy in Gbttingen was to attempt a critically restored 
text through a comparison and grouping of all the sources'. The 
inspiration for this project derived from the encyclopaedic scho- 
lar Paul de Lagarde who, in his work on the LXX, laboured hard 

to formulate the text-critical principles by which such a text 
8 

might be constructed. Although one peculiar aspect of his 

methodology having to do with the prior preparation of the three 

ecclesiastical texts of Orieen, Lucian, and Hesychius had to be 

abandoned, his successors nevertheless carried on with the pre- 

paration of prolegomena and editing of critical texts according 
to the general Richtlinien laid down by Lagarde. Just as Swete's 

text preceded the larger Cambridge edition, so a two-volume 
"Handatisgabel by Rahlfs, Saptuaginta (1935), although a private 

undertaking and published in Stuttgart, demonstrated the Gbttingen 

approach. The text id an eclectic one, determined on the basis 

of the three major uncials B, S, and A (sometimes along with a 

few other witnesses). Rahlfs was also the first to prepare texts 

for the larger G8ttingen series, Genesis, (1926, also published 
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in Stuttgart, since then replaced by the edition of J. W. Wevers, 

1975). and Psalmi cum Odis (1931)- Under a variety of editors 

this series continues to appear, to date nearly half (mainly 

from the second half) of the. LXX having been published. 
9 

As for the text. of Jer, this has appeared in all the. editions 

mentioned so far, with the notable exception of the larger Cam- 

bridge series, which regrettably did not reach the section of the 

prophets before the project ceased. In additiong Jer has also 

appeared in two independent editions, the critical text of M. G. 

L. Spohn (1824) 10 
and that of Eb. Nestle (1924)" (both post- 

humously published by their sons), The former offers a unique 

reconstruction of the text drawing heavily on Hexaplaric material 

while the second represents something of a half-way stage between 

the Cambridge and GBttingen approaches since its base text repro- 

duces essentially Codex Vaticanus (albeit corrected at a few 

points by other I-IS readings and even by a few conjectural emenda- 

-tions) but is accompanied by its own, pioneering attempt at group- 

ed readings in the apparatus, 

Far and away the most important text of Jer produced hitherto 

is, however, volume 15 of the larger GUttingen series, leremias, 

Baruch, Threni, E-pistula leremiae, 1957 (reprinted with slight 

alterations in 1976), 12 edited by Joseph Ziegler. Previously 

Ziegler had edited in the same series the texts of Isaiah (1939)1 

the Twelve (1943). Ezekiel (1952), and Daniel (including Susanna 

and Bel and the Dragon, 1954), so that as the last of the pro- 

phetic books to be edited, the text of Jer enjoyed the advantage 

of hindsight and expertise Gained in the execution of the earlier 

volumes. In addition to this text Ziegler also prepared an ac- 

companying monograph, BeitrUge zur Ieremias-Septuaginta (MSU 6, 

1958), as well as two articlesq "Die Septuaginta Hieronymi im 

Buch des Propheten Jeremias" (1952)913 and "Jeremias-Zitato in 

Vffter-Schriften" (1958). 14 In Ch. 3 of this thesis I hope to 

evaluate the sucpess with which Ziegler has employed the available 

MS materials in the composition of his critical apparatuses and 

in the choice of readings in his restored text. I will be par- 

ticularly interested in determining at each stage the text -critical 
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principles that underlie his work and in seeint how these prin- 
ciples have been applied to the restoration of the main text. 

This sort of critique seems especially necessary in the 

case of the GUttingen texts since there persists in some quarters 
a crisis of doubt over the validity of a critically reconstructed 
LXX text. Here and there, both in verbal and written form, one 
meets with remarks about "the concoction of eclectic texts", 

a clear preference for the Cambridge one-MS apprbach being in- 
tended, 15 Yet it is strange that one school should be so fre- 

quently pitted against the other as though they had in view two 

radically different objectives. This is manifestly false* The 
leading spirits in Cambridge no less than in G8ttingen had as their 

ultimate objective a critically restored text. This is clear not 
only from their explicit statements on the subject, 16 but also 
from the high esteem in which the Cambridge editors held Lagarde17 

and his colleagues and the constant friendly exchange of MS and 
collation'material that passed between the two centres. The dif- 
ference between them lay not in ultimate objective but in the 
means of getting there. In Cambridge the attitude was constantly 
one of "Not yet", 

18 
whereas in GUttingen the question was rather 

"Why not? " British policy was that all the data should first be 
collected in published form before being worked over by an editor 
in the preparation of a reconstructed text. In Gbttingen it was 
believed the process of collating and editing could go hand in 
hand. Here lay the difference of approach. 

My text-critical work on Jer has convinced me that the 
materials are at hand for an attempted reconstruction of the 
text so that for this book at least the GUttingen-approach seems 
vindicated. It must also be said that the sum total of Ziegler's 

work on Jer is impressive indeed and represents a monumental step 
forward in the textual analysis of the Gk Jer. Yet, impressive 

as it is, it cannot b& allowed to ring-down the curtain on further 

scholarly inquiry into the textual problems of the boolk. As 
Peter Walters has well described it, the GUttingen project rep- 
resents a "task for which there is neither end nor limit: that 

of an ever-increasing approximation to the supposed archetype 
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to which the evidence points" (Text,, p. 110). In order that 

scholarship continue to advance, it is essential that even Zieg- 

ler's text be subjected to objective critique so that its merits 

may be fully appreciated as well as any weaknesses exposed. A- 

part from a few generalized reviews in the journals at the time 

of the publication of the text, 19 to our knowledge this has not 

previously been undertaken. 

But the text-critical question is not the only inner-Gk 

problem that the student of the LXX of Jer has to contend with* 

There is also what we have called the "translator-reviser" prob- 

lem. Analysis of the text makes it clear that around the middle 

of the book--specifically in LXX Ch. 29--certain lexical dif- 

ferences begin to appear between the two halves of the book, the 

clearest example of which is the shift from the conventional 
form of the messenger formula TL C"Y EI+ nomen sacrum in 

the first half of the book to OWTW L Vrr L+ nomen sacrum in 
the second half. 20 Such peculiarities of the text and their 
implications for a plurality of translators in the book had been 

noticed by scholars working on th6 LXX of Jer already in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 
21 but it was not till the 

first decades of this century that the matter received systematic 
treatment at the hands of the eminent Septuagintalist Hen"ýry St. 

John Thackeray. It was Thackeray who first noticed that the 

change in style and vocabulary takes place at a definite point 
in the book and who, on this basis, first produced a specific 

multiple translator theory to account for the observed phenomena. 
22 

I 

Having "discovered" the multiple translator phenomenon in 

Jer, Thackeray himself extended the discussion to other books 

and found evidence for the same thing happening in Ezekiel and 
Reigns. 23 Other scholars followed him and in turn proposed a 

plurality of translators for the Pentateuch, Isaiah, the Minor 

Prophets, as well as dther books, 24 so that by 1941 11. M. Orlinsky 

could write that-this phase of LXX study already had a respect- 

able bibliography. 25 But since the arguments used in some of 
these works were increasingly exposed to negative criticisms 
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and as new explanations for the observed phenomena were proposed 

on the basis of recently discovered recensions, enthusiasm for 

multiple translation theories waned proportionately. 
26 Through 

the ebb and flow of popularity for such theories, however, the 

case for Jer--the book that originally sparked off the search 

for multiple translator explanations--seemed secure and was ac- 

cepted as an established datum in most commentaries, introductionsi 

biblical dictionaries and encyclopaedias. 
27 Even Ziegler who 

had severely criticized the multiple translation'theories for 

Isaiah and the Minor Prophets was much more impressed by the 

evidence for Jer and declared himself in basic agreement with 

Thackeray's observations, himself employing Thackeray's termi- 

nology of different translators. 28 However, in one short but 

important footnote in the Introduction to his Ieremias 
' 

text 

(p. 128, n. 1). Ziegler entered a caveat on the interpretation 

of Thackeray's findings. In view of some of the remarkable agree- 

ments between the two halves of Jer, he suggested, it should be 

inquired whether the differences in the second half do not derive 

from a reviser rather than a second translator. 

Evidently taking his cue from this footnote, Emanuel Tov 
has elaborated on Ziegler's suggestion in a thesis preýsented in 
1973 to the University of Jerusalem and later published (in re- 
vised form) under the title The Septuagint T anslation of Jer- 

emiah and Baruch: A Discussion of an Earlv Revision of the LXX 

of Jeremiah 29-52 and Baruch 1: 1-3: 8,1976. In this thesis Tov 

has sought to defend the proposition that a translator-reviser 
theory better accounts for the lexical phenomena of the book of 
Jer than does a multiple translator theory, though his theory dif- 

fers in certain respects from Ziegler's seminal suggestion. In 

Ch. 4 of the present thesis I shall explore the nature of this 

problem and seek to evaluate the relative strengths and weakness- 

es of Tov's counter-theory on the basis of data provided by the 

oracles against the Philistines and Edom, the point where a new 
hand evidently appears. 

The inner-Gk problems of the LXX of Jer having to do with 
the establiohment of the earliest recoverable text and the 
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intriguing translator-reviser issue are indeed complex and im- 

portant* Yet, it is not these matters that have attracted the most 

attention to the LXX of Jer; rather it is the relationship of 
the Gk text to the Heb MT text that in the minds of most scholars 
is the crucial issue. - As is well known, the LXX is considerably 

shorter than the corresponding MT text--according to the calcu- 
lations of Graf and Giesebrecht approximately 2,700 words in the 

MT text (=1/8 of the total) are unrepresented in the LXX. 29 Ad- 

ditionally there is the problem of the transpositýons of various 

passages, mainly--though not exclusively--the section of the 
Oracles Against the Nations which in the MT comes in the penul- 
timate position of the book (Chs. 46-51) while in the Gk it ap- 

pears in the middle (25: 14-31: 44) as well as being found in a 
different internal order. 30 Finally there are the usual number 
of qualitative differences between the two texts where the LXX 

gives a different reading or meaning in comparison with the MT. 

The discovery of these discrepancies does not belongof 

course, to modern times, the matter having been commented upon 
already by Origen in his Letter to Africanus where he asserts 
that in Jer he found "many instances" of divergence between the 
two versions as well as "much transposition and variation in the 

readings of the prophecies" ( I'v ad I /4troketer IV KCV- 

Ot Vý. fX IIV -rý ý, 
\ý, 

C, 
t 

f. WSr: jv -rTPOfj-TLUO., f41, VWV) (PG 119 col- 56). 31 
How the discrepancies between the Heb and Gk texts of Jer and 
other biblical books arose is not discussed at length by Origen, 

though in the same Letter to Africanus he suggests that at least 
for some of the discrepancies the rabbis may have been at fault 
(e. g. in the case of the "omission" of the story of Susanna from 
the Heb)932 while in his Commentary on Matthew (xvq 14) he blames 

careless scribes for the corrupt state of Gk MSSI both OT and 
NT. 33 But where Origen remained silent, others-who followed him 

would press for specific explanations& In the history of the 

investigation of the shorter/longer texts of Jer, four theoriesq 

broadly speaking, have been proposed to account for the differences 

between them. These may be labeled the "abbreviation", "editorial", 

"expansion", and "mediating" theories, respectively. 
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ýA 

1) The "abbreviation" theory. The most common approach 
haa been to regard the Gk text as an abbreviated or mutilated 

version of the Heb. Such abbreviation has been blamed either on 

copyists (so Jeromeq Grabe), or more frequently on the original 
translator(s) (e. g. M. G. L. Spohn, J. Wichelhaus, K. H. Graft 

C. F. Keil, C. von Orelli). The theory implies that the LXX was 
translated from a basically similar or identical Vorlage to that 

of the MT; normally it also holds as original the MT order and 

arrangement of the OAN section. 

2) The "editorial" theory. The first scholar to oppose the 

idea of a deliberately abbreviated LXX was J. G. Eichhorn who, in 

the 3rd volume of his Einl - eitung in Das Alte Testament (31803)9 

took issue with the views of Jerome and Grabe on the one hand 
(P. 152) and those of Spohn (pp, 174-178) on the other. Insteadl 

Eichhorn advanced the theory that the two texts derive from two 

different editions or recensions of the book produced by, Jer him- 

self, the one an early copy which became the basis of the LXX 
translation in Egypt, the other a reworked copy sent to the exiles 
in Babylon and later introduced to Palestine with the returning 
exiles (pp, 137 ff. ). His views were adopted by some, e. g. L. 
Bertholdt, but by 1892 A. KuenA could say that the theory was /e 

then held by hardly anyone (Historisch-kritische Einleitung, 

p. 239)- 'Recently, howevert the theory has been revived, albeit 
in a slightly modified form by A. Selms (VT 26 (1976), esp. 112). 

Mention could also be made in this connexion of T. W. Overholt's 

view (CBQ 30 (1968), esp. 43-45) that some of the divergencies 
between the LXX and MT traditions (e. g. the title "Nebuchadnezzar 

my servant") go back to different versions of the material edited 
by the prophet himself. 

3) The "expansion" theory. On this view the Gk version 
is the best witness to the text of Jer, the Heb having suffered 

greatly from expansioij, conflationg and interpolation. in the 

course of transmission. The main proponents of this position 
have been F. C. Movers, A. Scholz, G. C. Workman, and somewhat 

more moderate, A. W. Streane. 
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4) The "mediating" theory. According to this theory it is 

impossible to generalize on the relative merits of the two texts; 

instead, each reading has to be evaluated on its own merits, 

resulting sometimes in a preference for the Heb, sometimes for 

the Gk. As representatives of this view--though varying con- 

siderably among themselves--can be cited F. Hitzig, B. Duhm, 

F. Giesebrecht, P. Voiz, W. Rudolph, and J. Bright4o 

By the middle of the twentieth centuryt the mediating po- 

sition seemed firmly entrenched as the consensus view, particularly 

as given expression in the commentaries of Rudolph and Bright. 

However, as a result of the Qumran discoveries, some of which 

contain fragments from Jer with a text approximating to the pre- 

sumed Heb Vorlage of the LXX, the whole question of the Heb-Gk 

relationship has of necessity been re-opened. This was done for- 

ci bly by G. J. Janzen in the publication of his Harvard disserta- 

tion, Studies in the Text of Jeremiah, 1973. In this work--which 
to some extent represents the documentation of views already ex- 
pressed elsewhere by his mentor Frank 11. Cross, 3ýJanzen has argued 
two things: 1) the Gk text was translated from an already shorter 
Heb Vorlage, and 2) this Vorlage represents an earlier and supe- 
rior tradition of the Heb text of Jer than that contained in the 
MT. In effect, therefore, Cross and Janzen have returned to the 
third theory outlined above, the "expansion" theory. 

In the final chapter of this thesis I propose to test the 

validity of Janzen's challenge to the consensus "mediating" 

position and his apology for the superiority of the shorter Heb 
VorlaCe underlying the LXX, In doing this it will be necessar. y 
to consider not only the LXX "omissions" or quantitative dif- 
ferences between the two texts (as Janzen has done) but also the 

qualitative differences, for the one has implications for the 

other. In the journals, Janzen's views have met with varied 

responses, some of them favourabl'e3.5 Neverthelessq it is my con- 
k 

viction on the basis of a thorough study of the material con- 
tained in the oracles against the Philistines and Edom that Jan- 

zen has overstated his case and that his explanations for the 
longer form of the Heb text cannot be accepted with anything 
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rcsembling the confidence that he attaches to them. A monochrome 

theory of expansion in the Heb text simply does not do justice 

to the complexity of the relationship between the LXX and 14T 

traditions, any more than does a dogmatic theory of Gk abbreviation. 

The methodology adopted for this investigation is that of 

focusing attention on a specific passage which is tangent in 

significant ways to each of the problem areas poped. We believe 

that Ch. 29, consisting in the LXX of the oracles against the 

Philistines and Edom, provides us with such a passage. It ade- 

quately illustrates the Gk transmission history of the book (Ch. 2)9 

and provides a firm basis for evaluating the text-critical prin- 

ciples and accuracy of Ziegler's GUttingen edition of the text 
(Ch. 3). For the translator/reviser problem (Ch. 4), the chosen 

passage is obviously pivotal since it is precisely at the commence- 

ment of LXX Ch. 29 that the lexical differences in the second half 

of the book begin to appear, A remarkably high percentage (over 

20%) of all the vocabulary on which the translator/reviser theories 

are based is illustrated in the Philistine and Edom oracles. For 

exampleg Tov's case for a reviser theory as opposed to a multiple 
translator theory rests principally on 45 instances of unusual 
renditions common to Jer at and Jer bl; twelve of the 45 (or 26%) 

are found'in Ch. 29. Finally, the Gk/Heb problem (Ch- 5) is amply 
illustrated in the Philistine and Edom oracles. Not only are they 

part of the larger section of foreign nation oracles located in 

different positions in the two texts--thus bringing into play the 

subject of the transpositions--but also they bear witness to a 

significant number of variants in the relationship between the 

two texts, both with regard to length and content, thus providing 

a point of departure for a critique of Janzen's monograph on the 

divergent forms of the LXX and MT texts. 

By employing in this way one small section as a touchstone 

for evaluating different problem levels in the LXX of Jerq it is 

hoped that their interdependence will also be highlighted. The 

three works which form the backdrop to'the discussion in Chs. 3-5-- 

those of Ziegler, Tov, and Janzen--are all specialized studies of 
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individual aspects of the Gk text. Such specialized studies, 
necessary in their own right, nevertheless suffer from a certain 
loss of perspective in relation to the whole. The situation can 
be compared to the experience of excavating a tell. One can 
choose to excavate either an entire horizontal level of a tell, 

or to sink a shaft in a (hopefully) strategic position of the 
tell. Both methods are valid for different purposes, the former 
for a comprehensive understanding of one level of civilizationg 
the latter for a cross-sectional overview of different levels of 
civilization, For the purposes of this study we haveg as it were, 
chosen the "shaft" method. It is recognized that this method is 

not without its own limitations, but its effectiveness for achieving 
the goals set forth will, we trust, be vindicated in the ensuing 
chapters. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE TEXT-CRITICAL PROBLEM (1): 

AN INDUCTIVE STUDY OF THE MANUSCRIPT EVIDENCE FOR LXX JEREMIAH 29 

The purpose of this chapter is to analyse the textual ev- 
idence pertaining to Ch. 29 of the LXX version of Jeremiah. By 

means of an inductive and independent investigation of the MS var- 
iants attested for the oracles against the Philistines and Edomt 

the analysis seeks to trace the various stages of revision and 

corruption through which the Gk text of this section has passed 
back to the earliest MS witnesses at our disposal. The discussion 

will proceed under three headings: I) Description of the Evidence, 
II) Collation of the Evidence, III) Grouping of the Evidence. 

I. Description of the Evidence 

The primary source material for the text-critical study of 
this chapter is to be found in A) Gk MSS containing the oracles 

against the Philistines and Edom, B) patristic citations, and 
C) ancient daughter versions of the LXX. Of these, by far the 

most important are the Gk MSS themselves. The following is a 
list of the extant witnesses to the text of Jer 29 employed in 

this study. 

A. Greek MSS 

A total of 39 Gk MSS have been collated for this investiga- 

tion. 1 Of these, 5 are uncials and 34 are minuscules. The MS 

information citqd below is taken primarily from Rahlfs' Verzeichnis 

der griechischen Handschriften des Alten Testaments and Ziegler's 

GUttingen edition, though some of the data in these sources has 

15 



been updated or corrected according to the results of my own 

enquiries. 

1. Uncials 

A "Codex Alexandrinus", 2 London, British Museum, Royal 1 D. VI; 

5th cent. Jer 29. is found on pp. 347 b 
-348 of the codexe 

B "Codex Vaticanus", Rome, Vatican Libraryl Vat., gro 1209; 4th 

cent. Jer 29 on pp. 1099-1100. 
3 Q "Codex Marchalianu8III Rome, Vatican Library, Vat. gr. 2125; 

6th cent. Jer 29 on pp. 442ý-446. 

S "Codex Sinaiticus", 
4 

London.. British Museuml Additional MS 

43725 (199 leaves); Leipzig, UniversitUts-Bibliothek, Cod. 

gro 1 (43 leaves; this part of the codex is technically 

known as "Cod. Friderico-Augustanus'l); Leningrad Public 

Library (3 fragments); 4th cent. Jer 29 is found in the Leip- 

zig portion of the codex, PP- 30-30 b (pp. io6_1W in Helen 

and Kirsopp Lake's photo facsimile reproduction, Oxford, 1922). 

V "Codex Venetus", 5 Veniceq Biblioteca Nazionale Marcianal Gr. 

1; 8th cent. Jer 29 on pp. 86 b_ 87. 

Minuscules 

22 London, British Museum, Royal 1 B. II; 11th-12th centuries. 

Philistine oracle on pp. 241-241 b Edom oracle on pp. 245- 

246.6 
26 Rome, Vatican Library, Vat. gr. 556; 10th century, Jer 29 

on pp, 156-157. 
36 Rome, Vatican Library, Vat. gr. 347; 11th centurye Phil- 

istine oracle on pp. 216 b 
-217; Edom oracle on pp. 220-221* 

46 Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, Coislin 4; 13th-14th centuries. 
Jer 29 on pp. 359 b 

-36o. 
48 Rome, Vatican Libraryl Vat. gr. 1794; 10th-11th centuries. 

b_ Philistine oracle on pp. 249 
_250; 

Edom oracle on pp. 253- 

254. 
49 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea-Laurenzianal Plutei XI 4; ' 11th 

century. Jer 29 on pp. 221 b_ 223,. 
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51 Florence, Bibliateca Medicea-Laurenziana, Plutei X 8; 11th 

century. The Oracles Against the Nations occur twice in this 

MS, the first time in the usual LXX position and internal 

order in the middle of the book, the second time in the MT 

position and order at the end of the book. In the first 

instance Jer 29 is found on pp. 223 b 
-225, in the second part 

( in my notes referred to as 518(s=supplement)), the Philistine 

oracle is found on pp. 266 b 
-267 and the Edom oracle on pp. 

270-27 1b. 
62 Oxford, New College, 44; 11th century. Philistine oracle on 

bb 
P. 97 Edom oracle on pp. 99-99 

68 Veniceq Biblioteca, Nazionale Marciana, Gr- 5; 15th century. 

11 Jer 29 on pp. 197-198. 
86 "Codex: Barberinus". Rome, Vatican Library, Barberini gr- 549; 

9th-10th centuries. Jer 29, including commentary of Olympi- 

odorus, on pp. 157-159. - 
87 Rome, Vatican Library, Chigi R. VIII 54; 7 10th centiirye Jer 

29 on PP.. 304-305. 
88 "Codex Chisianus", Rome, Vatican Library, Chigi R. VII 45; 8 

10th century, Philistine oracle on pp. 94-94 b Edom oracle 
on pp. 98-99 b. 

90 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea-Laurenziana, Plutei V 9; 11th 

century.. Jer 29 on pp. 170 b_ 171 b 

91 Rome, Vatican Library, Ottoboniani gr. 452; 11th century, 
Jer 29 on pp. 168 b_ 169. 

96 Copenhagen,. Det Kongelige Bibliotek, Ny Kongelige Samling, 
40, Nr- 5; 11th century. Philistine oracle on pp. 134 b_ 135; 

Edom oracle on pp. 137 b_ 138 b. 

106 Ferrara, Biblioteca Communale, 187 11; 9 14th century. Jer 

29 on p. 94. 

122 Venice, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Gr. 6; 15 century. 
Jer 29 on pp. 166-167. 

130 Viennag Nationalbibliothek, Theologici gr. 23; ga 12th-13th 

centuries, Jer 29-on pp. 419 b 
-420. 

233 Romej, Vatican Library, Vat. gr, 2067; 10th centurye Jer 29 

on pp, 172-173. 

239 Bologneq Biblioteca Universitaria, 2603; copied lo46. Jer 

29 on pp. 156-157. 
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311 Moscowt formerly The Synod Library, Gr- 354; 12th century. 
Philistine oracle on p. 22-22; Edom oracle on pp. 224-225. 

407 Jerusalemq Patriarchal Library, '1, ýcfou 2; 9th century. 
Philistine oracle on P. 335; Edom oracle on PP. 336 b 

-337. 
410 Jerusalemq Patriarchal Library, I-Of-fou 36; 13th century. 

Palimpset. Jer 29 on pp. 270-272. 
449 Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, E. 3 inf.; 10th-11th centuries. 

bb Jer 29 on PP- 3 -4 
490 Munich, Staatsbibliothek, Gr., 472; 11th century. Jer 29 

on ppe 209-210, 

534 'Parisq Bibliotheque Nationale, Coislin 18; 11th century. 
Jer 29 on PP. 71 b 

-72. 
538 Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, Coislin 191; 12th century. 

Jer 29 on pp. 262 b 
-264. 

544 Parisq, Bibliotheque Nationale, Gr. 15; 11th century. Jer 

29 on pp. 186-188. 
613 Patmos, luotvvou -roý Gto., o*Vow 209; 13th century. Jer 

29 on pp. 359-360. 
631 Raudnitz, Lobkowitz'sche Bibliothek, VI. E. f. 19; 14th 

century. Jer 29 on pp. 123-124. 

710 Sinai, Sto Catharine's Monastery, Cod, gr, 5: 10th century. 
b Jer 29 on pp. 95-96 

763 Athens, Mov; 6c-tc, -TT*I% S-1- 0 514; 11th century. Philistine 

oracle on pp. 194 b_ 195; Edom oracle on pp. 195 b_ 196 b. 

764 "Athens, Aotv'rix 169; 13th-14th centuries. Jer 29 on pp. 147 b_ 149. 
1 770 Athens, AwvFOI 234; 12th century. Jer 29 on-pp. 104-105. 

986 Oxfordq Ashmolean Museu, m, P. AntinooPolis 53; 6th-7th centuries. 

B. Patristic Citations 

The extant evidence from patristic sources for the text of 
Jer 29 is to be found in four commentaries written on the text 

of Jer and in several quotations scattered throughout various 
works of early christian literature. 

1. Commentaries 

John Chryaostom (d. 407): All that remains of Chrysostom's 
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commentary on the text of Jer are those portions preserved in 

a few Catena MSS. These selectionsg takenmainly from Vat. 675, 

Vat. 1204, and especially from an Altemps Library MS, were col- 

lected by Michael Ghisler in his monumental work, Ieremiam Pro- 

phetam Comentarii (1623). From there they were reprinted in Migne, 

PG 64 (=Chr. XIII) but with the lemma texts taken not from'Chry- 

sostom but from some textus receptus or composed in an ad hoe way, 
Alsot citations from within Chrysostom's commentary itself were 

not always fully reproduced in Migne. For these-reasonst col- 
lation of Chrysostom's Jer citations must-be based on Ghisleres 

edition and not on Migne. According, to Ghisler, the following 

verses from Jer 29 are partially or wholly quoted by Chrysostom: 
4t 59 7,14,20. 

Theodoret of Cyrus (d. 460? ). Theodoret is our richest source 

of Jer citations from among the Church Fathers. His commentary 

on Jer has been-published in full by J. L. Schulze, Theodoreti 
Opera Omnia (Vol. 29 1770; Philistine oracle on pp. 592-593; Edom 

oracle on pp. 602-606), reprinted in Migne, PG 81 (Philistine 

oracle on cols. 716-717; Edom oracle on colso 728-733). The 
text is based mainly on two MSS in the Staatsbibliothek of Munich: 
Gr, 117 from the sixteenth century (designated IIBII by Schulze, 
from "bavaricus": cf. Schulze, Vol. 2, p. 403, and Rahlfs, 
Verzeichni's, p. 433, n. 4) and Gr. 472 (=LXX MS 490, see above) 
from the eleventh century (designated by Schulze as "Cod. " or 
"Cod. august(anus)"l and from p. 403 onwards, simply as "All). 

According to the text of Schulze, all verses except 1,2,19, and 
22, are cited either in whole or in part by Theodoreto 

Olympiodorus (sixth century). The commentary of Olympiodorus 
is contained in "Codex Barberinus" (see above MS 86). It was 

partially published by Ghisler in his compendium and reprinted 
by Migne, PG 93 (Philistine oracle on Col. 705; Edom oracle on 

cols. 710-712), But because the lemma texts in these editions 

are not to be trusted, collation must be based on the actual 
MS9 which consists of alternating sections of LXX text and Olym- 

piodorus commentary. Contrary to the impression given by Migne, 

the commentary follows the order of the Gk text, not the Heb, 
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The commentary itself consists of short citations from the text 

of Jer accompanied by explanatory comments. From Jer 29, parts 

of the following verses are quoted by Olympiodorus; 2,5,6,8, 

9t 11t 12,13t 15,179 199 20,23. 

Basilius of Neopatrae (9th century), The commentary on Jer 

of this late ana less important Greek Father has never been pub- 
lished. It is extant in two MSS: the 12th century MS 
31, in Patmos, and the 12th century Vatican gr. 1687 in Rome. 

A collation of the Patmos MS exists in the collation books for 
Jer at the Septuaginta-Unternehmen in GUttingen. 

2, Citations 

Clement-of Alexandria (d. before 225) quotes from Jer 29: 20 
in Stromata. Book 2. Ch. 15 (GCS, Elem. II, p. 148; Pck 8, col. 
1004). 

Eusebius of Caesarea (d- 339) cites names from vv- 5,8, 
9. and 20 in Onomasticon (GCS, Eus. III, PP- 38,80, got 102). 

Gregory of Nyssa (d. 394) quotes from v. 20 in Testimonia. 

adversus ludaeos, Ch. 20 (PG 46. (=, Greg. III), col. 232). 
Didymus the Blind of Alexandria (d. 398? ) quotes from vv. 

5-6 in In Zachariam (SC 839 P. 380). 

Cyril of Alexandria (d. 444) quotes from v. 2 in his commen- 
tary In Sophoniam (PG 71 (=Cyr. IV), col. 984). 

ý Sacra Parallela quotes from vv. 8-9 (PG 96 (=Joannes Damas- 

enus III), Col. 348). 
Liber de divinis scripturis sive speculumg Ch. 130, quotes 

from vv. 2-3 (CSEL 129 pp. 677-678). 11 

C. Daughter Versions 

Six ancient versions translated directly from the LXX are 
included in my collation notes of Jer 29. In chronological order 
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of translation these are the Old Latin, the Coptic (Sahidic and 

Bohdric dialects), the Syriac, the Ethiopic, the Arabic, and 

the Armenian, 

1. Old Latin 

-The only extant witness to the Old Latin text of Jer 29 is a 

fragment in "Codex Sangallensis" 912 containing a passage from 

29: 13-19. The collation is taken from F. C. Burkitt's publication, 

"The S. Gallen Fragment of Jeremiah, " in Texts and Studies 4 

(1896), 79-929 which constitutes an appendix to his article on 

"The Old Latin and the Itala. 11 

Coptic 

The Coptic translation of Jer 29 has been preserved in the 

Bohairic and Sahidic dialects, An edition of the Bohairic was 

published in 1852 by H. Tattam, together with a Latin translation: 

Prophetae majores, in linguae aegyptiacae memphitica. seu coptiSal ; _-_ V 

Oxford, 1852. The Sahidic of Jer 29 exists in two papyri fragments* 

The first contains 28: 59-29: 4l published by G. Maspero, Fragments 

de la version-thebaine de l'Ancien Testnment, (Memoires publieb 

par les membres de la Mission archeologique franSaise au Caire, 

vol. 6, fasc. 1.2), Paris, 1892, p. 239. The second fragment 

contains 29: 3-239 published by C. Wessely, Griechische und Kqp. 7 
tische Texte, theologischen Inhalts IV (Studi7ýen zur'Palaeographie 

und Papyruskunde, XV), Leipzig, 1914, P. 83. 

Syriac 

The Syriac version of the LXX (called the Syrohexapla because 

it was translated--in 616/17 by Paul of Tella--from Origen's 

hexaplaric recension) is. found in the 8th century "Codex Ambro- 

sianus", first published, along with a Latin translation, by 

Matth. Norberg in 1787: Codex Syriaco-Hexaplaris Ambrosiano- 

Mediolanensis,, London/Gothenborg (Philistine oracle on pp.. 236- 

239; Edom oracle on pp. 248-253). A reprint of Norberg's Latin 

translation is found in PG 16, cols. 2299-2394. A photographed 
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facsimile copy of the codex was issued by A. M. Ceriani in Mon- 

umenta sacra et profana, tom. Vjjj,. Milang 1874. 

Ethiopic 

There exists no published edition of the Ethiopic version of 
Jer. Of the various Ethiopic MSS, Ziegler (following J. SchUfers) 

has determined that the Ethiopic is best preserved in the Berlin 

codex, MS orient. fol. 3067 Geez (see Ziegler, Ieremias, P. 30)- 

Arabic 

The collation is taken from Brian Walton's London Polyglot, 

16579 pp. 281-283, accompanied by Latin translation. 'ý 

Armenian 

The Armenian text is found in J. Zohrabian's edition, Venice, 
1805, from where it was collated by Ziegler in the Septuaginta- 
Unternehmen notes. 

II. Collation of the Evidence 

This section contains my fresh collation of the MS variants 
for LXX Jer. 29. The collation of the four main uncials A, B9 

Q, and S has been based on the official photo reproductions of 
those MSS published in the case of Codex Alexandrinus by the 
British Museum (1883), in the case of Codex Vaticanus and Codex 
Marchalianus by the Vatican Library (1907 and 1890 respectively) 
and in the case of Codex Sinaiticus by the Oxford Press (1922, 

prepared by Helen and Kirsopp Lake). The collation of the other 
Gk MSS is based on photographs or microfilms, most of which were 

made available to me at the Septuaginta-Unternehmen in Gbttingen. 

For the patristic sources I have consulted the standard published 

editions as cited above, except for the commentary of Olympiodorus 

which is based directly on Codex Barberinus (MS 86). In the 

case of the Sahidic, Ethiopic, and Armenian versions I have been 

entirely dependent on the GUttingen collation books, For those 
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of the Bohairic, Syriacq and Arabic versions I have also relied 
heavily on the Gdttingen collation notes, but have been able to 

check these against the published texts and accompanying Latin 

translations. The versional evidence where it diverges from the 

Gk is usually cited in Latin form, except for the Syrohexaplaq 

which, because of its sister relationship to MS 889 is regularly 

cited in Gk transliteration. 

The base text is essentially that of the Sixtine textus re- 

ceptus (in the edition published by Samuel Bagster and Sons, 

London), albeit slightly modified at a few points; e. go, when the 

Sixtine text prints a reading unique to Codex Vaticanus or the 

B group, the majority text has been adopted in the base column 

so as not to overload the collation notes, The base text hasq 

of course, no critical value; its function is strictly utilitarian 

as a means of exhibiting in the most practical way the many "var- 

iation units"13 within this chapter. 
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III. Grouping of the Evidence 

Collation of all the manuscript, patristic and versional 

evidence above has revealed a host of variant readings for Jer 

29. While initial survey of these pages might present a very 

confused picture indeed, further study soon reveals the existence 

of certain patterns of attestation within the variants, and these 

patterns tend to reduce the apparent confusion considerably. Of 

prime importance is the fact that some MSS consistently group to- 

gether in bearing witness to the same reading. This phenomenon 

of the grouping of MSS has long been recognized as a foundational 

principle in the work of textual criticism, in the case of LXX 

studies going back at least to the works of A. M. Ceriani (Monumental 

11,1863, xxiv), J. Wellhausen (Text, 1871, pp. 223f-) and Paul 

de Lagarde (Pars Prior, 1883, P. xvi). 
14 In our analysis of Jer 

29 the several groupings of MSS provides both a practical way of 

organizing the discussion as well as a useful means of surveying 
the textual history of this chapter of the book of Jer, and by 

extension--with certain modifications--15 of the whole book. The 
following six groups are found to exist in Jer: A) The 0 Group, 

B) The L Group, C) The C Group, D) The Q Group, E) The A Group, and 
F) The B Group. 

A. The'O Group (or Hexaplaric Recension) 

The text-critical analysis of the oracles against the Phi- 
listines and Edom is most conveniently approached through the MSS 
attesting the recension of Origen, i. e., the text which derives 
ultimately from the fifth column of Origen's monumental Hexaplaq 
hence also called the Hexaplaric recension. 

16 What makes the study 
of this recension especially suitable as a point of departure is 
the fact that it is firmly anchored historically, and thanks to 
Origen's own comments on his modus operandi in revising the LXXI 
its readings are often readily identified. 17 A key passage ex- 
plaining the principles underlying this recension is found in 
Origen's Commentary on Matthew (xv, 14), where commenting on a 
textual problem in Matt 19: 19, he says: 
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Great differences have arisen in the'transcripts, from 
the carelessness of some of the scribes, or from the reck- 
lessness of some persons, or from those who neglected the 
emendation of the text, or else from those who made additions 
to the text or omissions from it, as they thought fit. With 
the help of God's grace I have tried to repair the disagree- 
ments in the copies of the Old Testament on the basis of the 
other versions. When I was uncertain of the Septuagint read- 
ing because the various copies did not tally, I settled the 
issue by consulting the other versions and retaining what 
was in agreement with them. Some passages did not appear 
in the Hebrew; these I marked with an obelus as I did not 
dare to leave them out altogether. Other passages I marked 
with an asterisk to show that they were not in the Septuagint 
but that I had added them from the other versions in agree- 
ment with the Hebrew text. 18 

. 
Three relevant facts emerge from the above passage: 1) Origen- 

purposed to amend the LXX by bringing it into conformity with 

the Hebrew; 2) He used other Gk versions to settle points of 

inner-Gk corruption in existing LXX MSS as well as to supply 

passages he considered missing in the LXX; 3) He employed a con- 

ventional system of critical signs to indicate omissions and ad- 

ditions in the LXX vis-a-vis the Hebrew: the obelus to mark a 

reading found in the LXX but not in the Hebrewq the asterisk to 

draw attention to a reading missing in the LXX but added by him 

from the other versions. 19 

Of the three points mentioned here, the use of the critical 

signs is the most arresting feature of Origen's work, providing 

us frequently with a visual means of identifying the readings 
20 , that belong to his recension. Tor the prophetical books in 

general and for Jer in particular the most frequent carriers of 
the critical signs are the following four MSS: Codex Chisianus 
(MS88), Codex Ambrosianus, containing the text. of the Syrohex- 

apla (Syh), Codex Barberinus 04S 86), and Codex Marchalianus (Q). 

Of these four, a unique pair is formed by 88 and Syh; various 
factors combine to demonstrate not only their sister relationship 
but also their Faxaplaric origin. 

The common ancestry of 88 and Syh is shown in at least five 

wayse Both attest the same unusual order of the prophetical 
books: Jer, Dan, Ez, Is. Only these two MSS transmit the LXX 

text of Daniel (where all others, apart from some fragments in 

the Chester Beatty papyri, give Theodotion's version), and arrange 
the story of Susanna and of Bel and the Dragon after the canonical 
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part of Daniel (in this respect accompanied by MS 62). In Jer 

only they, together with most of the MSS of the L group, follow 

the Hebrew text in the matter of the location and internal order 

of the'oracles against foreign nations. Finally, the similar 
(sometimes identical) colophons are a strong witness to their 

common background. 

It is to the colophons, too, that we owe specific information 

concerning the Hexaplaric origin of 88 and Syh. For instance, 

the colophon for Lamentations reads as follows: Gfývok (fl. Cjk) 

10 C I 1E P týp 
'v- 'Ye ".? 

'I t' K -T; ýV "t--r%'NLV 4. 

1 31 
Whether by the phrase < yeCýq)lj tK T; JV J't-"Trýz'v is meant that 

the text was originally copied out of the Hexapla autograph or 

from some transcript of the fifth column (whether by Origen him- 

self or by his friends Pamphilus and Eusebius) cannot be deter- 

mined. In the case of the Syh, internal evidence shows that this 

was translated from a Gk MS almost identical to the forerunner 

of 88 (cf. their mutual agreement in the omission of several 

1ý '. e. -TWV C Oct 
S 

asterisks). 
_By 

the phrase CK V[-- 'twu%'ýZ3 le ' -uoet-re'vi 
is probably meant that the text was provided with the Origenic 

signs. Although no colophon exists for Jer (Ziegler thinks it 

may have dropped out by accident, cf. Ieremias p. 67), we may 

assume that what is said concerning Lamentations applies equally 
to Jer. Since the history of these two MSS is so clearly related 

and since their common readings and signs unequivocally place 
them in the Origenic camp, their mutually attested readings may 
legitimately be cited under the symbol 0 (=Origen). 

There is one major difference between 88 and the Syh, namely 
that in addition to its fifth column text, Syh also has numerous' 

readings in its margins taken mainly--though not exclusively--from 
the other columns of the Hexapla and identified by the symbols 

a# I a", 0' 
, Iti", of ý" . In this respect Codex Marchalianus (Q) 

and Codex Barberinus (86) resemble the Syrohexapla for, while the 

text itself of these MSS does not derive from Origen's rec-ension, 
their margins are neve rtheless rich sources of Hexapla readings, 
including some from the fifth column text. MS 86 also contains 

a number of critical signs, especially obeli, in the body of its 

text, but as we shall see, many of these are unreliable. 21 
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With the above modicum of historical and MS background in 

hand it becomes possible to proceed with a detailed examination 

ofIthe Reexaplaric recension of Jer 29. The goal in view is to 

isolate those readings which can with reasonable certainty be 

attributed to Origen's recension as secondary additions or alter- 

ations and to disqualify such from a restored archetype text of 
Jer 29. The material will be dealt with according to the fol- 

lowing outline: 

1. Obelised Readings 

a. Agreeing with MT 

b. Conflicting with MT 

2. Asterised Readings 

a. Agreeing with MT 

b. Conflicting with MT 

3. Unmarked Readings 

a. Supported by Hexapla Readings 

i. Additions 

ii. Synonymous Substitutions 

iii. Double Readings 

b. Unsupported by Hexapla Readings 

Significance of the Data 

l. - Obelised Readings 

There are altogether 

evidence for the oracles 

obeli take three differe: 

as the comparative base, 

known working principles 

nine obelised, readings in our extant MS 

against the Philistines and Edom. The 

nt f orms: ->-j c"ej. 0 
22 Taking MT 

six of the obeli agree with Origen's 

while three disagree. 

a. Obelised Readings Agreeing with MT 

,v% -P %A ou S fr. 
e 29: 11 -ro \f%$ 0 4f u -rou% 

\C, e crt 
; Yos Iclielou Of, fytvo)ol Ireos 1"el! 

"oluv 
-rov iTeofl-FIV 

fr. vrri -rov% CA X'ý, 
0p, 'x 

ou ý IVt <YCVCTO 
ý'Oyo 

S "Clov 

-a-e 0ý -rof -ffpOr, )-r, )v . 
51 (, -2 

. 
111 itqg -1-70 
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The Syh (followed by minuscules 51 62 311 4491) reproduce 

the phrase Tr IT 01) ý OL ýk ý- 0 (P 6ý'x 0V twice, once as a title in 

common with all other LXX MSS, and once as part of the longer 

introductory formula corresponding to MT. It may well be that 

Syh has preserved the right 11exaplaric tradition here, namely 

that when Origen came to the LXX title C'-ni -rolbt alýýoj)6'ý-ous he 

merely obelised this and proceeded to add from the younger ver- 

sions the words missing in the LXX (contrast 88 which has the 

title only once preceded by the 

phrase Soc CyCV1191 Vyoc icupoov -ffeot 4e. -r; V 1rr, 00fjOTjVsee below 

p. 62 ). 

%t Xoi-not -e bem tM Mý-1 t<m Kovrot 

3 

The MT 11 " -1 t-t W also omits the article. 

91 29: 9 iv 

The MT 1 -7-7 also omits the preposition. The omission of ev 
in Q. txt is probably accidental. - 

29: 17 1 a- xw v 
Cf. MT 49: 16 

It is not clear how the two obeli are to be explained; pro- 
bably only one goes back to Origen. The Gk translation equiva- 

lence furthest removed from the Heb is'lcr, ýv'V and may therefore 

have been the word obelised by Origen. An interesting note in 

ý, O%j IW 01 Y 11 
1 86mg comments with reference to ' 11 tf 14 

perhaps intended as a scribal remark defending the retention of 
the word. 

29: 19 V-, JPIOS Trix VTO K t* 'r&JtO 'ýT ft Vr 0 r- Pr 10 7L 

MT has only 

29: 20, KOLI TOO& eLV i Cr V- Oýj S Cn vc %J T 61 v CIT I (rr V) MOLT L 

om. 88-syh txt 

Cf. MT 49: 19 1 -n a 

The phrase sub obeli in 86 has been entirely suppressed in 
88-Syhtxt and replaced by a phrase which better corresponds to 14T 
(see below p. 67 ). 
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b. Obelised Readings Conflicting with MT 

The above six readings have confirmed the general corres- 

pondence between MT and Origen's Heb text. In the following 

three examples of obelised readings conflicting with MT. we have 

to reckon with a Heb text differing from the MT or with incor- 

rectly transmitted obeli. 

I 29: 3 'FroýZV GIUT031 WVTOV 

Cf. MT 47: 3 11 1) 1a 

The obelus before ctýrZ is a problem since the MT also has 

the third per. sing. suffix. A different Heb Vorlage is a tech- 

nical possibility, but it may be that the obelus originally stood 
before -vvS-wv since this word in no way agrees with the Heb; 

in OvoýZv was replaced by Svv-, -r: j'v (see below, p. 71 These 

facts may mean that in the fifth column both words were present 
(i. e., iro4jv and S,.., vovrZv ), the first one sub obeli, the second 

sub asteriscog only the latter of which (minus the asterisk) has 

survived in 0.23 

29: 14 can] - Syh 

Cf. MT 49: 13 PDn 

It is doubtful that this obelus is correctly preserved in 

Syh since. terp exactly corresponds to and the Heb sentence 

can hardly be conceived of without the verb. Ziegler (Ieremias, 

P. 79) may well be right in suggesting that the obelus originally 

stood before the phrase which immediatoly follows '<_', er; ) namely 
cv t 4r tj In 0 this phrase constitutes the first part of a ý4 

1 

double reading 
iv ptery 

11 41en (see below p. 71 ). In the fifth 

columni v ý-i cr-. would presumably have been sub obeli and I 
, 

lAt 

en 
sub asterisco. 

29: 15 ic., "Yyi ý, v 
Cf. MT 49: 14 -) -qI 

Since both the LXX and the MT have the conjunction, the obelus 
is enigmatic. Perhaps the conjunction was missing in Origen's 
Heb'VOrlage and the obelus is then correctly transmitted* 
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Alternatively, the obelus may be intended to apply to both wordsq 
% .01 IC41 vcyvfýovs . thus drawing attention to the discrepancy between 

the Gk plural and the Heb singular. 

Remarks 

The best attested obelus in our chapter is 'TtoofroYPO&T-P 
in 29: 19 (Q 0 86), This word was certainly present in the pre- 
Origenic text. This is namely the, function of a'true obelus for 

the modern text critic, that it guarantees that reading for the 

pre-Origenic text. 

Six of the nine 'obelised passages are attested only by MS 86, 

and at least two of these are open to question. The preponder- 

ance of obeli in 86 is. a phenomenon of that MS in Jer (cf. Ieremiasq 

P. 76); the presence of several anomalous obeli is also character- 
istic of that MS'(cf. Ieremias 

'9 
P-78). 

Only in one case (29: 20) has an obelised reading been entirely 

suppressed in some other MS. This low frequency of elimination 
is in conformity with a general reluctance on the part of scribes 

altogether to omit Origen's obelised passages. 

Asterised Readings 

Fourteen asterised readings have been preserved in the extant 
ýSS of Jer 29. Eleven of these agree with the MT, while three 

conflict with MT. 

In this section the relevant data for the asterised readings 
is set out in columns in the following manner: In the centre of 
the page, straddling the two columns, is reproduced the reading 
of the collation text. In the left-hand column is cited the 

asterised reading ir. question followed by the corresponding Hex- 

apla readings under aprropriate translator symbols (where avail- 

able), In the right-hand column, for comparison purposes, are 
listed those Gk MSS cdntaining the same (or very similar) read- 
ings as those which in the left-hand column are under asterisk. 
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a. Asterised Readings Agreeing with MT 

29: 1 0u 

c, * ( IT I 'T 0 1) c. C4 "), 0 q) Q' ), 00ý 
ý, Oyos lCop IOU os Icy cvq ol 

ITtO 05 lCet14 loeV Tov "TTtOo 4f w) T9V5: tf4 

tyCVp)ovl ý, OyOS KVJ210u 
icpV-ov -*- -ra, -vvpof-j-F, )v I's 

'A* . -ireo -roLj cfweadw 

is) -rny Y-? wv - ! ý-ft 

ol 0- OS ty(VI19vl *XOJOý 

cA 
I 

cr 
/ 

Ff. 
4* os ( Y'( Y/ I 

Gel sý0Y0% 

r-oeloo veoý lce, ýAlotv, -r co v -ire 0f rl T 1) V 

f-ffl -Touý U>-", Ofoxotjý 
(-CA I 

ITeot 
-ni ei -r-, j v 

TrCc? -roo ITTotvitteml 

T n", 

I-IT 47: 1 "1 1 -1 a "T W'Výl 

aI 

* Vý CyCVe-T0' 

CA V -r OW -I- jO 0 

111 441 110) 'TTtOv -roci ITOk-l-t4hil 

qý,. 4 ra --, -r Ivy -x 
4 

%& v 2.2.1 L 4-1 

st cl, (. -L q6 Ill. 'fo-I Ljqej l(ol I-10 

The long introductory formula in MT is represented in the LXX 

only by. the phrase iCTr. ' ro%)& Aquila and Symmachus, 

however, supplied the missing parts before and after the short 
title corresponding to the Heb, from where it was taken over by 

Origen and placed sub asterisco. 
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The asterised additions in 88 and Syh are identical except for 

the transposition of the opening phrase OS ZYtVI)OIJ V'yOS Kue#00- 
The order in 88 is undoubtedly original to the Hexaplaric recension 

as it agrees with A' er' and with MT. In that part of the 

asterised addition following the title Gylo ToZ) -waT. kt-gi fxeA14 T'Jv 

mg 88-Syh are joined anonymously. by Q But since the additions in 

Q mg preceding the title are under the symbolsot'cr', it is likely that 

the addition following the title is to be regarded as a continua- 
tion of the reading under the same symbols, The ad- 
ditional asterisks in 88 before -r'C)v -vrpoT1. r1v and -r'-'Iv Yx' ý04 V 

are of uncertain significance. 

29: 4 ITOL vTAc, 

cr vv cruv 

MT 47: 4 ý. > n4 

The preposition is a tell-tale sign of Aquilats translation. 

In that versionev', trenders the Heb nota accusativi whenever the 

latter is followed by the Heb article or by 5 >(as here); other- 

wise the Gk article alone is used (cf. Reider, Prolegomena, p. 16, 

ri. 33), The appearance of the asterised cruv in 88 raises the 

question to what extent Origen adopted Aquila's fastidious ren- 
dering in the fifth column of the Hexapla.. If 88 is to be trusted, 

he did so rather frequently (115 times in Jeremiah according to 

Ziegler, Ieremias, p. 72). 24 

0( '> 04 -IT 0, i ' 
(Z. 

-ý 

pr. -ý- Toos 0 ro0c, 7-7- 

%ess) 47 Sk S'lg 62 (tr. 
TOVt&Lýý 

/ 

WvT*I%%.. 
) U 301 Lfol tp4q IL3 170 

cot G pr. *ý, -roos ooc>ý'>-o 4ruý, otjj 

pr. '; k- Touý c-A, 0joqu"ý, 'ojý Cl 
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Cf. MT 47: 4 pI -I uw-0, ;'W5 Bý rlý-% 
The correspondence between MT and 0 is exact. 

29: 4 -rt%) vv bl cr wV 

Y-01 I %-; OLIT IT CL 60K %OL ý '44q 1,10 

00 0' - -ý' Koý% V. C IT ITeK 90 K t. K ýQ, 

ol y f. st. 'I 

Cf. MT: 4 IIn5 -=ý 11 -t-L 

-v v- -. I Koc-n-rroLcSo K tote. 0 2--L. 

I t. Lt 1 
-. 7 1 S, I"(. -& q(. 311 qv-1 *1(03 

Although the asterisk in 449 770 is found in the margin of 

thýse MSS9 it is clear from a comparison with the other MSS that 

it applies to wPciT-nc&Ecv., 'vLý It is true that this addition 

generally corresponds to the Heb )n DD but two things must be 

noted- "Cappadocia" is not a correct translation of 

nor does the Heb have the conjunction. How are these discrepancies 

to be explained? 

With regard to the absence of the conjunction in the Heb, 

it is interesting to note the reading of The Three 

in 862ý'g which also omits the article and may therefore represent 
the better tradition from the Hexapla, in contrast to the witness 

of Q mg according to which Aquila and Theodotion attest the con- 
junction (but 1C, 1'ffnAS0KAS--aCC. p&--in 86mg Must be wrong since 
the sense definitely requires a genitive; the loss of the iota 

may be accidental). The reading of the younger versions would 

then have been -ri: )v v4crwv 9 "the islands of Cappa- 

docia. " But whence then theK-%'in 0... 770? Possibly it 

bntered the text at a later stage to correct the geographical 

absurdity of the phratie "the islands of Cappadocia", Cappadocia 

neither being an island nor having any! (The correct translation 

of is probably Crete). By the simple addition of a 

geographical credibility is restored to the verse: "the Lord will 
de8tr oy the rest Of the islands and (the rest of) Cappadocia. " 
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29: 8 

+vsv Vok 14 (wv 

0 
Jvv7Ac&JV 

Cf. MT 49: 7 51 1 -VAa 

0 k tip 10 

&-j V O/A 
0 

49 Sl . 90 161- "It, 311 401 1441 

-1(01 -110 

The correspondence between the Gk additions and MT is exact. 

ve al -4, V. Ip 29: 11 Wý'? -Ov-ro b%', 

, 4- cKvrt>u - -x' £AILTO 417»'TT c eý 3 IM 

. x, ý 8e0, 

0' "i. -)-t1o 

Cf. MT 49: 10 IV -%'t -7 -r LP I 

&J*'ýCTO 
SIOL 

lot. 120 

LJA E TO Cr IF f ýAA CL -r 0 

442 511 q6 -163) ow-rou Jots x\11tPat 

'Ll- 36 48 rl VS fz 

1763 '110 

Since the common LXX reading ýný, cwro Stc'4 YVC misrepre- 

sents the Heb IY"IT -r-T%v(mainly on account of the confusion of 
"arm"l and Y -11 "seed"), Origen sought to correct the 

mistranslation. In place of LIM he wrote cr-rr-cf , ýA A Oc OTO&A 

and in place of the plural verb w">ýov-rp he placed the singular 

verb iwjý, cro Since no reading of the younger versions has sur- 

vived at this point$ unfo. -tunately we do not know the source of 
Origen-'s reading. 

According to Origen's stated rules one would have expected the 

. 
ýA&t &%ý-r(Z since that asterisk to have been placed in front of. cr-TTcf 

alone represents the addition to the LXX, Zý, frrO being a qualitative 

change. It is of course possible that the asterisk was moved in the 

process of transmission from a hypothetically original position 

preceding erTyc pl-At, to that preceding but this is less 

likely in view of the stable position of the asterisk in both 0 
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and 86mg. If then the asterisk is correctly transmitted before 

this would tend to support the view that Origen occasion- 

ally used an asterisk to designate a qualitative as well as a quan- 

titative change, 
25 

A further point of interest is the fact that in 0 the majority 

has been retained along with the as- text reading of y 
terised alteration and addition. We have here, therefore, a clear 

case of a double reading. Presumably in Origen's LXX column 

X would have been sub obelil but the 6belus at some 

point has disappeared and both readings have been preserved side 

by side. 26 

vi 
29: 13 JIT 10 

f r. *ý' "rttOVTES 0 pr. -rT s OV TCý 26 1418 -TI 4"' 

(. 2. q%. sit 4.0-1 1 *16 3 -1')0 

II.. ok 
0 

pr. '; X' IT4r>, /TlLt 

ol pr. -ý- -vr, ovrcc. ý (0" 

01), 
I 

f"r. ITIOVTOLI 
clk " 

Cf. MT 49: 12 Inik" IOLP 

In the LXX the Heb absolute infinitive was frequently rendered 
by the juxtaposition of a. cognate participle and finite verb. 
This model had been followed by The Three in the translation of 

11ILVI, 1SIU, (the minor descrepancies in attestation are of 
little consequence) and was in turn taken over from them by Origen. 

29: 13 

I) w 

, ýfýetwc, v-) 

+ a., owj 19 . 10- -) 
1 

. 9(, Sit '143 

2-2. . -t. 442 xt. 

P0+ -4- 04e"i")6>V)Crl 2(>-l 
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Cf . MT 49: 12 

Whereas in the previous example the LXX lacked the participle 
in the translation of the Heb infinitive absolute, this time it 

was missing the finite verb. The verb was accordingly added by 

Origen from Theodotion. 

29: 16 
/ 

botJ 
�tpov 

pr. "). TI' 

40C (r 
ý* 

OTO 1A%VjOC)V 
71* 

Cf. MT 49: 15 lop "-, > 

pr. O-rt (02- 

The correspondence between the 0 addition and MT is exact. 

% .1% 29: 20 Tou't VircKvicrv TT 
%n, 

/ ("IT I cr- *T ouc f. 

2 gs- 914" ; 

* 'A-* Kal -roe. 1 Ký- ( K-rc. ( -TTo o 

OWTritt tITI Cr eC q-* OIA 04 1 L149 

If A0+ 11 YO, K TO 

ITO s OL UT IV* IT I Cr* KC Lý Oýp aL 17 (z 

w at % -ri e. t v, ý- t v- -T aS -vy o c. 

Cc OT F) V( TI I 47V t tý OZA OL 1 21- 11 

-'r 1<oc% -rit (K'*^*(V-TC)C. -neos 

ý" 6LI 2- A VT V)v f TT I a- ic c 40 0 
qop -CISO 67- qL. 3.11 4-C)", 

Cf. MT 49: 19 

This another case where the asterisk has been preserved only 
in mss 449 770 (cf. 29: 4 VC Aý 14 -Tr Tr -K- E0KI 

above), The fore- 

going notation means that the LXX reading iv 11 
"Ir 

" OLI % 

-*LrL (which is. obelised in 86 and altogether missing in 88- 

Syh txt 
has been. replaced in 88-Syh txt by the reading from Aquila 

%71 9-ot I -r I C. !E 'ý x 'L C> t -rTe 0 (ý ae T Vy/ I IT 10- OQ IC Y OIA 0% which more 
closely approximates the Heb. In MSS 22 . '. - 770 the new reading 
has been added to the old LXX reading, resulting in a double 
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reading in those MSS. The old LXX reading is also preserved in 
mg Syh The history of the passageg thereforeq is probably as 

follows: The reading in Origen's Gk Vorla. Ge was vL.,, %"cwojs 
It II%T J* f-n OLUTIV (. 'rYIL'rT tj 0- OL TL Since this phrase did not correspond 

to the Heb it was obelised by Origen (cf. the obelus in 86); at 

the same time he added the asterised correction Ka"i -T 
'c. 

T%o cý 

from Aquila. 

29: 23 

er C. 

V., 0 LV C To( 

C 

a- 
I+ 

-ý- W-fel CITT%IrTrlcrc-f&L% 
2(o " 

Cf. MT 49: 22 

Cý. 
uv 04 1q 01) cr L -rcL W-M %I 

cr T 'I cr e. -roL If IT % *"'r Cr I-T&L I. 

6'1 1+01 4jkj ljo) 7-1- 36 Wit 5-1 S-11*1 

U'L qlp III 4ol 44ri -10 -110 

The LXX translation o/ýc-r,, Ll was occasioned by the misreading 

of -r for-' in ; the LXX has no corresponding word for 

By adding i-ro-r-r v-cr-, if rom Symmachus (the latter Is 

translation of -, I U-T'I Orieen has succeeded in making his 

Gk text quantitatively equivalent to the Heb, but certainly not 

qualitatively equivalentl for the Heb. n5l' remains untranslated. 

The example illustrates the frequently noted tendency of Origen to 

strive more for quantitative agreement between the Heb and the Gk 

than qualitative agreement. 
27 

b. Asterised Readings Conflicting with MT 

29: 9 

4)28 

Cf . MT I) -D In 

t12- 
-ro Ty C> s ad O-T 4ýj v 

Phi. o 410 

The reading o -ro-rýqs txu-rjv in the majority of LXX MSS 

for MT one of the textual conundrums of the chapter, 
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If the asterisk prior to the Gk article is authentic to Origen's 

recension, it points to a pre-Origenic reading -ronos W OT ýjv 

(cf. 13o 41o) to which Origen added the article, perhaps in con- 
formity with the Heb 71 of even though the rest of the Heb 

word in no way corresponds to -ro; Trc)% cwtvýTZ)v It has been 

argued that the words "ro"wos could in their turn be 

an inner-Gk corruption of'an earlier reading -rZ> 
(see discussion below, pp. 165 ff. ). On the'other hand, the as- 
terisk may be faulty or employed as a scribal index to draw at- 
tention to a phrase, which does not correspond to the Heb. 

29: 17 ocr 01 

-k 
i, 

-T ad Ur ex 92 "* T OL Vr CL %-'I- It. 91 cl, (6%. 

Cf . MT 49: 16 -T 
The addition of doer. not correspond to MT and the 

asterisk is not to be trusted as a genuine Origenic sign. For 

reasons to be explained later (see below, p. the reading 

probably comes from MSS 770. 

29: 21 cs- up tp q cr G, 3, 
-r I 

4- -$. " ot UT L-i Q'I 

I tr 

Cf. MT 49: 20 01 nL*r% Z) " 

It is doubtful that 

Origen's recension. As 

probably comes from MSS 

ing dropped out (cf. th 
in Q mg 

at 29: 3). 

6415t Sl s 62- 

Clio III qol 4-41 -IL. 1 'llo V6 

the Q mg reading mUTZ, ) derives from 
in the previous example, the reading 
22 ... 7709 the nun of hav- 

e loss of the final nun of L. A I/ OCT 
3V 
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Remarks 

The Mexaplaric origin of the 11 asterised readings above 

which agree with MT is virtually certain. Not only do they agree 

with MT, but 10 of the 11 are also supported by readings from the 

various columns of the Hexapla (the only exception, 29: 4-, V-, 88, 

we know on other grounds to derive from the Hexapla). 

This section also gives the internal 
' 

proof for the Hexaplaric 

origin of 88-Syh (in výddition to the external evidence cited above 

PP. St. -SI). Of the 11 asterised additions agreeing with MT, 6 

are asterised in 88-Syh, one is asterised in 88 alone, another is 

asterised in Syh alone. The other three additions, while not 

asterised in 88-Syh, are nevertheless also attested by them (the 

asterisks, we assume, had already dropped out of their common 

ancestor). 

On the question of the reliability of the signs, we note again 
(on the basis of the asterisks conflicting with MT) that not every 

sign is to be automatically trusted. 

Four I readings from 86mg marked ol are of special interest to us 

(2. q: 40' -j. -rooS o cpo'), ov t, 
29 

IAIV 0' "rwl/ Avil 0/1. * C W%e 

0 
4. 

cro I-It I 1- 0 

eo "'t V 
C- Ir- C VIIAA U The correspondence 

in each case between the o' reading and 88-S. yh makes it clear that 

the symbol ol (= osr -IEPýP; ý44W. CVTO has reference to Origen's revised 

version of the LXX, specifically the fifth column text of the 

Hexapla. This conclusion is re-inforced by five additional such 

correspondences detailed in the next sub-section. 

Unmarked Readings 

In this section our attention focuses on 
suspected of being Origenic but for which no 
served anywhere in the MS tradition. Howeve: 

marked readings do find support from Hexapla 
86mg and Qmg. Others do not even enjoy this 
to be judged Hexaplaric by inference only. 

readings in R8-Syb 

signs have been pre- 
r. some of these un- 

columns preserved in 

privilege and have 
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a. Supported by Ilexapla Readings 

i. Additions 

29: 14 0v 

v0 t/ 

10 21v(, P" 
. Kok Ic IS vct61 cr/. 0x 

s 5,1_91 6193 11 40 1 44 14 1? 7 63 110 
1 

Fr. 

Z2 3G C48 Sl q(- 311 '401 q4q 

T 

29: 17 0-£ 
1 

-t- týJeloý 2-2- -. - l10 

IIf 
29: 22 tv 4- jjOj., &)jom 00 M-r 

Double Reading 

0 V /A C týJ 29: 14 Cab 
MT 

iii. Synonymous Substitutions 

29: 3 -nos3V3 0 cz 
ef. 

29: 10 V. GKr 0& 
ý, c% ix 

1K 
-- ý, 0>, r ei. 'r CK 0 2-2- -. . 710 - c), 2(. " 

The frequent correspondence in the above examples between 0 

and aI in 86mg (5x) is noteworthy. Such double attestation se- 

cures those readings for the Hexaplaric recension beyond doubt. 

In the case of the synonymous substitutions it-is likely that 

no signs were ever employed for these. 
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bo Unsupported by Hexapla Readings 

29: 14 fIt avro v 1401 1 CIS OVC IS ld; ýA-OVJ C' 131 v 

0 Vc 1,5, "o V0 MT 

w 29: 22 ct'Itcouo-00) V) 
ccrouzz. 

1.770 -ý- MT) 

MT 

The above two examples repeat the same pattern of agreement 
between 0 and MT as observed previously. These readings are al- 

most certainly Ilexaplaric. 

It does not follow, however, that these 0 readings necessarily 

exhaust the unmarked Hexaplaric readings present in our chapter. 

Any 0 reading which approximates MT or stands out against a maj- 

ority of other Gk witnesses must be considered a candidate for 

Hexaplaric origin, though certain controls on this criterion 

will be discussed below, p. 102. Some readings which fit into 

this category, but for a variety of reasons are more difficult 

to determine (e. g. 0 may in some instances have been influenced 

by other MSS) are the following: 

29: 4 

'ýOrvrolj 
To% oi *Tr - L, ) . 1.2 .-- *7 .7 29: 5 0 el b'L ta &cI 

29: 14 : fls ý"-"Zval (IS xlwvolý 4"0 170 ; C-(. IEWS "Itivor 

2.2.316 14 2 
_S71 (o xq(. . 711 q C) .7 11" 1 

29: 12 A VOL cr TP) TCV, 641 fi? 2A *110 106 S34- U. mr 

29: 1Z 1 
sv( *X. "4 1 r') cr iI cr 2-1 . -IJO 46 91 106 LIJ 

03 t -110 

29: 17 voclerlotv otvroý 
] 

vo. crou 0 mL .. . Tio & 106 'LIq 
? (: -I = MT 

29: 23 ITT L'FLJ YO, ýI +- (>-vr 0o MT 
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Significance of the Data 

The foregoing discussion has given ample proof of Origen's 

labours on the Gk text of Jer. While we cannot claim to possess 

a perfect copy of*this revised text, yet the remarkable correspon- 
dences between Origen's known textual principles and many of the 

readings in 88-Syh, 86mg, Qmg suggests that in these sources we 
have at least a reasonably reliable witness to what the fifth 

column text of the Hexapla must have looked like. Many problems 

remain unresolved with regard to both the purpose and extent of 
Origen's revisiong e. g. why he let some blatant mistranslations 

stand while correcting others less significant. But for our pre- 

sent purposes the really important question lies elsewhere, 

namely, in the extent to which Origen's revision has affected 

other MSS or text-traditions. Is it true, as Jerome suggests, 
that there hardly exists a Gk MS of the LXX which has not been 

affected by the Hexaplaric recension? 30 To what extent can Or- 

igen's influence be observed in the extant MS evidence for Jerl 

specifically in LXX Ch. 29? 

For the moment, this question can be answered, only with re- 

gard to the confirmed Hexaplaric readings noted above. In the 

case of the unmarked 0 readings (i. e. those without critical, 

signs) we do not possess as yet the criteria or a sufficiently 
broad base for deciding in every case the origin of these. 31 

But as for the assured Hexaplaric readings, a review of the pre- 

vious pages shows that, apart from one persistent group of MSS, 
Origenic readings are rarely supported by other MSS. The ex- 
ception is the group of MSS 22 36 48 51-51s 48 62 96 311 407 

449 763 770 which time and again support the same or similar 

reading as the Hexaplaric recension, so much sog in fact, that 

were it not for other considerations one might have thought that 
these MSS formed another witness to that recension. It is there- 
fore to this group of MSS that our attention must turn next, 
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B, The L Group (or Lucianic Recension) 

This section pursues the discussion of MSS 22 36 48 51- 

518 62 96 311 4o7 449 763 770 referred to above, (since 449 and 
770 are almost identical, hence forth 4491=449-770). That these 

MSS constitute a homogeneous group (with some qualificationsg see 
below pp. 91-91) is clear not only from their frequent attestation 

of Hexaplaric readings, but also and especially on account of 
their several unique readings. It is of interest, therefore, to 

inquire more closely concerning their character and provenance* 
The method of approach, however, is the exact reverse of that 

pursued in the discussion of the Hexaplaric recension. There the 

analysis moved from Origen'8 known recensional principles to the 

identification of MSS exhibiting those principles. Here the an- 

alysis begins with a description of the characteristic readings 

of MSS 22 --- 763 and only at the end considers the question 

of probable origin. The difference in approach is necessitated 
by the difference in the kind of historical and MS inforriation-- 

or lack of it--that is available for the two groups. 32 

All MSS of this group are mediaeval cursives containing the 

writings of the prophetical books only, the earliest (407) from 

the ninth centuryq the latest (311) from the twelfth century. 
With the exception of two (51 4491), they all have this in com- 

mon in Jer that they follow the Heb (and Hexaplaric) internal 

order and position of the Oracles Against the Nations. MSS 51 

and 449, follow the normal Gk order and position of the oracles 
by placing them in the middle of the book, though 51 is a special 
case since it repeats these oracle8 in the Heb order at the end 
of the book (as indicated above, p. 11 the second occurrence of 
these oracles is identified in my notes by the symbol 518), 

- 
The 

united attestation of all MSS in this group-to a particular read-!. 
ing will be subsumed under the symbol L. 33 The material will be 

marshalled under the following outline: 
1. Readings Common to 0 and L 

a. Readings Identical in 0 and L 
b. Readings Slightly Different in 0 and L 

2. Readings Common to the Younger Gk Versions and L 

a. Readings Identical in the Younger Gk Versions and L 

bo Readings Slightly Different in Younger Gk""'Versions and L 
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Readings Uniqu, 

a. Additions 

Of 

Of 

iii., Of 

iv. Of 

b. Omissions 

e to L 

Articles 

Conjunctions 

Pronouns 

Prepositional Phrase 

ce Word Substitutions 

d. Form Substitutions 

. >s of L Supported by Chrysostom and Theodoret 4* Reading 

a. Readings Identical in 0 and L Supported by Chr/Tht 

b. L Modifications of 0 Readings Supported by Chr/Tht 

c. L Readings Derived from Younger Gk Versions Supported 
by Ch_r/Tht 

d. Readings Unique to L Supported by Chr/Tht 

5. Readings of L Supported by QM6/86mg/Syhmg 

6. Subdivisions Within L 

7. Significance of the Data 

Readings Common to 0 and L 
0 

Below are catalogued those readings which are attested only 

in 0 and*L. Usually these readings are found in identical form 

in both traditions, but sometimes they appear in a slightly mo- 

dified or supplemented way in L. Most of the examples have been 

met with before, but there are also some new ones. 

a. Readings Identical in 0 and L 

29: 4 -r 0VV00j -root Orr 
I 

fr. 
Ca 

ClIt to L) 

0 

14 T 

. r. 
-1 

-m t- 0K -n -4o v- c. 0L (zý 
29: 4 WV y 0) (r WV 

1 

MT 

4- M-r 29: 8 K tip 10 s1 -rwv äuv 174 ir wil 0L0 
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29: 10 14 CK To( ot W- 
ý, 

OýA 9/1 0% 

0 

29: 10 ýýPoj croi L tr' 

29: 11- ý %'mI -K%( ie o( 
cr -p c 

29: 13 (Tilov -rr 4 c>%01 

y 

Cor, 
%. TO 0 14 07- 14 4 l) 

0L 

/ (. k. Q wý, ýý 
, tir e, 1' 0L= cm' e 

ob 
ý (-ý 

1 
4-1 -U%OVT@Ktý - t. 1 T 

lb j- irl ;., L #4$9 

29: 13 

I to i 
29: 14 Ic Is ot *ý -t to w k< 

'I 
ovels. ov Is ad d? wv10;, " 0 %01 t4 

(. IS vvclA, c/. OV V--t% (%S ot (x-T 0V0L= MT ; 

cf. -'p,. 0' f'S --T-vfvýývv (716'1) 

29: 17 cp, )cri(v) K0,01oý 0L-o KT 

%% lb %»%. 1) dr 
29: 20 kot % -roj 1v j-oi v1 tr Ko%. ) j il% >%jTriv <W%cr-r-1 

1 
ý<cc % 

ött TE -9 

-Z- 0' ,0je Y- X1 -rt ýi t�ý. t r- «ro ý -n e05 (. 
tl" 611-) 01 UT It/ rrn irr, t q, cý"w %LUtc. 4. -, 0 ct.. � ple ,ý 

II 
29: 22 u 6) f) bt 0L HT OLý. 04 cr- ir 0k YA 

b. Readings Slightly Different in 0 and L 

29: 1 (Tit -rous 
\ý-Oyos 

KLie, 00 TT(905- 1,. pt 4, AV -rov -VTeoj), jTnV 0ý ty. 

ýOyl Elk) 
OS -ICY(Ve.. 

TO 
\NOYOt 

V-'-Je'o" -FTeot 

I IL e ILIA 161 V -rOV rreOfIrIV 
(+ 

cut -root Ot. 
\"ý-OpAC)qjt 

L 
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The change from the aor. pass., ILYtVI On to the aor, mid. 

t4tvl-T6 is frequently found in the L group of MSS. The introduc- 

tion of an aor. pass. form - 0, )v instead of the mid. - oýr. )" on 
deponent verbs was a feature of the Koine (cf. Thackerayq Grammar, 

pp. 238-239). According to Mayser (1 29 29 p. 157), the passive 
forms were used increasingly in the third century B. C., reaching 

a height in the second century B. C. But the Atticists objected 
to this form and preferred the middle (cf. Phrynichus, ed. Lobeck, 

p. 1089 A -'r-r '"ý'j; c V IC' cr a-, ) )ý' -C Y C" T 'J ),, The frequent pre- 
ference in L for the middle is probably to be explained in terms 

of the atticising tendency. 

29: 13 tO- E) -- 19 ;S310 
TS -rr 10 o 0- *L -TT I e. cra %0; -, o -r i 

Trivova 'Tr IIL; + -TT 
(dTT 

aW F/ Q 7- L. 54 44 ; 

MIV Of/ TII Nt ) ITt ( grw t2 (6 %30 7-21 2-711 

S$4 S%4 (os loo 

It will be argued below (p. 101 that the Hexaplaric form 

O-rk IT I Oý Cr 6L "rr IC O-OL4 is a slight modification of a 

pre-Origenic addition 0'-t eiaui The L reading 
to J. It 
Olr% -"IVOOCrOL Tr I "N is a further modification of the Hexaplaric 

form, the change from the indicative future -rrilrer-A to the 
I 

more stylistic subjunctive nlw. % in the translation of the 

Heb infinitive absolute being especially noteworthy. 

29: 14, 
PI 
t 0-0 

SII- 
1v Cirl It V 0ý 

4. Cr 'I 
C0 

crop iV /4 C Cr W )LA It P0 -1.0 S *4 v-rvi %L 

The phrase Ce VI OL vT 'I in 0 114 has been changed in L to 
J. 

4. e0a 
1 

W Ur n 
/ 

C in order to correct the lack of agreement 
of case in 0. For discussion of the addition of Iýfcllf*P 
(=MT) in L see below p. 80. 

Lý04 , CA% Wv"J (%ý -TOV 0(11- 
A 00 4q a cl I 

410 IT 613 -? 10 q 'Ll Ua Lj VC11 S0 S 4W7 

Ljý OL% "AV C3, S 
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9 3. -19- 

The expressions III, ) Vol and (ISaIW I/OL C, are 

both anomalous since in biblical Gk the phrase is almost invar- 

iably found with the article (as in AQ 
Ct However, in the construction with I&JS the article is gen- 

erally omitted. The L text has adopted this better Gk form. 

29: 22 ocoucro II 
vf(, 

) Koo 
G&J 

t 
-1 K0V C' 

0-1 (Owi 

crod L 

cp&ivq 0( U'r rl S0-MT 

L_7SI i, 3ý 111 140-1 414cl' ý 

The reading of the majority of Gk MSS prior to the addition 
in 0 and L of the phrase QV 18 

ke'xvyl C"Ov V 
0. ý, 

CK drff- K00cr 0 The addition of the 

phrase found in 0 91j"q 01 % (=MT) makes no sense at 

all in the Gk. However, by changing the pronoun to 

Cr OU L has effectively put the phrase 
in apposition to the previous phrase V. Pmoyr) a-OV thus 

restoring some logic to the Gk sentence. 

W 
4- 01 q 29: 23 O(F<TOI II C-Tr I Tr-r-j cr I To( I ot vo, ý 

e) ýr f 'T 

j< A% VIT 10-7 9 Cr< -ra 1 
CC 

TI I IT'r Ol Xt"r AiP 62- -401 -4t4n 

C. f. m -r rt W -T -I-Iý 
-V 

"- 

As noted above (p. 68), the LXX translation oLVi-roti 

was occasioned by a misreading of -T f or n in 1.1 T -, i -ý,, -T -I 

3. 
Origen's addition of -'M C*TrI TrT 11 Cr C TOL I (originally Sym- 

machus I rendition of -T", ) lef tI without Gk equivalent 
(a lack supplied-in L Iýy taking Okv* rICrCv-PLI from 

Some MSS of the L group, reflecting Hexaplaric, influence(see 

below, p. 89 ), retain ZTV I IT T W1 
* 
Cr C TO I while others have 

9 31 
altered CIT I IT T VI Cr C TOL I to C-1-4 I Or T -1 Cr C TO- I perhaps as a more 
suitable Gk parallel for CLvop rj tri ra i (even though further 

removed from the Heb). 34 

It can be seen from the above six examples that modifications 

of 0 readings in L often go against the Heb but always in favour 

of better Gk grammar and logic. Conformity to the Heb was obviously 
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no guiding principle in the formation of the L text. 

2. Readings Common to the Younger Gk Versions and L 

Sometimes L has gone even further than 0 in adopting read- 

ings from the younger Gk versions. Some of these are reproduced 

identically in L, some are slightly altered. 

a. Readings Identical in the Younger Gk Versio . ns and L 

"tOQa-, 
vj 0'-), oý, V tout:, 1 29: 2 c! OL 

L M, 

(I 
29: 3 0 Tr v TýJ, / -rroýZjol c-c%lj'-ro3 

] 
OTOwV ,,, J-roo -rwV JUV. L-rw., 

L e" (2(--1; 0" Ztjvwr-, ýor 
-: V-- 14T 

29: 6 Z T, 1 vo ýK c) j1 'TroTt £3rU0ý-Telx fl 

L gy 11 sýI 
Z. d: 7 

f (81ý") 

29: 12 Ov] 
ojo-f-xvo%js 

L 
::. oc 

' (ý 
L ft%di 0 

It 

otoVLV I a, .., (It, -n ), 
'(C -ter ? (, I MT 

III(-. 
1 ) 29: 17 goteslixcl Fr. -r q C. L= ot cr ý-2 (' 

29: 23 Oý iTA II Ot vot i TA I 

b. Readings Slightly Different in-the Younger Gk Versions and L 

I c- u Kcx cr ov 
(- 

croL i VL )L=MT; 29: 6 lclT4LP901T II 

4- oe cr iw Tr Y) CýoV 

L has. either repliced Aquila's translation with a synonym, 

or else has borrowed a reading from Symmachus not preserved for 

us. The latter alternative is quite possible since L has already 
11 J, employed a phrase from Symmachus in v. 6( C'LJS 'VOTE 
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Acrvxý? w is the common LXX translation of (0 u, the Heb 

word used here. 

T. 0t Yj vL -C Cr 29: 12 U -no \^ t Sly t Cr 
0% ice(, 2 G-1 

Symmachus perhaps rf 
C0 and thus translated 0C 

L to 

effect of making v. 12 a 

! ad -3-týt jx) instead of MT 

This has been modified in 

In both cases the new phrase has the 

direct quote contrary to MT. 

y? ir 15,44 OL tve, 29: 12 
Kck , JYW CCUTOut 

9 
je& cr W er£-) 

L sl& ""5 
; cf. tti 

0 
(Y4i 

Yvie dX%JTOJS 
ä 

toý cr w cr W g(0 ý2 
; tr le £Yßi gioicrwcrw W-1 

CIIP4 
The phrase tvat 10--Ire'l Vat (-, jw 

4ýcro is a double 

'reading for MT a3 VL (see below, p. 102). L has 

taken over, with a slight alteration, the translation of %_'. 35 

With the addition of c-ýToos the new translation makes ex- 

plicit what is probably implicit in the Heb n which 

also results in more coherent Gk. - 

;0. btý0 
7 /A f 29: 14 t cr ,fU, c er ti CK JT pl 

4,4 je 00 iL %jr 
Lt0 

YG-1 
9. 

tt, 
'l ý 

The phrase tv IAtaw ceový -constitutes a double reading 

in 0 and L for MT 11) 
(see above, p. 71 The addition 

of 0 cr, 0P (=MT) in L constitutes a triple reading in that 

group. The spelling has been slightly altered (Hellenised) from 

The Three. 

29: 21 cr LV4 fp: l a9 L'tr 1 + CCVTwv L cr. a-I 
cr 0 ýr Lj Cr IV 

The addition of the pronoun is in conformity with the Heb 

plural suf fix 101 --: 11) 0'. 
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The heavy reliance of L upon the younger Gk versions is 

quite evident in the above examples. Any approximation to the Heb 

in the new variants comes merely as a by-product of the use made 

of these versions rather than as ar esult of independent scrutiny 

on the part of L, Not infrequently L chooses a reading that moves 

away from MT. The conclusion reached in the previous sub-section, 

viz. that the Heb text was not a determining factor in the L 

revision, is confirmed again. By contrast, a smoother and more 

coherent Gk style definitely was an important fa. ctor in the choice 

of new readings. 

Readings Unique to L 

In'addition to the readings in L which are modifications 

of 0 or the younger Gk versions, this group (or members of it) 

also attests several other readings'entirely without support 

elsewhere in the Gk MS collection. 

a. Additions 

i. Of Articles 

29: 5 E VCK f(. TWV 
L 

29: 11 OL 4 -ý. 0 
Cr IT it(0 ýt% v�c ex] ? '. 

(, 
- Q"ý ýý4 41 1, ; 88 14 01 414 10 ) 

, er e. &XUTDU 
0 ýp ot 

Q" L7J78 

51 t* 
29: 15 Koe 10 %j TOU L 

29: 21 

29: 23 virt -r-, ox,, 

ii. Of Conjunctlons 

29: 3 0( lr 0 2, p 
j 

pr. Kot tL /- MT 
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29: 17 'r V, a Ica( otT IImL 
-ri Ll. qol qVj i 

29: 20 AT 

iii. Of Pronouns 

29: 10 s- -rv 1 6) v, a- ou a- 13 +- ix, oiL0" ---: # M'r 

29: 12 x V) pot I Of 1 .1 pot I 
(XI. 

Cý 162 -401) O-ou '! ý! MT 

iv. 

29: 15 

Of Prepositional Phrase 

Of V ot cr TTC -TTo, ),. ý/, OV3 t- -L-TT CXUTlv 

b. Omission 

vf -Sl 4011 14qi 0 

29: 8 0)ýt T0 cr, 0 o'. ix UT 
CA. 

r) Wvl 

Co Word Substitutions 

OIA 11 - -5*' fol, 311 401 44il 

-961 401 
29: 15 s au'r f- IT v MT* 

(Y OLVTJ 10 1ý 0i". qol 

Sl 162- 401 L14q I 

rotm 1'c* Lmr 

orl -rot -? ýv tic so j 
Sl 

AJ OTI To y,, u kol I Li 
f&i 
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Form Substitutions 

IT c 'Tr 01G r_, r " tr OL v I- - 401 29: 12 -IrIE TFO 1 6) -, - c, ,vI 

29: 17 crvv C f-v 
I 

-POV 2-7-*- 49 - 4ol - -163 MT 

i) 31) 
Trf 29: 18 IT OL L IV 

j 
flT (X%j -311 - 40*7 -144, 

The above examples confirm again the conclusions of the pre- 

vious two sections, namely that readings unique to L bear no 

consistent relationship to the Heb. In fact, where judgements 

can be made, they appear to go against MT more frequently than 

they approximate MT. On the other hand, the same readings do 

manifest a definite interest in the improvement of Gk style and 

sense. A good example of the latter is v. 17 ; To/tAt"OL 1$ ot SI 

KOLI n W. T ý4 tot TIS KoteýIOLS . In this case, the interchange of one 

letter,, ew for i, provides the phrase with a familiar and mean- 
ingful word in the context instead of a rare word, unattested 

outside Jer and of uncertain meaning. The change in 29: 20 from 
46 

0 Ir tit LJ to O, "r I may also 
have been motivated by a desire. to improve on the sense of the 

Gk, reading, "for (he is) swift, and I will chase them from her", 

instead of, "for I will quickly drive them from her". However, 

the change could also be explained as a scribal correction or a 
f aWý- uncial Ms. 36 

Readings of L Supported by Chrysostom and Theodoret 

The L Group readings are most frequently supported by the 
Antiochean Fathers Chrysostom (d. 407) and Theodoret (d. 466). 

This may be clearly seen from the following examples. 

a. Readings Identical in 0 and L Supported by Chr/Tht 

29: 4 
t Tr 0u T-0 0 

0L CI-1, T4t 
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29: 4 rýjv + xat% K-t-n-rrv, Sov-%-ý 0L 

tI" -RI 
Ol 

Ko('T at NO 01 -rrN 0L 96" C4, 

N 

29: 11 w\^f -ro 0L 106 t3o 

% ; C. 0Q '"I 
29: 11 YV lecx (ro) crlffcýý 

W OCUTOU 
0L Q"Tit 

29: 13 C. ITIOVI f1r. 
C)) -VrlOV'rCS 

0L -r. k + 

;s 

29: 14 ot OLT 0v oc 
C)Vj, 6,70V 0L Tt% t 

29: 17 Cr cp I -rot %JT Ot 
cs"l, L TI, t 

29: 17 TPV Am %OLý v TPUAA(Xý 10t % C, 
81 L 

29: 17 T. Icrt(-V) Y-, Jelos 0L Tt%t 

29: IJ CrrT IEP Lp S0LC 

Although most of the above readings are of Hexaplaric origin 
(except for the addition of and the variant L, / -TevVA 61 

in v. 17 which are most probably of L origin), they are at thAe 

same time an integral part of the L text. 

b. L Modifications of 0 Readings Supported by Chr/Tht 

29: 13 «4, OT 1 ntoity»01 -rrtco-«t Orl 

Triv 0 Ot-, OL -ri 49 LT Lit 

29: 14 (-crl LV MX. ir t, ý & UT IL cr 1t Ceil 9>(UTblý 

C) cr 0,0 e- L 

29: 14 bt lwvot 

Crl qq"' V%t (-, wi Tou «twv, >t ) 
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These readings are of special significance since they show 
that when 0 and L part comp-anyl Chr/Tht go with L. 

C. 

29: 6 

29: 6 

L Readings Derived from the Younger Gk Versions Supported 
by Chr/Tht 

29: 12 
t 

29: 12 

t, 

r. ftis -woliL erucr«reIX. T. ), -C�GL L 914"rk-t - cy-'fL-1 
ilTeke 041T 4 crU cr 0 -' 

(Cr-t L 

15TT C) f- l"«M f cr L cl>. twv -ni 

L Tht 

29: 12 1 
Iv 

Crol Tot% f4 ei 1y tli 
oým 

., 

11 

vi ir tu (V 

Y-041 t Y&j -, - u -r C, 'sý tm trw crw L9741 1-11 t 

29: 17 lpt. L TU 

d. Readings Unique to L Supported by Chr/Tht 

29: 5 ýýv 
at V. ( r. Tw. vLC Tý 

29: 8 -91 40 -1 4.41 
WY"(., ro O-Of IK W. %JT: jv L Tý, t (V.., (-ý 

29: 10 fT'I6)9o-ova--%, 
l 

+ crol L Q'l 

29: 12 
K, e0t I Clk I Aj (go' I (Y\( I CC>V L T1, 

29: 12 "Tf(-rroi'C)otcriv] 40*7 qqj' Tr( Trot 
C)C-r&j 

a-ov -L 

29: 15 to$ cto-rvi 
-tox 410"1 

vu av-rr)v L Th E 

29: 15 -ma C, v1 4- vir OUTIV 
L 

29: 17 IT V- 0-1. K(M% lot OLT I 

71 
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29: 17 OL 

29: 21 

7-7- 4- yi - týV 1- -1 (. 7 -1 tt 

L Tt 

The -significance of the striking agreement between L and 
Chr/Tht is discussed below,, p. go. 37 

5. Readings of L Supported by Qmg/86mg/Syhmg 

In addition to the clearly identified readings of the younger 
Gk translators such as Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion, the 

margins of Q, 86, and Syh further contain a number of anonymous 

readings. Since many of these agree with the L group it suggests 
that the margins of these MSS constitute another source of wit- 

ness to the text of this group. Sometimes these anonymous mar- 

ginal readings support a variant attested in both the 0 and L 

groupst in which case it is difficult to determine which was the 

original source; but the number of unique L readings supported 
by these margins, especially that of Syh, indicate that the L 

text was by no means the less important source. 

a. Readings of L Supported by Q mg 

29: 10 crg 01 tr ou 0- 13 -t- 0-01 Avr 

29: 11 1 OL E Ito A cr 'Tr U( TO cr IT It IýA 

C 
rI 16%. sit 401 4Q .1) oL %J T0 L) 

0 1- 0 *ý5 

b. Readings of L Supported by 86mg 

'ý 
C: gg(-- Cjý) 29: 5 01 K., Tot "TCOIJ -r-"k 

ý101-rT-l 

29: 21 a-v +- OLOTLjv 
L 2Cý5 CC(. 

4- -ý- W %YrLJ 
Q 

ýp (ý. ) cr 6)z; ir IvI 
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co Readings of L Supported by Syh ing 

29-. 6 COS 'r IV OS K 0, ý Cl wj -rr wr c cr u cr TP - (f ) er C cf- 

L91k 'S 

29: 12 %v% -1 cr. ITM% Kxt 'JIW ý b) tr 50.1. e1ý% vof cr w a) tli ir 6 %o, K W. % 

t lw CLU-rc), is S%a. cr- w C, -i L 94 k 

29: 12 &. 
")T. )v 

I 
f-W CL%J-r., V 

C 
-Cv kull Ll 

29: 15 TTý), 5i,, lVj *- -E-ff UQT'jV L 

29: 17 (roi 
j- 

-rarrat -*, 2t 

S-1 

29: 17 To 1 ok cv -r e ul.. C 

29: 22 1 1,0 0 cr 6) V) 
IttI 

r- oo cr GIn pwvl ui-r ný0; 
Ct -) 1, ov a- 6) nn rwvv) 'Crou L 914'" 

Subdivisions Within L 

Our documentation of the L group in Jer 29 has revealed 

several occasions where a few MSS have defaulted from supporting 

the reading of the group. Among these defaulters 51-449, form 

a special pair. 

29 *3 -rt3v -rros, 3., 4- -r W, / v 
0 TI "., 

tj V (XQTOU -rwv 
Jvv, L-C1 

4-84 
-rtiv 

buV 
OL-T -, iv at %J -to v0 

29: 14 -0- i- %ý ýX 1 LJ Vd]i%ý Ch( 1 LJ V CK ý0 51 -4 ýi - 

cwý 

29: 15 1 
Pr. Tou L 

29: 17 
'Ti, 0& % %l vi OL 

1 
-t- -r 1ý %zx pZ% ok ý5% qql 
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29: 17 I -s-I cbt CILV 

This pair differs from the rest of the L group in another 
important wayg in that they follow the usual position and in- 

ternal order of the Oracles Against the Nations in the middle of 

the book (though as already pointed out, 51 is unique in that it 

repeats the OAN section in the Heb internal order and position 

at the end of the book, labeled 51 s in this investigation), These 

MSS often show strong Hexaplaric influence. 

Frequently 51-4491 are joined by a few other members of the 

larger group, especially 62,407, and sometimes 311. 

290.1 rl OL o (f o0fVc 
kL)pio%j -rov "TO 0TV 

'rO u L414 

OWPOLW -rriv va, IKV L 

II 
cr j 

-. 91 1-'&- Sit 401 4-44j' 
29: 8 ; OOPA 

L 

1 40*1 4441 
L9 -. 8 tj Y, t. T0 Cr, 0T ICK cK%OT&JOI ot". L 

I 

.I 
29-. 8 cr vfi ot 

Irr. 
wl S1 -1407 -it qj I 1-3q 

1 
. 
29 *. 9Uv otr c 1. cc VT 01 -sl A& 

29: 11 
W-111 *01 449' 

ov TO CT a cr -a I ex a--w .L 
ok V rc) v C) L 

29: 12 'Tr ( ITo I C. er Ivj -IT c -Tro 1w a-u v S7 II- 6'2. - - Ll ol - 

29: 13 W/A 

29: 17 I"T 014 1f 00-1 ICAS 
(V". 

Kees 
311) 1) CKrl lot 

L -So &. 1.401 9-4? 

29: 18 ! 
IT' OWTIVI OT W%. rrl 'SI-311 
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29: 20 cv_ätbjew 

1 

cr 1 cy-u v cr t9t-0 ir t 29: 21 0w1 

- 311 -401 - Pf9 i 
tt ". t . 

29: 23 V) K Ow Cr I-j v 311 

-401 -444 = 0) (rou 
L 

29: 23 (crr 
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4 01 - 44 if 0) L 

The above readings show that when 51-62-(311)-407-449, 
depart from the L group they join either the common LXX reading 
(e. g. 29: 8 or the corresponding 0 reading (e. g. 29: 14 

1ý OL 1 43 V OL 0 51-4491; -62 -4491; (f1 29: 11 om. To 0 51 -311-407 
29: 23 1( 0 51-62-311-407-449#). On a few occasions they 

attest a new reading altogether (e. g. 29: 17 -r-ns v,:., pS, cK s 51-449, 

29: 18 1 -rr' a P, -r 
ý, 51-311-407-449). Such facts suggest. that 

these L MSS have undergone a late revision in favour of the common 
LXX-text and the Hexaplaric recension. With regard to 51 and 51 s 

it is interesting to note that it is regularly 51 that departs 

from the main group whereas 51 8 stays with it. 

Significance of the Data 

It is clear on the basis of the foregoing analysis that the 

special readings associated with the L text are not of the type 

that "just happen" in MS transmission. Rather they are of the 

type that must have originated in a deliberate re-working of the 

Gk text. Underlyýng this work of revision can be discerned cer- 
tain guiding principles. One of these was to revise in favour 

of a more acceptable and coherent Gk; another was a preference 
for certain attic, 'atic-versus hellenistic forms; yet a third 

principle, judging by, tbe several double readings present38 

and the almost total lack of any omissions. 39 was to preserve 
and combine as much as possible of the existent textual heritage. 
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As to method, the evidence shows that the text was created out 
of a variety of sources, including the Hexaplaric recensiont 
the younger Gk versions, and independent alterations. Con- 

spicuous by its absence in this list of sources is the Heb text9 

which seems to have played no role at all in the work of revision. 
What we have, therefore, is a situation the exact reverse of the 
hexaplaric recension. There the concern was to produce a, text 

approximating the Heb as closely as possible (at least quantita- 
tively) without much regard to Gk syntax or coherence, and to 

eliminate (or at least call attention to) all that was not in 

agreement with the Heb, Here the concern is for Gk readability 
with no eye to the Heb and with as much as possible of the tex- 
tual tradition included. But even though the principles of re- 
vision are drastically different, it is obvious that there is as 
much deliberate intervention in-the formation of the one text as 
in the other. For this reason we are amply justified and even 
compelled to call the L group a "recension". 

But where did this recension originate? - 
Helpful clues in 

localizing a text are often obtained through a comparison with 
citations of the Church Fathers. When this criterion is applied 
to Jer it is found--as we have seen above--that the Antiochean 
Fathers Chrysostom and Theodoret quote from a text almost identical 
to L, Thi's in turn means that the L recension must have circu- 
lated in those areas where Chryscotom and Theodoret lived, i. e. 9 
in and around Antioch and Constantinople. 

I 

This in turn has implications for views regarding the author- 
ship of the L recension. In the-absence of explicit information 
in the L MSS themselves, conclusions on this subject have to be 
inferential and tentative, but, a key witness in the case is ob- 
viously Jerome who, -in his famous reference, to the 

, 
trifaria var- 

ietas of texts which flourished in the Eastern Mediterranean 
Church of his day, affirms that the rendering which held the field 
in the area from Constantinople to Antioch was that of "Lucian 
the martyr". 40 This Luciang otherwise known as Lucian of Antioch 
or Lucian of Samosata (his birthplace), was a presbyter and leading 
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exponent of the Antiochean exegetical school, martyred under 
Maximin in 311/312. Since the late nineteenth century, Jerome's 

41 
statement has formed the cornerstone of Lucian Forschung, but 

recently the traditional connection between Lucian and the text 

associated with his name has been put in question. In a vigor- 

ous challenge, D. Barthelemy has denied that the I'Lucianic recen- 

sion" is either a recension or Lucianic. 42 To settle the contro- 

versy lies beyond the scope of this study, though it does seem 
that Barthelemy is unnecessarily sceptical of the historical 

tradition surrounding Lucian (he prefers to call it a myth). 
In the absence of any definitive evidence to the contrary, there- 

foreq we may continue to speak of the L text as "Lucianic" and at 
least for Jer we mu st insist on it being called a "recension". 

But whether the text be called I'Lucianic". "Antiochian" 

(G. F. Moore), "Syrian" (M. L. Margolis) or anything else, what 
is of real importance to the text critic is the realization that 

the special readings. transmitted by this text are the result of 

a revision generally introduced from late sources. 43 Such read- 
ings are therefore secondary and can have no place in a restored 
LXX archetype. 

C. The C Group (or Catena Text) 

There is a third group among the MSS of Jer which closely 
hangs together and stems from a common source. These are the 

Catena MSS 49 87 go 91 490 764,44 so called because of the "chains" 

of patristic commentaries strung together in their margins. This 
type of literature arose in the Byzantine church in the declining 

phase of the patristic, period (sixth to ninth centuries), when 
scholarly activity in the church was expended in the preservation 
of the old rather than in the creation of new theological learning. 
Although this preservation of the writings of many of the Fathers 

was of invaluable service to future generations, our present con- 

cern is not with. the catena commentaries themselves, but with the 
biblical text around which the commentaries were placed. 
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- Of the six Catena MSS collated for Jer, four (49 87 90 91) 

are of the type that Faulhaber has called "Rahmen catene", where 
the patristic passages form a crowded but neat frame around the 

continuous biblical text. 
45 The other two MSS (490 764) con- 

tain the same type of biblical text, but with the patristic pas- 

sages omitted from the margins. Apart from 764, these MISS all 

come from the tenth or eleventh centuries; 764 is later and hails 

from the thirteenth to fourteenth centuries. 

The Catena text draws its readings from various sources. 

This can be seen by the way it shares readings with diverse tex- 

tual traditions and by the relative lack of any new readings of 
its own. The symbol employed for this group is quite naturally 
C, and the material will be surveyed under the following headings: 

1. Readings in Common with O/L 

2. Readings in Common with Various Minuscules 

3, Readings in Common with Various Uncials 

a. In Common with A 

b. In Common with B-S 

ce In Common with Q. -V 
d. In Common with Different Combinations of Uncials 

4. Subdivisions Within C 

5- Significance of the Data 

1. Readings in Common with O/L 

29: 7 (TT 1 20 KMI L C, to 5-. 3 4 1. j. 3 

29: 9 ITOkv G&J Cn Ok Tn 19 k vi 0,0 '1 4o 4 
-. pb AA T 

29: 19 )e okr oIW. Cr 10LC l(o : Co VD(o 4(0 S'J* S'+14 

29 : 20 'A 0 

20 Readings in Common with Various Minuscules 
3.1 

29: 6 w vok Trot L) cr tx. i W. W3 MT 
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9 l' 44 ct a 
29: 8 -r 1. 

, 30v 
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10 V Jot : 93 q -/ m -r 
74 0 

29: 11 CK VT 0ý Z* 
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Offl. 

29: 15 at Tf f. ir -r t 1, >, £v 

29: 17 
mT 
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Readings in Common with Various Uncials 

a. In Common with-A 

20 29: 4 T 0( f, A 

29: 10 tjiyTrcp 

29: 12 CK t lot- 1-33 Z. 31q 410 4el 

29: 12. Kow 4.1 
011 

«ý 0, r, -wiv&iv -rrit-croll AC 14G U. 93o '1-33 
9 

29: 16. KOLI A C. 0 2,311 410 G%3 : jA AT 

In Common with B-S 

29: 10 S C- o6qIor 22 &P, 133 -t- cs- 01 re- P% T 

29: 10 t 11 13 ol is -S C- Qg, 0L 2-6 10(o Z. 11 ? -Vt 04-to 

ový .r et .= 
MT 

29: 10 W WT co. 
**A 

LIAa, 13 -S C- ?-&. tOL zjg pc) S14 613 
1 

Kok T C& 
ý, 

IL ot TAA Q-V 4f, 24 130 2.31 -, r3s 544' IdO ; 
W. &4 T Ok L 

29: 16 S. c 46 tot, (flo rig 
I 

pr. %sou 
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0 

c. In Common with Q-V 

29: 18 (rue I V- st tv% 
Tl , a- IT 1) -TT'), IyI 

(jTKCroLV 
'rl)Vl -ITý II -) vQ- LIq - (0 13 

) 
WOT VN ý 

O-V c- 0L ? -(. 
Lit, IG LIS ? -39 S14 r44 613 -110 =ý MT 

29: 21 cxvrovS Q-V C ql, 2G XS3 -2-34 S314 9-44 611 Ito 

10(, l3o qjv rss CK V'r wl C. 2-6 ; ae 

d. In Common with Different Combinations of Uncials 

29: 9 Ouvorrr + cc&urois P% 0C 

29: 9 ý -n " 2-" 13 QS C- 
I 

o- -AV 

P. 29: 10 -X,, 'L I (P. 0 
I-o, 

S 

29: 12 cr A, BS C- 

29: 13 O%f A Z. S. C0V 

29: 14 K at'[ ot"P ot cr 1vIK %L vA 

29: 14 pr. -rov A, 

(I 29: 22 OTI ACS c- 
ý 

o-,. O-V 

29: 22 KO% A6SC 

29: 22 zv A0C G' S 

On all occasions except one (29: 9 ý-u`) C goes with the 

combination of uncials in which A is to be found, which suggests 

that the Catena text has a slight tendency to favour the A text 

(cf. Ziegler, Ieremias, p. 96). 
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Subdivisions Within C 

Although on the whole the Catena MSS form a very close-knit 

group, on occasion they subdivide into two groups: 87-91-490 and 
49-90-764. 

V 
29: 2 o(-tTc*v -r cS 9-1 -111 -4qo 

3 
-rro&vT r- < qj -qo-I(. Ll 

J. 'F- v ot ýA 41 90 41f V- V-r 91 -49c) 

29: 8 0 U;, AA Ot I Ot 919011 Ov 60, %at 4q - 'to -1(04 

29: 9 rl -n OL T NJ 19 1 11 -1 to 40 Sl - 'It 41iD 

29: 15 -"TT E (r TC %'ý- C -+qc)l CýO, -ITCO-rc%ýXf (y) 49-40 

MSS 91-490 are especially closely linked: 

L9- 
-*. 29 -u Ir'O v Zo 

A 
txu'v'w qI - 410 

29: 1 Ko(TCL A " ti ý ou cri (Y) 
114. 

'. 111 - 4-so 4, t . a- - 

29: 10 V. OL -r 04- 'x cI. 
I- %ý, I li I-4 10 (- -I L. V. 

29: 13 qq 0 ft 

29: 14 cp ok" Lt . Lt 

Certain features such as the preference for -s- as opposed 
to - Ii- forms in (87)n9l-490 suggests that this is the earlier 
or the "Hauptgruppe". 

Significance of the Data .- 

. 
The general 

. 
cohesion of the Catena MSS is an established 

fact, but how are we to describe-the nature of the text and how 
has it come about? It certainly does not appear to be a recension 
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in the sense that the Hexaplaric and Lucianic groups are recen- 

sions. It is practically impossible to discern in its readings 

any consistent editorial policy. Certainly approximation to the 

Heb was no factor in the formation of the text; in fact, most of 
its readings go contrary to the Heb. A slight tendency toward 

more standard Gk is discernible, but not nearly on the scale as 
in the Lucianic recension. 

At the same time, it is equally clear that the text presup- 

poses some form of editorial intervention. Since in our chapter 

all of its readings are found in at least some other HS or MSSI 

it seems likely that the text was constructed as a synthesis of 

existing textual traditions. As such it is the "mixed text" 

ýar excellence. 

Although it no doubt served the needs of the time and may 

even have become a type of textus receptus in the Mediaeval church, 
its shifting. loyalties make it almost impossible to classify and 

give it. only minimal value in our search for the earliest recov- 

erable Gk text of Jere 

D, The Q Group 

Turning from the Hexaplaric, Lucianic, and Catena groups, 
the next three sections will be organized around the five uncial 

codices which contain the text of Jer. These divide into three 

groups: Q-V, A, and B-S. Around each group cluster in turn a 
number of more or less faithful minuscules. 

I 

By the term 'IQ group" is meant that group of MSS of which 
it can be said that the sixth century Codex Marchalianus 

stands as the chief representative, even though that codex itself 

may not always support the reading of the group. In the previous 
sections we have already noted several readings from the margin 

of Q; here we examine the text proper of Q. Frequently allied 
with Q is the eighth century Codex Venedig (V), hence the desig- 

nation Q-Ve On a number of occasions Codex Alexandrinus M9 

with or without its congeners 106-410, joins Q-V against the 
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remaining two uncials, but other considerations (see next section) 

go to show that it does not properly belong to the Q group, Of 

the minuscules, the following associate themselves more or less 

regularly with Q: 26 46 86 233 534 544 613 710 (since 86 and 710 

are almost identical, henceforth 86,86-710). MSS 130 239 

and 538 also sometimes join the group. The foregoing MSS range 
in date from as early as the ninth to tenth century (86), to as 
late as the thirteenth to fourteenth centuries. The following 

outline will apply: 

1. Readings of Q-V+ 

2. Readings of Q-V+ A 

3. Readings of V+ 
4. Significance of the Data 

1, Readings of q_V+46 

29: 10 C. cr IT tA 10 1,4#0 (o Ii 
-110 -2-33 -2-Sl -S*lq - C18 -:; "4'f 01- 

29: 1 Kot 6 iyw 10,5&A ei t10 »% .Q-V- 7-f- -, tt t' -' (- -J3 -'2.3 3- r3 V. 

-S9-Y 0 

-41. - YG - 130 - L. 33 - z39 - 191, ý 29: 13 Q- V- 2-(» 

-544 0L MT 

29: 18 0- 0,01 t-, 
1tY, 

crT 1 ert To' 1 r-. -t t c-up t<f-, TTI Trat 0- 1 -rl -rt"hblyl 
C, TdpL Croc Ir v UT, 1 c 

29: 21 p1J, ' I. 'rF ozo«rO-Jý '0- X- - z-39 -1734 - g44-c; -(, s-t 0L 

(. IT #Z OTI V e- s*' ; 9- -tr oý u -r iA 

29: 22 Ort 
3 

OKA. 0L= MIr 

29: 22 
- tc 9ý0 &%, %. Q- %/- LG -q(. - 2(>- (10 - v33 - 534ý MT 
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The above examples demonstrate the considerable cohesion 
that exists among the members of the group Q-V-26-46-86-(130)- 

233-(239)-534-544-(613)-710. It is clear that they must reflect 

some common background. Also of significance is the fact that 

each of the above readings is supported by O/L (L i6 missing 

once) and, where a judgment can be made, each constitutes an ap- 

proximation to MT. The implications of this will be discussed 

below in sub-division 4. 

Readings of Q-V+ A 

I, A Cf3 Crr 1 
-. S+t(-s, 3v-w3 0L 

It9 
It 

ý 
29 -6-9 

VIT L% L) T0V 20 
1 

a- -< IT A% -5114-93k-"y 

0MT 

29: 10 crol A -V- RL 13 0- Z-31 - 1.39 

544 0L 04T 

29: 10 0% (* - YL - 43 0- 191 tý - 5,4 491-m A 

29: 10 yý OL TAQ -V- týt, 

V44 0L 

29: 11 %1(1, 
Provosýrr. 

V-04t A%' tc)(, 41c) 

z39 L 

.01 29: 11 y ILI-rovo S IAOU ch(OTOU A 1016 12- V- 4-(o -46 
ý '03 - 111 - S7 3 44- - (o 13 0L r- MT 
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-110 -L33 -L35 

-s3q _s7y., 4 6P3 0L mr, 1? -s 53Y 
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t in 

-a IOU a- ot 0) -rriccrott A Q-V- -L-33-Z-21-c3lf 

- Y4Y - %oil 0= "T ;+0 T1 -MjVoVa-, X Tril L-mT 
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% %c 
to Ov 29: 16 jp 1 

pr. . ýov BG'- 410 - ? -33 - z39 
toll L 

oT i 
(C)rg 

(I 29: 17 UqLjCriv 
I 

(OkV C. ) yW cr CIc, I-to 2- 2qA loG 

0 -V - 1-6 - 04 6- g4 - 13 o-3- 'L3 ri - .53 T444 - (. 13 

29: 22 0,1 
ý 

u* L91 A to(. ilo 130 t er«) 1 
L 

29: 22 v-e. Xvyl cr-au CV ecLý cx cr 0- 
0L 

q-c >O- cr cr- 1 C, 001c e- s 

As can be observed from the above examples, when A joins 

Q-V the same general pattern of O/L support and approximation 

to HT prevails. 

Readings of V+ 

Twice in our chapter a similar pattern holds even where V 

is the sole uncial in the group. 

to 
29: 19 Lj CrTr f. to 

2-77 -S 14- -T 44 0L 

.%I 29: 22 qKOU(ri9j] Ct-)r"Vv-0j V- it. -41. - rlý4 0L 

4. Significance of the Data 

The readings of the Q group of MSS (often joined by A) high- 

lighted above have revealed a fairly consistent pattern of ap- 

proximation to MT, -together with regular support from the Hex- 

aplaric and Lucianic recensions. Considering what is already 
known about the proclivity of the 0 (L) tradition to approximate 
the Heb, one might be tempted at first sight to attribute most of 

the above readings to the influence on Q of that tradition. But 

this theory, plausible as it seems, does not stand up to scrutiny. 
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It is remarkable, first of all, that even though the readings 
in this section are generally supported by O/L, none of these is 

a confirmed Hexaplaric readingg i. e., no ne enjoys such typical 

Hexaplaric support as an Origenic sign or Qmg or 86mo reading 

under the symbol of one of the younger Gk translators. Conversely, 

the confirmed Hexaplaric readings (see section A) are newhere sup- 

ported by the Q group. Therefore, if we wish to say that the 

above readings originated with the Hexaplaric/Lucianic recensions 

and were adopted from there by the Q text9 then we must admit 
that the creators of the latter text proceeded in a strange way 
indeed. For in the process of adopting the alleged "Hexaplaric" 

readings listed above for which we have found no external. Hex- 

aplaric support, they just as studiously avoided adopting all 

readings which elsewhere we have found to possess such external 

support (sectionA). But this would be a bizarre procedure indeedg 

and it is quite absurd to think that anything like it should ever 

have happened, especially considering the high esteem in which 
the Hexaplaric text was held in the early centuries. 

It is plains therefore, that we must look for another ex- 

planation. The most likely is that the readings jointly attested 
by the Q text and O/L stem from a common source, and this common 

source must have been a pre-Hexaplaric revision of the Gk text 

towards the Heb. 47 The MS(S) embodying this revision were known 

to Origen and used by him. In fact, the evidence suggests that 

the proto-Q text became Origen's Gk Vorlage, probably chosen de- 

liberately because it most closely approximated the Heb, This 

explains why the readings common to the Q text and O/L recensions 

are nowhere marked with Hexaplaric signs: they were adopted by 

Origen from existent MSS and were not introduced by him. A pair 

of examples will help to clarify the difference in attestation 
between a typical Q reading and a genuine Hexaplaric reading: 

j)1.14 -rou C. %c C-t O. L '1^0 1 IT C) v 0ý T-00ý 

0Le 

29: 8 K Oe 10 lrwv 0L 

=D/ -5 
= MT 
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I IAJ V 29: 13 oc. e cj w 
On ýI+ 0Tk -W %VwV Q- LG - S44 ; 

I 
'ITIVOVTI -nico-L, A0 -V- X-6 q6 L33 - clý 

r, qq- MT ý 4' 0T4 'rr 10 Vfr ol -IT IC v- 0ý M'T 

OTI -rrlvoU&-ag, i-iij L MT 

4výtrTwla-ctdol %cwt Crkjeltl (Tri m-to-ol -r-) 29: 18 auf% C-1 
I 

Tvý-Jyj 
(IT 

cral. v T, v Tr y 11 - 2. CK Ul 

- 2-6 -41. - 1 
1- 

2- 13 -31-c34- 613 0L -mr 

In the first two examples both additions enjoy unequivocal 
Hexaplaric support, Both are asterised and both constitute ap- 

proximations to MT. Their Hexaplaric origin is beyond question* 
They were taken over verbatim in the Lucianic recension. 

In the second pair of readings neither addition is asterised 

nor supported by a Hexaplaric symbol; instead, each reading is 

supported by O/L and the Q group. The difference in attestation 
is to be explained as follows; the second pair of readings already 

existed at the time of Origen's revision and was simplv incorpor- 

ated by him unmarked in his LXX column, whereas the first pair 

of readings was not in existence at the time of Origen's work 

and were introduced by him. 

In the reading from v. 13 we can see how an original Q read- 
ing has been taken over, but in slightly modified forms, by the 0 

and L recensions. The pre-Hexaplaric addition probably read 
Irr V &JV (with_scribal variants of irowy and 
in some MSS). Origen, however, changed the masc. part. 'n 

to the fem. -mioticrOL in conformity with the preceding participle 
EV -1 Later still, the Lucianic text changed Origen's 

fem. 2nd aor. part. to the fem. pres. part. ,nV, o cr and 

altered the ind. to the subi. 

Other modifications seem to have taken place in the following 

two examples: 

t 
29: 10 Ir. of T to- IL K -T st. 6L 

13 01 

M7- 

3rt -V +4. 
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29: 16 
/1" 

tic to O'v IS ou A% a -V- ý161- 13o -? 33 - z. 39-1; 3q 

-r*q - 1-13 pr. O-rl 
COT% lwt -ý- ! ýk) t S. o 0 GL = MT 

It is strange that in the second example the L text does 

not support 0 in the addition of OTI (except for 62 which 

does have it). This failure to support 0 may be due to ori 

being a p2st-ftexaplaric approximation to the Heb and hence not 

present in L's Hexaplaric Vorlage, or else to the reluctance of 

L to transcribe such unidiomatic Gk as OT tI U1, 

In 29: 12 we have the interesting case where the Q text (fol- 

lowed by 0) has eliminated a double reading in the old LXX (see 

discussion below Ch. 3, P. 158). 

29: 12 1 Vat 
4 

110- 1T ft I W- bt I <L w 'ro -EyLi 
1 

41 
7A 

Q-V- 41. -IG -130 - 2-31 -C3j--y If I. C) 

The evidence of this section also helps us to formulate a 

rule for determining whether approximations to MT unsupported by 

either critical signs or Hexaplaric symbols derive. from Origen or 

not. There are two criteria: internal character and external 

attestation. If an unmarked reading is to be deemed Hexaplaric 

its internal character must first be such as to harmonize with 
Origen! s known text critical principles. Secondly, it must be 

attested only within the limits of O/L (possibly in company with 

a few straying minuscules), but not by O/L plus the Q group. If 

the reading is attested unmarked by O/L and the Q text, it probably 
derives from the pre-Hexaplaric revision. 

48 Again, two examples 

will explain the rule: 

29: 14 (IS o %t<. l At cr , 
AA o 

ovc 16 1 C, - C) L-M T' o V, 

Kov cr x uT 
Gr 

ovLý M'r) 0L= A4T 29: 22 KOVO-01 

The two variant readings above constitute correct approxi- 

mations to MT. However, they are nowhere supported by external 
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Hexaplaric signs or symbols. Yet they must derive from Origen 

because they are attested only - within the limits of O/L. Had 

they also been attested by the Q text they would undoubtedly 
have derived from that pre-Ilexaplaric revision, 

If we now wish to inquire more closely into the origins of 
the Q text, there is unfortunately not much that can be said on 
the subject. with any degree of certainty. However, it is necessary 
to consider briefly the not infrequently mooted proposition that 

the Q text represents the Hesychian recension, the third text 

mentioned by Jerome in his Preface to Chronicles: "Alexandria 

et. Aegyptus in Septuaginta suis Hesycium laudat auctorem". Ac- 

cording to a widespread opinion, this Hesychius is to be identi- 

fied with the Egyptian bishop of the same name mentioned by Eusebius 

and said to have been martyred along with Phileas, Pachymius and 
Theodorusl presumably during the Diocletian persecution, c- 311 

(HE VIII, 13-7). 

The thesis that the Q text contains the Hesychian recension 

was suggested as early as 1890 by the Italian scholar Ceriani, 

following the same line of approach as in his identification of 
the Lucianic recension. He argued that there existed a close af- 
finity between Q., and the text presupposed by the Egyptian versions 

and the citations of Cyril of Alexandria (d. 444). 49 Since then 

the identification has been several times restated. 50 

But what is the evidence for Jer? As for the Egyptian ver- 
sions, these definitely do not support Q, The Arabic consistently 
goes with the A text, whereas the Bohairic and Sahidic follow B, 
With regard to the citations of Cyril, these are notoriously er- 
ratic and cannot be classified with any'te: kt type in Jer. 'The 

sole example in Jer 29 Is typical: 

i 
29: 2 ir (X ctiv<-l 

] 
31 

05 «ji Cd. ee YX IC Tod % 
Cr 

u Jod Ir W. 
iCK 

But even more damaging to the Hesychian theory--at least to 
the Hesychius of popular identification-- is the chronological 
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factor. The traditional Hesychius is poct-Origen, whereas the 

the revision behind Q is unquestionably pre-Origen. Of course, 
the link between the Hesychius of Jerome and the one mentioned 
by Eusebius is extremely tenuous at best dnd may not be the cor- 

rect identification at all. Even so$ this does not leave us with 

any positive reason for associating Jerome's Hesychius with our 
Q text. 51 

Having said this, however, we may still point out the likely 

Egyptian provenance of the Q text, There are three slight in- 

dicators which favour this viewo First, there is-the consideration 
that since the text, was used by Origen it is likely to have circu- 
lated in Egypt prior to his time, Secondly, it is known that 

Codex Marchalianus, the chief representative of the Q group, was 

copied in Egypt. 52 Thirdly, when there is a split in the evi- 
dence, the citations of the Egyptian commentator Olympiodorus 

(do 510) often line up with Qo The following are the relevant 

readings from Jer 29: 

290.9 C. + cow-rots A lot, fio (2 1.3 3 
3-341 

C2 R91 
-: 

9 IT ot V*, r 0y oi 

29: 16 0 160'1 A Q-V-PL, - 110 'LI3 -2-31 -rij, 

-16 11 

29: 19 K-64701KIC-cf] cvOir-jýrCl(-cri) G-S a- 130--Z-ii 

-r3v -f-13 

The above data tend to confirm the view that the Q text was "at 

home" in Egypt, and may even have been produced there. But fur- 
ther than saying that it probably represents a very-early Egyptian 

attempt to bring the Gk in line with the Heb, we may not go. 
Whether this reworking of the Gk-text should be styled a 'Ire- 

cension" is also an open question. Because so little is other- 

wise known of it and its guiding principlesl we prefer to call 
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it simply a "revision" rather than a full-fledged "recension". 

E. The A Group 

It was observed in the previous section that Q readings were 
on several occasions supported by Codex Alexandrinus, sometimes 
joined by minuscules 106 and 410. Though quite small and loosely 
knit in comparison with previous groups, these three MSS constitute 
yet another MS cluster in the textual evidence for Jer. Each 

of the three MSS has its own highly individualistic traits, but 

enough occurrences remain where they bear witness to a common 
tradition. This tradition alternatively supportb Q, B-S9 O/L9 

or goes its own way entirely, sometimes joined by a few other 
minuscules. 

Theories concerning date of copy for Codex Alexandrinus 

range from the late fourth century to the sixth century, but most 

often it is assigned to the fifth century, at least a century 

earlier than Codex Marchalianus. Its two congeners, 106 and 4log 

stem from the fourteenth and thirteenth century respectively. MS 

106 (BM "p") is the only minuscule of those collated for Jer (exj- 

cept for 68 and 122 which are dependent on B) to contain the en- 
tire Bible. In Jer this minuscule is also unique for its order 

of the Oracles Against the Nations. Generally it follows the Heb 

internal order (though in the Gk position in the middle of the 

book) except that the Edom oracle follows that of the Philistines, 

as in the rest of the LXX tradition, and the Elam oracle is mis- 

sing altogether. The MS is further noteworthy for its absence 
of titles in the OAN section (along with 538 txt 

and sometimes 46), 

the same phenomenon being observed in Is. MS 410 has been the 

hardest of all MSS to'read. This is due to the fact that it is 

a palimps ýt and also to the sloppy hand of the scribe. The fol- 

lowing outline will be observed: 

Readings Unique to Codex Alexandrinus 

Readings in Common with Isolated Minuscules 

Readings in Common with O/L 
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4. Readings in Common with Q-V 

5. Readings in Common with B-S 
6. Significance of the Data 

1. Readings Unique to Codex Alexandrinus 

29: 2 ot OL)Cr-l Vj - OVT44 IL 

v 29: 8 &J" 'x t -r o -rr A 

29: 11 koCrt 0- Vec' 
I 

K*LT 'A e-'" -1 0-0( A 

u 29: 14 OTI I'] 0M. A 

29: 19 Kot Ot7fa cI r-aLvo%K I a-c i 

29: 19 Ku. TO t1 

ein 
/0 A 29: 20 A', ex/. 

11 

29: 20 t-ir 1 cr -r 1 cr ot-fC3 - 0' tTot 1A 

77p0 
29: 21 VIT - C( OT 00S 

. 
This codex contains a relatively high number of unique read- 

ings, some of which may be accidental, but others of which are 

evidently intentional and revisional. It is noteworthy that in 

the above list not one of the unique A readings constitutes an 

approximation to MT. 53 

2. Readings in Common with Isolated Minuscules 

29: 2 A -to(- 
33: Kw-ro I V-0 0 V'T'W V3c vo IA- 41 

I'l(o V-sdTO%lrýo%JVT*Lt 
I 

(%/ ol W-. 410 
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29*- 3 'r&4v A-41o 

.0 -rbL S. 1g: 29: 4 Totjý K@4 TO, 
ýO 

% -Tr4O L) ýI 

IL I 

01 %C 64. TOR ý -roe KOL-t-O"', - A, 0 29: 5 "0 1 -no II 

cl. 2.3 3 -r Cý K Irr v ToVC K Imoas 
I 

S, O 57 -ý -I -rc"),. 106 - 41 

29: 6 jPi. 
' 

I toot 0 

er cie, . 4, -4 10 P-4 'T 29: 7 

Li 0- -tr 29: 10 A-10(, -Lf(O &113 werel 

When A is joined by minuscules only, it is clear that 106- 

410 form its most frequent allies (sometimes these also attest 

the reading of the group). The special readings of the A group 

so far noted concern minor variants of Gk synonyms, articles, 

conjunctions and the like. The only case of an approximation 

to the Heb (V-7) may be explained as a scribal assimilation to 

the same verb in the previous line. 

3. Readings in Common with 0 and/or L 

JV 29: 3 f, ybmr ,.. ou] pr. Kl A-10(--+10 Slcý- 

29: 12 . Pall fr. ccýl A- of- - '410 7-3'1 'L '1\11 

)I 29: 16 cs&jv-@, 
l 

A 1-6 %J3 L parotLU r^, tcc, 7e ; ki 09 

29: 16 (UKoLrckiFpOVjT-OVJ pr. r-sil A-410 . 1-34 4,13 MT 

29: 17 otuToo 
3 

crou A-(06 
__2-3q 

t 

When A stands alone against the other uncials, it is seldom 

SUpported by 0 L. In fact, it is possible that none of the above 
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readings derive from the Hexaplaric recension. Since the ad- 
0, dition of Kat in v. 16 does not conform to the Heb, its Hexa- 

plaric origen is immediately in doubt. troij in v. 17 may have 
'iwvp, in v. 16 (the a-00 been gleaned from Ob 4, as was SIC 

of V. 17 in 0L 86mg, howeverg comes from the Hexaplaric recensiont 
having been compared with the Heb, not wi. th Ob 4). The other' 
instances of L support for A may be coincidental. 

4. Readings in Common with Q-V 

For this list of thirteen readings see above pp. 98-99. 

5- Readings in Common with P-S 

29: 12 Y-Ocl (Ytj 'I (r OL %A- 'Of- - 410 13 -S- ? -19 --ý 9C- (oil ? 11 5114 1 
0.. ret. - 

r, 2 C- 
29: 13 01f^ -to(- -'t to G-S--73 

1 
yr. tSov ref. 

cruel IN -106 L icerT #1 irc 'r-, 29: 18 
C le-ot I er UI t- I -rro, a- nT wl 'T6, nI 

C-rToLt, 
ixv -rv)v TT".., )Y')V o- 1) OL Vr VI S ret . 

j=6 HT 

a- s. 130 29: 21 A-101--410 

%Jr 0VMT 

(I 
29: 22 0-ri A- to(. -, ýj 0 C-6131 

-A4T 

, 29: 22 Kck I t\ - 106 - 1+10 G- S-2.39 - 93T C. -613 
1 

oi--. rt. - MT 

It is noteworthy that when the A group joins B-S against 
Q-V it standa on the side which does not approximate the Hebo 
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Significance of the Data 

The findings of this section clearly show the idiosyncratic 

nature of the A group. Its penchant for numerous odd, though 

mostly minor, variations from the main Gk tradition is revealed 
in sub-sections 1 and 2. Sub-section 3 at first sight appears to 

demonstrate a degree of Hexaplaric and Lucianic influence on the 

text, but further examination shows that the shared readings may 

be coincidental. Sub-sections 4 and 5 indicate that A more fre- 

quently joins the Q group (hence strongly influenced by the pre- 

Hexaplaric revision) than the B group, but its vacillating ten- 

dency sets it apart from either. These facts taken together sug- 

gest that A, like the Catena groupq is an eclectic or synthetic 
text9 composed of elements from various strands, but (in contrast 

to the Catena group) including a strong dose of its own innovations. 

The early date of Codex Alexandrinus and the composite nature of 

its text hold out the possibility that among its component parts 

is preserved, much ancient material, but at the same time its er- 

ratic behaviour demands great care in separating the grain from 

the chaff. 

The B Group 

The final group of MSS with which we have to deal consists 

of the two remaining uncials, 'Codex Vaticanus and Codex Sinai- 

ticus, sporadically followed by minuscules 130 239 538 and some- 
times by 106 410. Whereas the grouping of minuscules in the Ilex- 

aplaric, Lucianic, and Catena texts was very clear-cut, the lines 

of demarcation between one group and another become increasingly 

blurred in these final three sections. This has reference espe- 

cially to the minuscules, several of which are notoriously "mixed". 

That is why at this stage grouping of MSS becomes more a matter 

of degree and tendency than firm. cohesion. Just as 106 and 410 

were shown in certain readings to favour Codex Alexandrinus, so 
here 130,239, and 538 in a number of crucial places side with 
Codex Vaticanus and Sinaiticus. 54 
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As is well known, Codex Vaticanus and Codex Sinaiticus are 
our oldest biblical codices, both stemming from the fourth century. 
Of the minuscules, 239 is the earliest, being copied in A. D. 1046. 

130 and 538 hail from the twelfth to thirteenth centuries. The 

following brief outline will apply: 

Readings of B-S+ 

2. Readings of B-S+ A 

3- Readings of B-S+ Q(V) 
4. Significance of the Data 

1. Readings of B-S+ 

L92 9. -3 

29: 10 ß-s cr01 M 7- 

29: 10 wý ret. 

29: 11 rovos 6-, 5 - fc- 4 mi' 

29: 11 S-Iflol 0-. 10(o , DIV-Tou C--TLiv 
53LO r, &t. - MT 

29: 11 a-S-. 532 

2 f. 94Qt. 
- 29: 13 ww 98 -61 0 ri Iviiv 

29: 16 401. -440 C zc. -ejpr. iZc>u tet. =t17 
29: 17 Uý Lj 400j VYL.. )croLý 0 (a MT 

C-Cr-f_tf, f)4A&-, C-) ret. 

29: 12 Ko6TV IK Cre. 1 Vo IV I Crt I 

13 0-3.. Iq -. CSB (2-(613 r-ot 0 ci o- nA 



ill 

= 

(WVTn 

29: 21 ýIT IU ýT 0UV A- 

- 130 -rlv lot. -410 

7 29ý: 2 t<poý 1' 19 1ß-5- -rIg 
3 

Co-(0 1 a- OVI r`C - 

29: 22 O-Ou v k(, « vy Ock 

2. Readings of B-S+ A 

II, G-s-2.31 1? 10 G 10 29: 12 leo I (yW 
o n, . rel 

29: 01( A. to(. -qio %ýOu C. X. -Mr 

29: 18 cr L. 1) to Ic1 130 -939 k 40 G 41 C) Ir-crrvl cr E IrtA I 

cr Ve IcI C-) KOC I a-UIO I CiTt -ri-merl -r-P) -TT)ý.,, Y 

CrOd-V 'r-)v IT"ý-rIJIV Q 2.31 -U 13) o-LO T W) S re A4 7- 

29: 2 OTI S- 13 0-2.39 -!; '11 0(, - 41 0 C- 

0m rct mr 

29: 22 je OL I' a- S- 2-3q -. T39 '4' - '06 -410C -613) o&-,. rd. =R !- 

Readings of B-S+ Q(V) 

(f 29-. 2 *1 Ir OL- VTCr, 13-L -130 -ýL IV -539 1ý4 0 C- 
3 

'Trix Vr C 

29: 1 Co. 
SIt UP 46 14,03 

CA lip f. v V-1 ret 

29: 14 
w-ot«r et e cx o, tva- 130 ý 10 Q- «2-& - 4(0 - 29.1 - 2-33 - 53 4" 

1 

ev 
TT i ie- 

cL-r ueo, 
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29: 14 f. Is 04,143 v OL 
a- S -106 -130 - 2-39 V- 2.6 -46 -TI. - g'14 

I 01.1wVot A- 48 0 C2 - 2-33 -939 - to 13 C- 

CK I Sj V c. C (, 0GI- 441 ; fos cxlw4oc 
I(iq L 

29: 21' a- UJIAq, q cr 0' ýv) llc)- 2-31 v-2.6 -, V ý. 
l 

4 

ý, 4 (vtt 0-46 -S44-693 'cr u 
12 SI-tal- -311 -401 q4q 490 S37 

Significance of the Data 

The evidence of the above sub-sections is almost the exact 

reverse of the lists contained in the analysis of the Q group* 
When the B group stands alone against. the other uncials it con- 

sistently supports the readings furthest from MT. The same pat- 
tern holds true eve n when it is joined by A. When the B group is 

supported by Q(V)+ it is usually only in matters of inner-Gk in- 

cidentals* 

We may therefore make the following generalizations on behalf 

of the textual patterns that have emerged in Jer: When the authen- 
tic Hexaplaric and Lucianic elements have been eliminated, togeth- 

er with the mixed Catena text, there remain two firmly established 
textual traditions, the B group on the one hand and the Q group 

on th. e other handq with A oscillating between the two. In the 

light of what has already been proved regarding the revisional 
character of the Q group, it is clear that B must represent the 

purer tradition of the two. It has not been affected seriously 
(or at all) by the pre-Hexaplaric revision Q, nor apparently by 
the later Hexaplaric and Lucianic recensions; with regard to Jer 

at least, therefore, Jerome's comment noted above (P-30) appears 
to be an exaggeration* On the whole, its readings are to be 

preferred, unless cogent reason can be found to the contrary, 
When the A text joins'B-S against Q-V, that reading must be 

deemed virtually certain as representing the old Gk, for in such 

cases A reinforces the unrevised tradition, By the same token, 

when B and Q groups agree against A, their readings are also to 
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be preferred, in the light of the mixed and idiosyncratic nature 
of A. This is not to say that the B group must be preferred in 

every instance at any cost; it is by no means sacrosanct. It 

contains its own share of unique and improbable readings which 
have probably crept in at a later stage or through scribal care- 
lessness. Some of these corruptions in the B group may have had 

the effect of pushing it away from MT where originally it was 

closer to MT; likewise, aQ reading need not automatically be 

considered a revised one; it may simply perpetuate an ancient 
original reading lost to B, When it is impossible to decide be- 

tween two or more conflicting readings on the basis of the rela- 
tive superiority of the textual-traditions involved, then other 
factors have to be invoked (e. g., relevance to immediate context, 
translation pattern in the rest of the book, etc. ), But where 
the B text makes tolerable sense and no reason can be given for 

it having suffered corruption or revision, its readings must weigh 

as a strong witness to the earliest recoverable text-form for this 

book. 



CHAPTER 

THE'TEXT-CRITICAL PROBLEM (2): A CRITIQUE OF J. ZIEGLER'S 

CRITICAL EDITION OF JEREMIAH 

As is well known and was mentioned in Ch. 1 above (p. 4 ), 

it was the Sixtine edition of 1587 which for generations held 

the field as the standard text of the LXX. For the book of Jer, 

under the circumstances, this was not an entirely unhappy events 

since the Sixtine text is essentially an edited version of Codex 

Vaticanus, the-backbone of the B group which, as has been shown 
in Ch 2, contains on the whole the best available witness to the 

archetype text of Jer. The situation would have been very dif- 

ferent, for instance, if the text of the Complutensian Polyglot 

had gained prominence as the textus receptus 
,. 

1 Yet simply to 

perpetuate the printing of edited copies of Codex Vaticanus was 

obviously not the way forward, neither in Jer nor in any other 
book, The various editions and revisions of the Sixtine text 

that did appear amounted simply to cosmetic touchups and to 

different sets of compromises between the readings of B* and 
B C, The same judgment must even'be passed on Swete's text. 2 

However good in a general sort of way Codex Vaticanus might be in 
Jer, neither B* nor Bc could possibly hope in every detail to rep- 
resent the earliest text. Far from it, almost every page of the 

codex gives evidence of the kind of scribal errors and ailments 
that all MSS are heir to. Even if we' allow some of its unique 
readings and orthography to be' corrected by its larger groups we 
cannot simply assume without further ado that the B group always 
preserves the best reading either. What is needed is a thorough 

analysis of all the evidence--realistically defined--for all the 

readings. 

This was the task assigned to J. Ziegler and the fruits of 
his scholarly investigation are embodied in his Gt3ttingen edition 

114 
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and satellite studies. 3 In this chapter we shall be concerned 
to discover and evaluate the text-critical principles operative 

not only in the formation of Ziegler's text itself, but also 
in the structure and content of the critical apparatuses, for 
it is evident that the editor's hand is very much involved in 

the composition of each of these vital stages. The material 

will therefore be discussed according to the following outline: 

Critique of Ziegler's First Apparatils 
'A. Format 

Bo Selectivity 

C. Reliability 

II. Critique of Ziegler's Second Apparatus 

A. Format 

B. Selectivity 

C. Reliability 

III. Critique of Ziegler's Reconstructed Text 

-A. Editorial Miscellanea 
1. Chapter and Verse Divisions 

2. Punctuation and Capitalization 

3- Orthography and Accentuation 
B. Choice'of Readings 

1. Choice of B Group Readings 
2. Choice of Other MS Readings 

3- Choice of Conjectural Emendations 

I. Critique of Zieglerls First Apparatus 

An apparatus of variant readings in a critical edition of 
an ancient work is no ancillary or optional adjunct to the print- 
ed text; rather, it constitutes an absolutely indi6pensable com- 
plement without which the proposed text cannot be evaluated. It 
is at the same time the bedrock of information upon which the 

critical text is built and from where its readings are quarried. 
The editor must at every point make known the choice of readings 
available to him and to present this information in as clear and 
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systematic a way as possible so that the interested reader can 

quickly be orientated in the relative strength and weakness of 

competing readings. Format, selectivity, and reliability are 

therefore the main ingredients by which an apparatus must be 

judged. The first apparatus of Ziegler's edition is intended 

to present the variants to the text of the LXX proper; the 

second apparatus is reserved for readings attested by other Gk 

versions* 

A. Format 

In the case of the LXX an editor is responsible for document- 

ing three main sources of variants to the adopted text: Gk MSS9 

patrisiic citations, and daughter versions. But opinions divide 

over which is the preferred order of notation. Ziegler's appa- 

ratus (in conformity with the then reigning Gbttingen policy) 

follows the order of Gk MSS9 daughter versions, and patristic ci-. 

tations, but, this has the disadvantage of driving a wedge between 

the two main bodies of Gk evidence, the MSS and the patristic - 

citations. Commencing with the 1974 edition of Genesis edited by 

J. W. Wevers the Gk patristic evidence is now placed ahead of the 

versions in the GUttingen series so that all the Gk witnesses 

are grouped together, and this method has much to recommend it 

(see Wever'st Genesis, p. 64). 4 

Of the three sources of possible variants, the most impor- 

tant are the Gk MSS themselves. Following the recommendation by 

Lagarde (Pars Prior, p. xvi; "Noch einmal",, Mittheilunren, III, 

p. 230). and in conformity with general practice in the editing 

of classical texts, GUttingen procedure is, as far as possible, 
to cite variant readings by groups rather than by individual MSS* 

As Ch. 2 of our investigation has shown, the existence of such 

groups among MSS of Jer is a given fact so that the method is em- 
inently suited for the- documentation of variants at least for*this 

book. Where the. cohesion among-the members of a group is partic- 

ularly firm, such groups may be represented by a single symbol, 

e. g. 0, L, C, from which any deviating MSS may be appropriately 
indicated by superscripts, e. g. L -51 449t. 

Even sub-groups within 
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the main groups can be acco Tý dated to this system so that in Jer A 
rm 

Ziegler indicates the members of the Lucianic "Hauptgruppell by 
L, the "Untergruppell by 1. and the combined witness of L and 1 
by jI (similarly in the case of the Catena grO'Up, 2+q= CI)*5 

For groups less stable in composition Ziegler prefers to cite all 

attesting MSS joined by hyphens, e. g. Q-V-26-46-86-534-544-613- 
Generally these groups are cited according to a consistent order: 
the B groupq the A groupt the Q group'. the 0 group, the L groupq 
and finally the C group. The B group naturally heads the list 

as the generally most reliable pre-Hexaplaric text. This is 

followed by the A group which stands. logically between the B and 
Q groups whose readings it alternatively supports. The Hexaplaric 

and Lucianic recensions follow in their chronological order, and 
the list is completed by the Catena group, a late textual synthe- 

sis which draws its readings from previous traditions. 

The above pattern for recording the Gk MS evidence forms a 

useful modelby which to arrange the material and guide the read- 

er. Unfortunatelyl the classification of the evidence does not 

always fit into neatly pre-arranged categories, so that in prac- 
tice various modifications of the format have to be resorted to. 

Particularly problematic are a number of the minuscules which 
frequently, change their loyalties and are therefore difficult to 

clasify. Some might easily qualify for the designation "codices 

mixti"t except for the fact that Ziegler is loathe to reserve 

any special category for "codices mixtill and prefers instead where- 

ever possible to associate them with some established group. 
6 

This is done by the extensive use of hyphens, by which means 
Ziegler gives expression to his critical judgement on the inter- 

dependence of as many readings as possible in the apparatus. For 
instancel although MSS 130 239 538 are classed with the B group, 
frequently they do not'support this group but some other reading. 
In such cases they are variously joined-to the Q group, the Lu- 

cianic (except 239), or the Catena group (except 130 538). In- 

stances where 130 239 538 aro joined to the Q group abound, eoge 
29: 9 1 ro%)% .c I/ OCUTO%ý 106 

ýCILOUva-T, 
C-1 +1 CIXUTOI S 

(- 

A-106, Q-86'-233-239-538-613,29: 10 
A Q-V-46-86'-130-233-538-544. When 130 does not support the B 
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group it is always linked to the Q groupq the only exception to 
this being in chapters, 1-9 where it is under Lucianic influence 
(via 311, see Ieremias, p. 83) so that in that section it is 

attached to L in cases where it neither supports B nor Q. e. g. 
6: 27 IA. c 2-*] crc- Syh LI-1301-613. Whenever 239 supports a reading 
attested by both the Q and C groups (but not by B), then pref- 
erence is given to the Q group as the stronger loyalty e. g. 29: 9 

4- fotv'rOIS A-lo6l Q-861-233-L39-538-613 36-51-449 2: 
but sometimes 239 shows stronger Catena influence'and is then 
linked to that group, e. g. 29: 12 -6em, 

I 
pr. ex % -A-1061 

CI-239-613 233 (see discussion, Ieremias, p. 94). Whenever 538 

supports a reading attested by both the Q and L groups (but not 
by B)q then preference is given to the L group as the stronger 
influence, e. g. 29: 9 j T, ýTo'/ om. t-n A V-861-239-534-544 

0 L-36 -2L86 (see discussion, Ieremias, p. 83)- 

MSS 106 41o (106-410 = 1061) are properly classified with 
the A group, but sometimes they support the B group instead. 
In such cases they are cited as integral members of the B group, 
e. g. 29: 10 0v B-S-106'-538. When 106 and 410 support 
neither the A nor the B groups they are usually left to stand 
alone or are sometimes joined to the Q group; no example in Ch. 
29 exists but cf. 28: 56 c'vvrotTro6oJ,. jcr%v cxL1jrojS3 0 OjvrO. (-TrOS, j, ýjv 
Sc V-26-46-86*-106-534-538-544-? lo 0-233. 

In Ziegler's text 233 is classified either with the Hexaplaric 
recensions the Q group, or on occasion with the L group, On the 
basis of many passages where 233 attests passages sub asterisco 
in the Hexaplaric recension or eliminates passages sub obelo in 
the Hexaplaric recension, Ziegler prefers wherever possible to 
link 233 to the 0 group, e. g. 29: 22 om. OTI Q-V-26-46-861-534- 
544 0-233- Where 233 has a different reading from 0 then it is 

C normally joined to the Q group, e. g. 29: 9 -eLCKUTý'%S' A-lo6t- 
Q-861-233-239-538-613i sometimes (though not in our chapter) to 
the L group. But with 233 there is a special problem in that its 

character seems to change precisely in the OAN section. Whereas 

outside this section 233 frequently supports 0 readings under an 
asterisk or eliminates readings under an obelust I have been 
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unable to find a single instance of this in Chs. 25-31 of the 

LXX. Here 233 supports an 0 reading only if that 0 reading is 

in turn supported by the Q group, the pre-Hexaplaric revision. 
The conclusion seems inescapable that in this section 233 is a 

witness to the Q group rather than the 0 group and should accord- 
ingly be linked only with the former, in contrast to Ziegler's 

preference to link it to 0. 

MS 613 is classified with the Q group, but not infrequently 

it follows the C group instead, e. g. 29: 3 pr. Y. K1 C1 -613. 
Where 613 supports a reading attested by both Q and C groups then 

Ziegler always gives the preference to the Q group e. g. 29: 9 
1 ý. ý. 64)vr-rLj+ Ca-V-rolý A-lo6l q-861-233-239-538-613 36- 

51-449 21(see Ieremias p. 94). ' Sometimes, though not in our 

chapterg it is linked (along with 239) to the L group (see dis- 

cussiong Ieremiasq p. 83). 

Another problem has to do with MS 51. As has already been 

mentioned, this MS contains the section of the Oracles Against 

the Nations twice, once in the middle of the book in the usual 

Gk position and order, and once at the end in the Heb order (51 

This fact, however, is nowhere pointed out in Ziegler's edition, 

either because he thought it not worthwhile mentioning or, what 

is more likely, because he did not know about the existence of the 

second section since only the first section had been collated in 

the Unternehmen's special collation books. The matter, is of some 
i'nterest since the two sections contain a slightly different 

text. Ziegler has classified 51 with the Lucianic "Hauptgruppe" 

but in the Oracles against the Nations at least it is only 51 8 

that belongs to the "Hauptgruppe", 51 being definitely allied with 
449 and the "Untergruppell.? 

The only occasions on which Ziegler will permit a collection 

of "codices mixtill is'where no group exists with which the i- 

colated minuscules may be classified, e. g. 29: 2. cOý-touor'%Cv) 
46 lo6* 544, or if a group exists, no precedent is present for 

associating a particular minuscule with the group(s) in question, 
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e. g. 29: 17 0 Ll -62 87 46 lo6 239 
6130 710. In such cases the minuscules are relegated to the end 
of an entry listed in their numerical order of ascendencyg but 
if one of the minuscules happens to come from one of the "firm" 

groups, i. e. 0LC, then a member of that group always takes pre- 
cedence; therefore in the reading CV(I to I a' CV from 
29: 17 quoted above, 87 precedes the list of 46 1o6 239 613 C 710 
because 87 is a member of the C group, Some of the decisions 

when to associate a straying minuscule with a group and when not 
to are necessarily subjective and the editor's reasoning is not 
always immediately obvious. 8 However, of one thing we may be 

suret that the arrangement of the MSS in the apparatus is not 
arbitrary but is intended to reflect the editor's judgement on the 
interdependence of readings among the various MSS, in so far as 
this is possible. On the whole one has to assign a high degree 

of credibility to Ziegler's judgements. 

The principles of grouping by the use of symbols and hyphens 

is reserved in the GUttingen texts only for Gk MSS, yet a logical 

extension of this method might have, been to apply it to the pa- 

tristic citations and daughter versions as well. For instance, 

at 29: 5 instead of simply listing the witnesses for the reading 

-r-t "ý-OvlTgK as L' Chr Tht, 9 why could these not be join- 

ed by hyphens'9 since the readings of Chrysostom and Theodoret are 

clearly dependent on the Lucianic recension? Similarly the read- 
ing -r1JV E V. in 29: 5 could be LI-Chr-Tht, in 29: 6 

<. 0S 'IT OT f. Cr %J UTeD- Af 11 O'L C- L'-Syhmg-Tht, in 29: 14 ýorolo 

LI-Chr-Tht, The same applies to the versions, The Latin, Coptic, 

and Ethiopic versions usually support the B group, the Arabic 
follows the A group, and the Armenian joins the 0 group. Thus 
instead of'the notation at 29: 11 Q-ro) er-acý446% cAO"rOu O-Qmg L' 
Arm Tht, this could better be represented as O-Q mg_ Arm LI-Tht, 
Likewise in 29: 12 we could have V. 0141 

ýYL? 

1 
1# 

ir 54A a% 

B-S-239-538-co-Aeth A: -106'-Arab, ' at 29: 13- J& B-S-538-co-Aeth 

A-1061-Arab, at 29: 14 CIS &1V-W%ý; AAVV VOL% C%ý OVCIJ", rýOV "' 'C'C C&20'IOV 
O-Arm LI-Tht, at 29: 17 -ro o-r ol, 88(sub: %. )-Arm LI-Syhmg-Tht. 

Admittedly the patristic and versional evidence is often quite 
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erratic so that the attempt at grouping these might involve more 
trouble than it is worth, but at least on principle there is no 

reason why the group method should not also be extended to these* 

Another device employed by Ziegler to indicate relationships 

among readings of various MSS--or the lack of such relationshipsq 

as the case may be--is that of spacing. Sometimes, indeed, it 

is difficult to tell whether a particular manner of spacing is 

due to the mechanics of type-setting or whether it was delibera- 

tely intended by Ziegler. But close familiarity with Ziegler's 

apparatus reveals the existence of certain intentional features. 

In general, main groups of 
, 
MSS are separated by a relatively large 

space, whereas isolated minuscules, the versions, and patristic 

citations at the end of an entry are closely spaced, e. g. 29: 17 crou 
A_1o6 0-86mg L' 239 La8g Aeth Arab Arm Tht. But some- 

times these spaces are expanded or contracted apparently accord- 

ing to Ziegler's interpretation of the degree of independence 

or dependence among the various witnesses. Three examples will 

illustrate the process. At 29: 12 the reading 4 
gerj"'rai is cited 

as follows, B0 0-233 106(-11-jTC)-410 13o 613, with an unusually 

long space between BC and 0-233. Probably by this means Ziegler 

intends to convey the message that he sees no connection between 

the same reading in Bc and the Hexaplaric recension, The true 

reading he believes has been preserved in 0-233 and some other 

minusculesq whereas it has been secondarily corrected in B in- 

dependent of these sources. At 29: 16 the reading /A J14eOV 
is supported by B-S-106'-538 Ct 26 46, with C' being placed un- 
usually close to the B group. Ziegler's interpretation is prob- 

ably that the C! group reading /1" %'4 r Ov without the preceding 
%SOV as in most other MSS) is directly dependent on the B 

group. At 29: 23 the reading 'rrT C 100Y AS C-LOTO U is sup- 

ported by Syh L' V-613 534, this time with an uncommonly 

narrow space between the Ll and C' groups; here Ziegler's mes- 

sage must be that the, C' group reading on this occasion derives 

from the Ll recQnsion. The net effect of this use of spacing is 

to engage the reader in a kind of running commentary on the ed- 
itor's view of the interdependence obtaining among several 
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variants in the apparatus. It is another technique which en- 
livens the presentation of data which could otherwise be quite 

mechanical and dull. 

In addition to citing variant readings in the manner describ- 

ed above, Ziegler skilfully uses the first apparatus to communi- 

cate much other information needful for a better understanding of 
the text and its variants. Cross-references to other versions, 

editions, parallel passages, and grammars are an . important feature 

of this supplementary information. Agreements between the variants 

and the MT are clearly indicated, eg. 29: 1 -i" 
.0SCY1. 

V 10,1 
"'OY 0S V-Ue, 0. ) -a ro'. -r(>'/ -Trio C, v 88 = MT1, the 

downward pointing arrow being an internal cross-reference to the 

second apparatus drawing attention to agreements with the read- 
ings of other Gk versions. When the Gk variant is similar to but 

not identical with the MT this is indicated by the use of the 

abbreviation "cf. " e. g. 29: 22 KOVa- 0-1 gr 0 C., 

L' Arm: cf. MT (MT has llýp not -Týp). Similarlyq agreements 

with the Peshitta text and with the Complutensian, Aldine, and 
Sixtine editions are carefully noted, e. g. 29: 18 -iTok P I.. Y_ Ot 
Q Bo Arab Arm = Pesh; 29: 3 -M 0 ý3-, j V 130 538 = Compl. To 

these sources could now be added the agreements with the Qumran 

texts. Thus at 29: 4 the apparatus might note that 11co- OtP01,11-0 

= 2QJer. Valuableg too, are the cross-references to other Gk 

passages, whether in the book of Jer or in some other biblical 

book. In the oracles against the Philistines and Edom, 36 variants 
are cross-indexed in this way. For instance, at 29: 2 the variants 

'T rv/ II if I -iT 0'-, 1 C. . and iV01K00VI ew C. are each cross- 
indexed to 8: 16 where we find a parallel passage to 29: 2 con- 
taining some of the same type of variants. These crose-r'eferences 

are extremely useful in helping to form a picture of the patterns 
that often exist among certain variants and MSS. For example, 
the variants for V-ct-t-01 KOO V To I/ 12C 1/01 K 03 V TO I are as 
follows: 

8: 16 %e. C(-t 0% YCVOUVTOL-ý 
I 

<-Vot Icotiv IT CO-C, 

29: 2 v- OL-rol V-Ouvr- tj f Vol KoL)VTote% 

33: 9 KCOLTOJ y-OL)vTWV 
I 

eLVOIKOL)Vrgjv A- -tiO 
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Evidently the revision underlying the A group had a preference 
for the iVOIK. 03VTOI form. Indirectly this method of cross- 

reference also has the advantage of help. ing the reader to iden- 

tify many of the parallel, passages which exist both within-and 

outside the book of Jer; in addition to 29: 2b//8: 16b see sev- 

eral points of comparison in the apparatus between 29: 15-17 

and Ob 1-49 29: 18 and 19: 8,29: 19-21 and 27: 40,44-45. A no- 
table omission among the cross-references is the lack of any 

mention of the intriguing phenomenon in certain MSS (especially 

106 and 53 txt ) which omits the titles of the oracles against the 

nations and other titles. Further examination reveals that this 

pattern extends even into the book of Isaiah, a feature that 

ought surely to have been noted in apparatus* 
10 

Ziegler's apparatus also contains several cross-references 
to Thackeray's Grammar for the explanation of different gram- 

matical forms. Thus for an explanation of the variant middle 
form at 29: 2 in A (in contrast to the majority 
text reading ) we are referred to p. 231 of 
Thackeray's Grammar. These references could now be profitably 

expanded by making use of Walter's more up to date study, -The 
Text of the Septuagint. Hence Ziegler's adoption at 29: 13 of 

% 
ýLA C V-) 

,, 
&Ac vI-I rather than ; Oosv the form as in the'ma- 

jority. of MSS could be backed up by a reference to Walters, p. 
75. 

Yet other miscellaneous information contained in. the ap- 

paratus includes the citation of patristic comments on the ex- 
istence of early variant readings (see above P- 3, n. 5), and 
the source of a conjectural emendation, e. g. 29: 3 t'T"TWV 
Schleusner 11 845 (some emendations not adopted by Ziegler are 

also included in the apparatus when he considers these worthy 

of mention9l e. g. 27: 8 SfbkV. OVTe. TCOI- y01 Cappelus apud 
Schleusner 1 641; vkeyovTcý Spohn). 

Certain features of the apparatus are evidently designed to 

conserve space, Thus while it would have been ideal to cite all 
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. 
the evidence both for the "variants" as well as for the adopted 

reading or "lemma text", (as Ziegler himself realizes; Ieremias, 

P. 138), Ziegler's general rule, with certain exceptions911 is 

to cite the evidence for one, side of the equation only, leaving 

the reader to deduce the MSS relevant for the other side if in- 

terestedt which are often subsumed under the convenient abbre- 

viation "rel. 11 But this policy imposes heavy demands on the 

reader: to determine-at any one point exactly which witnesses 

support a particular reading not detailed in the-apparatus, he 

has to subtract all those MSS and versions which have been cited 

from the total number of witnesses attested for that book9 a 
task which is complicated by the fact that some witnesses are 

extant for certain portions only. 12 What is absolutely essential, 
therefore, is a clear and full reckoning on each page of precisely 

which MSS and versions have been collated for the passage cov- 

ered on that page, This type of MS "heading list" (Kopfleiste. ) 

inserted between the text proper and first apparatus has been 

introduced in the latest editions of the GUttingen series and 
it is a welcome and useful aid (Wevers, Genesis, pp. 63-64). 

If this had been done for Jer every page of Ch. 29 would have 

had the following Kopfleiste: B-S-130-239-538 A-io6l Q-V-26- 

461-861-233-534-544-613 0 L' CO-verss. 

Sometimes Ziegler saves space by omitting the lemma text 

altogether in the apparatus, e. g. 29: 8 L -Ir Q$, c -r o A. This 

type of notation can be used only sparingly and under special 

circumstances where there'can be no confusion as to what word 
the variant refers to (in 29: 8 Vrr,. J'ý-LTO is clearly a var- 
iant of C%ITW ý, LTO though vertical lines used as 
division markers between variant readings help to avoid confu-- 

sion. Finally, Ziegler saves space by not separa. ting the var- 
iants for different verses into paragraphs. But this is counter- 

productive as the reader is frequently frustrated by not being 

able to locate quickly his desired reading in the apparatus. 

In the new editions of the GUttingen series this problem has 

been corrected by the use of paragraph units and the references 
are consequently more easily located. 
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B. Selectivity 

A comparison between the collation notes and Ziegler's 

apparatus shows that many readings contained in the notes are 

not included in Ziegler's apparatus. This is not surprising, 

since the abundance of mere scribal or clerical variants demands 

that some form of selectivity be exercised in the choice of read- 
ings to be included in the main apparatus lest it become over- 
loaded and unwieldy. Ziegler's general policy is to include in 

the apparatus only such readings as could be called variants of 

substance, that is, different vocabulary, or significantly dif- 

ferent forms of a word in terms of number, tense, mood, of case. 
A sampling of the typical kind of orthographic variant found in 

the MSS is reserved for a special section of the "Einleitung" 
(pp. 109-125). keyed to Thackeray's Grammar. To demonstrate 

Ziegler's method we will compare the readings contained in the 

collation notes of 29: 2 with those included in his apparatus 

and in the orthographic section of the. "Einleitung". 

U IK yok 

For this "variation unit" we find the following alternative 

readings: 

Li ý,,, -rot 0, VOL ( It /V % A, 

I vvc I 

to - ýOL Iv 1) Z3q 
iI It ce Yo. rw, % Cirst ý 

Since the different forms attested for the verb 1'Xva Pt %Vtf all 
constitute variations in'scribal spelling without changing the 
tenses mood, or number of the verb, they are not included in the 

main apparatus. However, in the section of the "Orthographika" 

under the sub-heading of the interchange ofvY and v (p. 120), 

are listed the forms Ot VCk '(VVI-I Ot VOL P Cvv% A, 
and 0( yot Ot % I/V C% 62 of 29: 2. The vocalic variants mv-x ti/I 
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and avot P IV 0) of 26 and 239 respectively are nowhere mentioned 
in Ziegler's text. By contrast, however, Cyril of Alexandria's 

U phrase cr)( is of a different order alto- 
gether containing a true vocabulary alternative with the addition 

of a particle. This is the only phrase, therefore, which is 

included in Ziegler's main apparatus as a variant of 

II IK 

The reading vffl in 106 is a different preposition from 

that contained in the other MSS and is therefore included in 

the apparatus. 

'ee 
For this word there is only one variant spelling attested, 

namely 
ýOIOPV(v in S*. This is not included in the apparatus, 

but on p. 123 we find the notation, "Der Genetiv ýore'c- ist 
in S* gewUhnlich 6orpv-l geschrieben: 13: 20 16: 15 23: 8 

25: 9 27: 9,41 23: 2.11 

% ?I 

KOL I( 

. 
The words are missing in the Latin work Speculum while S* 

has the itacistic variant tirTE , Neither is deemed sufficiently 
important to merit mention in the apparatus, 

ýý VA 0, ep OL) v 
The Gk variants attested for this word are A, 

0V S* (-Prouv SO), and yrcjýpo(ppov 534. Since 
these are of mere orthographic nature with no possible change 
in meaning they are-excluded from the main apparatus, However, 
two of the variants, those of S* and 534, are listed on p. 112 

a3 illustrative of the interchange of ou -o 9 c> -oj The 
Bohairic version has the plural variant "torrentes" but this 
receives no mention in the apparatus* 
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I 
KPITCA Y, *ý. Uirf I 

For this word the following variants are attested: 
AS*9K 0%'T IK V, ý- u? C1 46, K"-') Cr IC 1 534 , and Y, cK-T ot Y-o, v a- c 

239 410. The form in A S* is another case of itacism and con- 

sequently not recorded in the apparatus; however, a note on 

p. 112 informs that the interchange of % -Ei and Li- i is 

very common'in the MSS, especially in S and A, exactly as we 

find in 29: 2. The reading Y, at -, r ot Y, 'N. u4LI of 46-represents a 

different tense of the verb and is on that account included in 

the apparatus, as is the simplex form of the verb found in 534. 

y,, ATA Y-wvcrr- i in 239 410 constitutes a dif f erent verb altogether 

and must likewise be listed in the apparatus. 

I 

2-°, " 

There are all together, five instances of the conjunction 

Vt. in 29: 2. The first Kwl' is attested by all witnesses, 
but the second is omitted by 407, the third by the Armenian ver- 

sion, the fourth by the Ethiopic version, and the fifth by the 

Coptic and Armenian versions. Of these Ziegler notes in his 

apparatus only the omission of the fifth conjunction in the Coptic 

and Armenian versions. It is not obvious why Ziegler made an ex- 

ception in the case of the fifth conjunction, unless he felt that 

the witness of two versions, one of these being the relatively 
important Coptic (=Sahidic + Bohairic), made it noteworthy. In 

the case of the other omissions he undoubtedly felt they were 

accidental and inconsequential. Such decisions are subjective, 
but it is true that not much hangs on the omission of a conjunc- 
tion in a few minor witnesses. 

YIV 

In 449* and 538 j-1v is preceded by the article -rlv 
This must be recorded in the apparatus since the presence or 
I absence of the article in the LXX of Jer constitutes a special 
problem, e. g., in the parallel passage of 8: 16 the article is 

attested by B-S-538 A-106, V-861-198-544 36 c. 
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ITO 

For this word the variant Tr Vý' %% is found in S* and 
544, though Ziegler is undoubtedly correct in suggesting that 

the intended form in S* 544 is the accusative plural -uo*'XCt,; It 
the -%% form being a case of itacism, cf. 29: 14 -no--clýj 

In either case, whether the variant form is taken to 

be the nominative singular or the accusative plural, it correctly 

merits mention in the apparatus, The Armenian version which 

also has the plural form could easily have been added to the no- 
tation but Ziegler chose to omit it, 

KdxT 0t KOUN(Töt d; 

The only variant form for this word is LvojKovv-ratc, in A 

106; the same kind of variants are found in 8: 16 and 33: 9 and 
these are always recorded by Ziegler. 

V. tlCt9*k 
to 

VTOL I 

The simple (rather than reduplicated) middle future form 

IC e0q OVTOLI is found in S* 62 86c. 
- Ziegler records only S* 62 

though the same form is definitely found in 86 as a correction 

over a previous erasure. The reduplicated middle future form 

was standard'in Attic and generally throughout the LXX, whereas 
the simple middle future appears as variants in the LXX (cf, 

Thackeray, Grammar, P. 273); in Jer these are found in various 
I-ISS at 22: 20 30: 3 31: 20 32: 20, always recorded in full by 
Ziegler. 

1 
Ob'(' 01 

--0(v 
oe " -tT 01 

The article oi is omitted in 879 obviously by scribal lapse, 
but the omission is nonetheless documented by Ziegler. Speculum 

attests the variant universi, not very significant but still 
included in Ziegler's apparatus. 
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ýou cr i t/ 

The variant cA "*1- 0- "ý' OL 
ý 

C) VT OL I in A is the middle future 

of the same verb as main text (cf. Thackeray, Grammar, p. 231); 

the variants in 46 106* 544 and o`-ý, cý'*-"utouo-% 
( ý-U4 

- 22*-48*-449) of LI constitute different verbs alto- 

gether. All are correctly recorded -by Ziegler. 

icecro I Kou VT 

S* has the common itacism --rat%c. so characteristic of 
this codex; obviously it is not worthy of mention in the main 

apparatus. 

Review of'the above examples well illustrates how Ziegler 

seeks to distinguish between immaterial and material variants, 

only the latter of which are accorded a place in his LXX appara- 
tus; the former may be listed in the "Einleitung" or not men- 
tioned at all. It is of course true that the distinction be- 

tween significant and insignificant variants cannot be made 

absolutely, A scholar studying scribal habits and orthographic 

patterns in the MSS would find the term "insignificant" applied 
to such variants offensive; but for the general reader they 

are certainly secondary and if they'were included in the main 

apparatus would tend to confuse rather than aid in his understand- 
ing of the text. While one has to admire the diligence with 

which Swete, for instance, recorded all the minute variants at- 
tested by the uncials collated by him, one has at the same time 

to admit that much of his apparatus served no useful purpose 
for the average reader. The function of the textual critic is 

surely to use his expertise in weighing the MS information and 
in deciding what is relevant and what is not, lest the non-expert 

entirely lose his way in the forest of meaningless clerical mis- 
takes and idiosyncrasies. On occasion Ziegler does include in 

his apparatus forms which are purely orthographic, i. e. forms 

which do not change the meaning of a word in any way. Thus at 
Ic 29: 13 we have the entry o&GL-, J"1cv-j B 311 26 46 410 Tht 
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B*-S-538 Q; (vel. &. 0oot., AA. rel. 

In the light of the predominant a0o. spelling in the MSS Ziegler 

evidently considered this orthographic variant worthy of mention 
in the apparatus. But he is curiously inconsistent in not men- 
tioning the same kind of variants in CXG&j&j Go 

S qc, of the same 

verse where B*-S-538 A 86 91-490 have 09o-O-jc. and Q has 

Ot Dow 0.1cr-1 (not oet-., -sA9ncrj as the apparatus seems to say). 
Whether the notation was really necessary in the first place may 
be disputed (it probably should have been reserved for the sec- 
tion of the "Orthographika". especially since other examples of 
2- .0V/10J. OL 00 &J a A. %j are mentioned there, p. 112), but it goes to 

show that Ziegler has probably included more rather than less of 
what is really essential. .0 

When a decision has been made to enter a certain word in 

the apparatus, normally all the attesting Gk MSS of this variant 

are cited. Occasionally, however, in the case of minor variants, 
the designation "alii" is employed to signify additional mis- 

Ct 
cellaneous. minuscules, e. g. 29: 6 jC-UxeCrI_tSI_ Cr-I" 87 Alil 
(21ii here includes 233 311 534). 

In the case of the daughter versions Ziegler is much more 

selective in what he includes in the apparatus compared with the 

Gk MSS. 'Ofteng for instanceg the versions add or omit, conjunc- 
tions and particles, change the number of a noun or pronoun, 
inadvertently omit or transpose words and phrases. Such variants 

are usually ignored by Ziegler unless they happen also to be at- 
tested by a Gk MS or patristic citation. For instance, in 29: 3 

we find the entry rlýov pr. Kwi A-1061 Ll CI-613 534 Bo Arab; 

pr. et a Aeth Arm Spec. But the very next word -reoy\wv 
is also followed by a conjunction in the Bohairic and Armenian 

versions; this, however, is not'recorded by Ziegler. Sometimes 

one feels versional evidence could profitably have been included 

that is actually omitted. For example, at 29: 3 the word o-r. ýwv 
C can be read eithpr as OIT\Z; v (from 

0' -a\ hoof") 
it or o-rrXjv 

(from 
o"W>, ov pl. "arms"). The context clearly 

requires the meaning "hoofs". yet it is significant that the 
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Ethiopic, Syriacq Arabicq and Armenian versions all read "arms'19 

as did Speculum. Pegrettably this failed to be mentioned by 

Ziegler. 

The Gk patristic evidence is generally cited in full; it 

is sometimes cited for the lemma text even when the rest of the 

Gk evidence for it is not provided. 
13 Documentation of the*Latin 

. citations, e. g. from Speculum, is less consistent. Thanks to 

the work of the, Centre d'Analyse et de Documentation Patristique, 

at Strasbourg, fresh and comprehensive documentation of patristic 

citations and allusions are now available in the published vol- 

ume Biblia Patristica (1975) covering the period from the Ap- 

ostolic Fathers to Clement of Alexandria and Tertullian. Nothing 

new was discovered in this volume which had not been already 

noted by Ziegler, but in a special request relating to Jer 29 

the Centre kindly provided me with four additional citations/ 

allusions from their current files. These include one Gk ci- 

tation from Didymus the Blind (see above, p. and three less 

. 
important Latin allusions (see above, p. n. Additionally 

there are individual studies such as the one by Otto Wahl (1965) 

on the text of Sacra Parallela prepared especially to provide 

the GUttingen editions with further reliable patristic material. 
Although collated in the Unternehmen's collation books, the read- 

ings of the late Church Father Basilius of Neopatrae are hardly 

ever referred to in Ziegler's critical apparatus, Nor is it 

important that they should be; Basilius attests a text very 

similar to 239. 

C. Reliability 

My independent collation of the MS evidence for Jer 29 has 

confirmed the general reliability and accuracy of the GHttingen 

apparatus. Nevertheless, the investigation also revealed nu- 

merous instances where the collators of the Unternehmen's special 

collation books'failed to record or incorrectly recorded certain 

readings. Those readings which I found to bear directly on ma- 
terial contained in Ziegler's apparatus were communicated to 
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the Unternehmen, and several of these corrections were incor- 

porated into the 1976 reprint of the book. A comparison of the 

two printings will show that the following modifications have 

been admitted to the apparatus of Jer 29: 

Additions (those doubly underlined) 

0-1 t 
29-. 2 pr. -, -Iv 4149 

29-. 6 Vol Travo-O'l 
I 

pr. W. (% 13 

29: 9 C Sol V gi4q 

29: 14 s ve v of IS POW v OS 

29: 15 ok TT IL cr Ir IL I ý,, I- 
Iiý0,17 

1- Cr TCI ">. ( (V) C- - let 3 S34 

29: 17 (-%f( kIL I cr c cvc Kf. %P I erc (Y) 0 91 q(o 106 L34 (oil, -71( 

91 29: 23 Oý<TAII VkVC*rYjC'CTOkl $cot IC 7T I zr Tq crc -rx I 
(f 

-jr 117 -r vi a-C ra I 
I-4 0'7 -4 49 

Deletions (those underlined) 

29: 2 0\"VýOUa-l 

29: 8-9 OCVTLýv II ITOrr 1 19 .1-T0 IT ro cr Lj -IT OV 0 tj 

1 

06--. cWvTWV 
f'% 

Do. 0 Ir Wv 

17 k0 

Other suggestions also made but not adopted in the new 
edition were the following: 

Additions 

29: 1 E. -nt «rOut 
(tjý 

7-2-C*- C, 7- 
) 

(-yivcTo. 

29: 2 V-t Ke. bce« e0v 'e 
ov Toc %1 



29: 14 

29: 14 

29: 17 

29: 1 

29: 19 
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actolec( tr'V Vff I KaLlbi p6c cr'V C I-, r 'r kt 

Ir > '110 1, r 

OL co TJOV V TIO ý" 00), 1 bL 4401 

ei 
15 C- a- t1C, AL f- L1 li YL ---% ý uýc.. i £r cvý LDLV LAý w cr 

OL 01 22 (P13 

Deletions 

% 

29: 11 T 04 K-PU-rTTo( 
3 

ob-. -r e( 7 L-t- 

The 1976 edition of 
, 
Ieremias is not a thoroughgoing revision 

of the textnor the apparatus; rather it is essentially a re- 

print of-the 1957 edition with miscellaneous alterations which 
had come to the attention of the Unternehmen incorporated where 
the mechanics of type-setting allowed for this without major 

reworking. Thus my corrections-were adopted where it was con- 

venient to do so in terms of space available. However, there is 

nothing to suggest that there has been any revision of the ap- 

paratus elsewhere 
14 With regard to the Gk. evidence, therefore, 

the conclusion remains true that while in the great majority of 
instances Ziegler's apparatus is to be relied upon as trustworthy, 

allowance has to be made for a certain margin of error. 

With regard to the daughter versions I have had to rely 

on the GUttingen collation notes (the versions were added by 

Ziegler himself). We can safely assume a high degree of accur- 

acy in the collation of these, though in the case of some, e. g. 
the Bohairic, Arabic, 'and Armenian, the collation was done on 
the basis of published editions, some of known inferior quality. 
The patristic evidence has also been collated on the basis of 

published editions rather than MSS (an exception being the com- 

mentary of Olympiodorus), whose accuracy obviously cannot be 
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vouchsafed for either. Ideally all versions and patristic cita- 
tions would have been based on actual MSS or good critical editions, 
but to have undertaken this immense work for what is after all 

only secondary evidence would hardly have been proportionate to 

the effort expended. In time, no doubt, good critical editions 

of most of these works will also appear in their own right15 

and the material can then be reviewed again if so desired. In 

the meantimet the best available sources were used and this is 

all that can be expected. 

Critique of Ziegler's Second Apparatus 

"Eine Ausgabe der Septuaginta ohne vollstffndige Aufnahme 

des sogennanten hexapalrischen Materials halte ich fUr unwissen- 

schaftlich, " said Paul de Lagarde in 1889("Noch einmal", Mit- 

theilungen, 111,234). an opinion which today is taken as axio- 

matic. Yet curiously Rahlf's 1926 edition of Genesis contained 

no documentation of the Hexapla readings. The first edition to 

contain this material was Ziegler's Isaias (1939), where the 

policy was adopted of employing two separate apparatuses, one 
for the variant readings of the LXX (including recensions such 

as 0 and L) and one for the readings of other Gk versions, prin- 

cipally those deriving from the various columns of the Hexapla 
(cf. Isaias, PP. 111-115). 

There can be little doubt that the two-apparatus structure 
is of great practical value in arranging the complex body of 

material at hand, yet there lurks beneath the surface of this 

model a deeper question concerning its methodological validity. 
The two-apparatus model serves to emphasize the editor's view 
that readings in the second apparatus are not properly variants 

of the LXX but constitute readings from other translations in 

their own right to be compared with the LXX. In the latest 

editions of the GUttingen series this distinction has been sharp- 

ened even further by providing all readings in the second-ap- 

paratus with accents and breathings just as in the critically 

restored LXX text. (cf. Wevers, Genesis, PP. 59-60). Yet it is 
ironic that the GUttingen editors have chosen to emphasize the 
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difference between the kinds of readings contained in the two 

apparatuses just at the time when the traditional view of the 

relationship between the various Gk texts is being seriously 

challenged. In his. seminal and revolutionary study,. Les Devan- 

ciers d' Aquila, D. Barthelemy argued that, far from being an 

entirely new translation, even such a text as that of the literal 

Aquila represents the end product of a long process of revision 

of the basic text, antecedents of which were discovered in the so- 

called Kaige recension (to be traced even in certain readings 

added to the LXX of Jer, Devanciers, p. 44). Similar claims 
have been made for the translation of Theodotion, cf. the study 
by Kevin G. O'Connell, The Theodotionic Revision of the Book 

of Exodus (1972). The net effect of these and other studies is 

to put in question the traditional hard and fast distinction 

between recension and version, and instead to underline the 

interdependence among the various forms of the Gk texts current 

in the early centuries. If this new orientation to the early 
history of the Gk OT gains widespread credibility the formal 

differentiation implied in the GUttingen two-apparatus structure 

will no doubt be increasingly questioned. 16 

In the meantime, however, all must admit to the convenience 

and practical utility of this structure in helping the editor 
to arrange a very difficult and complex body of material. Given 

this structure we will examine Ziegler's success in pre senting 
the data available, 

A, Format 

In general, Ziegler's rule is to include in the second ap- 

paratus only such readings as are found in the margins of LXX 

MSS under the conventional symbols for the younger Gk versions, 

e0go of I dr P100 DI it 
0 .,, and in Jer also %Lj 

while unidentified or anonymous marginal readings are left in 

the first apparatus (appropriately marked by the superscript mg). 

But it is difficult always to be consistent in applying this rule. 
On occasion Ziegler does assign an anonymous marginal reading 
to the second apparatus if he feels it can with reasonable 
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certainty be'attributed to some one of the younger translators, 

cf. the reading of Syh Mg at 29: 10 04J K I*" rJ'? O(I/td'KNf TO' %KegV&' CUUTOIS 

which Ziegler attributes to Symmachus and assigns it to the sec- 

ond apparatus, but with the presumed source cr/put in angular 
brackets to indicate that it is a conjecture on the part of the 

editor. There are even some marginal readings which, while more 
difficult to identify as to source, Ziegler nonetheless feels 

belong in the second rather than the first apparatus, cf. the 

reading Cr UV C'r 04 t of Ir 0 of, 86mg at 29: 7 which Ziegler believes 

comes from one of the versions rather than from the-LXX and 
hence includes it in the second apparatus, a question mark in 

angular brackets indicating his uncertainty as to source; Ed- 

itorial decisions such as these highlight some of the strains 

placed on-the two-apparatus division, 17 though familiarity with 
the style and general character of the different versions can 

make calculated guesses possible. 

But Ziegler has chosen to excercise "source criticism" not 

only only on the anonymous marginal readings but also on many 

of the readings transmitted under a particular symbol. Some- 

times the same (or similar) reading is found in the margin of 
two different MSS but under different symbols, In such cases 
Ziegler weighs the evidence and makes a judgment on what he con- 

siders the most probable original source. Sometimes he feels 

a transmitted symbol must be wrong and seeks to identify the 

correct source. This kind of editorial intervention is pre- 
dicated on the knowledge that all MS material has been trans- 

mitted through fallible scribal hands and that in the process 

many errors have crept in. As editor Ziegler has assumed the 

responsibility for weighing the reliability of the MS evidence 

and for proposing changes where he feels this is demanded. 18 This 

proce , 
dure is in keeping with GOttingen policy that a critical 

text and apparatus should reflect an editor's considered judge- 

ment rather than a mere documentation of the raw MS material. 
The method will become clear through a cozýparison of the actual 

symbols found in the MSS and Ziegler's preferred modifications 

or annotations. In the tables below all readings come from. the 

margins of the MSS cited. 
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mss 

29: 3 -npolrwnov oeyls I'li/. do 0 
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01 Y I(LrTAI oil- 0 IOCK 
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ol 

\, ' ) 

ot -a 0 Tri 

(S%AL 

cr 
I 

CK. 
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eA ot 
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r-) 91L, 

p1 0& cr VT# -rie, oloý 
/, 

LAOI VC«l 74 
Ttý 0 IT 0 O-T 
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. 
29: 22 ot t cr, >'>. 00 

(or 0, c 1074 

29: 23 ýverop 

m1(. itl 
- er f) cr04 ý- 0 U"ýS - 0, c t 70u) CIL, 

OL cr 
i Vffl 00-op FG 

COLM 
0 

s4 
Cc-ITS 

Coo-e--) - 
Decisions on the most probable source of a particular read- 

ing cannot in the nature of the case be definitive. Yet we can 

be confident that Ziegler brings to bear on these decisions a 

balanced and experienced judgement so that the proposed modifi- 

cations are seldom without plausible reason. By way of illustra- 

tion we may take the two instances in 29: 8 and 29: 22 where Ziegler 

proposes a different source altogether from that found in the MSS. 

At 29: 8 where the LXX has the reading troerieL 86mg attests the 

reading cruvIce-ts under the symbol for Aquila. But Ziegler pro- 

poses Symmachus instead as the source of this reading. His argu- 

ment presumably runs something like this: since Aquila's normal ren- 

dering of 71 -3 : )*n is in fact croqila, (cf. Reider-Turner, p. 219), 

it is doubtful that he would have changed the LXX word at this 

point, especially since CrOV I- C, 4ý is used by Aquila to trans- 

late another Heb word altogether, -. 1 3t: xP (cf. Reider-Turner, 

p. 228); on the other hand, since it is characteristic of Symmachus 

to vary his vocabulary, he is a more likely candidate as the 

author of this reading. Similarly in the case of the translation 

of 3 at 29: 22 which in the LXX is rendered 'nr34rss 

According to Syh Ing 
, Aquila translated the Heb at this point with 

(or a-t%c7- depending on which Gk word is 

thought to underlie the Syriac); Ziegler, however, thinks that 

this word (i. e. a-aý', os lcr, (-ýýuos must also originate with 
Symmachus. He probably reasoned that since Aquila regularly 

rendered the root 5-1>3 with derivatives of wa'a-r&a (cf. Reider- 

Turner, pp. 293-294), it seems unlikely that he would have departed 

from his common practice on this occasion; Symmachus may, however, 

have sought deliberately to vary his semantic equivalents. In 

both of the preceding examples we may accept the reasoning and 

conclusions reached as quite plausible, though absolute certainty 
is of course impossible. In all of Ziegler's proposed modifi- 

cations, however, it is important to note that the actual MS 

evidence is never lost sight of, so that the reader can always 
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choose whether he prefers Ziegler's explanation or the MS reading, 

or possibly his own reconstruction, 

When we turn from examining the source of a reading to the 

actual reading itself, we observe that Ziegler proceeds in ex- 

actly the same way. Here again he is not content merely to re- 

produce the MS readings undigested, but cognizant of the cumula- 
tive effect of scribal error, he often proposes a different read- 
ing or spelling from that found in the MSS; som, etimes this even 
involves addition of words (indicated in the apparatus by the use 

of angular brackets), and sometimes the deletion of words (in- 

dicated by square brackets), Below is a list of the proposed 

changes Ziegler makes for Jer 29: 

mss Ziegler 

29-. 2 CL, V-8K% gf. 14 A., T A OC 
N, 

L) er 0v er I V, 
(KVKý, 

wcrovonkf 

29: 3,42 01 Tr Tr &JV 
'POO 

ýA 

-peocrtilrrou OPW 
ourou 

29: 4 ot g0 

01 y *ý-* Y- mi -t TT «- 50 tc. #. t IG 

29: 5 x., -T -, ý*ý- 1 0. . .. U. 

29: 9, ot' . .. i(x0ovot-1 
IG 

29: 11 e (TOLý1*90 IT We I (rILV 

o"I Sit-f 00'el 
AI 'ILITPOfo (Lien 

CIt, 
1/2 

29: 12 OL 
I 

V. DLTCOLýCIVC OPVXVOUS 

29: 12 O't Ket«r'Cý-l'nICV Opflx-V0U5 

crou qI tri .-. C-4;, rle 

"npocrw-ffou oell-; Oý7.0, i 

x-- 0 (K*L4 

t(» ýVI y` 11 C_ý 
To 

- -- f-po&G)VV*CV' <-rOU'> Y-aATOtK#j0-DLl 

ýk4 ÖL & 0, ro U 

, L"rcd %A P, % «n ti e r) er cvZ err re, gitq, gme. l <, O ., Trc&m. oti-rou> 

C-n too, / 9A cu E9V) < er-ff c ýIA a -ý u-rau> 

KO-TDI-ý(§TtC Oflý)OCVOUt 
<O-OU> 

K-etý, WCV 0,04fuVOUC crcý4j [qn 
a, iI 
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A number of Ziegler's corrections, it will be observed, are 

of a mere orthographic nature, e. g. itacism and otacisms. The 

more substantial changes are proposed corrections in favour of 
the Heb text. Thus in v. 2 Ziegler feels that Aquila must have 

used the same verb as is employed in the LXX to 

translate the Heb verb only that he (Aquila) changed 
it from the LXX third person singular to the third person plural 

corresponding to the Heb vD, (Ow- ; the witness of 86mg which 
assigns the verb rtvy. 'ý-ow to Aquila, Ziegler believes must 
be a scribal error. In the same way the readings at 29: 4 

V-% Q and v-- a, -rr -rr a, So r- at ý 86 are rejected 
in favour simply of the gen/tive Y_--vTiTxSor_oc-; without con- 
junction because this'alone corresponds with MT IN11 5 >4, 
The additions and deletions follow the same pattern of approxima- 
tion to the Heb MT. Implicit in this procedure is the assumption 
that the Heb text of the younger Gk versions was identical with 
the MT, a view which is open to question at some points. 
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But as in the case of Ziegler's proposed source emendations, so 
here too the MS'evidence is always clearly presented alongside 
the proposed corrections so that one is free to make. up one's 

own mind on the original reading or spelling. 

In addition to the careful sifting and documentation of the 

evidence, Ziegler also provides the second apparatus with many 

useful cross-references to different passages in Jer and to other 
biblical books, much as in the first apparatus. ' 

B. Selectivity 

In this apparatus it is clear that Ziegler strives for com- 

prehensive rather than selective treatment. A careful check of 

all the MS evidence for readings under the conventional 11exapla 

symbols (some in very small and close marginal script, especially 
in MS 86) for the oracles against the Philistines and Edom has 

verified the success with which this goal has been achieved, at 
least for Ch. 29. According to my examination, Ziegler has not 

missed a single reading relevant for these two oracles. The sig- 

nificance of this achievement can only be appreciated against the 

background of previous collations of the same material, e. g. 
those of Spohn, Field, Swete, and Nestle-Dahse. 

In the "Notae criticae" to his reconstructed text of Jeri 

Spohn documented many 
' 
Hexapla readings from the Syh, as well as 

some from"Cod. Ies. "(i. e. Q). While useful as far as it goes, 
(especially with regard to the Syh) the treatment is nonetheless 

only partial. 

The standard collection of Hexapla readings since 1875 has 

been that-of F. Field, Origenis hexaplorum quae supersunt .0 40 
fraEmenta. Yet for the oracles against the Philistines and Edom 

in Jer, Field's collation is so, incomplete and inaccurate as to 

be considered almost useless, The most, important and plentiful 

of all sources for Hexapla readings in Jer is 14S 86, yet this is 

only, infrequently cited by Field; the readings of the new version 
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under the symbol t&J"I-for instance, are never cited, along with 

many other omissions. On the other hand, Field often cites from 

MS 88, but most inaccurately. This is owing to tho fact that 

Field's collation of 88 was based not on the original MS but 

on a previous collation by Bernado Stephanopoli of an inaccurate 

copy of the original codex transcribed in the seventeenth century. 
Only"Cod. Jes: (=Q) and the Syh seem to be collated with any de- 

gree of fidelity, though again incompletely. 

, 
Swete in his apparatus included a certain amount of Hexapla 

material but only from the margin of Qt one of the uncials avail- 

able for his collation of the Prophets. Swete's collation of Q mg 

is generally reliable, though not without mistakes, e. g. at 29: 3 

Swete assigns the-reading neoc'&J-Wou Opjqý OUMOU in Qmg 

to Symmachus whereas, in fact, the Q mg reading is anonymous (in 

86mg the reading is found under the symbol ow "). 

The Jer edition of Nestle-Dahse also contained a Hexapla 

apparatusl but unfortunately little by way of commendation can 
be said of the collation. Apart from its strange and cumbersome 
format and the almost unbelievable omission of MS source for a 

particular Hexapla reading (except for the occasional reference 
to Q), it does not seem to represent a fresh collation but is 

rather an extraction of readings from earlier publications. 
Comparison with Field shows it to be even less complete than that 

collection; one positive point, however, is that it omits the 

blatant errors of Field's references to 88. 

In short, for the only complete list of Hexapla readings for 

Jer we must have recourse to Ziegler's second apparatus. 

C. Reliability 

My investigation has confirmed the fact that in the oracles 

against the Philistines and Edom, Ziegler's second apparatus is 

as accurate as it is complete. One possible source of confusion 
is the way certain readings are inserted in the middle of a 
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quotation, e. g. 29.1 0 01 0ý CYCV-101 
ý, 

Oyo% lcoe. ou -ffpoý lEe 51, JW V 

To, t Tpo,? Yl rj v 'L-ITI -roul , 
0, OF0-OVC 

(. 
Cd Troý 4POý. 10-riewtour, 

Cr 0 -rrcp# -rtiv 4fLjý1CrT1w%&JV R. 
) 

'IT190 'rOU IT"Tck(etl f&p-KW -t-rjjr %Icx 
40(v FCO 

. 

Unless one is familiar with Ziegler's habit (explained in Isaias. 

p. 114 as a space-saving device), a'question may arise whether 
the whole clause os tyLiq t9l ... -T., Iv ya4cxv was present in Syh 

or merely the phrase -rtpo S 4pA i cr Tta% Ou ý of Aquila, as is 

in fact the case (cf. the similar type of possible confusion in 

29: 16 and 29: 17). Another minor point is the misleading impression 

at 29: 4 Vr_(Ot Y 

that the readings both in Q and 86 are sub asterisco whereas this 

is true only for the former. The lemma text at 29: 3 should read 
C C, .0 not ; -tTO "rZtv -tiv Ilan 4ý)V CWTOV but simply 

0 rZj,, I'tT-MW. ' W ") On the whole, when measured 
I 

-r OZ 0 
against previous attempts, Ziegler's apparatus stands out as a 
bright shining star by which the others fade into obscurity. 

Critique of Ziegler's Reconstructed Text 

As important as the apparatuses are, it is nonetheless the 

critical text that holds the main interest for us. Having aban- 
doned the expedient of simply reproducing one MS as his text, 

the editor is faced with a host of decisions regarding what par- 
ticular reading, spelling, and punctuation to choose. In this 

section we will evaluate Ziegler's reconstructed text under two 

main headings: A) Editorial Miscellenea and B) Choice of Readings. 

Editorial Miscellanea 

By the expression-"Editorial Miscelleneall we mean all those 

matters pertaining to the constitution of the critical text ex- 

cept the actual choice. of words. Here we shall discuss three 

such items: 1) Chapter and Verse Divisions, 2) Punctuation and 
Capitalizationg and 3) Orthography and Accentuation. Our in- 

terest is in determining and illustrating the methodology em-, 
ployed by Ziegler in each of these areas. 
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1. Chapter and Verse Divisions 

The problem of chapter and verse citation in Jer is complicat- 

ed by the different arrangement of many passages in the Heb and 
Gk texts. Where this obtains, Ziegler has always indicated both 

references, the Heb in parenthesis. Also on p. 147 of the "Ein- 

leitung" he has provided two very helpful comparative lists giv- 
ing the Heb references in terms of the Gk and vice versa. A more 

serious problem in citing the LXX text of Jer, however, concerns 
the different numbering systems employed in different editions 

of the Gk text. A system of chapter divisions was first intro- 

duced into the LXX with the Sixtine edition, where in the case 

of Jer's oracles against', the Philistines and Edom these constitut- 

ed Ch. 29. The Sixtine precedent remained standard up until the 

publication of Rahlfst Septuaginta (1935) in which edition Rahlfs 

frequently broke with previous convention in an effort be. tter to 

conform the Heb and Gk numbering systems to each other. This 

policy had a direct bearing on the oracles against the Philistines 

and Edom in the text of Jer. In the MT the oracle against the 

Philistines consists of one chapter only, Ch. 47; Rahlfs follow- 

ed suit in the LXX and made Ch. 29 consist only of the Philistine 

oracle. This meant that Ch. 30 in Rahlfs' text now commenced 

with the Edom oracle, followed by the oracles against the Ammon- 

ites, Kedar, and Damascus. In the Sixtine tradition Ch. 30 had 

consisted only of the last three of these. 

The verse divisions are no less confusing. These were intro- 

duced into the Gk text at least as early as Walton's London 

Polyglot (1657), generally following the MT. For the OAN sec- 
tion of Jer this again presented special problems. Since in the 
Heb text the Philistine oracle was numbered vv. 1-7 and the Edom 

oracle in another chapter was numbered vv. 7-22, there was ob- 

viously an overlap at V. 7 when these two oracles were juxtaposed, 

as happened in the LXX. Thus in the early editions of LXX Jer 29, 

v. 7 contained both the last verse of the Philistine oracle as 

well as the first verse of the Edom oracle, a practice which was 
perpetuated until the first edition of Tischendorf's LXX which 

numbered the verses of the Edom oracle 8-23 instead of 7-22. 
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This system was in turn taken over by Swete. In Rahlfsl text, 

however, the Edom oracle became 30: 1-16. 

Rahlfs' chapter and, verse divisions had indeed much to com- 

mend them as an attempt to facilitate cross-references between 

the Heb and Gk texts. But the Septuaginta-Unternehmen made it 

a policy decision to follow the traditional chapter and verse 
divisions, using Swete's latest edition as its model (cf. Duo- 

decim prophetae, p. 133). In the event, therefore, Rahlfs' worth- 

while attempt to ease the lot of the reader using both the Heb 

and Gk texts was aborted and as a result even greater confusion 
has resulted in view of the wide circulation enjoyed by Rahlfs' 

text. Hence in citing from the LXX of Jer it is absolutely es- 

sential to make quite clear which edition is being used. In the 

case of the first verse of the Edom oracle this may be referred 
to as 29: 7 (Walton, RH, Field, Bagster), 29: 8 (Tischendorf, Swete, 

Ziegler), or 30: 1 (Rahlfs). 
r, 

In the case of paragraph divisions Ziegler has made limited 

use of these, though where they occur they conform to Rahlfs' 

divisions. 

Punctuation and Capitalization 
I 

Punctuation is probably the most effective modern tool that 

an editor has at his disposal for communicating his interpreta- 

tion of a given passage. By the deliberate use of commas, periods, 

semicolons, question marks, and quotation indicators he seeks 
to secure for a certain passage a particular interpretation at 
the exclusion of other interpretations. In this area, however, 

Ziegler's edition does not appear to represent a fresh contribu- 
tion, being content rather to follow almost exactly Rahlfsl, text. 

An illustration of the difference that punctuation can make in 

the interpretation of a passage may be gained from a comparison 
of 29: 2b-4a in the editions of Swete and Rahlfs/Ziegler: 
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Rahlfs/Ziegler, 
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In Swete's text the phrase cc '%T o cp Lj v v% S .0 , 
ýAý1) -UTOJ, 1-ITO -rtJ-' 

%00 
.j -tT oý ij, / Koro L) tc-sLi ot-rra ocrrtoýAAou wýpaTw%1 ol-Jroo 

if - 11 - 
Oa -T-e 0 1, Li V KJTO, ) is cited as the reason for the shouting 

and wailing of the earth's inhabitantss whereas in Rahlfs' and 

Ziegler's texts the same phrase, by virtue of different punctua- 

tion, becomes the reason why the fathers do not return to their 

sons. On this occasion I feel Swete's punctuation and interpre- 

tation is to be preferred on account of its greater logic and 

coherent grammar. In Rahlfs' and Ziegler's texts v. 3 becomes 

much more difficult and cumbersome to translate and understand. 
Hence Ziegler's expendient of simply adopting Rahlfs' punctua- 
tion is not always a felicitous choice. 

In the matter of capitalization the three texts of Swete, 

Rahlfs, and Ziegler are practically identical, all following 

the normal practice in Gk of using capitals only for proper 

names, for the commencement of larger units, and for the intro- 

duction of direct speech. However, there is one difference be- 

tween Swete on the one hand and Rahlfs/Ziegler on the other in 

that while Swete used the upper case K for the divine name 
IC del OS . 

both Ziegler and Rahlfs use the lower case (though 

Swete is strangely inconsistent since he used the lower case for 
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Orthography and Accentuation 

As we have already seen, the MS evidence manifests a be- 

wildering variety of orthographic variants. Considering the wide 

range in time and place from which our MSS come, nothing less 

was to be expected, but the many conflicting spellings certainly 
do present an editor with difficult choices regarding which form 

he should adopt for the critical text, An important discussion 

of this subject is found in Walter's Text of the'Septuagint where 

on pp. 19 ff. he outlines three options available to the editor 

of a LXX text: 1) the editor may decide to present his text in 

its "traditional" spelling, the method chosen by the printed 

editions of the sixteenth century and their successors; 2) he 

may seek to reproduce the-spelling of a certain standard MS, the 

"documentary" approach chosen for the Cambridge editions; or 3) 

he may deliberately attempt to prefer such spellings as can be 

expected for the translator's period, the "contemporary" approach 

generally'preferred by the G13ttingen editors. 
19 This third way, 

that of considering corrupt whatever spelling cannot be justified 

from the standards of language contemporary with the author, was 

pioneered for the GUttingen texts by Alfred Rahlfs. In this 

task he was aided by a vast amount of papyri and inscriptional 

material discovered in modern times covering both the Ptolemaic 

period in which the LXX was translated as well as the Imperial 

and Byzantine periods during which it was frequently copied. By 

means of this new knowledge. Rahlfs sought to eliminate from his 

edition of the LXX many spellings which he reckoned could not go 
back to the original translators. Comparison between Ziegler's 

and Rahlfs' texts show that Ziegler has generally reproduced 
Rahlfs' orthography, much as he took over Rahlfs' punctuation. 20 

The rationale underlying this orthographic methodology is 

the consideration that if in the area of true vocabulary var- 
iants it is desirable'to recover the earliest possible approx- 
imation to what the original translators actually wrote, the same 

ought to be true, by analogy, of the orthographic variants. But 

here the situation becomes more complicated. There is namely 
the disconcerting fact that the original translators/authors 
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of the LXX, in common with all writers of antiquity, were very 
inconsistent in their habits. of. spelling, conventions of this 

sort being a relatively modern phenomenon, Faced with the pr ob- 
lem of heterogeneous spelling even in the autographs, how then 

should the modern editor proceed? Should he seek to reflect the 
lack of standardization in the original documents as far as this 

can be determined, or should he seek to impose some sort of stand- 

ardization of his own? The editors of the GUttingen series have 

chosen to follow the latter course. The justificaiion for this 

approach is that, since by reason of the caprice of scribes in 

copying MSS the exact spelling at every point of a given word 
is inaccessible to us anyway, the only alternative left is some 
form of standardization, the norm taken being the domingtj Attic 
form. 

By this reasoning the GUttingen editors make a fundamental 

distinction between the value of the MS evidence in determining 

the actual word employed by the translators and the way it is to 

be spelled. In the former case the MS witness is of primary im- 

portance, in the latter case it may be readily disregarded. Thus 

while the spelling adopted by Rahlfs/Ziegler sometimes follows 
the earliest MS evidence against the popular spelling in the 

bulk of the minuscules and printed editions (cf. the spelling 
C Vecuert I at 29: 4 in B* AQ versus E 6ycu4: r rI 

elsewhere, including the printed editions--see Thackeray, Grammar, 

pp. 87-88), more often they leave the. spelling of the earliest 

codices aside in favour of what is considered the more proper 
form (cf. the preference for the spelling (rvVALý11 I. J tr I at 
29: 21. against that of cr-uv+-ji9wc, %v B* or cr v;, t. 'P. ) j9,4 a- ,V C #% B 130--Thackeray, Grammar, p. 221). In fact, Walters specifically 
states that the editor's task is not to decide what the authors 
actually wrote (for at the time of writing a particular translator 

may already have been mislead by influences such as itacism), 
but what is the normal spelling which best expresses what was in 

(is 
--t - f. - . ") the author's mindq if not in his pen. While it is true that the 

above explanation of GUttingen policy comes from the pen of Wal- 
ters rather then from Ziegler or one of the other official editors, 
it seems clear that at this point Walters-is speaking on behalf 
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of a phared attitude; but in the sharp distinction which the 

GBttingen school makes between the value of the earliest MS 

evidence to variants of substance on the one hand and variants 

of orthography on the other one senses certain tension which 
21 has not been entirely resolved or justified. 

A. special problem has to do with the transcription of proper 

namesl the orthography of which is notoriously erratic in ancient 
MSS, Here again standardization plays a vital role in the Gbt- 

tingen editions; in fact, in this area Ziegler sometimes goes 
beyond Rahlfsj apparently following the lead of Walters. The 

determinative norm here tends to be the Heb spelling of the MT. 

Two examples from Jer 29 will illustrate the procedure. 

29: 9 

The Heb name I -F -r is found twice in Jer: 29: 9(49: 8) and 
32: 9(25: 23)., The MS evidence for LXX Jer is as follows: 

29: 9 JicSotv&j r14 CJOLV LIO, rill -C 4 
lat So, v 

32 *. 9f Aj 0 *7 Zot I Setv r t-f- 

Ziegler's choice whether to print or b, C be& V is 

determined by the principle, "Wenn im Hebr. steht, dann ist 

zu schreiben, wie A%'>, m it YA t A,. Ou v, whereas "Wenn I 
fehltq dann muss 

-C stehen", i. e. 11fUr den Obersetzer war das 
1% entscheidend". The spelling &cS-, -v, had already been 

proposed by Katz in his thesis, P. 22 (P. 133 of the printed 
text). In adopting the &Owv form Ziegler is able to cite 
as support MSS 407 538-544 at 29: 9 and S 407 at 32: 9. In my opinion, 
however, it is doubtful that the spelling of the MSS cited goes 
back directly to the original translation. Rather &, cJ-, v . 
in 407 538 544 is probably a scribal itacistic variant of the. 

archetype spelling L\-i Jav e This in itself does not rule 
out the possibility that the original spelling might still have 
been with c. but it does suggest that we do not have any 
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MS evidence reaching directly back to that spelling, In short, 
the 4cJ&. v spelling is not strictly based on MS evidence but 

on other text-critical principles, in this case, conformity to 

the MT. But how can we be sure that for the translator "war das 

entscheidend"? There seems no way of proving this. There-is 

always the possibility that other influences may have been at work 

on the translator, such as euphony, the existence of an already 
Hellenised form of the name, not to mention the possibility of 

a different spelling in the translator's Vorlage. ' Consequently, 

I do not find it convincing to ignore the almost consistent Gk 

spelling of the MSS here. It seems a much safer policy 
to print the standard MS form of the name (as did Rahlfs) rather 
than to adopt a small minority reading on the basis of unproved 
trnnslation procedure. In his review of the GUttingen text of 

Ezekiel, (RB 59(1952), 609) Barthelemy called attention to Ziegler's 

over-reliance on the MT as a norm in the restoration of proper 

names. On the basis of this criticism Ziegler undertook to re- 

study the, proper names in Jer (cf. BeitrUge, P- 59). The case 
of A&&. % 

j4&V 6CJ. V in 29: 9 is an example where 
Barthelemy's advice could have been profitably applied. It is 

interesting to note that in his edition of Genesis, Wevers has 

retained the spelling .6 ot Sol V- (25: 3). 

29: 20 At Oav 

The Heb word in-ii is found in the OT both as an adjec- 
tive with the meaning "strong", "enduring",, and as a proper name 
for person and place. In Jer 49: 19 its function is that of an 

adjective describing the noun ("a strong sheepfold" RSV). In 

the LXX translation of the passage, however, it was taken as a 

proper name. The question is, How should it be spelled? Most 

witnesses have the spelling A- Gcý- (though curiously the 

Hexaplaric and Catena texts have oL 0 Ziegler, never- 
theless, prefers the sýelling A% VaLv not at all attested 
for 29: 20 though found in MSS 46 86 233 at 27: 44. How valid is 

this proposal? 
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There is no doubt that there was frequent interchange of 

V and , &4 in'the transmission of the proper name under consid- 
' 29: 8 b-cf-] 6-47- B eration (as well as in other names, cf., 

in previous example). For illustration we may cite the most 
important witnesses to the variants attested for this name in 

1 Chr, which are as follows: 

2: 6 B AN 

2: 8 B AN 
6: 42(27) c2 BAN 
6: 44(29) B AN 

15: 17 s BAN 

15: 19 im BSAN 

In the edition of Rahlfs the name is spelled A, t9mv on 

each of its occurrences. But I do not think that this levelling 

of the MS evidence in favour of the Heb spelling is felicitous. 

L. C. Allen has recently shown that the A group in Chr (of which 
N is also a member) is heavily recensional (i. e. Hexaplaric) while 
the B group (of which c2 and S are members) represents the best 

witness to the Old Greek, much as in Jer (The Greek Chronicles, 

1,1974). The consistent spelling . A%G-v in the A 

group, therefore, is highly suspect as an approximation to 14T in 

I Chr. Where it occurs, the same may be true for Jer, hence I 

doubt that standardization on the basis of the MT is defensible. 

if there is to be any standardization in the spelling of the word 

under consideration, it should be on the basis of the most common 

and. attested Gk form, i. e. A% i9aýt- (the same spelling is also 

employed by Eusebius, Onomastica, GCSI P. 38). 

Closely related to orthography is the matter of accentuation, 
In this area Ziegler again follows Rahlfs exactly, except for a 
few words which he accents differently on the recommendation of 
Katz (Walters) (lerenias, p. 110). The policy of accenting only 
those proper names (or other transliterations) with a Gk ending 

while leaving "barbarous" words unaccented is also taken over 
directly from Rahlfst a practice which in turn appears to go back 
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to Lagarde's edition of Pars Prior (1883). In contrast to this 

procedure, Swete accented all Gk names, and this policy has now 
been adopted for the latest editions of the GBttingen series 
(cf. Wevers, Genesis, p. 62). 

Summarizing our observations on the "Editorial Miscelleneall 

of Ziegler's edition of Jer we conclude that in these matters 
the text is heavily dependent on previous editions. In the case 

of chapter and verse divisions it follows the edi-tion of Swete 

over against Rahlfs, but in the matter of punctuation and ortho- 

graphy the reverse is true. In these three areas, therefore, 

apart from a few exceptions, 
22 the text should not be considered 

a fresh advance but as appropriating work previously done'23 

B. Choice of Readings 

Ultimately the most important decisions that face an editor 

of a critical text have to do with his actual choice of readings 
to be adopted in the text itself. In these decisions he is guided 

by his overall aim and by the application of specific text-critical 

principles. 

On the subject of the overall aim of the Gbttingen enterprise 
it is usually said that its ultimate purpose is the reconstruc- 

tion of the LXX "in seiner Ultesten erreichbaren Gestalt", 24 a 
deliberately guarded formulation that leaves open the question to 

what extent the "Ultesten erreichbaren Gestalt" also represents 
the "original" or "true" LXX. In 1953 Ziegler wrote, "Richtig 

ist, dass man sich niemals einbilden darf, den "Urtext" der 

Septuaginta herstellen zu können" (' Biblica 340953), 435), yet 

a reading of his supplementary monograph to the critical edition 

of Jer, Beitrffge zur Ieremias-Septuagintag makes clear that the 

discussion is carried on at the level of what the original trans- 

lator(s) may or may not have written. For all practical pur- 

poses, therefore, the ideal remains to reach back to the original 
textq "the text which the translators brought into being" (II. M. 

Orlinskyq "Current Progress and Problems". p. 144). Ziegler 
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does not presume that this goal has everywhere been perfectly 

achieved, but there can be little doubt that it is this ideal which 
inspires his effort. 

With regard to the formulation of specific text-critical 

principles whereby this goal may be achieved, it was Paul de 

Lagarde who laid the foundations for these in GUttingen. Lagarde 

insisted that the standard methods employed in the editing of 

classical texts should also be applied to the LXX with certain 

additional provisions suited to the translation status of most 

of its books. 25 According to classical methodology there are 
two principal steps in the restoration of an ancient text, *the 

recensio and the emendatio (or examinatio in the terminology 

preferred by MaAs--Textual Criticism, 1958, P. 1), the former 

being the selection of the most trustworthy witnesses on which 

a text is to be based, the second being the task of deciding which 

of the competing readings best represents the original, DecislonS 

of the latter kind are influenced by external considerations such 

as the date and group relationship of the witnesses and by internal 

factors such as transcriptional probability (having to do with a 
knowledge of scribal habits and mistakes) and intrinsic probability 
(having to do with a knowledge of the author's stylýL and vocabulary). 
In cases where none of the transmitted readings can be accepted 

as representing the original, a third step, that of divinatio 

or conjecture may be resorted to. 

All of the above criteria have been employed by Ziegler 
in-his reconstruction of the main text. We will evaluate the 

success of his enterprise according to the following outline: 
1) Choice of B Group Readings, 2) Choice of Other I-IS Readings, 

and 3) Choice of Conjectural Emendations. 

1. Choice of B Group Readings 

The analysis of the available MS evidence for Jer has re- 

vealed that the generally most reliable witness to the earliest 
text of this book is the B group, consisting at its fullest of 
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B-S(1061)-130-239-5.; 8. In keeping with this data, Ziegler's 

stated policy is to prefer a reading of the B group unless it 

can be shown in some way to be secondary or corrupt (Ieremias, 

p. 125). In Jer 29 we can document several instances*where this 

policy has been carried through. We note first those places where 
Ziegler has preferred a narrowly transmitted B group reading over 

against some other widely distributed readings: 

2'9: 31 so CiTI 

29: 10 WS 6-Sj W-r'WiLe A.. - 406' C- Lp 13 ;w cr cI re Je. 
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It is interesting to observe that on two occasions above 

Ziegler has followed the B group even where Rahlfs opted for the 

majority text reading. 

Sometimes the MS evidence splits right down the middle; 

here too we can show that Ziegler frequently sides with the 

reading supported by the B group: 

29: 2 CC -(I OL %t T IL j Ll- S- k30 - A-tp - -519 7-AV-rC 0- C11-4 0C 

29: 9 0,0 tj v aJ t 13-S -130 V- 2, &. -*f. -s- 3q -c-44 0cI 

<. OLVTOIý 
C`1700t 21 

.02 
TU ; tv OLO-vois too. lot. 

' 

-2G - L73 - Zli - 5,17 - (011 7(0 -st - 4qq C- 
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Choice of Other MS reading 

While it is true that Ziegler has laid the B group as his 

foundational text, on several occasions he has been led to re- 
ject the B group in favour of another MS reading. Below we will 

list and evaluate the relevant instances for Jer 29. 

I10 
29: 4 TT CP ý0), ýA ip ý07/- 

P 

The reading ITC Px ý/A C'/ in the phrase V 
is found only in Codex Vaticanus 

so that strictly speaking it is not aB group reading. Such 

unique readings in an ancient codex--even when that codex happens 

to be Vaticanus--stand little chance of going back to the originall 

and the reading has rightly been rejected by Ziegler. The si- 

milar Heb phrase 01 -K -'1 0" )3 " is uniformly translatedý 

q (13x) in all the witnesses to LXX Jer. 
The development in later Gk to prefer compound in place of simple 
forms of the verb may account for the scribal change here. 

11 
29: 10 9K T04 

ý 
(J) I AAIA 01 13- S- loco 

0L VA OL Ir A 

The problem in this verse concerns the translation of the 

word , 1-1 1ýýIY in the phrase inxtv" 741ý which 

in the majority of the Gk tradition is rendered oft % 0ý 
0,, ' Cr I Cra I Somewhat surprisingly 

Ziegler has opted for the variant - v_. Lý, PýtA 
/ 

OL 'T -A attested by IVA 

the 11exaplaric and Lucianic recensions only. In defense of this 

choice Ziegler appeals to the translation of in Jer 

6: 9 by and explains the form W. &Lr t 

as conscious-or subconscious scribal assimilation 
(ae-trale, PAS) 

to the immediately preceding Gk verb KPk"r9%ý-1L1'4, o o %. ý o- i^0 But 

in the process Ziegler-has to by-pass the weighty MS evidence 

of the majority Gk, tradition and adopt a reading from two related 

groups of known recensional character. A priori it is not im- 

possible that an original reading should have been preserved in 

the 11exaplaric and Lucianic recensions only while corrupted-in 
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the rest of the MSS. But I do not find the internal considera- 

rions cited (the single translation equivalent at 6: 9 and the 

explanation of transcriptional assimilation in v-K -r, ý 

(-"T-) sufficiently convincing to set aside the strong ex- 
ternal MS evidence of the B group and majority Gk tradition. 

The noun LA 1) 
" ýAo' is not attested in Gk literature outside 

its occurrence here in O/L and in Theodotion's translation of 
the parallel passage in Ob 5 (where LXX has the standard trans- 

lation equivalence (PUM, %'it 1 1: 1 ). 
., 

If Theodotion 

used the word v-cK),, P%, AA .1 To( for in Ob 5 the VA A 

likelihood is that he did the same in the Edom oracle of Jer 

and I susDect that this is the source of the O/L reading at 29: 10. 

Since there is no firm translation pattern in the rest of the LXX 

with regard to the use of V. &LT (- " Tat ) there ap- 

pears to be no reason why it could not have been used here to 

render 11 . 
26 'Rahlfs 

printed with 

A Q-V+ but this may be a Gk refinement in those groups so that I 

should prefer that the critical text stayed with the B group 

reading Yý Ot Tot 

29: 11 ycirovoS 
'AAco 

As a translation of the Heb phrase 1 *1 3 -) u., ) I -n xII -V 'Nr 
the B-S text has Zý, ovro J %at YJex --'LJ6., fo3 cev'-rou, yti-rovo 0 S'. /A 0U 

whereas Ziegler's text reads &'Ao4-ro it-Irl"Y'CleA A00,, fo3 oLý-ro3 
%I ledKI _YCITOVOS 

v6, rO3 For discussion of the conjectural emenda- 

tion CM IA,, ( I eK see below pp. 167-169. The B-S omission of the 

conjunction K-to` is additionally supported by 130 Cc Aeth while 

the B-S reading Poo (as opposed tooeý-rOD) finds further 

support in 410 Bo Aeth Arab. The phrase v-, x%i yC%'r0VO; 6&UTOU 
in preference to the B-S reading YLVrOVOt 1ADO was adopted 
initially in Rahlfs! text and has apparently been taken over 
from there by Ziegler. Is this critical choice justified? 

While it is true that the reading Y-A"*, IL IT'O VO TO 

corresponds to the MT I"3 "D LV I and appears to make better sense 
in the Gký7bne wonders whether this is sufficient grounds for 

rejecting the witness of B-S. Might it not be that the reading 
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V. at YtI -r 0V0 Wr 0 is a Gk approximation in favour 

of the Heb, perhaps going back to the pre-Hexaplaric revision 

of the Q group? This possibility cannot be ruled out. Again 

the editor is faced with the tension between internal and ex- 
ternal considerations, but lacking decisive evidence in*favour 

of the later majority text reading my preference would be to print 
the earliest reading at our disposal-- -yt, -rO-IOs /40#J of B-S-- 

and let the apparatus speak for any alternative possibilities. 
I 

29: 12 9- S'- 2,3 q -. c3v 106 
5% 

OL cr 4. J cr t-2 oo. �. Q-V- 0 

Where the MT reads 71-n-ý, E %3w the majority Gk text has 

IYOL I It seems clear that we 

are dealing here with a double reading in the Gk. Ziegler has 
%%t 

followed the Q and 0 groups in omitting K-mo 
Zyw 41, 

r4! 'AA 
CO I 

from his critical text and cites three additional instances from 

the latter half of Jer where the double'reading is attested by 

B-S A (C) while one half is missing in Q-V 0L (C) (BeitrUge, 

p. 102). What cannot be determined with certainty is whether the 

Q revision (followed by 0) eliminate 
*d 

an existing double reading 

or whether the double reading in B-S A (L) C crept in after the 

Q revision. If the Q revision eliminated one half of an existing 

double reading it is surprising that it would have suppressed 

the readina, closest to the MT At any rate, 

Ziegler is justified in omitting Y- "ýl <Y AJ I 

with Q-V+ 0 since this has all the marks of a secondary addition 

to harmonize with the Heb. 

29: 13 cI -rr cv 13- s- ri e/ ý"Cy cI re 

This is a particularly thorny problem since the choice be- 

tween OTrtv and ýeqc# in the translation of the messenger 
formula P D" n , %) -d 'o-I _') is related to the translator/reviser 

problem to be discussed in the next chapter. At this point 
it will be sufficient to note that while the common transla- 

tion of the said messenger formula in the first half of the 
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book 
. up to anti including 29: 8, is -rc&' Sc ýXf'y ci IC-Sf #0 s. 9 

the corresponding rendition in the second half commencing with 
Oz 0 30: 1 is Ou""it Crac Koflog In between at 29: 13 is the 

hybrid form r; -C I-w-EV in B-S-538. Here again the editor 
is faced with a clear choice between the witness of the earliest 

external evidence versus the internal evidence of translation 

pattern. Ziegler on this occasion has opted for the latter 

alternative, ý28 

9 29: 19 C, 101K9dri 1 B-S- (_ 
er 61 z19 £rc 1 

te, ei 0-( 10- - N( L 
r3 

-/ 
i A, 

0 

In the choice between the verbs <7%1O1KCtV and w-ocrol Kfca 

Ziegler has preferred the former which is attested by B-S-130 

-239-538 Q-613. But in the choice between the future -cr(l (B-S) 

and aorist subjunctive -crl (Q-130-239-538-613) Ziegler prefers 

the latter since the verb in question follows the emphatic ou' 

The. interchange between -, ct and -, I is probably nothing 

more than an orthographic variant so that Ziegler is justified 

in following the conventional rule of Gk grammar in preferring 
the aorist subjunctive. 

Concluding Remarks 

As one reads Ziegler's critical text, not only in Jer 29 

but throughout, and compares it with the apparatus one is fre- 

quently aware of the opposing forces which claim the editor's 
loyalty: on the one hand there is the claim of the external 
evidence of the generally best MS group, while on the other hand 
there are the claims of internal considerations such as trans- 
lation pattern and suitability to context. To resolve the tension 

created by these. (sometimes) opposing forces is no easy task and 
Ziegler in effect treads a path of compromise between them, some- 
times preferring one, sometimes the other in accordance with 

what he considers the relative merits of each new case. In a- 
dopting this policy Ziegler has avoided the polar positions 
of NT textual criticism represented on the one hand by Westcott 
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and 11ort's reliance on the criterion of the best MS and on the 

other hand Professor Kilpatrick's advocacy of the criterion of 

internal fitness, an approach which has been labeled "rational" 

or "rigorous eclecticism". 29 If we had to describe Ziegler's 

text-critical posture in current NT terminology, we might call 

it a "modified rational eclecticism", by which we mean that his 

approach is decidedly eclectic in that it deliberately seeks to 

choose the most appropriate reading from a host of competing, 

witnesses, but his choices are frequently tempered by a greater 

allegiance to the "best MS11 tradition than is characteristic among 

the proponents of "rigorous eclecticism". While we have great 

confidence in Ziegler's ability and sobriety of judgement, -both 
the method chosen and the actual textual decisions made neverthe- 

less invite constant reappraisal. 301n one of his earlier volumes 

Ziegler had himself invited such reappraisal. For my part I 

should like to see an even greater--but not exclusive--reliance 

on the B group readings for the reconstruction of the archetype 

text than that reflected in Ziegler's edition, While many of 

Ziegler's proposed improvements on the B group readings are plau- 

sible enough, few are decisively-convincing, and in such cases 

we do better to print the reading of the generally best attested 

form of the pre-Hexaplaric text,. namely the B group. 

Choice of Conjectural Emendations 

In the field of classical studiesq the recensio and examinatio 

have often led to divinatio--the adoption of a conjectured read- 

ing. In NT textual criticism, by contrast, modern editions of 

the text rarely, if ever, incorporate a conjectured reading into 

the textt though a few may be included in the apparatus, 
31The 

reason for this difference in approach between classical and NT 

studies is generally attributed to the fact that whereas most of 

the classics are preserved only in relatively few and late MSS, 

the text of the NT is attested in a superabundance of MSS9 many 

of them quite early, so that the need for conjectural emendation 

does not arise in the latter in the same way as in the classics. 32 
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-What should be the policy on the adoption of conjectural- 

emendations in a critical text of the LXX9 considering that the 

LXX stands somewhere between the classics and the NT both with 

regard to the wealth and date of the material available? In 

answer to this question, LXX text critical scholarship offers no 

consensus. Some have contended that a conjectural emendation 

should never be adopted into the body of a critical text (cf. 

H. S. Gehmang VT 3 (1953)9 400); Ziegler, however, holds that 

this rule is too strict, though he agrees that only such emendations 

should be admitted into the text as have the highest degree of prob- 

ability, while most should be confined to the apparatus (Beitrffge, 

P. 8; Ieremias, pp. 128-129). In Jer 29 Ziegler has on four 

occasions (five if we count the conjectured spelling A G*, v dis- 

cussed above) admitted into his text a conjectured reading which 

he feels better represents the original than any preserved MS 

reading. In the following pages I have sought thoroughly to eval- 

uate the Beweiskraft of these emendations. In the process I have 

come to the negative conclusion that they do not convince suf- 
ficiently to be retained in the body of the text. Somewhat re- 

luctantly, I have also come to the conclusion that in the editing 

of LXX--as in the case of current NT practice--it is better, ex- 

cept in unusual cases, to print only attested readings. Con- 

jectured readings which attempt to go behind the archetype should 

be confined to the apparatus. 

I$ The four emendations to be discussed are -a -Tr wV in 

29(47): 39 -rTeOa-w-vrov in 29: 9(49: 8), 1. * IT e0V in 29: 11 

(49: 10), and iv 19o, >, C'P'Lo--r. 1 fov? in 29: 22(49: 21). There and other 

emendations are briefly commented upon by Ziegler in Ch. l. 11Kon- 

jekturen und umstrittene Textlesarten in der Ier. -LXX11q BeitrUge, 

pp. 17-58 ("Konjekturen", pp. 18-37). In the discussion belowq 

each conjectural. emendation is introduced by an extract of text 

from Ziegler's edition containing the conjectured word or phrase, 

accompanied by an appakatus giving the relevant MS readings. 
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29(4r? ) :31 IT Tr w Ni 

7, h o TWVJý ýIA SA L) TO 
3 1) Lo -4 W 

Irr 0 0, -r 
ýv '%'v 

ot vo J 

cI ýtjva: 1CL. )', 
cl 4ol 441 

ýJACIJV 40-1 ', -V. 'X'), 
llV 130 I If lir 0L 

-rro ý ret . 

The majority text of 29: 3 contains the reading -moZ&^jV 

ýM. 5 -ro-j difficult to reconcile with the MT I 
'% -I ft D6 -NX 

40 

Ziegler, following Schleusner, II, p. 845 (approved by Coste, p. 
29 (not p. 23 as in Ziegler, Beitrffge, p. 27) and Katz, TLZ 61 

(1936). 28o), has adoptedthe conjectural emendation i-m-mliv 
-r 0; ) as representing the original Gk. But the suggestion 

is beset with a number of difficulties. The following points apply: 

1. Schleusner originally proposed the emendation with the 

remark, "Fortasse scribendum est %, -ff -" 0j, quam notionem ' -1 % 

haud raro habet" -vro3 ý* But on that basis the emended 

reading also stands condemnedg for nowhere else in the LXX nor 
in the Minor Gk Versions is -i % -: 1 -%4. ever rendered by 4 

i'r, -sr c) c 

either. In such a case, the transmitted unique rendition must 

a priori be preferred to the conjectured unique re I ndition. 

2. Apart from 1 Sam 21: 8 -1 't -a -tk is found only in poetry, 

and although. its root meaning is well established as "strong" or 
I'mighty'll its specific meaning in any given instance can be de- 

termined only from the context. 33 The renditions of . _% % 1_% -r-L 
in the LXX fall into three groups: a)-those instances where the 

translators simply employed the base meaning of -i a -,,, k apparent- 
34 0 ly without much consideration of context, e. g. VV dk Cr r -1 

Gen 49: 24, svvoiT 0( Jud 5: 22 (A text), i cr Y\Q Is 10: 13, 

49: 26,1 Cr 7f, up 0 Jud 5: 22 (B text), Lam 1: 15, '1 Cr r"U, Uj 

Is 1: 24; b) those instances where context played the primary 

role in the inter'pretation of -1 4a *tk , e,, g, GCO It 5 Ps. 

131(132); 2959 is 6o: 16, W-Y y 0,0 5 Pr- 77(78): 25, -r., 0po c35 
Ps 21(22): 13,49(50): 139 67(68): 31, Is 34:? t Jer 27(50): 11, 
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IP 36 37 
I IT In CA Cr 1A Jer 8: 16,14 0 Cr r,,. O Jer 26(46): 15; c) other I 

instances where the renditions are truly problematic, e. g., 

I-V 11 1 Re 21: 7(8). alirv'vcros Ps 75(76): 69 ASuvaroi IY4 - 38 Job 24: 22,34: 209 C'k-"O"ý"*Nui 'ýp- 
Is 46: 12. In the light of the 

great variety of translation equivalents, there is no guarantee 
what the translation might have been in any given instance; cer- 
tainly it would be presumptuous without further evidence to assume 
that at 29(47): 3 the translator hit it right according to our mod- 
ern understanding of the context. 

t 3, The translation of -a -vt in 29(47): 3 by VIW 
-wo cis 

made less certain still by the appearance of other Heb/Gk dis- 

crepancies in the same verse; analysis of the Gk suggests that the 

translator found the entire phrase in which -1 1, 'a *v. L appears dif - 
ficult to handle. For one thing,. the word apýA4111 (probably in 

the sense "assault" or "attack") is a guess at the meaning of the 

Heb hapaxlegomenon 710-Y W' j in the English versions rend- 

ered "stamping" in conformity with the understanding of the entire 

passage, "the stamping of the hoofs of his stallions" (RSV). Then, 

assuming identical Heb Voi-lage to MT, there was the failure to 

connect P with r, and this apparently led 

the translator to see in the phrase Ibn _Ib (P _V LV 
I "I '"a?, L 

, 
two parallel phrases rather than one continuous phrase. 

This in turn demanded further modifications: the possessive 
0 -V. 0V does not correspond to the construct SIO ziuv, 

nor is the second CP represented in the Heb. 

Since in the Gk reading of the phrase, *t4 is parallel 
to the hapax TI 0Y LV it is understandable that the trans- 

lator would have had difficulty making sense of -1 11 M -A too* 

Nor is there anything in the entire oracle preceding -)1% -. 1 Itk 

which would have prepared him for any easy solution to the prob- 
lem or demanded a translation such as It is true 

; AA C& T -A that the verse goes on to speak about "chariots" (v't'p 

111 -a -> -) ) and "wheels" ( -ro 0 r\0 I*CIýýýý), 
but this is still not of the order of parallelism in whichl for 

0% instanceg the meaning T Ot .. * P05 wasobtained in other 
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contexts where is mentioned in conjunction with other 

animals. Even the correct equivalence Cý -Tr ý, C) t -I z 
in our verse does not demand that the translator followed this 

word with After all, although the phrase- om-), Z, v 

-rZv -vroýS'Jv ccý-v-o3 "the hoofs of his feet", is rather re- 
dundant, perhaps even technically wrong, it is not so absurd as 
to be thought entirely impossible. 

4, The proposed emendation assumes that an original JIT'ffCjt4 

was later corrupted to IT 0, N-tj W Although there is some 
orthographic resemblance between them, both are simple and. com- 

mon wordsq and it is not easy to see (as admitted by Ziegler, 

BeitrUge, p. 27) how the one would be confused with the other. 
Transcriptional probability, therefore, is not in favour of the 

reading I -Ir IT W either. Rudolph (ZAW, 7 (1930)9 277) 

has suggested that the original Gk reading was -a 0NNW r4 
(attested by 130 538 Compl) instead of -nc)j^., WW 9 the N and 

A being easily interchanged. On this reading, the phrase could 
be translated "the hoofs of his multitudes"* However, one suspects 
the direction of corruption was from & --: P ^ rather than vice 

versa. 

5- Ziegler comments (Beitrffge, p. 28), I'Trotz aller Schwie- 

rigkoiten steht fest, dass -vroAw^-. 1 verderbt ist. Wenn man 
Undertl dann hat el Iff Tr&J V den Vorzug". But if the case is as 
uncertain as Ziegler admits and as the above review has demon- 

strated, is it not preferable to let the best attested MS reading 
stand in the text and assign the conjecture to the apparatus? 
For it is clear that the conjectured reading raises as many prob- 
lems as the MS reading, and, as B. Metzger has pointed out, "an 

emendation that #troduces fresh difficulties stands self-con- 
demned". 39 Metzger's further remarks are also apropos: "The 

conjecture does not rise from a certain level of probability 
( 'a happy guess') to the level of certainty, or approximate cer- 
taintyl unless its fitness is exact and perfect. The only cri- 
terion of a successful conjecture is that it shall approve it- 

self as inevitable. Lacking inevitability, it remains doubtful"*4o 
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Since nothing is gained by replacing one doubtful reading with 

another, the best counsel is to stay with the transmitted reading. 

oo-civov 29: 9(49: 8) -rýo -pp 
, 

W 9ý NVT 0 OW 0 ýP 45 3 

'Tr CL -r f9 *r 0 ITT? O Cr #-j IT 0V rid 71 101 

%, . ro It to 0 CrAj -Tro V Oe -i 'r wVIT0 ITTkOO ol 0V0 

60 

A14L 
4. 

Ob.. 

. 
S' vio qso) -ro-rros -x u-t. %V v top- 

Jf 
Regarding the divergent readings 0 To -fro 

("their place has been deceived") in most LXX MSS and 13BTI )D I OL V Ij 
("flee, turn back"), Spohn (P. 377) curtly declares, "Nullo modo 

Graeca hebraicis respondent". The complete lack of correspon- 

dence between the two versions has given rise to a variety of sug- 

gestions for emending the texts. Spohn himself proposed cgo-r'09, j 
(from -Fro, -T L"&i 0 -r C'ý -WO t, but considered 

this phrase an "explicatio verborum sequentium", the LXX having 

neglected to translate )3 1>71 I b3 9 either deliberately or 

because the phrase was already missing in its Heb Vorlage. Hitzig 

(p. 366) retained Spohn's but retroverted the phrase 
13_: ) hID 'a . Schwally (p. 201, n. 1) carried the spec- 

ulation further by taking 1 157% 103 as a doublet unrep- 

resented in the Gk, with -Ir OL -F Vý 0 b) 0 -r ov C) OL U'r WV 

corresponding to 0n31D 16 ;1D -1 -T 1 7% DA"I Gies. 

p. 242), which in turn was taken as a variant of MT 'n nnb3 

up h >, n . Duhm (P. 354) poked fun at such fanciful con- 
jecture ("Die Reversion ist also vorsichtig zu behandeln, sonst 

macht sie KunststUckchen wie ein Kasperle") and preferred to 

stay as close as possible to the MT; in his view ýTtallr 01 , O&A 00* 
V. Z translated 13 21 n 10 3 (post-biblical use of 

1b ). 

The reading which we find 

, ro lyreo(rWWOV OLUTW V9 derives 

(P. 34) and endorsed by Katz in 

Wutz's theory is that the readi 
A*), namely -ro -v--poý au-rov , 

in Ziegler's text, ý-, rrrj 9.1 

from a suggestion made by Wutz 

correspondence with Ziegler. 

ng of S* (Wutz incorrectly writes 

preserves the remnant of an 
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II original -ro -uroerwTrov 'x "J -F O'V (Ziegler, BeitrYge, p. 289 

assumes that Wutz meant to write wý, &Jv ). This Gk phrase 

may then have been derived from the Heb 35 111 Z) 3 (cf. 

Duhm above). While at first blush the conjecture appears to have 

much to commend, it, further investigation reveals a number of un- 

answered problems. 

1. There is first the danger of relying too much on S*. 41 

While it is true that S is a member of the B grouý and hence 

frequently a witness to the earliest text, it is also true that 

this MS--particularly the portion in which Jer occurs--contains 

a bewildering variety of unique variants and scribal errors, as 

a glance at Swete's apparatus will quickly show. Hence it is 

just as easy to explain the nonsense phrase To Treoc, (XVTOV, 

as a corruption of 0' 'rovoý OtV'-r6j'/ OT01TOC-A(TWN 

TOITPOCA, YTWM as it is to regard it as the remnant of an 

original -r'O -wP0v--. j-rro, / &V-rZv 

2. The above view is reinforced by the consideration that 

if 'ro -Vreoý OLV-rov is taken as a corruption of -ro -, ueo"c7'w1Tov 
(-ro'TrPOC, wlTotj->Tol7P4CAY'rCI this still leaves out of account 

the word 04 Either it has to be assumed that adLr, 
ýV 

dropped out of S* or else that the fragment -cu-woV of 

Ire 0 Cr tj Tro V dropped out and the original at Vr -j V, was 

changed to (#ý-rov in conformity with the required case for the 

preposition -Tre 0S. Either way, it is essential to see that 

the S* reading does not lead automatically to the emended reading. 

3. A further factor to take into account is the problem 

of explaining why or how the reasonable reading 
TO jTpOat. XFrOV would have been changed to the more dif- 

0 -Ir 47 j at LrT LJ V ficult From an inner-Gk point 

of view one would have to favour the transmitted reading on the 

principle lectio difficilior rotior. 
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4. The. Gk equivalence of 13 1> To 
42 

is only half the 

problem. No attempt has been made to explain how il-ga-rn(LI 
is to be deduced from JD3 ,a point recognized by Ziegler 

("Allerdings ist die Wiedergabe des Verbums auch nicht durchsich- 

tig"), though Wutz and Duhm had proposed P 103 (the P cor- 

responding to the -11 of )3 _D71 
). But it is highly unlikely 

that we are to postulate another Vorlage 
, 

here. The juxtaposition 

of aIJ and 13D is found three times elsewhere in the OAN 

section of Jer (MT 46: 59219 49: 24). Streane (p. 281) speculated 

that the translator read VO 3 but saw in it the root iA u; 3 

perhaps as reasonable a theory as any. Interestingly enough, however, 

)a 3 was correctly rendered by TCUVC'rL a few lines further 

downg 30: 8(49: 30). 

Thus we have to admit that what we have here is a real textual 

conundrum in which we are thrown back to Spohn's original com- 

mentq "Nullo modo Graeca hebraicis respondent". Ziegler attempts 

to emend half of the problem passage by changing it in favour of 

a particular reading of the Heb that he thinks the Gk translator 

had in view, The attempt is not without its merits, but the 

other problems will not go away. Since we must plead ignorance 
I If 

on how I-novreýOvI relates to 10 3 it seems best to do the 
f 'r same with 0 ro-ff o5 cK 1 and print instead 

the transmitted reading. The conjecture belonGs in the apparatus. 

29: 11(49: 10) 

w W\OVTO osck,. qoý 0, ý-rO3 -T -r ty 

Tr IS34 Tkt 0 
cr lir c F, 

311 
"u TO u0-0 '1 L At- -rL%i- ýPkot C-ro 

As may be observed, no part of the Gk phrase corresponds 

exactly to the MT ( -r'-v Lv is sing. where LI )'>. 0Vr0 is pl.; 
the Gk has no conjunction corresponding to I in yln-Al ), 

but the root problem with the LXX translation of this phrase was 
the misreading of MT as deriving from Y ý'I ("arm") 
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instead of V ("seed"). In conformity with Origen's prin- 

ciple, of not wanting to eliminate anything from the LXX, he 11cor- 

rected" the Gk by placing Crrr 1. 
eýAA Cý OL 

'U, 
T OZO before his LXX 

reading, thus resulting in a lectio duplex in the 11exaplaric 

recension. 

But in addition to the Gk/Heb problemq Ziegler thinks it 

likely that we also have here an inner-Gk corruption. While 

nearly all the MSS read S 
V, ý C 

(407 534-Tht modify the 

case to the more natural Y, C0 Ziegler prints 

as the original LXX. The suggestion comes from Rudolph (ZAW 7 

(1930)9 278) whose reconstruction is based on the observation 

that "das blosse x�«. te ist nirgends in UX Übersetzung von 

while the word Y is translated by Z-w %**v\c % pov 

in 31(4 8): 25 and 34: 4(27: 5). As before, the conjecture appears 

attractive, but the following considerations must be weighed 

against its adoption in the critical text: 

1. As already pointed out (p. 162 ). a unique LXX trans- 

lation is in itself not sufficient ground for emendation. After 
31 a119 the translation of by in Ps 82: 8 

(83: 9) is also a unique and odd rendition. 

2. It should be noted that there is a significant difference 

in number between the prýposed ZTr%'y,, oCot of 29: 11 and 
C 91* .0 

Vrr I, /\( I eo V in 31: 25 and 34: 4. The singular form . -rr 1 Y,,, t I to 0V 

with meaning "arm" is not attested in Gk literature outside Jer 

31: 25 and 34: 4, while the plural form is well attested with the 

meaning "wages", "reward", or in a bad sense "punishment". If 

the LXX translator (or reviser, see below p. 196 ) employed the 

singular form in'31: 25 and 34: 4, why would he use the plural form 
in 29: 11 with the common meaning "wages"/"reward",, especially 

since there is nothing in the Heb which demands the plural? To' 

do so would have been both inconsistent on his part and misleading, 

since the plural presumably already had an established meaning. 
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3,, The emendation fails to explain how an original C-rT, 

was changed to I OL Did it arise as a result of scribal 

error (there is no orthographical similarity between them) or 
deliberate change (for what reason? )? 

4. Although the genitive of \tie might have been ex- 
-P 31 94 OL pected, the phrase 0 VT C) 

St" 

V'f. I ea 016Cý fou ix 6-rou gives 

good sense in the Gk and is consistent with the idea of the de- 

struction of Edom by her neighbours (cf. v. 10 WS W. 'N C"" TOL IE 

vvwr. i ZITt Gýa-co(r i ýt; ro, (MT aliter) and further Ob 18-21). 

According to the reading L'j\ ovr o t-nj'-Kc, pa, c%, qoý Li-ro %j 

the sense would have to be that Edom's neighbour has also perished, 

which is certainly in line with the Heb but ought not to constitute 

a reason for emending. In factq earlier commentators, e. g., 

Schwally (p. 201)9 Giesebrecht (p. 242), and Duhm (P- 355) pre- 

ferred the LXX reading xciek in favour of the MT on 
the judgement that the phrase can only speak of Edom's destruc. 

tion, not that of her neighbours. They may have been wrong in 

that opinion$ but perhaps the LXX reading W)ý, ov-ro SI'at N'Lleal 

e, )-roý reflects a similar reasoning. 

5. -If ý%N_ xtlea- is the original reading in 29: 11, 

it may be significant that both the immediately preceding and 
following occurrences of X"Ce in LXX Jer also derive from 

mistranslations of the 'Hebrew (cf. 29: 10(49: 9) from a "T --pre- 
sumably as a result of actual or imagined metathesis-and 31(48): 26 

from ITA' Va ). These facts point either to a poorly 

copied Hebrew Vorlage or to a 
loose handling of the text. 

Since Ziegler himself admits that "Man kUnnte den Uber- 

lieferten Text halten und ihn erklflren in AbhUngigkeit von v. 10 
; 

_U 10j- Cr 0V 0- 1 Y"'. C 1-0 0k'c4 ZJ ,r Lý) v" and since the conjectural emenda- 
tion is not without its own disadvantages, it is necessary to 

recommend once more that the critical text stay with the best MS 

reading and that the conjectured reading be referred to the ap- 
paratus. 
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9f 29: 22(49: 21) (V 9 09 cr- a- 1 

I If 
14 

OL VC e ag %J LV () N_ cr cr v) 
; 

K-ooar-0.1 Y rs 03n 

fV 
a, Is 001C troU LV 

0L 
The conjectured transliteration -0 v (P 19 IV was 

first proposed in the "Prolegomenall to the prophetical books of 
Grabels edition of the LXX (111,1720). It was thereafter ap- 

proved by J. L. Schulze in his edition of the comrdentary of Theo- 

doret (Ill 6o6, n. 82,1770), by Spohn (11,390), Streane (p. 

284), Wutz; (p. 29). and Rudolph UAW, p. 278). However, the 

exact form of the phrase' in which Tc>vf was restored varied 

slightly among these commentators. Grabe43 and Spohn recommended 

Y-ecav4vi tv G-L*), CXcrc-, j, ! Eouf as the original reading, whereas 
Schulze, Wutzq, and Rudolph based the emendation on the text of B, 

) 10-ý cr-, r *1 s Of Ziegler's reference in the hence Y-eault" 10 

critical apparatus to Wutz, and in Beitrffge, p. 68, to Spohn, 

Streaneq Wutzt and Rudolph as all substantiating the reading wea, )ri 
It tv 1_'Ouf is slightly misleading. Only Grabe and 

Spohn proposed the phrase in that form. 

In favour of the conjectured reading : r- C), U CP as repre- 

senting the original LXX we may cite the following points: 

1. There is a well attested affinity for transliteration 

in the LXX of Jer, particularly in the latter half of the book, 

cf, the discussion above of In- -tt (P. 1.50). 

Since the transmission of proper names is especially vulnerable 

to scribal-corruption, it is quite possible that an original trans- 

literation has been obscured in the extant MS evidence of 29: 22. 

2. Once elsewhere in the LXX Ti ID has been trans- 
literated, namely in the B text of Jud 11: 16 ( 'F_ , '? 
vs. the A text reading - 

Zeu9els the conventional 
LXX rendering of 

44 
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3. The Gk corruption ooic in the B text 

could be easily explained by haplography of (with further 

slight modification of I -> Y, to read 0 Y- 

The question remains whether, this conjecture should be 

adopted into the critical text. The following considerations 

need to be weighed: 

1. If is to be accepted as the original Gk here, 

we would prefer the emendation on the basis of the B text rather 

than the A text. In other words, we should prefer 
11 to CV The AQ0L reading 

sounds very much like a pre-Hexaplaric approxi- 

mation to the Heb 011-3. Also it is easier to'explain the 
31 

reading CWK as a corruption of 'Zoo-T 

(see above #3), than it is to explain the corruption er OU CV 

OL ')ýý a- C-n from a presumed original C'J &MýP- Ix " 0-ýJ 0U 

The latter ex planation involves a major dislocation of ;L 00, P 

to a position preceding from a position following 

it, the q) dropping out in the process., 

2. Other explanations of the B reading E)c-`ý, a&. crc-j. S 0 Uic 
have been offered. Coste (P. 31) suggested that 03y- could 

be traced to a loose translation of read as tý Z) 
(finis), Streane, who saw in (ý-Oj of the A text the remains 

of an original 2- c) v i) . nevertheless had another explanation 
for the appearance of 031K in B. He discovered numerous 
instances of the translator's apparently arbitrary handling of 
the negative in Gk, sometimes inserting it, sometimes omitting 
it without correspondence to the Heb. 45 The presence of an un- 

explained 0ýlc in'29: 22 need not be seen as a novelty, there- 

fore. Although Coste's proposal is not persuasive (Ziegler: 

"Coste. .. kommt nicht in Frage"),, Streane's documentation of 
the loose handling of the negative needs further consideration. 
In short, the B reading could be referred back to the translator 

himself, and Spohn's blanket statement, I'lectio Cod. Vat. ou%c 
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absurda" may be misleading. 

3. On the principle that the safest way to edit a critical 

text of the LXX is to print only hitherto attested MS readings, 

we propose that. the text should follow B and read 1-c00, u, 1,1 

oýw. 'yco-jerG-1 
. If an attempt is made to reach behind 

the archetype then it can be said that the conjectured reading 

;E0U 4P is the most persuasive of the five emendations adopted 
by Ziegler in the text of Jer 29. Even so, the ýeading should 

be lgou-f following B9 rather than c'-v 640 

I- o Vf following A. 

Concluding Remarks 

In the above proposed emendations we are again aware of a 

text-critical tension, this time between the Gk witness on the 

one hand (sometimes a uniform Gk witness) and the witness of the 

Heb MT on the other. The discussion of these emendations in the 

accompanying monograph. Beitrgge zur Ieremias-Septuagintal is 

usually carried on with reference to how the Gk translator would 

have rendered the Heb that lay before him, and the net effect of 

Ziegler's -decisions is usually to bring the Gk text more in line 

with the Heb. Methodologically the procedure is open to some 

question since the discussion is based largely on the present MT 

text; furthermoreg even where the translator's Heb Vorlage can 

be equated with the MT it is always precarious to assume how the 

translator may have proceeded with regard to this text, If and 

where it is deemed essential to incorporate a conjectural emenda- 

tion into the body of the text I should at least like to see the 

reader alerted to its character as a conjecture by the use of some 

typographical means such as being placed within daggers or other 

appropriate symbols. 
46. It is true that the corresponding MS 

evidence is always cited by Ziegler in the apparatus, but it is 

no less true that it is a laborious thing to read a text always 

with an eye on every detail in the apparatus, Ziegler's con- 
jectured readings are never extreme (Walters, for instance, 
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wanted to go much beyond him 4ý 
and we may be -grateful to him for 

recording the existence of different readings than those contained 

in the MSS but which may go behind the archetype to the original. 

translation,, 48 But even so, as a reader of the LXX I would feel 

more confident if conjectural emendations in Ziegler's text were 

even further reduced and where he insists that they be adopted 

that they be clearly marked. 



CHAPTER 

THE TRANSLATOR/REVISER PROBLEM: 'A CRITIQUE OF E. TOVIS 

CHALLENGE TO THE MULTIPLE TRANSLATOR THEORY FOR THE BOOK OF JER 

Discussion of the text-critical problem of Jer 29 in Chs. 

2 and 3 of this thesis has shown that an archetype text for the 

oracles against the Philistines and Edom from which all extant 

witnesses have descended can be posited and restored within' 

a reasonable margin of probability, But once restored, what 
does this archetype text represent? As we have seen, the ques- 
tion was not directly treated by Ziegler, though indirect com- 

ments in Beitrffge suggest that his text is intended to represent 
the closest possible approximation to the original translation 

as it left the hand of the translator(s). But at this point a 

complicating factor emerges. As noted in Ch. 1 (p. 8 ), it is 

precisely at Jer 29 that certain lexical differences between 

preceding and subsequent chapters in Jer begin to appear, The 

standard explanation for this phenomenon since the days of Thack- 

eray has been to attribute the differences to the work of two 

distinct translators; ' but in a thesis presented in 1973 to 

the Hebrew University in Jerusalem and published in 1976 under 
the title The Septuagint Translation of Jeremiah and Baruch: 

A Discussion of an Early Revision of the LXX of Jeremiah 29-52 

and Baruch 1: 1-3: 8. Emanuel Tov has questioned this consensus 

view and proposed instead a translator/reviser theory for the 

book of Jer, Essentially Tov's hypothesis proceeds from the 

observation that there exist in the two major parts of Jer not 

only important differences but equally important similarities, 

especially such as mark Jer off from the rest of the LXX Mis- 

tinctivell similarities). Thackeray had also noticed some of these 

similarities but tended to accord them a secondary status. Tov 

believes that it is Thackeray's failure to take seriously these 

unique similarities which undermines the multiple translator 

174 
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explanation for Jer and invites instead the substitution of a 
translator/reviser theory. 

Interestingly enough, the stimulus for Tov's investigation 

was provided by a footnote-in Ziegler's "Einleitung" to his text 

where the editor noted his general agreements with Thackeray's 

statistics but at the same time posed the question 'lob wirklich 

zwei Übersetzer beteiligt waren oder bloss ein Redaktor am Werk 

war, der den einen Teil nur Uberarbeitetell (p. 128, n. 1); how- 

ever, Ziegler never followed through exploring the implications 

of his proposal or integrating it into his discussion. 2 Tov 

quotes Ziegler's footnote in full (p. 4), but the theory ultimately 

adopted by Tov differs somewhat from Ziegler's original sugges- 
tion. Whereas Ziegler advanced the possibility of a reviser for 

the second half of Jer only, Tov envisages an original revision 

for the entire book (including Bar 1: 1-3: 8); at a later stage 
(according to this theory) when the book came to be copied in 

codex form, two different MSS were inadvertently chosen, one con- 
taining the first half of the book from the unrevised tradition 

and the second half from the revised tradition. This hybrid form 

then became the archetype for all subsequent recopyings of the 

book with the result that the second half of the original Jer 

along with the first half of the revised Jer have been altogether 
lost to us. 3 Like Thackerayq Tov extended his analysis to the 

book of Baruch, as well as to the books of Ezekiel and the Minor 

Prophets, for further elaboration and support for the theory. 

In the following sections we hope to illustrate the problems 
involved in the multiple translator and translator/reviser theories 

and on the basis of the data provided by the oracles against the 

Philistines and Edom evaluate the strength and weaknesses o. -P Tov Io 

counter-proposals. The discussion will be dealt with according 
to the following outline: 

I. -Similarities Between Jer a' and b' 

II. Differences Between'Jer as and bl 

III. Conclusions 
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I. Similarities Between Jer a' and Jer bI 

The springboard chapter for*Tov is his discussion of the 

semantic similarities between Jer a' and bt (Ch. II, pp. 19-36). 

In this section the author delineates two types of similarities: 
the first has to do with unique and rare renditions found in 

Jer a' and bt U/1-309 pp. 24-32), the second with rare (i. e. "rare" 

to the LXX) Gk words common to both parts (#31-45, PP. 32-36). 

Both categories are well represented by examples, from Jer 29 and 
these will be analysed below according to their verse sequence 
in the chapter. References in brackets at the commencement of 

each new word discussed are to Tov's book. Our concern is with 
testing the validity of the examples brought forth in defence 

of Tov's case and in exploring the possibility of alternate ex- 

planations where such may exist. 

29(47): 2 OL "^ W- 6, p. 25) 

ot %Tot Vr Cau, 

KDLTOIK03, ITCý TVIV y;,, 

The translation equivalence a, ý . 1. 'X 

which is found in Jer bI at 29(47): 2.30(49): 39 32: 20(25: 34), 

and possibly at 31(48): 39 (a conjectural emendation in Ziegler's 

text), occurs once also in Jer a' at 4: 8. This translation is 

unique to Jer and hence is cited by Tov as strong support for 

the theory that the same translator was responsible for both 

parts. 

At the heart of the problem is the question whether the 

equivalence 
/ý, ý" 

1-1 is to be regarded 
too exceptional for it to have originated independently in two 

different translators. But this question must be answered in 

the negative. Outside Jer the most frequent translation of 
(also employed twice in 

Jer bl, 31(48): 20t 31ý, which, both in sound and meaning is 
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very similar to Since both 

and oo have to do with crying aloud in various con- 
4 texts, it seems not unreasonable to think that either word 

might have suggested itself to different translators as a suit- 
able rendition of This argument is somewhat 
weakened by the example of Aquila who regularly reserved 
for the translation of the hiphil of V1 -1 while using oý. o'^ Jý4, a 
for the hiphil of ý ý4 

, but few. if any, were as consis- 
tent as Aquila in their choice of translation equivalents. On 
the other occasion in which ý "ý "') occurs in Jer al., for 
instanceg it is rendered by GrnVrw (28: 8). We conclude that 
the sole occurrence of in Jer a' and the three 

occurrences in Jer bI is ambiguous evidence for the identity of 
translator in Jer aland bl. 

tt 29(47): 2 O&-q 0( 5 

, «) %1 
14 

u 
- t% % cdý ;K c". 

t ot 

(11 199 P. 29) 

c# 
oe-eT OL v -r c rý 

%A 

-rbli Ile 
ý -1 vt -. Iawrý ýo ýý-I 

The standard translation of 3 in the LXX is simply by 

the appropriate form of 'uotj Howeverg there are also a 

number of instances where the alternate form v'A"ff#L( occur. Ac- 

cording to Thackeray (Grammar, p. 138)9 the use of this form ap- 
pears to be due in most cases to a regard for euphony, i. e., 
to avoid the harsh juxtaposition of consonants at the close of one 
word and at the beginning of the next. The converse of this is 
that v'L'-nat f should not be used following a word ending with a 

vowel. 

Tov has gathered together some statistics on the use of ", 
f 

in both parts of Jer in comparison with its frequency in the 

rest of the LXX and on the basis of these statistics has concluded 
that "the original translator (or the first scribe? ) of Jer 
thus used Ot -W Oý more than his fellow translators"--another 

case where it is assumed Jer a' and bI share a common trait over 
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against the rest of the LXX. The totals which Tov gives are 

as follows: 

Occurrences listed in HR: Jer a': 9; Jer bl: 16; elsewhere: 35. 

Occurrences in MS B only: Jer a': 3; Jer bl: 11; elsewhere: 17. 

These totals need to be modified as follows: The listing in 
ef 

HR of the second O-L -VT in 16: 10 is a mistake in that concor- 
dance, thus reducing the actual number for Jer a' to 8. Also in 

HR there are 15 rather than 16 occurrences of O'L'; T-f listed for 

Jer bl. In MS B there are 4 rather than 3 occurrences of 
in Jer a'. But the real question concerns the usefulness of 

the above lists from HR and Codex B. HR merely give an aggre- 

gate of the occurrences found in the major uncials ABS and the 

Sixtine textj whereas Codex B, while the major witness to the 

B group, is certainly far from infallible. A very different 

picture emerges if we turn to the critical texts of Rahlfs and 
Ziegler where one expects the MS evidence to have been digested 

and evaluated. The adjusted totals when the four sources, HR, 

Codex B, Rahlfs, and Ziegler are compared are as follows: 

Jer a' Jer bt Elsewhere 

HR 8 15 35 

Codex B 4 11 17 

Rahifs5 6 11 22 

Ziegler6 3 6 

(I 

Using Ziegler's statistics, the frequency of at in Jer 

is only marginally greater than in other books. However, what 

may be of even more significance, is the fact that no matter what 

set of calculations is used, Jer bt always has a higher frequency 

of occurrences than Jer a', an observation that could be taken 

as an argument, for the difference rather than for the similarity 
between the two parts. 
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29(47): 5 OILVOPP, 
/ 

IT"rd%j 

II 
o"Tri eel Vi A o- i, w., 

(11 29 p. 24) 

1 15 PLV, ýL -I n $I -t 3 

In the LXX of Jer 8: 14(2x), 28(51): 6,29(47): 59 Hos 10: 79159 

and Ob 5. the Heb verbs -, I dlý, -T ("to cease, cut off I destroy") 

and 13h-T ("grow dumb, silent, still") are unexpectedly rendered 
-r 6%0 (once also by the simplex form by f orms of -'TTO PP 'IT 

W in Jer 27(50): 30), Tov sees in'this common rendition 
at Jer 8: 149 28: 6 (Jer a'), and 29: 5 Wer bl) his second most 
persuasive example for the identity of translators in the Old' 
Gk of Jero 

1# 
The equivalence -rr 0PeI WT 7) can be 

explained as reflecting variants from the root 71 h -N ("to throws 

shoot"). However, Tov does not believe that the translator's 

parent text actually contained the variant letter -1 ; rather 
he prefers to regard this as a "pseudo-variant", by which he 

means that the translator for the purposes of translation only 

read the word with a resh rather than a dalethq presumably be- 

cause he was uncertain about the meaning of the Heb 71 Wr / 

r:, -Tor because the word made more sense to him in 

the context. In a separate article in JSS 20 (1975)1 165-177, 

Tov has developed this concept of "pseudo-variants" further with 

several examples, including the one presently under considera- 
tion (pp. 172-173). 

Howeverg the matter is by no means settled and it is not 

clear to us that the translation of M s' h 'r " by 1, we, 0 Vq 
in 29: 5 represents the cogent evidence for a unity of translators 

in Jer a' and bI that Tov attributes to it. For one thing, 
$p "I -T 

-W -no eto O'n r 4-1 is not the only translation of 
/DA -r 

in Jer; additionally we find r'o o--- 6: 29 U 
'A t 1"-rv 4.0 

14: 179 -rr %'-rt -r - 30: 15(49: 26), 29(47): 61 and 

-VIC, V 0ý1- 31(48): 29 32: 23(25: 37). While the translations 

To 
I'WeAte- I may be taken to re- 

flect uncertainty with regard to the meaning of the Heb? and 
hence provide additional support for Tov's case, the translation 
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by -ffx a0 in 31(48): 2 and 32: 23(25: 37) is a reasonably 
correct one. This translation is not referred to in Tov's mono- 
graph but is dealt with in a footnote in the JSS 

, article (P. 172, 

n. 4). The explanation given there for the correct translation 

at two points in Jer bl is that -wc, 
ý 

0110 OL I must represent 

examples of correction by the postulated reviser of the book; 

the reviser's failure to correct at 29: 5 is merely a matter of 
inconsistency. If this conjectural solution is not convincing to 

us, Tov invites us to consider the co-existence of correct and in- 

correct translations of the same Heb word in other translation 

unitsl e. g., the widely divergent translations of the Heb in Is 
38: 2 and 38: 7. 

It is important to note that Tov's case for identity of trans- 

lators at 8: 14,28: 6s 29: 5 depends on the assumption that the 

translation ý"TrOjOel'*TrT"J 
was occasioned by the same mental process 

(deliberate substitution of -1 for -T ). If the scribal variant 

already existed in the translator's Vorlage the matter would, of 

courses be very different. There is no way that this quesiion 

can be solved at present, but it does point out the inferential 

and hypothetical nature of the evidence. When this is taken into 

account along with the embarra ssment of the correct rendition at 

31: 2 and 32: 23, then we see that the use of o'LTropip, 
01 
'ff T &J for 

7,1 h-T /a h-r may not represent unequivocal evidence for a unity 

of translators in Jer a' and bl. 

v 29: 8(49: 7) o t')ýO" Of 1 
... 4 

L--, -ý, IL -- 0 0- 0 (F $0( 0£ oT Gi W, 
0- 

(11 25, PP- 30-31) 

The verb o"Iyo ýAa I is found a 
translated books of the LXX, almost 

being confined to the book of Jer. 
Ot Olk 0/ 6L I translates the verb 

ferent words employed in the LXX to 

However, in Jer 29: 8(49: 7)8 0T\ 0ýý 

DflhT ni3 

total of 21 times in the 

half (10) of these occurrences 
In most of these instances, 

-i ý -, % . one of nearly 90 dif- 

render this common Heb verb. 
LA Ci I renders the niphal 
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of the root 'n-10 (a form found only here). 

11 
The rate of occurrence of O%Y" 011A MI in Jer is admittedly 

above the average for the LXX and could point to a special pre- 
ference for this verb by the presumed single translator of the 

Old Gk of Jer. On the other hand, it may be questioned whether 
the equivalence osxoý, Aal -T ý -. 1 can legitimately be called 

rare (as Tov does) since outside Jer it occurs 3 times in Gen, 

twice in, Job and once in 2 Chr. What is "rare" indeed is the 
VIP use of 0 OL I for the niphal of -nno , but then this 

does not appear overly significant either since the root -nna 

was rendered by a different Gk word on each of the seven o6casions 
that it was encountered in the translation of the LXX. Looking 

at the distribution of 01 X-, Ole in Jer from a different 

perspective, one could--as in the case of --with equal 

justification emphasize the significantly different ratio of 3: 7 
P/ with which 01 Y\oýýA us appears in Jer a': Jer bl, and hence 

argue for different translators. 

le.. 29: 17(49: 16) ty. ýc c (11 31.9 P. 32) 
Ir OLJýLA AL 36, P. 34) 

ýe OL (11 419 P. 35) 

I 'o 
t 

. Vf. y JTOI IY I/ I at cr ov c vn -Tn-k 

tj cr C. -r _, J, I se 'r C 
-f 

YX 4. L 06 C 

-" C -r(O W f/ -v 
ý0-. 1 111maq3 --ý w 

In 29: 17 Tov notes three examples of words common to Jer a' 

and bf which recur rarely, if at alll elsewhere in the LXX. These 

a ZyKite 'IP:,., A *, *. 1 6, re CI Ir A at , and -rto vI 
the first of which is also the first-presumably most important- 

example in Tov's list of "Rare Greek Words Common to Jer a' and 
b"I (PP. 32ff. ). 

I YIC I PC an otherwise not uncommon Gk verb (cf, 

LSJ), is found in the LXX only in Jer 18: 22,28: 12t 29: 17, and 
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2 Chr 23: 189 each time translating a different Heb verb (nn 
-S 

o- tv . 
w-j/ 7,1 a MV ). Yet it is difficult to know how to 

evaluate the significance of this kind of data. It is possible 
to turn to other examples of Gk words r arely employed in the 

LXX without deducing anything about common authorship; we mention 

only one of several possible examples: the verb JiTtv-w_o-rrr'w 
40 

This word occurs only five times in the entire LXX--Deut 11: 12, 

2 Re 2: 309 2-Chr 34: 12, Es 2: 11, and Prov 19: 23--each time trans- 

lating a different Heb wordt yet no one would want to claim that 

the use of t, -TT I a- V- 0 -M r" in the books mentioned has any- 
thing to do with identity of translators. The rendition at Jer 

29: 17(49: 16) evidently resulted from a confusion of the hiphil, 

of T-L U; I with the qal of -4 ZP 3 (similarly in 44(37): 9); 

but when we consider that the qal of výL4-'3 was translated 

in the LXX by some 90 different Gk words (cf. dos Santos, p. 137), 

then it seems we have the right to expect almost anything as a 
translation of this verb and perhaps should not read too much 
into the choice of Cý Y\ CI ec 

I 
i -r P-t- IA is a word hitherto attested nowhere else in 

Gk literature except in Jer 29: 17 and the majority text of 30 

(49): 4, though rejected in the latter instance by both Ziegler 

and Walters in favour of C1 (see Waltersq Text, p. 294, 

n. 88); The adjective T OtýkA 0S on the other hand, which 
in the LXX is found only in Jer 6: 23 and 27(50): 42, is otherwise 

widely employed in ancient Gk. For our present purposes the 

question is whether the use of CO in Jer a' to translate 

'I T 14 and I rot"" I OL in Jer bi to translate 

can be taken as evidence for a single translator of 
both parts of the book, as Tov claims. It seems likely that the 

translation of I-It: )*A by I IT Ot/A 0 S. -in both 6: 23 and 27: 42 

is related since the two verses are parallel passages. Whether 

the argument can be extended to include the hapax 1-ro/4%ed 
in 29: 17 is another matter; while one would not want to exclude 
the possibility$ it is a difficult point to prove. 
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is likewise a word attested only within biblical 

Gk--though more frequently than t T-VA --being equivalent 
to the more common word for "hole". -r P In Jer 

13: 14 and 16: 16 it-is employed to render while in 

29: 17(49: 16) it translates ja'n . Outside Jer it is found 

in the LXX only 3 times in the B text of Judges: 6: 2 (for 

;1 -1 Til 3 1-1 A has the transliteration 
/"*-, 

), 15: 8111 

V) 0 -Tr V% (for A has cr -vr "x m%ow, and " respec- 
tively). Outside the LXX proper it is found further in Symmachus' 

translation at Is 51: 1 and in Mark's "eye of the needle" passage, 
Mk 10: 25. Its use in both parts of Jer may be significant and 

could point to some relationship between the two parts; how- 

ever, the nature of that relationship--if it exists--is by no 

means clear on the basis of this word. 

29: 19(49: 18) TTAVTO l4p*LTfJyO (II 26t P. 31) 

C tlTC KUP so f 'IT&L V TO Ke*L T &J-( 

In this verse we have the interesting case of a prophetic 
formula being longer in the LXX than in the MT (the reverse of 

the general tendency in Jer); why this should be so is a problem 
in itself. (see discussion in next chapter, pp. tU. -Ist) , but what 

concerns us for the present is the recognition that throughout 

Jer vol%rrowp Tfi-ito is the standard translation of the divine 

name rl 1rk : 19 (whether or not that word was actually present 

in the translator's Heb Vorlage, at 29: 19(49: 18)). Including 

its use at 29: 19, the name -rr *L -/ To Y. eotfr &ar is found in Jer 

altogether 14 times, 7 times in Jer a' and 7 times in Jer bf. 

Other renditions of C1 I -, Aa q ot) I -)'* in the LXX are 

K%lelvs TZ4 and the transliteration v. - 
A table summarizing the relevant statistics appears as follows: 9 
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erof A. A&j 
10 TT&V TO ld(21'-f Wr 

11 
j 12 

Josh 

1-2 Re 5 4 2 

3-4 Re - 2 5 

1 Chr 3 

1 Esd 1 - 
PsS - 15 
Sir - 1 - 
MP - 101 
Its 54 - 
Jer - 14 
Bar - 2 

On the basis of these statistics, Tov makes the observation 

that "only in Jer and the MP is the phrase C1 I -NI aq 9) 1 -, 1 "1 

rendered exclusively by ic' I "I the implication 410 S -rio, V- e- -r --ito 
being that therefore both parts of Jer and the MP were rendered 

10 by the same translator. Tov's observation on -nCL V-T 0 V_ -r &a-? 

is not altogether accurate since the appearance of the phrase 

<Jpiot iv-t-j-, ov. P-vr&je in 1 Chr Ox) and Sir Ox) also fits into 

the same "exclusive" category as Jer and MPj though it certainly 

is true that the concentration of occurrences of 

is found in Jer and MP. But whether this is necessarily a witness 

to the identity of translators for Jer a', Jer bl, and MP is 

a question less readily answered. Even if the explanation of 

some sort of inter-dependence lies near at hand, need this be one 

of single translator theory? 13 

On the assumption of a reviser theory for Jer bI one might 

wonder why -STOCV-10 KO-T&J? --the most idiomatic rendition of 
in the LXX--was not changed either to the trans- 

literation or to the more literal translations 

T3.1 
SUV 0/, A jWV or 'riji CrTPVLIrIWV The fact that 

I 
11 CA, / -ro r- ea 'r We was a good candidate for revision can be seen 

by the preference on the part of the younger Gk translators/ 
t 

revisers for precisely the forms uv&>ýA i 'j V (Theodotion, 

Origen, Symmachus) and tr Te Wr I W, / (Aquila, Symmachus). 
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The fact that-the word was not revised in Jer bI can only be 

explained on this theory as another example of the reviser's 
inconsistency. 

29: 20(49: 19) 

It 

ie i 

0, 
/ 
Or 

(11 299 P. 32) 

(11 30., P. 32) - 

In 29: 20(49: 19) there occur two translation equivalents 
Q and CA V C) 

"Ir 
'r -11A -T In 

which are found elsewhere only in Jer 27(50): 44 (and in the 

case of / -T .91-. 1 also in Job 9: 19). The two 

verses 29: 20(49: 19) and 27(50 ): 44 are in fact almost identical 

parallels which it will be useful to reproduce for comparison 

purposes: 

2 ef 0 
ýv 

Ix :1 

Egrou 

'ro iro vf A 

OT I TOLY,, k) (KýIlJtw 0-0-100S ;, 1TZr; S 

"Iftýv"3 )35"-IVL 11-Y It :ý 

rOJ( %( CoIV I C7 K OJ VIT 

tr -o"T E 

-T F 't, -rk ;I, ý -A I -n 

f ft 91 

9%) cr 7T C 10 Cy"; Ktwo TIS 

C"f 70L f po% 

-T 

-rro 2 

oý- T1 t'r (T OL f r-etToL 
/"" 

0, ) ; 

-% 3bý -1, h Y'-, U"r% "I b) -1 -. 1 r it h1 

ISOU walitto 

11 ý ý) -n, -1 rt ýý nin 
OLITO Iro 3 010 ; 

OL %fo 0 

A 

I 

of I 
OTI Tcd)ý(4-)t 

ci 

% do 1-6 ,% Kee, Tr cc -n 

ina 

(f el I %. OT I Tt L (I CNj tj I 

04 VI% Cr Tn cr C 'r ot I AAV 1 1, 

-T 

If 
VvT as ITO I wv/ 0 

%I 
0-'T a' it K WLT D& Mpocr"TFOV IAOV; 

113D A )o , -I U) V,, nv -I -. I 't , -, I 
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It will be noted that the Heb passages are identical except 
for the slight variations --z 49: 19 

50: 44 and 49: 19 )-1 50: 44, The Gk trans- 

lations are also very similar, the only variations being the fol- 

lowing: 

29: 20 

I,, 
/"Cc* 0V Irv U OP jot V 00 

cis -rOlTo, / Aý , GaltA 
to I Or' 'ToLYU 

%I 
TOO& VC(ulrCrK-OjS 

cm I or -f rl C, *, -T C 

27: 44 

-IT 0 - lD 
to ýO-fo 

LO e r p 

C. 

O-r I -Tot -jeC tj C 

Kof "ff OLt T" VC *I if I cr V- 0v 

v JI 
t -VT I cr -T V) cr a 

However the above differences are to be explained (some may 

be due to a different Vorlage from our MT), it is nevertheless 

the remarkable similarities between the two passages that de- 

mand particular attention for the moment. It does seem clear 

that there must be some intrinsic connection between the similar 

renderings other than mere chance. The theory of one and the 

same translator being responsible for both passages is one plau- 

sible explanation. Yet there is a weakness to this solution when 
it is invoked overmuch: there is namely no guarantee that a single 

translator would render the same passage in identical fashion 

twice; in fact, the likelihood is that he would not, so that 

where exact reduplication occurs we have the right to suspect the 

intervention of secondary influences. Deliberate reference 
back to the first rendition by the one translator is a possibility; 
but if this be allowed, then cross-consultation by a second trans- 

lator should not be peremptorily ruled out either. 

It is not certain'therefore that the same translation equiv- 

alents Y. 0 and 0- 'r 11A I 

in the parallel passages 29: 20(49: 19) and 27(50): 44 demand a 

single translator theory for the Old Gk of Jer. C, 1, S V- &a 
is not an unreasonable translation of (i " -i TI (cf. the trans- 

lation of -1 by j jwvý,, in Am 6: 1302), Hab 2: 2, Hag 1: 19, 

and by V- ocry V- w in Joel 2: 4), Furthermoreq although 

I 
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Tov states (p. 23) that harmonization between parallel passages 
is an unlikely explanation for vocabulary similarities, yet it 

seems that -in 29: 20 a good case for some kind of harmonization 

could be made for the translation (W. S 0(ý-rO05 of 
q -I TL (cf. IKS. 

Wto. ý, , V'-TOVS .41 nvýL 27(50): 44). 

As for the equivalence &vVo`cr-vnVA I _T It TI in the two 

parallel passages of Jer and in Job 9: 19, it should be observed 
that these are the only occurrences of the hiphil of "W% 
in the MT and that the'transla tion by o'er -r qA , evidently 
derives from an association with the root -T hN which on 

several occasions in the LXX was rendered by --r v 6) - er -rV)/A I 

(cf. Josh 21: 42* 23: 9, Jud 2: 14, Esth 9: 2. Ps 75(76): 7, Ob 119 

Is 50: 89-Dan LXX 10: 139 11: 2.15,16). ' Also, as Tov points out, 

the possibility of a different Vorlage at MT 49: 19 needs to be 

reckoned with in view of the translation VfI gr I JtA I by Aquila 

and Symmachus. 

,f 29: 2l(49: 20) tr 't , 0( w 

9 Eýv )" ,) cr v C, 
% T-OL C "rzj, / "TTe 0 'T uJ 

(11 37, P. 34) 

Tt 

14 ýa), L 

,% -I '* vq 

The verb a- vý, AX LP Oil &J occurs in the LXX 3 times only-- 
Jer 22: 19,29: 21(49: 20). 31(48): 33--and hence serves as another 

example in Tov's list of rare Gk woýds common to Jer a' and 
bl. As with CY t'. 

'C I 
aboveg however, it needs to be 

pointed out that whilst the verb is of rare occurrence in the 

LXX it is by no means rare in the Gk language at large. Nor 

is the equivalence Cr U"C- -n -o (both at 22: 19 

and 29: 21(49: 20)) at all unreasonable. In fact in 27(40): 45, 

the parallel passage to 29: 2109: 20), where the LXX renders 

m -n v by of VC to Aquila prefers Cr UýýA 
In shortg the use of cr v 

,,. LA tý a, w. in the 3 instances of Jer 

appears only mildly noteworthy. 

I 
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29: 22(49: 21) «rr -r cr ,S (11 5, p. 25) 

fI%% IF 

OLMO 4f di -rT -T L'i tr c Li 

W- vT tiv o On n 

Dhi3 '1" 

The word -a-r6icris occurs elsewhere in Jer only at 6: 15 

in. the following context: 

-To u-r 0 -w c (r ocv5 

ITTUJ erc i OL V-T WV 

In the LXX as a whole, according to HR, 'IT 'T 
ZO 

Ir Iý occurs 

21 times, 9 times as a translation of some form derived from 

7 times as a translation of a form derived from 

once each as a translation of 1! ý and 

and 3 times with uncertain Heb equivalence. It is 

true that only in Jer does -MIT zi 4r I% render a form of the 

participle and of the infinitive but 

it seems unwise to read too much into this. After all, the 

natural and standard translation of b) throughout. the 

LXX is the verb MT 9-0 (according to dos Santos 252 times), 

and it seems a logical extension to employ the related noun 

-rr -r Z: ) (r for the appropriate form derived from the root 

The use of ir -r 4%) Cr Is for the participle form in 6: 15 and 

the infinitive in 29: 22(49: 21) is therefore scant support for 

the unity of translators in Jer at and bl. 
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II. Differences Between Jer a' and bl. 

In Chs. III and IV Tov turns to a consideration of the dif- 

ferences between Jer a' and b19 traditionally the most note- 

worthy feature of the Gk style and vocabulary of this LXX book. 

Tov discerns two major types of differences: those which he be- 

lieves betray some revisional tendency in Jer bl (Ch. III) and 
those which do not (Ch. IV). In the first category (Ch. III), 

he further sub-divides the differences according to the presumed 
Tendenz discovered: 1) "More Precise Renditions" (#1-11, pp. 
46-52)9 2) "Corrections of Erroneous Renditions" (#12-17, PP. 
52-55)9 3) "Stereotyped (literal) Replacing Non-stereotyped (free) 

Renditions" (#18-41, PP. 55-68), 4) "Renditions Reflecting the 

Heb in a More Consistent Way" (#42-48, pp. 69-74), and 5) "Other 

Changes" (#49-51, pp. 74-75). Ch. IV (PP. 93-106) which contains 

24 examples of what are termed "synonymous renditions" is not sub- 

divided further in any way. In, the discussion below, differences 

between Jer a_' and bl illustrated by Jer 29 will again be re- 

viewed according to their sequence of appearance in the chapter, 

29(47): l T; Sj cýCI KUC "'S (111 18, PP. 56-58) 

-roL K tie 10 -1 )3 lilt 

Probably the most arresting difference between the two halves 

of Jer is the way the messenger formula (MF) #') I -, I I -I P) -VýL 0-1 :1 

is rendered in the respective parts of the book. Whereas in the 

first half*the almost, unanimous form is -roý V. Ve 10 S 
in the second half the dominant rendition is oLTwý CUP 10S 

with the occasional alternate form 04jtT&JS For 

Jer the statistics on the MF are as follows: -r-OL 64; 
4; tDITC 71; 0 U'r Li C ý, Cvtf missing in Gk, 14.11ý 

In order to appreciate the siFnificance of these numbers they 

need to be set in the wider context of the translation of the MF 

in the rest of the OT (predominately employed with divine name 
but occasionally with profane name). The relevant statistics are 

as follows: 15 
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f 6 
ot, 17 

oto. 1, jf 1 18 TCA fyf1V To IL 
ý t'% v -t u 

UYIEr 311.1-t 

Gen 

Ex 11 

Num 2 

Josh 3 
Jud 2 

1-2 Re 6 

3-4 Re 42 

1-2 Chr 7 4 4 

2 Esd - 
MP 44 
Is 18 4 26 

Jer a' 61 - 2 

Jer b 3 71 2 

Ez 122 
I 

- - 

Miscellaneous variations are 0 Re 10: 18, 

15: 2, Jer 29: 13 B-S-538), OVILJS j: ýLjj_v 0 Re 16: 7), 

'St CYCV0 Re 9: 9), 17 Wer 19: 1)9 and TOTC C1 IrE 

(Am 1: 3). The MS evidence for the various forms 

of the MF in Jer is generally stables though there are some sig- 

nificant variants, particularly in the 0 and L recensions. 19 

As can be seen, the most popular translation by far of the 
3. 

MF in the LXX is -rCK S LYC I while OU-r Li 'Trc 

is seldom found outside Jer and 011TO S C1 E is con- 

fined mainly to Is. When Thackeray discovered the different 

renditions of the MF in the two main parts of Jer--not at the 

beginning but at the end of his investigations (Jewish Worship, 

P. 35)--he took it as the capstone proof of his multiple trans- 

lator theory. Tov, however, interprets the. data differently; 

for him, the form ou*rLJs C. IlTic bears the marks of revision. 5, 

While the common expression -ra SLICI has classical 
c f% antecedents (cf. LSJj 'ýAL'jwq 111 8), for Tov otjTwt ITC 

exemplifies the reviser's tendency to replace non-stereotyped 

or free renditions with stereotyped or literal renditions (out- 

side the MF the stereotyped rendition of the Ifeb particle ', I: ) 

is0 U-1 0C while the Heb n r3 tk is normally translated 
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by the aorist C I"" E rather than by the present ýCyc I 

We can readily agree that the Gk 00-TWS C ITr C represents 

a more literal translation of the Heb -1 M'Tý --I D than does 

re- i'y 5. But what is not certain'is the interpretation 

that should be placed on these facts. The source of the more 
literal phrase is entirely a matter of conjecture; there is 

nothing in the phrase itself which would tell us whether it comes 
from a literally minded translator or reviser. In the absence 

of explicit MS information, this question cannot be satisfactorily 

answered by a mere statistical count of the various forms. 

29(47): 3 Omission of the article in the phrase ot IT 0 

_-dK 
3T 0 (111 32b, p. 64) 

. 0, 

ec OP ,»; s« WN in co 9w91F J-3 

Tov draws attention to one of the conclusions reached by 

Ziegler in his excellent study on the use of the article in LXX 

Jer (BeitrUget Ch. 4), namely the comment that "Der Artikel ist 

oftmals in der Ier. -und Thr. -LXX im Anschluss an MT (also be- 

sonders beim Status constructus) nicht gesetzt worden. Er fehlt 

hHufiger in Ier. II und Thr. als in Ier. V (p. 167). By way 

of illustrating the tendency of Jer bI to omit the article more 
frequently than Jer a' in various syntactical constructions$ 
Tov contrasts the translat ion of -T 31 in 13: 22 
by ýi'o( -ro -ffý, ýOOS T"v'l S 04Z 1 V. let. with the phrase from 29(47): 3 

cited above (both constructions being of the type "prep. + double 

noun"). Tov includes this example in the section "Stereotyped 

(literal) Replacing Non-stereotyped (free) Renditions", the 

implication being that Jer bI would frequently have eliminated 

the article from the griginal LXX in conformity with the Heb. 

But as Ziegler has pointed out, the determination of the article 
in LXX Jer (and elsewhere) is an extremely complicated business, 

the MS evidence seldom being homogeneous. Even accepting the 

validity of Ziegler's generalization regarding the higher rate 
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of omission of the article in Jer bl, it is questionable whether 

this proves anything about the intervention of a reviser or 

whether it is to be attributed to the style of an original 

translator. 

29(47): 4 -u 0 (111 2, p. 47) 

___________ 
-rrov, -cç rO)i OpiOt). Tj Wý bý :ý ri .4 -T I-T 'A 

The Heb verb - -r -t Lv is found 3 times in the oracles against 
the Philistines and Edom., each time rendered in a different way: 
29(47): 4 and 0'* C Oto C L) &a 29: 11(49: 10) 

V 0 V" For Jer as a whole, the translation pattern 
for -T -T LP appears as follows: 20 

Jer al Jer bl 

UjLA --1 

(C, e» L O(P (j&j .3 
w-) cr er ti (P 13 Z; 

-- 

w o07r ý- r e-t 
) 

Related to the above are the translations of -i d) and -T 7 ZV 

which appear 5 times in Jer a' as TWAGLIMWPI 11 A and 3 times 

in Jer bI as '0 ý, f Oe 0ý0 
21 

On the basis, of the above statistics Tov has concluded that 

the root was revised by Jer-R to the stronger 
(ý-V) 0 since Oto endure hardship') 

does not precisely represent -r*Tw Oto devastate', 'to-plunder'; 

generally in passive "to be destroyed')". No MS evidence remains, 

of courseq of the presumed original 

readings in Jer bl so our explanation for the presence of the 

(, -I ýý -/ o' ý, < oe ocI readings there has to be inferen- 

tial. While it is true that from our vantage point of philogogical 
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knowledge (ývr) 0'ýAvVA % may appear to be a more precise 

rendition of _r _T U) than does it is 

difficult to know how an ancient scribe would have viewed the 

matter. Even though a modern critic may not approve the equiva- 
lence -r-4), -%., TJe- / --r-T%Y 9 yet it does enjoy a broad based 

support in the LXX (Ps 11(12): 59 16(17): 99 136(137-): 8, Job 5: 21, 
Hos 9: 6,10: 2, Am 3: 10,5: 99 Mi 2: 4(2x), Joel 1: 10(2x), 15, 

Hab 1: 3,2: 17, Zech 11: 2.3(2x), Is 16: 49 33: 1. Ez 45: 9). 

even being employed freely by Aquila Wer 4: 20,29: 11(49: 10), 

30: 6(49: 28); cf. also -raO. -oci 
* 
-wwpoc, -T .1 -T V 4: 30)- In 

the light of these facts it seems to us a moot point whether 
V_A -VT )a %J and 0ý,, C Geos in Jer bl can truly be 

accounted for as a "more precise" revision in that part of the 

book; even if the point were granted that the rendition is "more 

precise" we have no way of knowing whether this was due to a 
translator or a reviser. 

29(47): 6 ZA & Yex Ito g 

CI ip 
*I fiA00ý6(leA TOO le VP to 0 

The common Heb noun 

, o., 4 at %, x % et 

(IV 229 P. 102) 

'I I '%I *ý -1 -1 'n "I 'D 

: x-i-n is rendered in Jer as follows: 22 
6 

Jer at 
36 

2 

Jer b 
14 
12 

Totals 
50 
14 

t 
"AA 

O'ý to ft Since is predominant in Jer at while in Jer bf 

it is employed approximately only in half of the possible verses, 
Tov believes we may therefore assume that "in some instances 

Jer-R replaced 1AO(Y,, OL1eOL with No transla- 

tion Tendenz is attributed to this presumed replacement, the- 

example being one'of the "synonymous renditions" of Ch. IV. 

While it is true that in the LXX as a whole PO % 

is marginally more frequent than /Aot x% to ýx 
23 (as opposed to 
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the predominance of 
, LA to Ok in Jer)j comparison with 

other units shows that the distribution patterns of 
in Jer is b means peculiar. For instance, in the Y" 

Hexateuch a -1 is translated 29 times by 24 and 
9 times by jOýJA TOL I Of a ratio almost identical to that of Jer 

(50 14 The near-even split in Jer bi between 
'ýL4 

04 ýKa- 

and e o; ýA 1? J( is paralleled in Ez by the 38 occurrences of 
versus the 36 occurrences of C0 '*,, . 

25 In 
'AA 

OL 7,, OC %e 44 e ý'" (P 0,1 
short, it seems very dubious whether we can conclude anything with 

regard either to translators or revisers in Jer on the basis of 
frequency statistics of and p, ýA. T the com- 

parative data in the rest of the LXX makes the distribution of 
the two synonyms in Jer appear quite normal (even Aquila seems 

to have vacillated in the use of and 

as renditions of =1-1-n , cf. Reider-Turner, pp. 152-3 and 211). 

29(47): 7 1VTC 
VX 

OAA 01 (IV 23, P. 102) 

tA If , 

4)e 10 -r c oc 'i -T -1 -. 1 1qnI 

The Heb verb -oll. q is rendered in LXX Jer as follows: 26 

Jer a' Jer bl 
16 

cr Vv 'r v- cr cr 6.0 

According to Tov's explanation of the above statistics, f-VTC 
">ý 

0A OL I 

was changed to cruv-ra&4rcr- in Jer b, 8 times, while the 11 oc- 

, 
ý, 6L I currences of C VT C0 in Jer bi constitute "an unrevised 

remnant of the OG of that section". 

was changed to cruv-ra&4rcr&j in Jer b, 8 times, while the 11 oc- 

It iq odd, however, that the "unrevised remnant" (11x) is 

larger than the revised portion (8x). Also, Tov's comment that 
f 

a-uv-raL-cr--, -) does not "frequently render TI Iq in any other 

part of the LXX except Ex and Num" is not quite correct. In 

addition to Ex and Num it regularly occurs in Lev and Josh, 
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occasionally in Gen. Deut and a few other books. Furthermoreg 

of those Heb roots which crvv-TIXCr(rLj translates, -0115 is 

by far the most common, only sporadic instances of other equiva- 
lents being'found. Finally, it must be pointed out again that 

the interchange of i'-*v-r1L",,, 1--oýAA-1t and a- 0V -T *#'- (r 011 &. j as found 

in Jer bl is not at all unique to that portion. If once more we 

take the Hexateuch as a comparative base we note that the two 

synonyms are used indiscriminately there in the ratio 191: 74, 

with which the ratio of 11: 8 in Jer bl may be compared, In 

conclusion, the'usage of and 'cruv-vC16 a-a- w in 

Jer bt need not signify the intervention of a reviser; it may 

quite readily be explained by the "synonymous renditions" of a 

single translator. 

29: 9(49: 8) Ypo vo (111 10, P. 51) 

w 1) VOL YO vC -IT at VT0V%ýv. si NA: x n 

Q0 If L. J 1ý ca to- Kc4 10 qv C, -a, cc wr 0v 

As is well known, Gk has two words for expressing "time", 
I 

r-,, - eo, ý and Kyo"voeo of which it is usually said that the 

former has the connotation of "decisive time" or "opportunity" 

whereas the latter has to do with "chronological" time. In the 

LXX of Jer v--,, eoS is found exclusively in Jer a' (29 times) 

while O'V 0S is limited to Jer bl (4 times). The Heb word 
behind these translations is usually nj 27(26 times in Jer a', 
3 times in Jer bl), the equivalence Yeovoý being unique 
to Jer bl in the LXX (though it is also found in the versions 

of Aquila and Symmachus at Jer 37(30): 7 and in the 0 text of 
Esth 5: 13). 

I 
Tov thinks that V-C. was revised by Jer-R to x 

'eovot 
as a less ambiguous translation of However, in a 

special study devoted to the subject of biblical words for time, 28 

James Barr has argued that the traditional distinction that has 

been made in biblical Gk between vtavrOc as denoting 
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I "opportunity" and V, PO VOS as denoting "chronological 

time is open to serious question. With regard to the LXX Barr 

shows that such a hard and fast distinction simply does not 

correspond to the facts. In Jer 45(38): 28, for instance, Barr 

points out that we might have expected the translation iev. ros 

according to the traditional-way of understanding the difference 

between v_., ipo'S and x .4 29 
, jovos . What is "ambiguous" in this 

discussiong therefore, is the question whether Ypovos in 
Jer bl could legitimately be considered a revisional-feature 

intended to represent the Heb more precisely. The division be- 

tween V_ OS and YP 0V0 in Jer bi stands 
fast; what remains unexplained is the source of this division. 

.0 

29: 11(49: 10) <IIU I Y"'L IP0v (111 49 pp. 48-49) 

L"\C)VTCO Sjý&ý k, (-IpK P'LJO. 'V03 --n -, 1, -1 v 

CIT \c trot Rudolph, Ziegler 

Throughout the LXX the Heb word -ýJj I -IN is regularly 
ýeoe xI &-jV This equivalence is also found in rendered by 

LXX Jer at 17: 5,21: 5 (Jer a') and 39(32): 17,21 (Jer bl). Twice, 

however, the unusual word 21 -tr tly, (- 1eov --nowhere else at- 

tested in Gk literature3Q--is used in Jer bI to translate YI-I 
(31(48): 5,34: 4(27: 5)). According to Rudolph and Ziegler the 

IIS reading I CA x, c leK at 29: 8 should be emended to 
(the Gk translator having misread I -V -11 for S1 -1 T)I 

thus giving three instances of this word in Jer bt (for a dis- 

cussion of the emendation in 29: 8 see above, pp. 167-170 

Tov's explanation for the appearance of 
ZL-TT%I-', C-eOV in Jer 

bI is that Jer-R apparently considered this word--possibly coined 
by him--a more precise-rendition of 91 -1-t than ýrotYI&jv 

although he left the latter twice unrevised. From any point of 

view (17r I/Y., C Ie0V is a strange translation of VI"V, but 

whether it is to be attributed to a reviser or translator cannot 
be decided on the basis of the available MS evidence. One might 
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wonder why a conscientious reviser at 29: 11 would not have made 

a thoroughgoing revision; after all, the Heb says nothing about 
"arm" i at all, but speaks only of. "seed" 

29: 14(49: 13) ý, Cy( I KOJOIO 439- pp. 69-70) 

tie to 13 TýL 

Closely related to the translation of the messenger formula 

-ih-A -1"> (see above, pp. 189 - 191 ) is that of the 

concluding formulas3l "1 1 '. 7 10 _P4 1 and 71 
the former of which is particularly abundant in Jer (175 times). 

Here the differences between the two halves of Jer are not as 

marked as in the case of the -1 1) -A "'I D formula, but cer- 
tain significant patterns still emerge. The statistics for the 

translations-of 'I I *1 40 -t't 3 are as follows: 32 

Jer a' Jer bl 
75 4 

flcrl 23 
26 

II It As in the case of the introductory formulas -rotsc ý-Eycf V. 0elos 

and out'-r&, jt c, Trc %cie, os I so here the MS evidence is again 

reasonably stable though variants do exist in sundry MSS, but 

not so as to put many readings in doubt. 33 

Clearly the overwhelming preference in Jer a' is for the 
form '*>-ýYcl r-O'elof (also the standard phrase employed through- 

out the LXX)q while the most popular rendition in Jer bI is 

vicri KoelOs (found elsewhere only in 1 Re 2: 30,4 Re 9: 26, and 
2 Chr 34: 27). The alternate concluding formula 11 -1 -. N - -1 13 
is rendered in Jer by CITTC r. 0eIOS only, once in Jer at 
(6: 15) and 6 times in Jer bI (29: 19,31: 89 37: 3,40: 11,139 51: 26). 

Tov interprets these facts as fitting the formula, "Gk 1 
Heb 1+ Heb 2) in Jer a' versus Gk 1 (= Heb 1) and Gk 2 
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Heb 2) in Jer b". which in effect means that "Jer--ýOG used 

one Greek word to render two different Hebrew words, while Jer-R 

tended to employ two different Greek words". In terms of the 

expressions 411 1)" [3 -It 3 and -I h 'a this means 
that whereas Jer a' tended to use one word only, ">'c"%. (Cf 9 
to render both D TL I and -i m-A . Jer bl--along with the 

Three, 0 and L--preferred to distinguish between I and 

-1 t3 'A using T'I for theformer and cI -W c for 

the latter. 

However, there are some serious exceptions to the rule* In 
J* .0 addition to the 4 instances of ý'C. . 10,1 K Ue 10 S which weýe 

presumably left unrevised in Jer bl, there are also the 6 occur- 

rences of r 1Trr_ KUedO as translations of P3 

in the same part; these have to be explained either as remnants 

of the OG in Jer b' (contrary, however, to Jer-OGIG regular policy 

of using 'Xtyco as representing Heb variants 71 )$1, nn"-L 

- il I DT-ý 3 or as being Jer b's own rendition where MT has 

(again contrary to his normal procedure and undermining the valid- 

ity of the revisional policy which Tov has discerned in the data). 34 

The variety of translation equivalents for 

in Jer bl is indeed a problem on any accounting, whether by 

reviser or second translatorg but it is difficult to see how the 

data on hand, can help to make a definitive choice between the 

two theories. The many exceptions to the rule make the suggestion 

of a revisional distinction between 0 -13 and n wrk extremely 

vulnerableg but even granting the existence of such an attbmpted 

distinction the MS evidence does not inform us about its source. 

29: 14(49: 13) bt-ro S 

CK 04-T 

The Heb words PhW and 
Jer as follows: 35 

(111 19 pp. 46-47) 

��U, 
'? 

are represented in LXX 
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Jer al Jer bl 

18 
04 os 

10 

3p 
ce-iI4o 
44 

cK 

Similarly we have the translations of the verb Dh -V : 36 

Jer a' Jer bl 
2 

ow 

3 
2 

As can be seen, the most frequent translation of ;Ih (V/ 
0,7 in Jer a' is VI0:, A^ 0S while in Jer bI cg-" F (xTot pre- 

dominates (cf. also the verb equivalents ! <pftv, 
'4, 

j / C3 h (P 

in Jer a' and C) 05 *W in Jer bl). Tov interprets 

this data to mean that Ot 4TOt VI0; ýA 0 Othe act of destroying') 
W has been replaced by Jer-R with oteo-ros (literally "untrodden") 

because the former does not precisely represent the Heb", the 

reviser even having gone so far as to innovate the verb *to W 
P 

on the model of cfe-IVA 0 LJ 

It may. fairly be said that there is a marked division of 
I usage between Jer a' and Jer bl in the occurrences of ý, ýOdvja:, LAor, 

an d the former being characteristic of Jer a' 

while the latter predominates in Jer b's though there is some 

overlap in the case of c'),. Ow. -rot since it is found not only 

as a translation of -, I hW/-. I 'Plo-3 tv in Jer a' but also of -%In I LV 

and -; % -: L -1 _V 
(2: 6 and 28(51): 43 respectively). The inter- 

pretation to be placed on these facts, however, remains debatable. 

There is the difficulty first in determining whether ", Cx-ros 
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really does represent the Heb more precisely than does 

cK f, % v (the latter is widely employed in the LXX for -, Ihw 

as well as in the literal translation of Aquila; 

C'k' Ot -r c' S was used by Aquila to translate -. 1 -x 37), And 

as always, there is in the nature of the evidence no way of know- 

ing whether the choice of vocabulary equivalents derives from a 

reviser or an independent translator. 

29: 17(49: 16) 

-rw/^ ux w. er o 
K dK«lr C. 'N 0 dr CV -re U7- oý 'P- 4 01 % -tr c -r eZW, 

(IV 29p. 94) 

-I :ký 

Yýon '12-na 

The verb I D. %V is translated in LXX Jer as follows: 38 

Jer al , Jer bl 
.0 

r_ Kltl oý. cr 9 ', v0w 
3 

01r. Lij -1 

The preference for the equivalence z U, in 

Jer bl as opposed to K-, -, r--kcrv_v%vo j/ in Jer a' is cited 

by Tov as another example of the reviser replacing an original 

translation with a "synonymous rendition". Since, however, 

was also rendered in Jer at by VC 0 K. 14 (2x) and in 

Jer bl by Ox), there is no way of affirming that 

the original-translation at 29: 17,30: 9,1 and 32: 10 must have 

been Y- wr V- -)'/ 0 '1 rather than something else, Also it should 

be borne in mind that while the verb K-'T- 4rw--% VO W does not 

appear in Jer bl, does occur four times in 

Jer a' (translating three different Heb verbs), so that Tov's 

comment that "Jer-R apparently cherished the root It 

is not entirely fair--it is not exclusive to Jer bl. It is true, 

as Tov observes, that in the LXX the equivalence 
is "more rare" than V_-*T-CrKjVO1J > LV OL ki 
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is f ound elsewhere only f our times in Sir while -wrak dxi<v\vo6/ 

j>(V occurs outside Jer 41 times), but this in itself does not 

bear witness either to a reviser or to a second translator. 39 

29: 20(49: 19) 'O'no s 

29: 21(49: 20) I< w -rcwf. 
"P. 

S. 's 

Cot I/ 
ZITT 

If 

0"Im 0 

lK sj T .. 
Pot 

'r ýj (ýý - 
ie at er I/ 

(ux 489 pp. 73-74) 

'- 

In section I of this chapter we have already looked at two, 

words from 29: 20(49: 19) which Tov cites as "distinctive similar- 
ities" in Jer a' and bl Z4cA1&j6CAJ# I and o,, tQsýr-rya pp. 185-187 

above). It was pointed out there that 29: 20(49: 19) forms a 

parallel passage to 27(50): 44, the corresponding verses being 

quoted in full. We noted the remarkable similarities between 

the two verses, both in Heb and Gk, and commented briefly upon 
their possible significance. In the present section we note the 

differences between the two parallel verses, observing further 

that the parallel passage extends through to v. 22(21) in the 

Edom. oracle and v. 46 in the Babylon oracle. 400ur starting point 
is the translation of 7113 71 11'. 11 .3 regularly ren- 
dered by V o1A in Jer al 

r 
but in Jer bl represented by -voixos, 

ij cr an d w. om cm. '- v In tabular form the 

relevant statistics are as followsr4i 

Jer a' Jer bf 

v0 V% 
16 

-T-o-wo 

K Wt cA IJJA -1 
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The preference for vopn in Jer a' is further reinforced 
by the use of the same word to translate T, " -V I )') twice 
(10: 21,23: 1), while Jer bt uses yet another translation option, 

0 tr I-C 'I/A (32: 22(25: 36)) for that word. On the basis 

of these statistics Tov argues that the reviser not only chose 

vocabulary options different from those of the original translator, 

but also distinguished between two different meanings of 'oli3 : 
"habitation" -ro'lror ; "abode" and "pasture"-- and 

Whether Jer b' intended to distinguish different meanings 

of s-1 13 in the way Tov describes it may or may not be*sol 

but what must be emphasized again is the fact that the example 

as such does not help us choose between a reviser and translator. 

If the different vocabulary choices of Jer bl represent genuine 

attempts to distinguish between different meanings of one and 
the same Heb morpheme, this may have been attempted by an original 
translator no less than a reviser. 

29: 20(49: 19) V- ac. M OK «n e er 6. ), vro V (111 229 P. 59) 

cI 
0 wro C ITO 1 

A 
IJA 

os dr-rn cr i-raL I Y-ovc- 7r (., 
f 

CA 

--- -0 

cr&jly 0v- ýA 0J "I Dý :0% -1 0 -, #ýL 

If we look back at the parallel passage 29: 20(49: 19) // 

27(50): 44 quoted on p. 185, we discover that t, he Ifeb and Gk phrase 
cited above is reproduced verbatim in the parallel passage of the 
Babylon oracles including the phrase w-a. -r&L -mrocrwMav, Yet 

when we take into account the translation pattern for in 
the whole of LXX Jer, the following picture obtains: 

42 

Jer a' Jer bi 

%C. OL T OL rre 0 O-Wlwov 17 

, Ire 0 -ec)crgj. "o v 
, L% s vr(2 o cr exTro v 

00V 

w Tr 0 
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With these facts in mind Tov concludes that, "Contrary to 

Jer-OG9 Jer-R for the most part rendered "I b as KNII 

. re or ocrw'TrOV which faithfully represents the two components 

of the Heb". He also notes that in the translation of other 

similar Heb words and expressions, Jer bl tends to prefer a 

more literal rendition where Jer at employs standard Gk such 

as o' vT ^*o v or (cf. 111 219 P- 59; 

i4on 111 27, pp. 61-62). While there is no doubting 

the literal character of the Gk phrase with -vevauj"row 

as opposed to the more natural Gk rendition with tvwv-r%ov 

it is also true, as recognized by Tov, that all renditions cited 

for Jer occur passim in the LXX. In fact, the literal transla- 

tions Y. -o-ra -trpoo-uiTrov and -w(>o' 7rpvvwnov outnumber 

the more natural renditions 9: 7 even in Jer a'. It is there- 
*" (cis) . Vrf, '0 fore not at all certain that the use of r- se-r bo 10 &' W IT 0 . 0' 

in Jer bl should be interpreted as the work of a reviser. 

29: 22(49: 21) 'TOE C ! ýý d- (IV 24, p. 102) 

cl v% CFT I ve -Tr 0 
0 

(Pwv; t ir*rw ff C&j 5 OL 
ýTzll a ph 

'19-1 ' ,c qo n' y; 1 -4 n -. I LP Y -1 

The parallel passages found in 29: 20-22(49: 19-21) and 
27(50): 44-46 are by all accounts an enigma in the LXX, Up 

to the middle of v. 21(20) // v. 45 the Gk and Heb match one 

another almost word for word; but all of a sudden in the middle 

of that verse the spell is broken and we are left with a num- 
ber of intriguing translation differences as well as differences 

in the two Heb accounts. These differences may be clearly ob- 

served when the two portions are reproduced side by side: 
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29: 21-22(49: 20-21) 

ou\ 
. 

ol IzK 

�)�' 'I 
(oTQ Crr, tv lO4. V 

4C"% \, 
-OYILrjA40V OLVTOV OV Lý. Olj 1(7wTO 

a u) "n -I %V, *' a 

p%% I -tr I -roV f KG-TO% V-03%/Tois 
OfJA% 

Gov 

%. OL )ý ( cr r a' 

(D 
cr Lj,, 4 a- 

-Mtoo 

ý9 ci i -a -n z) 

-, 
(D 

I, 3. % 
<-IT oL wr IV 

IJ D'v T -i v 

C17113 0- toý -4 ý D-A 

. 4.2. -L (: 11) 
cl % %,. op ,^ 

01-1 VL. IT 0 CPL. Jvls ITITWO'COS biolr&jv 

QýDl ýI P'. ) 

�C 

I '11 
% -) -It -. 1 -. 1 Lv Y 'l 

Kot ic ex y CD, 
t 1- 

27(50): 45-46 

: 
O, r 0 Týlw TOO 

'%I i '. I " r) f4 qIymv1: )ý 

t% VIV 
ýtrO%AWTctl 

IT11 
em 

ý 
-36 

ý 
*tA Iv 11 -1 

0 Li Sw O-r 00 
tv 

jI cr aL ý'0'414r 

=i w -n n u) t -3 h 

Cl N -T Lv 

% 9D 
, %Lv 

-r -TTPO 

cl I -a -n a 

04 (F 001 1 0' OILA .1 ad 

R V3 

%,. q(. - 
it 

's 
ý, fp 

-to$ O-r I ,.., CT oIs 
ý-N 

"a 

aa-. I v 
-D 

OS,, 
crto Cron crc-ral 

-A TI 

- *to V- (>. 

V-0 o Lr cr'LTOL% 

V "3 W3 

>i 

t 19v £er% v 

a%IA :1 -11 V, V 'r ) 
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Of the five translation equivalents which are different 

in the above parallel passages, Tov comments on three Q/3, #49 

ýe tat Wa -n D Tov and05). The equivalence 47- VI 
discusses as an example of the "distinctive similarities" be- 

tween Jer a' and bI (see, above p. 187 but does not 

mention the different translation L ICA of Jer a$ at 

27(50): 45. Nor does he anywhere discuss the different trans- 
0- 01 lations 06 -roe CX e, 110L -rw'J -em; v for XW 7% Cie I'l a- To' /I 

(it is interesting to observe that in the latter-case it is 

Jer a' which employs the more literal translationg the choice 

. of Jer bI apparently being influenced by the context). 

C0 , ýJA 
CL With regard to the different translations qor f 

and Cr C% 
fw 

of WV -1 1 
43 Tov lists these as another 

example of "synonymous renditions" in Jer a' and bf. But only 

by considerably stretching the meaning of "synonymous" can one 

regard these as equally suitable translations of 

CrC14i definitely being the preferred choice. Why a reviser 

would want to change what was already a literal and natural 

translation to a decidedly more ambiguous translation remains 

unanswered. 

29: 23(49: 22) 

V-., %c cr -rot I W) CC 

. 

vewol 

The renditions of -%i3a 

f 'If . 
% k4i P0ý 

(111 51, P. 75) 

:1ý 
01 -T I-L % -I I : )L I 

found in LXX Jer are as follows: 44 

Jer a' Jer bl 
43 
8 

3 
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Tov observes that the main rendition of Jer all 
does not represent the usual equivalent of the Heb word in the 

LXX; he suggests that the reviser preferred instead the two 

standard renditions of gr- yv p05 and CS UV Ot -r CP S pre- 

sumably replacing any occurrence of /A with these. 

With the aid of HP and dos Santos we can substantiate the 

following with regard to the translation of in the 

LXX: I 

Vt 
-- 1 crKu po % is found distributed more or less evenly 

throughout the LXX (23x); 

q renders 18 times in the LXX; but 

apart from one occurrence in the text of Jud and one in 1 Chr, 

the rendition is confined to the MP and Jer a' (cf. Tov VI 7, 

p. 137); 

is the most popular translation equivalence 

of all (78x)g especially in the historical books from Josh on- 

wards9 but seldom found in the prophets; 

is one of-several miscellaneous translations 

of found throughout the LXX. 

It is true, therefore, as Tov says that 11 Y, -) -rn ý, does 

not represent the usual equivalent of the Heb word in the LXXII 

and that the more common renditions are 'I cr Yv P0s and 
But we are unable to proceed with the same confidence as Tov 
does to the conclusion that therefore Jer b' must have eliminated 

any occurrences of lAw -fn replacing them with 

or j0V-, -r of S. To us it seems that the kind of statistics 

cited are not of the order thatcould establish such a proposition. 
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III. Conclusions 

In this section we wish to summarize and to evaluate the 

success of Tov's challenge to the multiple translator theory for 

the book of Jer. The foregoing discussion based on material 

provided by the oracles against the Philistines and Edom has 

already indicated some of the problem areas in the interpretation 

of the data; here we will deal in more general terms with method- 

ological considerations and relative merits of týe conclusions 

reached. 

In the absence of any kind of external or explicit MS 

evidence testifying either to the intervention of a second trans- 

lator or reviser at7 Jer 29 it is recognized by all that our con- 

clusions on these matters must be inferential. These inferences 

are based primarily on observations of data provided by a lexico- 

statistical analysis of translation equivalents throughout the 

book. Both Thackeray and Tov-proceed with essentially this same 

methodology and both agree at the outset that the documented 

change of style and vocabulary equivalents in the middle of the 

book testify against its unity as it now stands and requires 

some other explanation. This conviction regarding the composite 

nature of. the book is itself, of course, an inference based on 

the assumption of consistency in the style and vocabulary choices 

of a single translator. In introducing his JTS article on "The 

Greek Translators of Jeremiah" (p. 245)9 Thackeray recognized 

a potential danger in employing the criterion of translation 

variants as an argument against the unity of a prescribed piece. 
It is namely true that the translators for the most part did not 

rigidly render each Heb word by a single Gk equivalent but de- 

liberately varied their vocabulary choices with the result that 

renditions sometimes differ in the same book and even in the 

same context without any change of translator being involved. 

The key to the detection of a different hand, therefore, must 
be the degree of'consistency with which the same Reb word was 

rendered in different parts of the same work. If we find that 

the same Heb word is rendered "with fair consistency" in one way 
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in one part of a book and in another way in another pnrt, theng 

according to Thackeray, we are justified in suspecting its unity. 

As far as assumptions go, this seems as reasonable as any, but it 

should still be recognized for what it is, namely, an assumption. 

On Thackeray's terms, evidence for a lack of unity was 

equivalent to evidence for a second. translator. Having discov- 

ered 28 examples of Heb words (or syntactical constructions) which 

met with his standard of "a fair consistency" of different rendition 

in the two parts of the book, this led him automatically to a 

multiple translator theory for the book. The only other explana- 

tion which might conceivably account for the factsq he reasoned, 

was that of flexaplaric influence (pp. 2459 252). Since the words 

in Jer a' generally have some Hexaplaric support whereas those 

in Jer b' do not, it could be argued that the Gk text had been 

revised or corrupted up to a certain point by the Hexapla. But 

finding this explanation untenable he was left with (to him) the 

only alternative solution of a multiple translator theory. 

Employing the same methodology and criterion of translation 

consistencyl Tov has added to the examples adduced by Thackeray 

but has sought to interpret the data somewhat differently by 

postulating the intervention of a pre-Hexaplaric reviser, It 

is interesting to note that although Tov nowhere makes reference 

to Thackeray's brief consideration of a reviser explanationg the 

possibility of such had not escaped Thackeray's notice--albeit 
Thackeray could only conceive of a post-Hexaplaric revision. 

Living as we -do 
in the "post-Barthelemy" era, it is only natural 

that somebody should explore the idea of a pre-Hexaplaric revision 

to account'for the peculiar distribution of translation equivalents 
in Jer. To do this, as we have seen, Tov emphasizes the simi- 
larities between the two parts of Jer. 

In taking this approach, it can be argued that Tov is again 
following the same'methodology pursued by Thackeray elsewhere, 

viz. in his identification of the translator of Jer bl with that 

of Bar 1: 1-3: 8. However, the difficulty experienced by Thackeray 

in making up his mind of the significanco of the similarities 
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between Jer b' and Bar 1: 1-3: 8 ought to give pause with regard 
to pronouncing final judgement on the significance of the re- 
lationship between Jer a' and bl. Thackeray's vacillation on 
this matter can be appreciated from the following account of his 

changing views. In the original JTS article Thackeray noted 
that others had previously observed the similarities between. Jer 

and Bar, the only question being whether this was due -to identity 

of translators or to imitation (p. 262); his own investigation 

of the evidence, however, led him to the conclusion that the 

similarities could admit of but one solutiong namely that the 

translator of Bar is identical with the second portion of Jer 

(p. 265). But some years later he abandoned this view and*now 

argued that the similarities in the first part of Bar to the 

style of the second translator of Jer must be due to a close im- 

itation of his style since the observed phenomena were insufficient 

to prove translation by one and the same man (Jewish Worship, 

p. 87). Yet later again, when he returned to the subject in his 

contribution. on Bar in a New Commentary on Holy Scripture (1929), 

Thackeray reverted to his original position to the effect that 

imitation would not account for all the similarities but pointed 

instead to identity of hands (P. 105). 

With regard to the two parts of Jer, however, Thackeray 

never-experienced any of the above vacillation on the interpre- 

tation of the data. He was indeed aware of some of the similar- 

ities between Jer a' and b1q including several of the words dis- 
9 11 11 1 

II ýA COA. 
)k 

I Ot. cussed aboveg e. go IT lot. Cr Uýý& Y Ot WT IOU 
(Gr. Trans. Jer., pp. 253-254), mot w-ro VLe cc -T . 4e '(Jewish Worshin. 

P. 33), but was able to accomodate these to his multiple'translator 
theory for Jer. In Tov's scheme, everything depends on the in- 

terpretation given to these similarities; for this reason 

his chapter on this subject (Ch. II) is absolutely fundamental 

as he himself recognizes in different places. 
45 Conversely he 

also admits that his interpretation of the differences between 

Jer a' and bl as revisional is true only if his explanation of 
the similarities can be upheld; 

46 in fact, not one of the chap- 
ters outside Ch. II on the similarities contributes anything to- 

ward the argument for the unity of the original translation. 47 
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The question then is what degree of persuasiveness is to 

be credited to Tov's chapter on the distinctive similarities 
between Jer a' and bl. In attempting to answer this question 

we need to consider two things: first, Tov's critique of Thackeray's 

explanation for the appearance of the similarities, and secondly, 
the strength of his own examples adduced'in favour of, a unity of 
translation. 

Tov summarizes Thackeray's-explanations as-follows (p. 20): 

6a (a) Jer. imitated Jer. ("Gr. Trans. Jer*11,253-4); 
(b) Later redactors or scribes were responsible for "a 

certain amount of mixture of the two styles" (ib., 254); 
(c) The similarities resulted from "imperfect collabora- 

tion of two workers, the second of whom only partially followed 

the lead of the first" (The Septuasint and Jewish Worship, 35). 

With regard to these explanations Tov makes a number of 

observations which may be paraphrased as follows: 

1. Would a second translator possess the recall capacity, 
to employ Jer al's translation equivalents without the use of a 
Heb-Gk and Gk-Heb concordance? 

2. Some of the similarities cannot be explained by any 

of Thackeray's explanations. For instance, 10 of the rare Gk 

words common to both parts, reflect translations of more than one 
Heb word. Tov feels that there is no reason why anyone would 

copy a certain rare Gk word (reflecting a given Heb 1) from one 

section to the other as a representation of a'different Heb word 
(Heb 2) * 

3. It is a priori more likely that differences were in- 

serted secondarily rather than similarities; otherwise how 

would one explain the far greater proportion of remaining dif- 

ferences? 

4. The phrase "a mixture of the two styles" to describe 

Jer as and bI is ill-chosen since the observed correspondences 
do not represent characteristic features of the "style" of either 
Jer a' or bI but constitute rather isolated instances of agreement 
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in rare words and renditions. 

5. The suggestion that a given translator imitated the 

vocabulary of a colleague has no parallel in the LXX, except 

perhaps in the case of borrowing from the Pentateuch which, 
however, represents a. different Sitz im Leben. 

6, The assumption of redactors who welded together the 

two portions of Jer is unconvincing since there is no proof for 

the existence of such redactors, and even if they had existed 
they would probably have chosen to erase more obýious differences. 

7. The need for "collaboration" between a pair of transla- 

tors would have arisen only in case of lexical difficulties, an 

explanation which could apply only to a few of the examples given. 

Undoubtedly some of the above points are valuable obser- 

vations and need to be given their due consideration; yet counter- 

arguments exist for most: 

1. It is extremely difficult for us to judge what the 

recall factor of an ancient scribe might or might not have been. 

it is common knowledge that memory retention in antiquity far 

surpassed anything considered normal todayý48 

2. Why Jer bI sometimes employs a rare Gk word to translate 

a Heb word different from that which it renders in Jer at is 

problematic, but not fatal, especially since the LXX provides 

abundant examples of the most surprising and unexpected equiva- 
lents9 as almost any page of HR or dos Santos will show. Being 

conditioned to expect great diversity in translation variants, 
thellshock value" of some unique equivalents is considerably 

minimized. 

3, Thackeray never claimed that the two halves of Jer were 
submitted to a thoroughgoing revision to bring the two halves 

into conformity with each other. What he did say was that the 

joint had "ragged edges" and that a concentration of similarities 
to the vocabulary of Jer a$ exists in the first three chapters 

of Jer bI(IIGr. Trans. Jer. 119 P. 253). 
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Thackeray's phrase "a mixture of the two styles" is 

not to be pressed, From the context it is clear that he was 

using the word "style" in a loose sense rather than as a descrip- 

tion of "characteristic features" of Jer alor bl. The phrase 

as such occurs in the context of Thackeray's discussion con- 

cerning the observed correspondences between Jer a' and Chs. 

29-31 of Jer bl; some of the examples cited, in fact, include 

"the rare renditions and words" to which Tov has called attention. 

Is it really true that a given translafor imitating 

the vocabulary of a colleague has no parallel in the LXX? -Re- 
cent work on "Intra-Septuagintal Borrowing" suggests that imita- 

tion may havd been undertaken on a scale far larger than hither- 

to realized. 
49 

The complaint that there is no proof for the existence 
of redactor's who welded together Jer a' and bf seems out of 

place in a work which depends entirely for its persuasiveness on 
the assumption of an unknown reviser who reworked Jer bl. 

Why collaboration between translators need be limited 

only to Heb words which caused lexical difficulties is not clear 
to us. If collaboration or cross-consultation did exist it is 

surely a rash undertaking to pronounce on its possible limits. 

We ar'e not persuaded, therefore, that Tov's criticisms 
definitively undermine the possibility of multiple translator 

theory for the book of Jer, But an equally important test is 

detailed evaluation of the "distinctive similarities" brought 

forward by ToY in defense of the unity theory. In the first 

part of this chapter we have analysed 12 of the 45 examples 
listed by Tov and found the arguments on their behalf by no means 
invincible. Tov has suggested that perhaps because Thackeray 

recognized only a small number of the similarities he was inclined 

to accord them a secondary status (p. 20). But it seems to us 
that simply a few more-of. the same type of agreements as 

represented by Je. r 29 is insufficient evidence to bear the weight 

of the unity theory. For, as repeatedly pointed out in the 

second part -of our chapter, the observed differences between Jer at 
and blq inciuding the various types of Tendenz ascertained 
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within them by Tov, can be explained as readily on the assumption 

of a second translator as that of a reviser. 'In fact,, it seems 
to us that a more natural and less forced reading of the evidence 
inclines in favour of the former. 

We need finally to consider Tov's explanation of how it 

happens that we have extant only the revised portion of Jer bf 

rather than that of the whole book, The theory, we recall, is 

that the original work of revision covered the whole of the text, 

probably effected on two different scrolls. Sometime between the 

original translation and the writing of our present MSS a mistake 

was made in the selection of scrolls for the text that was to be- 

come standard for all subsequent re-copyings. For some reason, 

a scroll containing the first half of the text-type represented 
by Jer a' was combined with one of the type represented by Jer b1f 

and this combination became the archetype of the present text 

of Jer. This explanation further entails the presupposition that 

the dividing line in both text types occurred at the same point. 
Tov himself describes the proposed solution as "irrational" (p. 162)t 

but finds no other explanation except the less likely one that 

the reviser commenced his work with Jer 29. 

While Tov's proposed scenario of an accidental combination 

of two scrolls of different text-types, one from the original 

translation and one from a revised edition, is not inconceivable, 

especially in the light of our knowledge concerning ancient 
Buchwesen and also in the light of changes in text types in the 

same book (e. g. Reigns) or individual MSS (e. g. 130 in Jer), 

neither does it appear to have anything more to commend it than 

an original division of labour among two different translators. 

Certainly Tov's well documented footnote (n. 22, p. 173) affirming 
the ancient practice of dividing large units into different scrolls 
does not support his theory any more than it does Thackeray's; 

in fact, he includes the latter's JTS article "The Bisection of 
Books in Primitive Septuagint MSSII among his list of references. 

But what strikes us as particularly damaging to the reviser 
theory is the lack of any surviving MS evidence either from the 
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presumed revised a' portion or from the hypothetically unrevised 

bl portion. Were all surviving copies of the former scrolls so 

completely obliterated as to leave no trace in the extant MS 

collection? In an appendix to Tov's original thesis (pp. 202- 

208) he did-indeed discuss the possibility of vestiges of the 

revised and unrevised portions of Jer a' and bi respectively 

among some of the existing MS variants (e. g. 29: 22 r'. ýo(j Gj 

B-S-5383 tcr(t)#crG)j rel., p. 205), but in the published version 

of the thesis (n. 17, p. 172), he admits that none of the examples 

is conclusive since all have alternate explanations (e. g. in the 

case of E cr(ý) I a- in 29: 22 this word is undoubtedly a revision 
ý Pip in AQV0LC; cf. Ziegler's remark,, 1129: 22 ist ILCPO I 

als ursprUnglich in der, Text aufzunehmen .... Es ist undenkbar, 
dass der B-Text die gewUhnliche Wendung CO-Locre, .1 4-1 

durch c 4FO ý1 on 11 61 ersetzt hUtte", Ieremias, 

p. 45). 

In short, we are not persuaded that the last word has been 

said on the multiple translator theory of Jer. Tov has indeed 

pointed out some problem areas underlying this explanation, and, 

given the unity hypothýsis. he has effectively taken the available 

evidence as far as it will go. The question is whether it will 

go far enough to overturn the two-translator theory. 50It is true 

that in current LXX studies the fashion is to look for Gk re- 

visions on the basis of a changing Heb Vorlage, and while much 

points to the genuine survival of such revisions (e. g. Kaige), 

it does not seem to us that the lexical phenomena presented by 

the book of Jer are of, the same order. 51For the present, therefore, 

it seems safest to proceed with the assumption that our extant 

archetype text of Jer b' represents an original-translation rather 
than a revision. If more hardcore evidence is forthcoming, the 

case for a revision can beye-examined, but in the absence of such 

evidence, the notion of a lost revised text of Jer a' and of a 

prior unrevised stage*of Jer b' must remain mere speculation. 



CHAPTER 

THE GREEK/HEBREW PROBLEM: A CRITIQUE OF J. G. JANZENIS 

STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TWO TEXTS ORJEREMIAH 

In this chapter we turn from the consideration of inner-Gk 

problems to an analysis of the relationship between the Gk and 
Heb texts of the book of Jer. A subject of much debate, the 

differences between the two texts in terms of length and arrange- 

ment have usually been explained according to one of four broad 

theories as outlined in the Introduction (pp. 11-12 above): the 

"abbreviation" theoryg the "editorial" theory, the "expansion" 

theoryl and the "mediating" theory. In a Harvard thesis published 
in 1973 under the title Studies in the Text of Jeremiah, J. Gerald 

Janzen has vigorously challenged both the theory of a deliberately 

abbreviated Gk translation as well as the scholarly consensus of 
the mediating position which holds that in cases where the LXX 

and MT differ, a decision on the "better" reading can be reached 

only case by case and may not be determined deductively by an 

appeal to generalizations. Influenced by the Qumran discoveries, 

some of which include fragments from the book of Jerg Janzen has 

instead defended the integrity of the Heb Vorlage underlying the 

LXX over against that of the MT which is consequently viewed as 

a later expansion of the original writings. 

The last chapter of our thesis provides the necessary forum 

for a constructive critique of Janzen's book. Our procedurc will 
be first of all to examine Janzen's statements on the purpose, 

scope, and motivation of the study as set forth in his Introduc- 

tion. These matters ýave a significant bearing on the way Jan- 

zen's study is prosecuted as well as on the results achieved, 

and must therefore be carefully evaluated. This section is then 

followed by a detailed analysis of the author's handling of the 

differences ("zero variants") between the LXX and MT texts as 
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illustrated in the oracles against the Philistines and Edom and 

related passages. A last section draws together the results of 

our investigation and seeks realistically to assess the limits 

of our present understanding as to how the two texts relate to 

each other. The basic outline for the chapter, therefore, will 
be as follows: 

I. Critique of Janzen's "Introduction" 

II. Critique of Janzen's Explanation of the "Zero 
Variants" in the Oracles Against the Phili- 
stines and Edom 

III. Conclusions 

I. Critique of Janzen's "Introduction" 

In this section we shall look in turn at three points dis- 

cussed in the book's introductory chapter: A) The Purpose and 
Scope of Janzen's Study, B) The Justification for Janzen's Study, 

and C) The Leading Questions Underlying Janzents Study. 

A. The Purpose and Scope of Janzen's Study 

The purpose of Janzen's study as explained on page one of 
the book is to re-open the debate on the radical divergence in 

length between the Hassoretic and IXX texts of the book of Jer. 

The study is therefore limited to the matter of "omissions" or, 
as Janzen prefers to call theml "zero variants". The author 

recognizes the existence of other problem areas in the relation- 
ship between the two texts, e. g. qualitative or "content" vari- 
ants9 where the texts diverge not in length but in meaning, and 
transpositions, particularly those relating to the section of the 
Oracles Against the Foreign Nations; however, these matters are 
declared "not directly relevant" to the study and are consequently 
left to one side except for incidental comment. 

Question: Is Janzen'8 limitation valid? i. e. Can "zero 

variants" legitimately be studied in isolation from "content 

variants" and other problem areas in the book without distorting 
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the evidence? It is easy to sympathize with the need for im- 

posing some kinds of limits on the study of a book the size of 

Jer, and the limitation actually chosen by Janzen in favour of 

quantitative differences seems logical and defensible enough. 
Howeverg acceptance of such a limitation should be clearly held 

in view throuGhout the investigation and be allowed to temper the 

finality of any conclusions reached. Janzen shows himself aware 

of this requirement in his opening statement of Ch, VIII when he 

saysl "The limitation of this study to the zero -variants makes 

possible only a partial assessment of the character of the texts 

of Y and V. Full assessment will involve detailed examination 

of the content variants, and of the transpositions .*e off 
(p. 121). However, we will want to ask whether sufficient notice 
has in fact been taken of this precaution throughout Janzen's 

study and whether the author has not indulged in more interpre- 

tation than is warranted by the self-imposed limits of the study. 

We hold that the value of a limited study such as that undertaken 
by Janzen lies more in its descriptive rather than in its inter- 

pretive side. 

B. The Justification for Janzen's Study 

Following a brief review of previous literature on the Gk/Heb 

problem of Jer (pp, 2-7), Janzen next discusses the appropriate- 

ness of reopening the question at this time (Pp. 7-8). Three 

reasons are cited as justification for a new evaluation of the 

data: 1) The existence of improved Gk text-critical tools, 2) The 

discovery of new Heb MS evidence, and 3) The unsatisfactory charac- 
ter of the present-day approach to the text of Jer. 

1. The Existence of Improved Gk Text-critical ToolB 

The text-critical tool referred tog whichs according to Janzeng 

makes possible "a new. level of precision" in the determination of 
the LXX text, is that of Zieglerts edition in the GUttingen series. 
As has been shown in Ch- 3 of the present thesist Zieglerts text 

of Jerl while not faultless, is nevertheless an excellent one, 

and the best available edition of this booke Since a prior and 
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fundamental requirement for any definitive study on the rela- 

tionship between the Gk and Heb texts is that of a reliable LXX 

texts we would agree that this need has largely been met'in the 

G. Uttingen critical text and apparatus. 1 

The Discovery of New Heb MS Evidence 

The single most important factor which in Janzen's opinion 

necessitates a re-investigation of the two texts, of Jer is the 

discovery of Qumran fragments of four MSS of Jerq especially 
4QJer b 

which in several variants agrees with the LXX against the 

MT. It would be useful at the outset, thereforel to have a clear 

account of exactly what new MS material is actually available. 

The four MSS identified at Qumran to date are 2QJer, 4QJer a 
bc 4QJer . and 4QJer Of theseq only the fragments of 2QJer (27 in 

all, half of which are too small to beýassigned a verse reference) 

have been published in the official series, Discoveries in the 

Judaean Desert (Vol. IIII 1962; Plrýches, Textes; ed. M. Baillet, 
7t 

J. T. Milikj R. de Vaux). The biblical material from Cave 4 has 
2 been notoriously slow in appearing in an editio princeps , but 

a preliminary transcription of twelve fragments of 4QJer a and 
three fragments of 4QJer b 

can be found in Appendix D of Janzen's 

book (pp. *173-184). To my knowledge, none of the fragments of 
4QJerc has as yet been published in any form. 

Of the four MSS named abovel three attest a distinct MT-type 

te . xt: 2QJerj 4QJe ra. and 4QJerc. 3 This leaves only the three 

small fragments from 4QJer b 
which alone attest a text-type resem- 

4 
bling that of the LXX. With regard to the significance of the 

latter MS Janzen contends that it "confirms the methodological 

validity of attempts to move from 9f by retroversion to its sup- 

posed Hebrew Vorlagell (P. 7), and secondly, that it calls in ques- 
tion the exegetical approach to LXX studies which has sought to 

explain divergencies between the Gk and Heb texts in terms of 
transmission technique or translator Tendenz (PP. 7-8). These 

two claims for the significance of 4QJerb need to be carefully 

assessed. 
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We must askj firstl, whether 4QJer b. 
really does validate the 

process of retroversion on the scale that Janzen envisages. The 

technique of retroversion, once in great vogue, has in recent 
times and for good reasons been practiced with much greater re- 

serve. As Goshen-Gottstein has observed: "there is no retroversion 

without a residual of doubt, and what seems self-evident to one 

scholar may look like a house of cards to his fellow" ("Theory 

and Practice'19 P. 132). We are not suggesting, of course, that 

Janzen would approve of a return to the indiscriminate retrover- 
sion of former generations (cf. his remarks on Workman, p. 6), 

yet he does make considerable use of the technique in his book, 

so that very often the Gk is represented by Heb characters. Take, 
for example, Appendices A and B. 294. Does 4QJer b 

give us the 

confidence to assume that wherever the Gk has a shorter name or 
formula that this was translated from a Heb parent text exactly 

as found in Janzen's list? We believe that this is to expect 
too much. Janzen (P. 173)'invites us to extrapolate from the 

extant fragments of 4QJer b to a consideration of what the MS as 
a whole must have been like and then decide whether we are not 

convinced that this MS is emphatically, even if not perfectly, a 

witness to a shorter Heb text of the book of Jer. The programme 
is appealing and the solution apparently simple, yet who would 
dare say in any given instance exactly what 4QJer b 

or any other 
MS may or 

. 
may not have read? 5 While we can appreciate the con- 

venience of representing the Gk by Heb characters in the tables 

referred tog and elsewhere throughout the book, the I'methodo- 

logical validity" of so doing has not, in our opinion, been fully 

vindicated. 

As for the exegetical approach to LXX studies of which janzen 
is so critical, we do not think this can be dismissed quite as 
easily either. We would agree that "the time is past when one 
could approach the Greek text primarily as a source for learning 

the exegetical method-of the translator" (emphasis ours), but 
this is quite different from ignoring such considerations alto- 
gether. As our subsequent-critique will attempt to show, it is 

precisely this failure to take account of other factors besides 
those of length which constitutes one of the major weaknesses 
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of Janzen's work. To take an example not drawn from the Philis- 

tine or Edom oracle: Janzen argues at length (PP- 54-57) that 

the three occurrences of the word " -1 11: 0 with reference to Nebu- 

chadrezzar-(MT 25: 9.27: 6,43: 10) are all secondary since in each 

case the LXX either omits the word in question or attests a dif- 

fer ent reading from the Heb (LXX 25: 99 34: 59 50: 10). Yet the 

existence of other ways of interpreting the dataq whether by em- 

phasizing theological/philological aspects of the Heb or trans- 

lation Tendenz in the Gk, have been amply demonstrated by T. W. 

Overholt (CBQ 30 (1968), 39-48; contra W. E. Lemke, CBQ 28 (1966)9 

45-50)9 Z. Zevit (JBL 88 (1969), 74-77). and D. Schmidt (IOSCS 

Bulletin 8 (1975), 17-18). The discovery of 4QJer b does fiot give 

us license to disregard such exegetical and contextual consider- 

ations; their merits must be evaluated whether a shorter Heb text 

exists or not* 

The Unsatisfactory Character of the Present-day Approach to 

the Text of Jer 

According to Janzen, the problem with the twentieth century 

approach to the text of Jer has been the lack of any systematic 
treatment of the quantitative differences between the LXX and MT. 

Instead, scholars have been content merely to give summary state- 

ments of earlier studies and to discuss instances of variation on 

an ad hoc basis, being loathe to generalize in any way on the 

relative merits of the two texts. We agree that the time is ripe 
for an up-to-date and comprehensive review of the LXX variants 

which could then be expressed in valid generalizations. The docu- 

mentation and attempted classification of these variants is, there- 

foret a valuable contribution of Janzen's work. 

At the end of the day, however, we, are unable to share Jan- 

zen's confidence in the interpretation of the data. Our criticism 
is simply that in Janzen's legitimate attempt to redress what was 
lacking in Jer Forschungg he has over-reacted and been too quick 
to classify each variant as necessarily part of some over-riding 

schemeg usually a pattern of expansion in the MT. While a full 

and systematic treatment of the quantitative differences is a 
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necessary task in itself, it is only one part of the whole. 
When exclusive prooccupation with "omission" patterns prevents 
Janzen from seeing the possibility of "translation" patterns, 
then we have the right to wonder whether this approach is not 

also defective in some way. 

C. The Leading Questions Underlying Janzen's Stu'dy 

At the close of the introductory chapterg Janzen formulates 

the two leading questions which motivate the work: 1)"Does the 

shorter reading of g arise from the tendency of the translator 

to abridge his text, or does it reflect a Hebrew Vorlage, with the 

shorter reading? " and 2) "If 0 reflects a Vorlage, with the shorter 

reading, is this reading superior or inferior to the longer reading 

of P11 It is useful to have the main issues outlined in this man- 

ner; 'however, we are somewhat uneasy over the way in which the 

proposed solutions are introduced. 

With regard to the question whether the LXX reflects trans- 

lation abridgement or a shorter Heb Vorlage, Janzen feels that 

the general absence of a tendency to condense in the Gk OT coupled 

with the discovery of Qumran specimens of a shorter Heb text have 

now entirely shifted the burden of proof to those who would con- 

tinue to hold a theory of condensation. But this is surely'to 

exaggerate or even to misrepresent the state of the matter. Argu- 

ments for condensation in other parts of the LXX have certainly 

not been wanting, e. g. D. H. Gard, The Exegetical Method of the 

Greek Translator of the Book of Job 
*, 

1952; D. W. Gooding, The Account 

of the Tabernacle: Translation and Textual Problems of the Greek 

Exodus, 1959. But whatever the case in other books, the evidence 
for Jer must be tested on its own merits. Nor can we accept the 

proposition that Heb support for a shorter Heb text in the form 

of 4QJer b has finally settled the condensation/expansion contro- 

versy. The discovery of the few fragments of this, MS has indeed 

given proof of the real existence at one time of a shorter Heb 

text than the MT--at least in those passages attested by the frag- 

mento of, 4QJer b 
and for the whole book in so far as' it is 

legitimate to extrapolate from the fragments to the whole--thus 
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directing more attention to the important pre-history of the 

Ileb Vorlage and exonerating the translators from much of the 

blame which had been attached to them by Graf and others. But 
b it is expecting too much to assume that the fragments of Wer 

have brought about a complete volte-face in the study of the 

textual problem of Jer or that they have entirely undermined 

all arguments for deliberate or accidental translator conden- 

sation. That such is not the case will be shown in our detailed 

study of the LXX omissions in the Philistine and Edom oracles. 

With regard to the second question, i. e. whether the shorter 

or longer reading is to be regarded as superior, Janzen realizes 
that this issue is not to be settled merely by an appeal to the 

axiom brevior lectio potior, since the most common scribal error 

of a119 haplography, tends in the opposite direction; nonetheless, 
the net effect of the paragraph dealing with this question is ' 

to affirm the principle that "it is a common tendency for texts 

to grow in transmission", a generalization which is supported 
by a long footnote (n- 35, pp. 191-192) citing evidence for this 

tendency in a variety of ancient literatures. While we. have 

no quarrel with Janzen's references and do not wish to dispute 

the evidence that texts of antiquity often did grow in the pro- 

cess of transmission, we are obliged nevertheless to say that 

the footn'ote in question does not give a complete or balanced 

picture. An appeal to comparative literatures should also mention 
those cases where the opposite phenomenon has been observed, 

and such certainly do exist, as the following discussion will 
illustrate. 

From the literature of the Ancient Near East, Janzen quotes 
two passages from the writings of S. N. Kramer and, W. F. Albright 

supporting the general "tendency of ancient Oriental scribes 

and compilers to add rather than to subtract" (Albright, FSAC, 

p. 80). Kramer wrote. concerning the tablet UM 29-13-209+29- 

16-414 of the Akkadian Epic section Gilgamesh and the Land of 
the Living that it "seems to have a much more expanded-text than 

our reconstructed version IIWCS 1 (1947)1 7), But this tablet 
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represents only one aspect of a much larger and more complex 

picture. In a Yale thesis, Literary-critical Studies in the 

Gilgamesh Epic: an Assyriological Contribution to Biblical 

Literary Criticism, 1972, J. H. Tigay has pointed out the exist- 

ence of different Akkadian Gilgamesh texts varying among them- 

selves. While some texts expand, others abbreviate; for instanceg 

there is one example of a Hittite version of Gilgamesh condensed 
to about one-fifth the standard length (see esp. pp. 143 ff., 194ff. j 
282f. ). Similarly, in an unpublished paper, "Literary History: 

The Gilgamesh Epic and Flood", A. R. Millard has compared the Gil- 

gamesh Epic of Tablet XI with the earlier Epic of Atrahasis. This 

comparison produced a number of examples of expansion in the later 

version such as the addition of synonyms, synonymous parallels, 
descriptive phrases and factual additions, but at the same time 

showed instances where the earlier text was longer. Millard empha- 

sized the impossibility of, determining from one version what the 

other might have *been like at any given point. 
6 

In another area, comparisons between the fourteenth century 
Amarna version of the Myth of Nergal and Ereshkigal and the 

seventh century edition of the same text from Sultantepe show 
that the later version is decidedly longer than the earlier. 
Yet the editor of the Sultantepe version, O. R. Gurneyl, has ex- 

pressed his uncertainty about the significance of the longer 

text; instead of assuming that the "additions" are of late 

origin, Gurney suggests we may have to reckon with the possibil- 
ity that the earlier account represents an abbreviated local 

version (AS 10 (1960), 107). Another example may be taken from 

the Ras Shamra literature. D. J. Wiseman has pointed out the 

existence of a short text from Ras Shamra which was probably 

copied from an earlier Old Babylonian version and which, in 

Wiseman's opiniong may be yet another example of several epi- 

sodes recorded on a number of different tablets being reduced 
to a single brief text. To this Wiseman adds the comment, 
"This form of literary development (i. e. condensation) appears 
to exist alongside the so-called 'normal editorial method of 

expansion' ... 11 (JNSL 5 (1977), 83). 
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In addition to the examples drawn from the Ancient. Near 

East, Janzen also cites instances of secondary expansion in the 

Iliad, the Mahabharatal the Old Testament Samaritan text and the 

New Testament Syriac text. But from these fields, too, counter- 
illustrations exist. In classical studies one who positively 

disbelieved in the validity of the axiom lectio brevior potior 

was A. C. Clark. In his text-critical work on Cicero7 he demon- 

strated that scribes were much more prone to omit than to add; 
his dictum was that "a text is like a traveler who loses a por- 
tion of his luggage every time he changes trains". When he 

applied his findings to the Gospels and Act88 he was virtually 

rejected by his contemporaries, except for B. H. Streeter who 

showed himself favourable to some aspects of Clark's theories 
(The Four Gospels, pp. 131 ff. ). Recently, howevert there have 

been signs of a re-appraisal of Clark's work, particularly on the 

question of the shorter and longer texts of Acts where it is 

argued that some of the longer readings of the "Western" text may 

after all be original (cf. M. Black in his contribution to the 

Eugene A. Nida Festschrift, PP. 119-131, and D. Parker in NTS 24 

(1977). esp. 153-155). From the field of LXX studies we may 

refer to Ch. 2 of R. Hanhart's monograph Zum Text des 2. und 3. 

MakkabHerbuches whichg as G. D. Kilpatrick in his review of the 

book says, contains several examples involving "important modi- 
fications of the maxim lectio brevior potior, " (GGA 215 (1963), 12). 

In the light of the foregoing, it should be clear that we can- 

not come to a text with any pre-determined notions of how it may 
have fared in the process of transmission. Every possibility 
illustrated by ancient texts has to be allowed, and care taken to 

avoid imposing an alien consistency upon the, scribes. In his 

concluding paragraph on Ch. I, Janzen seems to reduce the options 
for explaining the textual phenomena of the book of Jer either to 

a case of expansion in the MT or of haplography in the LXX. At 

the very least, the examples adduced above must'alert us to the 

possibility of other and more complex forces also having been at 

work in the development of the texts that we know today as the 

Gk and Heb versions of the book of Jer. 
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Critique of Janzen's Explanation of the "Zero Variants" in 

the Oracles Against theThilistines and Edom 

In this section we will deal in turn with ail of those 

passages in the oracles against the Philistines and Edom which 

present quantitative differences between the Gk and Heb texts. 

Our purpose is to view the respective variants in the light of 
their immediate as well as broader contexts (including parallel 

and related passages), and to test the validity of Janzen's 

explanations for the observed'differences. The relevant portion 

of each passage will be quoted in full from the LXX and MT texts9 

the "zero variants" in each case being underlined. 
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This verse introduces us unceremoniously into the middle 

of-the controvers surrounding the'relationship between the Gk y 

and Heb texts of the book of Jer. Initially three points may 
be noticed: 

1, The verse is found in radically different positions in 

the two texts: 29: 1 in the LXX and 47: 1 in the MT. In the LXX 

the OAN section comes in the middle of the book, while in the MT 
it is found at the end. In the LXX the Philistine oracle stands 
fourth in the list of foreign nations following Elam, Egypt, 'and 
Babylon; in the MT,, the Philistine oracle stands second following 
Egypt* 

2. The introductory heading in the 1XX is considerably 

shorter than that in the MT. In structure the LXX heading re- 

sembles the superscriptions found in the oracles against Edom, 

the Ammonites, Damascus, and Moab (e. g. 7- 'ISou %IV. .11), except 
in the use of the preposition ý-vri which is unique among the 

titles of the OAN section. 

3. The Heb of the first part of the verse (the "W"I't clause) 
is of a type found in the OT literature only in Jer MT 14: 19 46: 19 
47: 1, and 49: 34. The last three of these occurrences all appear 
in the OAN section, and two of these at particularly vital points 

within this section, namely at MT 46: 1 (the general superscription 
to the entire OAN section) and at MT 49: 34 (the introduction to 
the Elam oracle, the oracle which in the Gk order commences, the 
OAN section). The LXX lacks a corresponding phrase for each of 
the S-tJL D 'il"Ift ---u)-rL clauses in 
the OAN section, while the introduction employed at 14: 1, v-*Ll 
C1 CV C-F 0 P-01C)l V-Velou -rPO % %L v . 

ýA is otherwise 
the standard Gk rendition of the Heb iz. iýhn, 

Janzen deals with the '1117" "I'a-t -'W*A formula, 

and other similar introductory headings absent from the Gkq in 
the closing part of his fifth chapterg "Supposed Abridgment in 011, 
(especially pp. 111-115), a chapter in which the author seeks to 
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reasons deliberately abridged his text. With regard to the 

four -1 ty"-I clauses under considerations therefore, Janzen 

holds that these testify not to deliberate omission on the part 

of the translator, but rather to secondary expansion in the Heb 

text. According to his reconstructions the formula arose at a- 
late stage in the transmission process of the book, first at 
46: 1 and 49: 349 subsequently by imitation at 14: 1 and 47: 1, con- 

clusions which are in turn directly based on the. author's con- 

viction regarding the priority of'the Gk position and internal 

order of the OAN section. 

In order to evaluate these suggestions adequately, it will 
be necessary to set the discussion in a broader perspective than 

merely the ', 117)% -1': L-r 7),, 7" -taPOL formula. As is well 

knowng the editorial framework of the book of Jer contains many 

examples of stereotyped superscriptions and introductionsl data 

which has been utilized not least in the source-critical analysis 

of the book. Comparison with the Gk shows that in the majority 

of cases the LXX follows the HT almost exactly, 
9 

an observation 

which would tend to favour the view that the translator sought 
to render his parent texi quite. faithfully, and that consequently 

any quantitative and/or qualitative difference in the LXX version 

of these formulas would therefore reflect a different Vorlage, 

While the force of this argument should not be minimized, ncr can 
it be asserted that absolute translator fidelity can everywhere 
be guaranteed. In cases where a different underlying Heb seems 
definitely called forg one is still faced with great difficulty 

in deciding between the relative priority of the presumed LXX 

Vorlage via-A-vis the MT. Simply to assume in each instance that 

the shorter LXX represents a better reading seems no more legiti- 

mate than everywhere to take for granted that the MT must repre- 

sent the superior reading, To illustrate these points we will 

review the principal cases of divergent readings among the intro- 

ductory formulas in Jer and critically evaluate Janzen's expla- 

nation of these. 
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2: 1-2 

nh "t S-s 
't -. ) -% -. I - -1 -3 -T - -. A %I 

1., 4_: 1 

tlý ITr E ). 3 -L) 

Janzen (p. 113, W) thinks it possible that in this case 

neither the Gk nor the Heb represents the originAl. Certainly 

it is true, as he says, that the Gk V-7% J'NT 
E. constitutes 

an abrupt transition from direct divine speech in the immediately 

preceding lines of Ch. 1. and one can hardly believe that this 

represents the intended editorial introduction to the new block 

of material in Ch. 2 (any more than one can accept of 
HT 3: 1 as the original transition to the content in that chapter). 
It is less easy to see why the HT heading must also be considered 
secondary. Janzen suggests that the chapter originally opened 
directly with -, 1 -1 "., x and that the present intr9ductory 

clause in HT was later formulated on the model of 1: 4.11,13. But 

such speculation seems unwarranted. Why must a perfectly normal 
Heb introduction be called in question by an obviously defective 
Gk heading? Apart from a prior judgement against the MT there 

seems no reason for abandoning it as representing the legitimate 

redactoral framework at this point. As for the LXX or (more 

likely) its Vorlage, it shows definite signs of having suffered 
dislocation or textual corruption. 

7: 1-2 

- .N .NU. 0 . -- -- 

p -1 )1 -t-, 1 71 "t I") -I -3. -T -. I ýl . 1,1 0w 'n -, -, L -1 VI 

00. -%-. Jý "ýOyov lefielo), ITOI Ora( 
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Janzen. (P. 36, # 9) attributes the longer MT heading (up 

to rs-i wiL, ) to secondary harmonization from MT 26: 2. But 

if so, the redactor did a poor job of it since the passage there 

reads -tn- kv, ýL' ja O"P-%T%%- 
-%-%,, not at all an exact parallel 

The latter part of the clause (from ) Janzen explains 
(PP- 36-37) as expansion from the similar (not exact) constructions 

of 17: 209 22: 2. and 26: 2, on the ground that the phrase does not 

really fit in 7,2 ("the sermon was delivered not-in the gate(s)q 
but in the Temple court (26.2)). Perhaps Janzen is right in 

relieving the translator of intentional abbreviation or omission, 

and yet it would be unusual if this sermon lacked an introduction 

altogether. The editorial heading may have been missing in the 
translator's parent text, but must it therefore have been a better 

text? 

16: 1-2 

-1 1, -K 
13 

-ý-. 1 1. -N n- -1 --36- -nqI 

Gcot 

Janzen (p. 113 (c)) thinks it possible that the Gk of this 

passage preserves a text which stood one stage closer than the 
MT to a poetic form of the passage in which Jer was instructed 

not to marry. If the divine command at MT 16: 2ff. originally 
existed in poetry, then the continuity between this passage and 
the divine address in Ch. 15 would seem to be secure, which in 
turn would tend to support the superfluity of the MT N-41% I 
formula. But the argument for the secondary character of the MT 

formula depends entirely on the hypothesis of Ch. 16 being origi- 
nal3y poetry later expanded to prose, a proposition difficult to 

prove. Again, it may be that the formula was missing in the 
translator's Vorlage, but in itself this would be insufficient 

evidence by which to establish LXX priority. The presence in the 
Gk of the phrase %<4e, oj 0 Gcot \tre- adds to 
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the suspicion that the Gk may not be original here. The phrase 
is missing in 0-233 Arm. Since Origen was very careful not to 

eliminate anything from the fifth column of his Hexapla which 
he found in his LXX MSS but was not in the Heb, this reading is 
immediately suspicious and may be a late Gk insertion. 

27(50)': l 

%JP 80 10 tr c0 'W'4. ---t; "i 

4-n 09-,. Fsý, wf 0 

Nýk I -A I TI, -1 -%1% )3 "It I -T ý 

If the Gk is translating word for word from its 
' 
Vorlage 

the latter would presumably have read .-- -N '3 -7 -% %V-R 71) -% -a 

a form not otherwise found among the introductory headings of 
MT Jer. Janzen explains the MT here as expanded partly from 

the frequent occurrences of 0--r%YD in the Babylon oracle 

and partly from MT 51: 59, which however is not an exceptionally 

close parallel .... 
114 1 :13 --% 1% -%1 % Y's -% " -%I Iq -% %V -rk "M -T 41 0 

Faced with two different forms of introductory headings for the 

same oracle we would be hard pressed to choose between them* 

BOth are clearly the result of an editorial process which went 
hand in hand with the growth and formation of the book. However, 

simply to assert that the MT must be expansionistic along the 
lines laid down by Janzen exceeds the bounds of our evidence. 

With the foregoing documentation and discussion of the 
introductory headings in mind, we may finally consider the for- 

mula ( -tL -a 1 71 )% T% %ýS -L -11, % T% " -1 *: 1 IT -, % - 71 -1 %P -#k - 

of MT 14: 1,46: 1,47: 1, and 49: 34, the most problematic of all 
introductory headings in the book of Jer. We have learned that 

each case of divergent reading must be tested on its own merits; 
hence, the shorter or different Gk versions of the -% W-t-t 
formulas cannot be judged superior merely on the basis of Gk 
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variations in other headings. 'In this case$ however, Janzen 

makes use of an additional argument to support the claim for 
LXX priority, namely the relation of -% Lyv4. headings to the 
different location and internal order of the oracles against 
the foreign nations. The argument here is that the OAN section 
first circulated independently before being introduced into the 
Jer corpus at 25: 13. But since the new edition of Jer would 
render obsolete a number of Jer MSS, the expedient was adopted 
of sewing the OAN section to the end of existing. MSS as a kind 

of appendix. Presumably a scroll of the latter type became the 
basis for the HT tradition, while the edition with the OAN sec- 
tion in the middle became the archetype of the Heb Vorlage em- 
ployed by the LXX. To accommodate the additional material, a 
title was provided at 25: 13 in the new material N-n-ps- na-ti 

uI IT% (5., >) and at 46: 1 in the old MSS "36 73 

n 

No one would want to underestimate the problems involved, 

either in the matter of the different location and order of the 
OAN section or in that of the strange introductory formula 

Svt ; iip- -, '. V-4 , hence we must be 

grateful for any attempt that seeks to unravel the mysteries 
behind these textual problems. Janzen's appeal to a' Buchwesen 
theory to account both for the different arrangement of the OAN 

section in the Gk and Heb texts, as well as for the origin -of 
the "=)-? 71---1 nwvýL formula, must be given a fair 
hearing. A priori the theory seems plausible enough and has an 
element of realism about it. Yet many unsolved problems remain. 
Here we simply wish to point out some of the difficulties we 
experience with Janzen's reconstruction. 

ý 1. Janzen (p. 113) appears to hold that at the time of 
the insertion of the OAN material into the middle of the book, 
the section was provided with a title which in the MT constitutes 
25: 13b ,wI I'D 5 

. -j) -S n -rk-: 1 "I It'is true that 
the phrase (0 12 -. 1 .... 

) is regarded 
by many commentators as a secondary editorial addition, but to 
assume that it was also intended as a title is another matter 
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again. As the phrase now stands in the MT it is not a title at 

all but a relative clause syntactically connected to the pre- 

vious construction T% -VL -a -a -T -S -4 

The LXX translator evidently took the -1 0, -%L 
clause as a title, but this does not legitimize the interpretation 

that it was so intended at the time of its composition. Further- 

more, in the LXX the phrase is not a title for the OAN section 

as a whole at all , bu tf or the Elam orac le only poq, I -r t L) cr tv 
L/. 1,. 5C Ify I SL -r OL r 16) VA Presumably Janzen 

would argue that -rat. A, %N. &/, has been added secondarily in the 
Gkj thus obscuring what was originally a title for the entire OAN 

section (cee also remark #3 below), but these contingent assump- 
tions undermine the authority with which Janzen can assert that 
"in g the Oracles against Foreign Nations as a group are headed 
by the statement which in X constitutes 25-13b P off 

2. Continuing his discussion of the formula at 46: 1 Janzen 

says, "If, as most recent commentators agree, the position of the 
Oracles at the end of the book is secondary, the clear likelihood 

is that 46.1 )4 was inserted secondarily after the shift, which 
left the original heading at 25-13". It is difficult to square 
Janzen's choice of terminology ("after the shift") with his own 
view of the origin of the OAN material. As noted above, according 
to Janzen's account there never was any "shift" or dislocation 

of the material to begin with, merely a co-terminus addition of 
the material at two different places, one in the middle and one 
at the end. One might have expected that such mechanical addition 
of identical material would have been given the same heading. 

3- On a comparison with MT 26: 19 27: 1. and 28: 1, Janzen 
P a. gr ovTcr, I LScte. a`6 j believes that the Gk at LXX 26: 1 C-V 

EYCVtTO 
to %, ofyog ovtot iTte, probably represents 

the original heading of the Elam oracle rather than MT 49: 34 -iu)-,, L 
I- -T -,. - q 1-a .1n 
"%'T 1--" -0- However, in a footnote (n. 85) he calls attention 

to the unusual fact that the Elam heading stands at the end of 
its oracle rather than at the beginning. It is therefore suggested 
that the superscription originally read -%;. A 'ý, *t P-C, W, ZL e -k; 
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0 \1 3 -ro I -" Cf 'I A. N., tr I V-s), -LjOV-TOS tA- POL 
a- % t6i C 'YOS 0 

that haplography occurred between the first and second A, \,.., A, 
and that subsequent restoration was made at the end of the oracle. 
For confirmation of this we are referred to the heading of the 

Egypt'oracle of similar construction: 171 
0-, YWLJ ý4vat\.. 'L. t N11110-110o 10111 V Implicit in Janzen's 

reconstruction is again the view that the heading at LXX 25: 14, 
(V-WPO (? WI-T Ever CV I'L -TV's -T consists 

of two elements: "A c. -, rpop4-vLucrcv kc?. i-vxýi -T?, as the 

general heading to the OAN section, and as the 
(partial) heading for'the Elam oracle. 

The view that originally did not belong with 
the preceding phrase 'A 

. 'j a- t" k-f e. ''e 
(not necessarily a title) has some merit in light of the strange 

-r" But whether haplography Juxtaposition of 
in a presumed original introduction 
is the correct explanation is more difficult to say. For one 
thing, it is extremely unlikely that the Elam superscription 
should have commenced with the accusative article. If anything, 
it must have been constructed with the dative, a hypothetical 

1-. N (as in the Egypt oracle and other oracles, 
e. g. 71ý Aqvw-T&j) which could then conceivably have been changed 

% 21 to the accusative in conformity with -r-- cevj when the two 

parts merged. If for'some reason, however, the Elam oracle 
lacked a title altogether in the LXX version, "r may 
have been added simply to supply this lack. 

Janzen's preference for the Gk form of the Elam superscription 
(or postscript) derives from his judgement that "the proper form" 

for an introduction with -V LV -A -1 -: L is to be found in MT 26: 1 
30 

ft n- LP 't - I-I LI ý I? rl z, An , a, -ti -N a 

C, ?4P, 711 -. 1 nxi 7% rendered in LXX 33: 1 as X.; P 

viY CV1 0.1 0 %10YOS 00t Mdeft W-Velo%> 

But surely it is prechrious to speculate what the "proper form" 

of an introductory statement may or may not have been, and even 
more precarious to assume that the Elam title was necessarily 
modelled upon it. That some sort of dislocation has taken place 
in the heading of the Elam oracle seems bey, ond question. But as 
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things stand now, with the major part of the title at thý, end 

of the oracle rather than at the beginning, it is the Gk text 

rather than the Heb that gives more evidence of having suffered 
dislocation. 

4. On p. 114 Janzen writes, "It may be, since two of the 

four 11"ll' -173-"T formulas stand at the beginning of 
the )f and 5( collections respectively, that the formulas arose 
at the same tinel and for the same purpose, as the _111-11 11 

formulas at 48.47 )4 and 51.64 )PI. If we understand Janzen correctly, 
he is saying that a connex"lon exists, on the one hand between 

the -%'aT -%LP-A heading of the Elam-oracle 
and the 'a -ttl P1 0b0. h 111 "1 -T I colophon of the Moab oracle 
(the last oracle in the Gk order) and on the other hand between 
the Ill; %% n formula of 46: 1 and the Y 

I -%I% N -I % colophon at the close of the Babylon 

oracle (the last in the MT version). According to this interpre- 
tationg the Elam title and Moab colophon would presumably have 
originated in the Heb tradition underlying the Gk, while the for- 
mula at 46: 1 and the Babylon colophon would have arisen in the MT 
tradition. However, it is incorrect to say, as Janzen does, that 
the TI '1 -11 " -n -3L -r 11% n -1 LV .L formula stands at the 
beginning of the LXX collection since this formula is not even 
represented in the Gk of 25: 14(49: 34). In fact, the statement 
contradicts Janzents own view expressed on p. 113 "that in 0 the 
Oracles against Foreign Nations as a group are headed by the 
statement which in )4 constitutes 25-13b ý (1-v n, -vL*=i inw -tL 
D"11--l LSD3 )". Also we would expect that if the Moab colophon had 
derived from the Gk Vorlaire tradition that it would have been 
attested in the LXX. But it is missing in the Gk just as the, 
Babylon colophon is also missing in that version. 

5. At the top of p. 114 Janzen asserts that the shorter 
heading in the LXX vn"% -vo'j%. cL)-ýoc? 6Noj% "has the appearance of 
originality, resembling the catch lines ,II1,11i a I-T-A 6 

M "14 1 -h 
S etc. " The impression lef t is that the original heading 

for the Philistine oracle would have been constructed with the S 
But this impression is quite misleading. It may be admitted that 
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I%%1. the title (-, n resembles the other headings 

CO 0/4 %A". in that they are all Tlý 

short, yet iý is virtually certain that the underlying Heb was 

not T% -*) 
S on the model of rx i -r -, L S etc., but 

_S -vL as in MT. All the headings in the OAN sec ti on 

with are translated in the LXX with the dative construction 
(article plus name)l whereas the standard--translation of S-I(or Sv 

in this kind of context is '. -nl' with accusative, cf. 29(47): 5 
T-f -rk n -n -i -v 

6. Janzen concludes his discussion of the -P '71 

ill --i -T f ormula. with the statement, "The f ormula in 47.1 

then would be expansion from these two places [i. e. MT 46.1 and 
49-343, as would its occurrence in 14.1, where Syr read (surely 

c orre c tly) 1 -. 1 -, P, -% - .5 -K -A ': L -Ir *% '%I "If or 7) " 61 -% 40-1,1 

in 5-tL n =-r 11, But since we have experienced 
various difficulties with his explanation oý how this formula 

arose at HT 46: 1 and 49: 34, neither can we be very confident 
about the theory of tertiary expansion at 14: 1 and 47: 1- 

When all is said and do. ne, we still do not know how to account 
for the appearance of this formula, either in MT 47: 1 or in the 

other places. The strange form of the unattached relative clause 

employed as a heading, coupled with the consistently divergent or 

missing Gk combine to make one suspect its priority in the MT 

text. But whether this suspicion proves correct or nott it is 

essential to see that conclusions of this type must be arrived at 
independently of any generalized theory regarding the relationship 
between the texts. As our critique of Janzen's treatment has 

showng while the redactoral framework of the LXX Heb Vorlage may 

at various points have differed from that of the MT, this cannot 

automatically be taken' as a sure guide to a prior or superior 

structure of the prophet's oracles. 
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29: 1(47: 2) 

L. II w- ue-o, s 
The HT text of Jer is characterized by an abundance of 

prophetic formulas such as -61 1D 

&I"D, and by the use of various forms of the divine name 
in these f ormulas I e. g. 4) 7) 171'% 9 L) I -a-j cc -41 1 

Of ten. in the LXX these 

formulas are either missing or the divine name is found in shorter 
form. In the Philistine and Edom oracles we have six examples 

of such formulas with divine name, the corresponding Gk and Heb 

of which are as follows: 

29: 1(47: 2) 

As above 

29: 8(49: 7) 

Todt CYC( KOfios 

29: 13(49: 12) 

-rý 
31n(L-, 0. 

-n xG-t- 5' IL? 
) 

t6 ve % 0. f 

29: 14(49: 13) 

ý, -'/Y c, r, ve bos 

29: 17(49: 16) 

LXX om. 

29: 1g(49: 18) 

Je-o 

AD -1 -A -_: I -j -%I I -%I, % 'I sh -4 71 --j 

v4ý 

h- 
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From the above we observe that in LXX Jer 29 the formula 

n h, 4 --"> is attested on each of the three occasions in 

which it occurs in the MT; the formula 

is attested on two out of three occurrences; the divine name 

with the -1 h Týk 7),: > formula is shorter in v. 8(7), while 
the divine name with the formula 1% nh -vL is longer in 

the Gk of v. 1908). These findings in LXX Jer 29 are generally 
typical of the pattern found throughout the LXX. The formula 

P I'll't -1 h-A TI is almost always attested in- the Gk; equiva- 
lents for el i7a% hT4/0-tLl on the other hand, are frequently 

missing in the LXX; the divine name is usually shorter in the 

Gk, though on occasion it is longer. The relevant statistics 
for these generalizations are as follows: 

Prophetic Formulas In HT 

n 7.1 -D 15410 

17512 
14 9 

Divine Name in Prophetic Formulas 

Form and occurrence in HT 

nI -%ý' -3 li '. % I -.. % %( 19 ) 

-ý *It -1 Lý'-" 71 IP ý 

Missing in LXX 

14 (7 in larger context)" 

72 (21 
. 
11 )13 

2 (1 if )15 

Form and occurrence in LXX 

f 16 ve 16 

IC ve 10 1 lrf%L, /Iro %Ceft-rw f 117 

missing 218 

I Ic veto j 819 

W-Vesol ý 520 

missing 121 

- 

n"; r' (1) f 22 
se veio a, -t-i e1 
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f 
T-I S-1, L rt-% vC, cc 1,1171" (31 KOCIO j 

-tL 13 et '% %)S-L 7-1*171" (3) 
5 -tL -1 v---. -Is -, L 

1723 

ff 24 
c %`* 9 reoL 
f 225 Kvf, oj -no& w, o tc e 

missing 326 

to 227 

28 
- %j f% CP %> «rrm v -1 C) v» e a- -x ß-i P1 

Especially noteworthy is the "disappearance act" of . -o i-t-M<e 

whether inside or outside the prophetic formulas. In the MT Jer 

this name occurs 82 times (65 times as part of a prophetic formula, 

17 times in other contexts), but in the LXX a translation equiva- 
lent is found only 11 times, 29 

Janzen's treatment of the prophetic formulas and divine names 
is found in his fourth chapter "The Proper Names'in Jeremiah", 

especially pp. 75-86, together with tabulated statistics in 

Appendices A and B, pp. 139-159.30 In all of these variantss the 

point of Janzen's discussion is to show that the Gk was translated 

from a shorter and better Vorlage than the MT* 

One is inclined to feel that the case for a shorter Vorlame 
is at its strongest in the matter of the prophetic formulas and 
divine names. Respect for the deity would perhaps tend to work 
in favour of a longer form of the divine name rather than vice 
versa. Even sot absolute pronouncements on the value of the shorter 
LXX to an earlier and superior Heb remain elusive. Discussion of 
the "zero variants" in the ensuing veri3es of Ch. 29 will highlight 
the danger of rigidly applying the same solution to every instance 

of a shorter Gk text regardless of context. 
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29(47): 4. 

-(I-I 

c. 1p'e' 9 tp1O, tV) 

-9 1ý 
Ip -To -A cars, I Tr 014pv 7 OL S -to 0 Ou 

T, t -a --, -% 

Qlnwsmý 5: ) n-, A -rx-ru, 
ý 

Kul MITOC", u Triv %ueolf 

im 
Kot% 

00 ve ir c# 
�ro at tc « -1 tx 

%. 
- 08 -w "% T4J60 v sl cr 4iie 

(3-4 sl LVS. D p -k --l In - 

-) In -5 'ý, -, -TýL rt '. n -A t-V 

V. Ve 10; 0L 

62 

01 

The "zero variants" in this verse are 01D w5z, n vk and 
According to Janzen (P. 59)s both of these words 

are secondary expansions from parallel and related contextst 
0" 11 11, ýZn vt f rom v. 4a and ni ný D (subsequently) from 

Gen 10: 149 Deut 2: 23, Am 9: 7, and 1 Chr 1: 12. In evaluating the 
hypothesis that the foregoing words are secondary expansionsl it 
is essential to see the variants in relation to the whole verse, 
including other "content variants". When this is done, it be- 

comes clear that the LXX and HT give quite different interpreta- 
tions of the passages whose respective claims for priority must 
be carefully weighed. 

We may first inqitire whether there is any Heb. textual evi- 
dence for the LXX omissions in question. Janzen suggests--though 
he is not catogoric al-- that the omission of 01nw S'n- - ri wý may be 
supported by 2QJer. According to Baillet's reconstruction of the 
ýassage (DJD, III, Textes, p. 65), the line in which C)Inws-! D n-& 
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occurs (1.10) has 55 letters. In Janzen's opinion this "seems 

over long" in relation to lines 5-9,11-13 which have 47 49 46 

49 35 46 48 46 letters respectively. Without aV" %V S --t- LN -,,, & 
1.10 would have only 46 letters, "a perfect fit". But Janzen's 

statistics are incomplete. Line 1 on the same fragment has 51 

letters and the immediately preceding line of the same passage 
(on another fragment) has 56 letters. On Baillet's reconstructionq 
therefore, the 55 letters in 1.10 certainly fall well within the 

scope of possible line lengths for this MS. Furthermore, since 
the two other examples of readings regarded by Janzen as secondary 
in the Philistine oracle (the long introductory formula of v. 1 

and -. )Ir%D D of v. 4b) are both firmly attested by 2QJer, 

we may assume that a-Pw5 3ý n -A of v. 4b was just as certainly 
present in it as well, The presence of -11 11 D in 2QJer 

ought to be decisive for the presence of a 1, T% wn ,t as 

well, since according to Janzen nin! ), --) was a secondary gloss 
added subsequent to the addition of 0-r%LVS1 n-IL . 

. 
2QJer does not, therefore, support the LXX "zero variants" 

O'nVlo""5 D*R and "11rID: ) If the LXX was translated 

from a Heb Vorlage other than the MT, that Vorlage tradition has 
been entirely lost to us, at least for this passage. However, 

it is to be noted that in one interesting detail, 2QJer does sup- 

port_a content variant in the LXX of v. 4. namely in the reading 
C1 -1 D 711 (MT S1 : )71 which corresponds to LXX 

But what is the significance of this observation? Does 2QJer/LXX 

witness to a better text here? Decidedly not. In the MT, -rx , --I -) n 
is a perfect parallel to 11 1-T UAS both infinitives intro- 
ducing phrases which complete the formula ý: J 

on the day that is coming 
to destroy all the Philistines, 
to cut off from Tyre and Sidon every remaining ally". 

However, the Qumran reading - ri -1 D -. 1 1 completely breaks 
the parallelism of the phrase and introduces a clumsy change of 

subject which must be'expressed in the form of an intrusive and 
quite inexplicable quote: 11. .. on the day that is coming to 
destroy all the Philistines. 'And I will cut off from Tyre and 
Sidon every remaining ally'. For the Lord is destroying the Philis- 
tines ... It It would be quite unjustified to place the blame for 
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such an awkward and meaningless interruption on the Author of 

the original composition. Thus, while Y-v 4-TotViau in this 

instance probably comes from a textual, variant already present 
in the translator's Vorlage, it must be this Vorlage rather than 

the HT that is secondary. 

What is true of the LXX is also true for the 

continuation of the LXX phrase: it cannot be said to represent 

a better version of the oracle than the MT either. By taking the 

words ) I-T"ISSI -VqS as direct rather than indirect objectsq 
the LXX significantly alters the meaning of the passage. ' According 
to the LXXj the prophetic judgement at this point shifts from the 
Philistines to Tyre and Sidon ( v-ec'% o', cpaiv, Zo -Týv 7% ueov r-*, L 

V ISZOV WOLIA -ff*#IVIQLC -r D%oj & V-OLn 0 1' j -T- 
; 

f. C). 1) 6) E SM S OL 
ýT&j V 

"I will wipe out Tyre and Sidon and all the rest of their help") 

whereas in the HT the focus remains consistently on the Philistines 
( -11-4 'T"-'Lv SD 11-f444Si -11sS *n1-V>-%iS "to cut off from Tyre 

and Sidon every remaining ally [i. e. the Philistines vs]31). In 

the HT nothing is said concerning the destruction of Tyre and 
Sidon; these cities are introduced only by way of emphasizing 
the destruction of the Philistines, the last remaining ally of 
the Phoenician cities. 32 The LXX phrase vtot- -Tro.. v-raL s -r ou& %e ovr&L - 

-j"r.: O -T%-Iw S>33 o,! rr-w for MT 

suggests either a different Vorlage or a loose rendering in which 
"T "' n tv was associated with ID 14 fill 1 

34 n't was pointed 
and the possessive oL%)-rZv was added for stylistic com- 

pletion. In the absence of firm evidence for a different Vorlage 

and in the light of the difficult Heb poetry of this sections the 

second explanation must be preferred as the more probableo 

This brings us to the last and crucial phrase of the verse, 

ore EV (o -A C L9 eC L#* Cr LI %cýeoo& -teý. s 
v*L Tr ýi vv The 

omission of any words corresponding to MT C1 In IV SD WA and 
-%in: >,: > in the LXX puts the phrase výcrwv 

in parallelism with -ro%L) so that the 

pattern commenced with KvL% TNOýV WeOuf V. O&t 14"t is 

continued to the end of the verse, in each instance the object 
of destruction being non-Philistine people. In the HT the explicit 
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mention of 0'% -n U'- 5z and -1 1n !ý :I allows for no 
ambiguity on who is being addressed. If we now inquire into 

which of the two versions has the greater claim to originalityg 
the balance is heavily in favour of the MT as the most coherent 
and consistent verse. By shifting the object of destruction from 
the Philistines to Tyre and Sidon, the LXX introduces a change 
which can only be regarded as foreign to the structure and as 
disturbing to the unity of the original composition. 

But is the presence of 01 -n 0 55 and -11 T1 D in the 
Heb really necessary to the sense of the passage? Could it not 
be that while the LXX has misconstrued the intention of the origi- 
nal in the matter of Tyre and Sidon (direct for indirect object)l 
it may still be a faithful witness to the omission of C3 '" W S'b 

'II&IDD ? We may consider the case of a-r ik S 1> f irst. 35 

If this word were missing in the original, its omission would have 
little bearing on the meaning or clarity of the passage. The 

residual phrase iin z) z, % ýL n%n,, ýt %j.., rvtA -%, I i ;j, -T -y LV % :, 
would probably be an adequate reference to the Philistines, con- 
sidering their traditional association with Caphtor. In view of 
this, it is not inconceivable that' C% "n05 !> might have been 
introduced into v. 4b by a scribe who, already having copied once 

0' T1 W SD ý. ý T% rt -v I-T LP S, when he came to the second 
automatically followed it again with D"nwSD SA N4L (though 

it should be noted that the phrases are not identical: cf. -1%-tuS 
V60 a) --TLY , and C)-%f%%VS'b S_-1 T%'A vs, 0. %T%LV53 11-I'L 

Also possible is the suggestion that D"ntv-s! ) might have 

been a marginal or inter-linear gloss on the phrase " Is -1 VýL UP 

"') Vn! ) _! ) ` -tt 9 which was later incorporated into the text. But 

while such reasoning is certainly possible, it remains pure specu- 
lation which in the end may be quite Gratuitous. 

In the case of ') I WD 7) 
entered our text from. Gen 10: 14, 
subsequent to the intrusion 

, of 
suppose a gloss upon a gloss--at 
free of any controls whatsoever. 
from which -) It $1 T) -: ) is sa 

9 Janzen contends that it has 

Deut 2: 23, Am 9: 7, and 1 Chr 1: 12 

0, ri u)S -! > n -%-k . Thus we are to 

which point speculation has run 
A perusal of the actual texts 

id to have derived further weakens 
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the theory. The texts are as follows: 

Gen lo: 14 /1 Chr 1: 12 
cj%-Nn'Dýo DWI 13% n LVS'b a UV -4 C)"ll ýDD n-ml 

i 
Deut 2: 23 

0n 3) 'll :xa" :x %V 

Am 9: 7 

r, sDID -1 sr -) -K -1 -4 h%n15 :0 0-1 -ý 7, t -1 tv %0 -a wl 
S-. 

1 

On the above passages it may be observed: 1) In Gen 10: 14 / 

1 Chr 1: 12 the W'q clause as it stands refers not to the 

C1 " -1 S' :> but to aý -n S r5 though admittedly this 

order may itself be the result of a scribal dislocation (cfe C. 

Westermann, Genesis, BK, p. 665), 2) The references are widely 

scattered, and apart from Deut 2: 23 do not come from sourcds 

generally paralleled in Jer. 3) In no case is there any strong 

verbal similarity between-the Jer version and the other passages, 

e, g, q nowhere else is 'I IV D ;) mentioned in conjunction with 

coastlands or islands. The secondary derivation of :ý 
in HT 47: 4 from the above passages seems, thereforeq not convincing. 

In another place (Ch. IV "The Proper Names in Jeremiah"t 

P, 79) Janzen cites -t IpD =ý "I -vL (sic) as an example of the MT 

making a hypothetically original a -t-t more explicit. But 

against the theory of MT expansion one ought also to weigh the 

consideration that there exists a perfectly legitimate explanation 
why -1 NPb> may have been omitted by the translator* The 

standard translation of -1 )P -1) :) in the LXX is LC--, r-rr- Jo 
But as has already been pointed out in Ch. 29 (p. 64 ) 

is a mistranslation of _% IP 'D __ý, and certainly does not fit 
in the present context; "the island of Cappadocia" would have been 

a patent geographic P. ýsurdity, Hence we may well imagine a trans- 
lator puzzled by the strange -i iPb and resolving the dilemma 

- 36 by simply omitting ID D and writing V -1 es &j%r . The 

suggestion is indeed speculativeg but it is worth at least as 
Much as the theory that came as a second-layer gloss 
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from far-removed and peripheral passages. 

As for the proposition that both G"PLAM and -I %n 

are interpolations, this seems quite unwarranted. In the context 

of vv. 3-4. a hypothetical phrase a'-tA -T-Tu, ) 

would have little meaning. Finally, the metrical scansion of 

the line does not favour the exclusion of D-PuSD and ') I'VW -! ) -: ý . 
The line as it stands consists of a 3: 3 bi-colon, the most common 

stress pattern in Heb poetry. 

29(47): 5-6 

IKE$ q, OL 

eLvteelf AcrtLeLN w*v 

ws rvvo 0 %t 

f0 IF 
#I S4 OL 'ýý ý to ot "r 0vK%. Je 10 %0 ý 

ol cr V)ýOt C7, it I 

CK «n 0 Kdxr -x «r T W) 
of tif KO toe crou 

i 

ok V OL -n-ft v &-*& I -Trot 10 
GrI -r I 

-1 -t -V ý -fA -n -n -1 lp -. I -Vl a 

llsp, VT, L -. 1oh-T3 

in P. )) -3 n% -1 -4 U. ) 

I -r -r IIn rl " cl t3 -T y 

la. 
III 

.. LOP Lp " -t-L S -. -13 -. k -t -4 

-T -I -V pS-,, t - Z) -R -. -% 

-h-T I%3A -1 -a 

0# 
C, Jt 

1 

v- oP c-. 11 V-c> e ý% S. ' al . 
t: ;; t-- o %e C -rof- % ci, Je It. , lf 4o 

Tk-f Ox I a- r 
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In this passage there is only one "zero variant" in the 

Gk text, namely the omission of a corresponding word for the 
Heb exclamation "I-sl , This example is cited by Janzen (p. 125) 

in his short penultimate chapter (Ch. 6), "Miscellaneous Variants", 

a chapter intended to deal with those zero variants which cannot 

easily be fitted into well defined categories such as "Double 

Readings'19 "Additions from Parallel and Related Contexts". etc., 
and hence are of more difficult interpretation. After giving 
extended comment on six such miscellaneous variants, Janzen pro- 
vides two continuous lists of zero variants, one consisting of 
Heb words (i. e. those absent in the GO and one of Gk words (i. e. 
those absent in the Heb). The variant of 47: 6 occurs in 
the former of these lists. The question, then, is whether any 
reason can be cited for the absence in the LXX of a Gk word cor- 
responding to and whether the LXX possibly attests a 
better reading than the MT. in which case the latter would have 
to be regarded as conflate or expansionist. 

It is clear that the LXX has divided the Heb phrases in 

question differently from the HT9 for whereas in the MT the phrase 
1 -7 IT II T1 n% ri 1h -T :0 in an independent question at the close 

Of v- 5, in the LXX it has been associated with the subsequent 
Heb phrase 3-%-n resulting in the transla- 

I It - tion 'CUS -rivrot W-c4cfj *1 /A0LKV%P0t -To-j woelou (this 

explains why in the Gk text v. 6 commences earlier than in the Heb). 
But it can hardly be argued that this linking of 11 -r -r 1"I Pn 
with 71 1 '. 1, % ý -a n -n represents a superior division to that of 
the MT; in fact, it is decidedly inferior. That " -r-r VJ0 n 
is to be associated with its preceding phrase . .. -n-tzo S-a -, N-n-i p -nvk3, 
is clear from a comparison of Deut 14: 1, Jer 16: 6 and Jer 48: 37 
where in each case, as in Jer 47: 5. baldness and acts of self- 
mutilation are referred to in close proximity as common features 
of pagan mourning. The LXX completely misses the point (as does 
Duane Christensen (pp*. 212-213) in his emendation of '* -r -r AIP 5% 
to I T% !I following 2QJer)937 hence the false associationn 
of I )L nn with n1-. 1 -S : ýk -% -n 

But how then are we to explain the absence of '%i'a in the 
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Gk text? Its omission in the translator's Vorlage, is of course 

a possibility to be reckoned withq but in this particular case 
it seems extremely unlikely. Since _T _T 12 T% n S1 

. 
113 -T 

must stand as an independent question at the close of v. 5, 
and since HT v. 6 constitutes an address to a personified "sword 

of Yahweh" it is practically essential that the address be pre- 
ceded by a vocative such as 1 17-1 . Without it, the phrase 

ý%(PP%In -AS : 1,114 nw ', ), %T%15 3-1'n lacks the poetic 
vigour that is characteristic of the rest of the-composition. 
We regard )'%I therefore, as almost certainly integral 
to the original poem. Its. omission in the Gk is most naturally 
explained as a deliberate disregard of a word that did not fit 
the translator's (false) reading of the Heb. It is doubtful 
that the omission of such a word was associated with any crisis 
of conscience on the translator's part, at least not more so 
than the misrendering of the reflexive I-T-TI IP'" by the 

simple or by the strange rendition of _T by 

P0 rj-r at the close of the verse. The argument that the 
translators had such an inviolable notion of Holy Writ that they 

could not possibly have omitted any word that lay in their Vorlage 
is not borne out by our analysis. 38 

- 

We do not know how Janzen would have explained the variant 
'%in in 29(47): 6. In the introduction to his chapter he 

suggests that some of the variants listed there may have arisen 
through scribal lapse, others are probably to be taken as glossest 
though the source or reason for these glosses may not be apparent, 
Ehrlich (P- 356) did indeed think that arose as ditto-raphy 
"aus dem Vorhergehenden" but this is hardly credible since there 
is not much resemblance between and the termination of 

. N-T-T linri ; we cannot believe that Janzen would have ap- 
proved of the suggestion. Nor is there any rationale for think- 
ing that I-P might be a gloss on a'IT% . In the light of 
contextual considerations, the variant weighs as heavily against 
the Gk as it does in favour of the Heb, and we think, therefore, 
that the LXX is a witness here neither to a shorter Vorlage nor 
to a better reading, but to an erroneous Gk translation and 
probably deliberate omission. 
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29: 10(49: 2) 

'rev YOPOOL I 

cl 1'0 44 0 
08 OU crot te -K-1 c ý. x ;, m/. w 

rrý .- Cv-et i 

I -ý %*, a Q-144a D-t4 

TI ISý Iv 1-1-rLtq- -As 

C -1.13 c� A,. L Tt, 4. r 
3 

Ir cr 43 1 

In this verse the Gk apparently has no corresponding word 

for -TS following ý'IhOov This small omission is not noted 

by Janzen but it is doubtful that is provides support for a 

shorter Heb Vorlage. The phrase is closely paralleled in Ob 5 

where as expected, is translated by I'l-0-1 CrC 

Harmonization of parallel passages in the Heb is always a possi- 
bility, so that it could be proposed that -TS in MT Jer 49: 9 

was added at a late stage in conformity with the Ob passage, the 

LXX bearing witness to an earlier reading; however, other examples 

of the loose handling of the text by the translator makes such an 

argument less likely. In addition to the "zero variant" -Jý 

the Gk of this phrase also has two odd translation equivalents, 
to 39 as well o, r o for C3-9 and K for S SN9 

I 

as two LXX plUsses, c; % and Alternative explanations 

might be that the relative pronoun is in fact intended to 

represent -1 ýI or that the dative of the personal pronoun 47-ai 9 
originally translated -TS but has since been dislocated in the 
Gk from an original position following E9-- to its present 
Position following OL *T OL %. f. .4o In spite of such 

possibilitiesl the simplest explanation still seems to be that 

the translator has proceeded in a freeg quasi-paraphrastic way in 
which the Reb proposition -Tb following VRX simply failed to 
be exprdssed. 
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29: 13(49: 12) 

ff .41 OTI *rag it KVCIOS 

Olt 06-C 1 OS 

7%I 
IT%( I ol 'ro 'Tro"rol e to V, 

SP C, vr 

v. 1.0 cr u :, t qr I 1 

'It % 

OL 

0 40 5 uo. ̂  

aI-: ý n T% -, p a, ý 

I rl Lv "I In LY 

I 41C)n "IIP3 

-Iflp -gý 

-Irij)n -, Inw %: ) 

0-1- SIN A c- CO AcK N-k-L 

r. 
C' ý* L--)) -Tr aov -T cý0L Ar- 'TLA cm I ow 

Ir 

; 
WWI 

I 

'I- 
(i, 

0) 
04 

0-0.1 
crol 0L-vI "' '44 5 t- ii 

crrl 
(Tria-. 

0t/. -wlo%jcr- Trtvovrs VcLr"ou., 
-) 

Ic grog I rel C,, -Ie .P"I. Its 

This verse has five "zero variants" in the Gk text. The 

words apparently unrepresented in the LXX are W 

rt 1 -11 T 
0 %)? IT% , and %-V Of 

these Janzen deals with the first n3 -si ) and the last 

71 P %V P -. 1 P %V "D). both of which he asserts to be 

missing in the Gk by haplography (p. 118). Whether the haplo- 

graphy occurred already in the Heb Vorlage or later in the trans- 

mission of the Gk text, Janzen is reluctant to judge, though of 
the two instances mentioned here he cites the former ( 7-1) P) 

as an example of a "certain or probable" case of haplography in 
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the Heb Vorlage. We will need to evaluate these suggestions of 
Janzen as well as to analyze the other variants in the verse 

not mentioned by him, 

The particle %II. -I occurs five times in the MT text of the 

Philistine and Edom oracles: vv. 2,129 159 19,22. By contrastj 
in the LXX of these oracles it is attested only-three times, 

vv. 2t 20(19) and 23(22), each time by the familiar translation 

6 while it is missing in vv. 13(12) and 1605). As 

already noted the of v. 13(12)' Janzen thinks may hbLve 

dropped out in the translator's Vorlage through haplography 

(RI --I I '-I' ); the omission of the -. 1,3 -, 1 in v. 1605) he does 

not comment upon. 

The rate of omission of 7-1717% in LXX Ch. 29 (40%) is con- 

siderably greater than in the rest of the book. In fact, this 

little word (with variants ,3 js-, , -T 3n). of such frequent 

occurrence in the MT text of Jer (approx. 130X), is surprisingly 

well attested in the LXX, a translation equivalent for it being 

absent only some f if teen times 41 (not counting those occasions 

when it is missing as part of a longer passage absent in the Gk). 

In the light of its regular attestation elsewhereq Janzen's 

suggestion that its omission in LXX 29: 13 may be due to scribal 
accident in the Heb Vorlage gains credibility. The same may be 

said for the omission of ". 13a at 39(32): 17 (cf. Janzen, #26, 

p. 118). 

As for the omission of a Gk word for 1 )', 1 at v, 16(15)9 

this is less readily explained. There it forms part of the 

introductory expression -, i 3n -I -no . missing in toto in the 

LXX. No easy'scribal explanation for its omission lies close 

at handq though a shorter Vorlage is certainly 9. possibility. 
Howeverg such a Vorlage would be-no safe guide to an earlier 

reading than the MT (cf. the parallel passage in Ob 2 which com- 

mences the same sentence with -. 1 3 s' ), In the absence of any 

evidence to the contrary, we accept 1%31,13 as integral to the 
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composition; for some reason the phrase has not been preserved' 
in the Gk. 

, [)-, I 

Janzen does not comment on 'bLI-11 in this verse but Duane 

Christensen (p. 230, n. h) regards it as a development of the 

interrogative particle. This view he defends on the ground that 

the LXX gives no evidence that the -41-71 of MT-was present in 

the text. Another theory along the same lines might be that 

'ttIZI derived from ihe initial -%I of an original niph. inf. 

abs. "n pin as in the parallel passage of MT 25: 29. 

Yet it is quite impossible to say what may or may not have 

been in the translator's text at this point. The use of the 

pronoun rki"'A to strengthen another pronominal subject is 

certainly a well-established characteristic of biblical Heb 
(GK, 141b) and is found elsewhere in Jer (cf. 14: 22). While 

the Gk translates T-IrvIl I we cannot rule out the 

possibility that was intended also to cover The 

addition of -J-ros f ollowing a- w may have been regarded as 
unduly cumbersome Gk. The absence of an explicit translation 

word for 41', 1 1 therefore, cannot be taken as sure evidence 

of a shorter Heb Vorlage in this verse. 

tv ri '. I n ty 

The remaining "zero variants" in the LXX of 29: 13(49: 12) all 
have to do with constructions involving the Heb inf. abs. These 

are P d"t IP ý_Y 71 V? and the phrase 
r, %V In the first two of these--not dealt with 

by Janzen--the Gk has shorter forms than the Hob constructions 

VIT) 0V and w? IL'V, ) respectively); in the lastq the 

entire Heb phrase is without corresponding equivalent in the Gk. 
In order to see these renditions of the inf. abs. in a broader 

perspective it will be necessary to look at the translation of 
the inf. abs. generally in the LXX and in Jer, at specific par- 
allels and contexts related to 29: 13(49: 12), and finally at the 
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internal dynamics of 29: 13(49: 12) itself. 

In the LXX, the Heb inf.. abs. with finite verb is usually 
translated in one of two ways: 1) by the juxtaposition of verb 

and its cognate noun (usually in the dative, sometimes in the 

accusative); 2) by the juxtaposition of verb and its correspon- 
ding participle (or the participle of a verb of kindred meaning). 
In an article devoted to the subject (JT, '. ') 9 (1907-08)9 597-601), 

Thackeray claimed that whereas both methods are -employed through- 

c out the LXX, the verb-noun method (which has parallels in the Gk) 

predominates in the Pentateuchq while the verb-participle method 
(which is strictly "translatese") predominates in most other books, 

the only exceptions being Is. Ez, Mi, and the A text of Josh and 
Jud. For Jer this assertion can readily be documented: clear 

cases of participle-verb constructions outnumber those of noun- 
Verb constructions by 2 to 1.42 

In the continuation of his article Thackeray proceeded to 

remark that in a considerable number of passages (some fifty in 

all according to him), the inf. abs. is not rendered at alll most 

of these ifistances being found in the Pentateuch and Jer at 0 
He further suggested that these omissions were no doubt inten- 

tional and not merely due to a difference of texts, since "the 

translators of these books showed a greater freedom in their work" 
(p. 600), Thackeray does not cite references, but in the case of 
Jer our research fails to bear out his generalization, That is, 

the evidence does not support any pattern of omission of the inf. 

abs. on a grand scale in Jer (only four omissions); moreover, 

an equal number of omissions are found in Jer - 
43 We should 

not be quickg thereforeg to explain the shorter Gk in 29: 1309: 12) 
by an appeal to a general tendency in Jer. LXX to shorten or omit 
the inf. abs. construction. In the overwhelming number of cases 
the Heb inf. abs. in Jer is rendered in the Gk by one means or 
another. 

A more profitable line of inquiry is to look at the important 

parallel passages to 29: 13(49: 12), namely the "Cup of Wrath" 

passage in 32: 14-15(25: 28-29). The relev, ant portions read: 
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'�p 
los 

'IT 0 %0 V"Tc 

/ýA 

Ce 

oý mý Kw-Vögeb tr(9ýT C 

IV 'k -rt -3 ce -, N ) --. % , -1 ýl VI -*' 

111wrl IPLI/ 

33 TI 

IF, 3" -95 

It will be observed that in this case the first inf, abs., 

'I n Lvrl In Lv , is translated exactly 
, 

according to the nor- 

mal participle-verb pattern, iT-ov-rci 'TT I (a 6) C, Since the Heb 

of the Edom passage is apparently modelled directly on the "Cup 

of Wrath" passage, we believe the original form of the Edom oracle 

at this point would also have contained the inf. abs. construction 

as in*MT 49: 12. Why then the shorter Gk in LXX 29: 13? One possi- 

bility is that the Vorlage was already shorter,, though if sog this 

need not represent a reading earlier than the MT. On the other 

hand, the expression may have been deliberately shortened by the 

translator. On his interpretation of the phrase, the drinking of 

the cup by those for whom it was not appointed was already a 

fait accompli. an interpretation conveniently facilitated by 

reading -ITII. V rather than 

cf. this form in the last phrase of the verse), the future Irl LP 
being displaced in the process. In 32: 14(25: 28)9 where the inf. 

abs. construction immediately follows the Messenger Formula, the 

translator was not deflected from rendering the construction accord- 
ing to the traditional pattern of participle-verb. But whether 
this interpretation of the translator's procedure is correct or 

notq or whether his Vorlage was already shorterg the point to be 

emphasized remains that comparison with the parallel passage of 
32: 14(25: 28) shows that it is the Gk and not the Heb which is 

defective here. 

In the case 
' 

of the next inf. ab s. in the verse, 3 S1 1-1 P3 
the parallel passage of 32: 15(29: 29) is also instructive, though 

in a different way. In these instances it is noteworthy that 

both Gk verses are shorter than theirýcorresponding Heb of the 
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MT in identical fashion, an observation which might seem to 

point to a different Vorlage. However, the reason for their 

similarity may lie elsewhere. The passages in question are as 

f ollows: 

29: 13(49: 12) 

%%I 
V-01 0, Lj ce 11 P lp 

ý2: 15(25: 29) 

I vim e OCI, Le O-C 

Kot Oatetty oýT (_ 

IFISI SIPI-11 cm. Rl 

lpin -AS 

In spite of some minor differences between the two Gk translations, 44 

the striking similarity between them is that in both cases. the 

Gk appears to pass over the f irst(ip-) -. i p3n and translate as though 

the Heb, read ', Aý ZIP101) . But by doing so the Gk 

loses the emphatic effect of the Heb, rhetorical question. The 

point of the Heb in MT 25: 29 is to emphasize the presumption of 
the nations in thinking that they should escape punishment when 

even the people of God's own city will not escape it; similarly 
in MT 49: 12 the point emphasized is the presumption of the Edom- 

ites in thinking that they would go unpunished when even the un- 
deserving nations will not escape punishment. These contrasts are 

effectively served by the inf. abs. in rhetorical question followed 
by the emphatic denials p3P 14ý To short-circuit the 

question is to lose the force of the comparisons and the poetic 

vigour of the Heb. (Other instances where A ?3 is used in the 
inf. abs. construction are the parallel passages of 26(46): 28 and 
37(30): 11, as well as Nah 1: 3)- It is possible that the Gk trans- 

lator simply did not understand the expressions '%I FinIf3-. N P -A I/ 

CID-4) as questions and could not make sense 

of the passage without eliminating r, and reading FI U-1) 

directly with the following There is no reason 

why a similar process should not account for the same translation 
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phenomenon occurring in both verses. 

As for the omission in the Gk of any words corresponding 

to the last inf . abs. in the verse . ;i -D do s, '%I P Lv " Z, , Janzen 

may well be right in proposing haplography as-the reason for 

this "zero variant". No other persuasive explanation is im- 

mediately available., Just as )p3 1% 'r-I S in MT 25: 29 is f ol- 

lowed by a clause, so the same was likely true of MT 49: 12. 

The view of Rahlfs that the phrase O-rl nrl'v&-w -Tis"c4raLt found 

in the majority of MSS (but not in the B group) should be regarded 

as original LXX is not convincing on text-critical grounds (see 

Ch. 3, P. 154 

29: 14(49: 13) 

Oro 

%A tyt t %C Vetos 4 

3v %, It 9% 

oT' (is v( 
ý, t7ole i't ae. IcIS ovc IbIC: ýCov 

K de 

% 

1c: s 14 oc"rad 

0e 

0' 
g)F- I 

cr 
1 

OL # -Trot alai I tx I 

'n 
-Y :1 ty 3- 'a ' -: ý 

;. %rl OWL) 

n-), IS 1))w! 

-1 ,1Ua'. I %nn 

cr v Toa. i CCIVAOI 5 of I &a vit El si ia -v -n -, I I-n sl 

APOL-roy ýý ot I Ll & C) VJiAi C5, A-0 V %4 -PO % f- i& %d rT OL e 04 cr I tel 
r. LIS 'K 1": 

/. 0v 14-tt 2 0, 'Pod VI Cýý CD If 
ep VAI Oýe oV V-01 1 cis 00,0 0-1 C> V V-S& I r- Is (I *I- (Y' % V, 0L 
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The presence of four rather than three (as in LXX) coordi- 

nated substantives in the MT of this verse 

ovtiJ, o; ý, ov, r_, -; oLe*, etr1ve V-6 is attri- 

buted by Janzen (P. 59) to a "typical filling out of this series". 

In his opinion, the reading -OL -I"3> is a further example of 

expansion from parallel contexts in the MT. The series in question 

is one of several such found in the OT. In order to evaluate 

the relative merits of the various proposals which have been put 

forward to account for the absence of any Gk word in 29: 14(49: 13) 

for MT an-p bI it will be necessary to review all the occur- 

rences of the Heb series and their Gk counterparts. In formal 

structure at least, the series has its prototype in Deut 28: 37. 

It is employed sparingly in Ki/Chr and Ez, but is fully exploited 
in the prose sections of Jer. The following passages come under 

consideration: 

1. Deut 28: 37 
%Vol '111- 097 

Ste) I/ Olt I 

Ir 
LYS I 

2.1 Ki 9: 7 (par. 2 Chr 7: 20) 
fofvloýpov Y-o" r at -1: ) -. 3 ty ýI So ý, ý K; -c%ý ot 

CK Kot 4 st 

2 Ki 22: 19 

(%j 0£ fcdv 4 tr 0%( W- OL t ILI S v- 0& -r OL e cw v ýIA 

4. Jer 19: 8 

1 ty 0v 

Jer 24: 9 

PIT I V; /A 

- 11 

cps Ip-. ý LP 
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6. Jer 22-4: 9 

0VcIS1 4ýý4 Vv V- of IS -TT-oi POL o .1 

- me t 't %S /ý % cr 0%K of I ic %I W- OLII *Leo, 

7. Jer 25: 9 
I% I aTavscr ov Y-W-1 C %5 IrVe IVAOV 

Kew ILI j OV El Cr 

, 

ýA 0V 

8, Jer 25: 11 
2 If 

cc 0V 

9. Jer 29: 14(49: 13) 

'r 0v -oc 4 IE% s OV C%6.0ý-"o V 

c W. OL-r at eol 
10. Jer 32: 4 (25: 18) 

vA &J tr &V W- I CK "r co %f 

VC ac I CrOp I YýA 0V 

ýLJ'Asl zvbn-us 

TI 33 LP 

P-)OS I Lv 6 

in I -. x n -n 51 

61 t3 U. ) -a lvn 16 

-ISS PSI WS 

11. Jer 36(29): 18 
LY, Y, vv. 16-2.0 -, 1 "-ý, I *TV -s 1 71 -P -1 U,, 

12. Jer 49(42): 18 

Ltg 

' 

d lPp1.. 
0tv 

o, rroNcie i 

tl-04 IcvS O'l E Is. " o" v 

ýý4 
13*- Jer 51(44): 6 

OL Is 04 
p 

9A -r 0 of A) jP-) -1 -n 
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14. Jer 51(44): 8 

I ol f 'CA$ 

15. Jer 51(44): 12 

ic hw 

S Ot () OL 4V 

16. jer 51(44): 22 

6 IL I OIL 
p 

AL -r ID 4f %I h %Y : 1'1 TI 

17. Zz 504 

(%S L0v -1 -n 

Ez 23: 46 

'rooL VI v 

19. Ez 29: 9 

I OL-W 'L "c; f, TI 

20. 2 Chr 29: 8 

IC :L tg Cr--% lo'L Cr- 4 1/ W- 4 ILI a Cr 

Cr Ue I 1p 

21'. cf. Mich 6: 16 

CIL "Pot -V 4 Aýý 0V cr vp 
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Observations on the above: 

1. The prototype of Deut 28: 37 is most closely approxi- 

mated in 1 Ki 9: 7 and Jer 24: 9.4 5 After Jer 24: 9 the words 

and 3 I-V do not occur again in this series. In fact 

, 13-3 UJoccurs in the OT only in those passages from Deut, Ki/Chr, 

and Jer already cited. On the other hand, the first word of the 

Deut series, In 1--N U, , becomes the cornerstone of the Jer passages, 

being found in all but three (#5, # 6, and # 14) of the Jer 

series, as well as frequently by itself (sometimes this word is 

found in the form 71h hW). Other terms that occur, listed in 

their order of decreasing frequency are: (10-a -"n PI-1-t-n 

1 (3% 

2. It is evident that there is no standard length for the 
ý6 

series; it may consist of two, three, or four terms respectively 

3. The Gk is shorter than the Heb by one term in five of 

t he Jer passages: (# 5s # 81 # 9, # 10, # 15), and once in Ez 

(# 17), On one oc*casion in Jer (# 11), the entire series is 

missing as part of a larger passage absent in the Gk. 

Discussion of the five "zero variants" in Jer: 

In each of the five "zero variants" Janzen prefers the shorter 
LXX as the better text, the MT in his opinion having suffered cOn- 
flation through dittography in the case of V -A ý of 24: 9, and 

expansion from parallel contexts in the case of 71-a'%%ý of 25: 11 

(from 25: 18) and of 25: 18 (from 24: 9), and "typical 

filling out" of this pejorative series in the case of Of 

MT 44: 12 and S of 49: 13. 

Probably we shall never obtain a definitive explanation for 

all the variants mentioned. Certainly in a stereotyped formula 

such as this one must entertain the possibility of both scribal 

conflation and expansion having taken place, so that a priori 
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there is no reason for denying that some of the LXX omissions 

may well go back to an earlier stage in the transmission process 
than that represented by the MT. By the same token, it should 
be realized that the number of terms could vary just as easily 
by virtue of scribal omission. Only in rare cases can it be 

said that the evidence is conclusive one way or another. Our 

main criticism of Janzen's handling of the variants in question 
is that the nature of the data is more complex than might appear 
through his brief comments. In some instancesq probability lies 

in favour of his explanation, other times it does not, frequently 

the evidence is ambiguous, We work in the realm of probabilities, 
but the degree of probability can never be satisfactorily deter- 

mined until all the evidence is in. Neglect to mention some of 
the contrary evidence naturally raises question marks-over what 

otherwise might seem obvious solutions. In the evaluation of the 

five "zero variants" below we will first quote Janzents notation 
in full before proceeding with our critique. 

24: 9 ,ý -1 A -. I VI :k -S r, t3' 6 -:, 
ý -. 1 S --I -ý -n VII -ý 0". 0 P311 

gr om. n-v-0> . which clearly is intrusive here (cf- 15.41 29.18, 

34-17; Dt. 28.25). The addition is best explained as conflation 
(cf. Ziegler, Beitr9geq P. 87), from a manuscript in which T-N j 

was transcribed as ', I-v -% S 11 (pp. 12-139 # 16). 

The case for dittography in the above example is a strong 

one. The term 71 -9 " IS does not occur in this series elsewhere, 

and in each of the Jer passages cited (15: 4,29: 18,34: 17)9 VI -t ý 

occurs by itself in a stereotyped phrase which has its prototype 
in Dout 28: 25. Moreover, the transcriptional explanation for the 

appearance of *, 1 .91S is persuasive. Nonethelessq a comprehen- 

sive review of the ev idence should also note that 'R ý' II -S doer. 

not always occur alone in the OT. In Ez 23: 46 and 2 Chr 29: 8 

is found in series of tw'o and three terms res- 

pectively S" 1119tS and 7%1p-1d-, S'% 7A h U, S -tigirs ), 

all of which are attested by the Gk, so that in this sense Jer 24: 9 

with two terms is not anomalous. Furthermore, like _V -, _ý 0f 
Jer 24: 9, the second term of the Ez passage ( *ý': x is also 
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unique to the series. In other respects9 howeverg the Ez and 

Chr passages do not conform to the, pattern of the Deut/Jer for- 

mula (cf . the phrase ý -i-A -. i p*i-: > S t-3 SDý in the latter pair). 

so that the probability remains high that -R 9 -% ý in Jer 24: 9 

is secondary by dittography as Janzen suggests, 

25: 11- 11 -n 1-1 -1 -n Sl om. 9. From verse 1811 (p. 45t # 57). 

The series in this verse consists of two terms rl h LV 

%i -_x -% n the first of which Janzen thinks is intrusive from 

v. 18 of the same chapter. However, an exact parallel to the 

series in 25: 11 is found in 51(44): 6 where the Gk attests both 

termsý7While the absence of a conjunction between the two terms 

appears to produce an awkward asyndeton in the Heb--thus perhaps 

pointing to the intrusive nature of one of the terms--the presence 

or absence of the conjunction in this and similar series appears 

to follow no consistent pattern (some Heb MSS have the conjunction 

in both 25: 11 and 44: 6). In view of such consideration, the case 

for MT expansion is less assured. 

32: 4(25: 18) " -. I t. -. I C, I -- --ý, -. -% 5ýpýII om. 0 ns S PSI 
is from the related series in 24.9 and elsewhere. On 11 r 4-1 93 1 

as a glossq see nos. 117,1631 173 [sic: the correct numbers are 

116t 1629 1691, and Brevard S. Childs, 'A Study of the Formula, 

"Until This Day", ' JBL 82 (1963), 279-29211 (p. 45t# 58). 

As observed in Janzen's notation, IS -ýPS (the fourth and 
last term of the Heb series) is part of a larger word-complex 

missing in the LXX. Rudolph (HAT, p, 164) has suggested that 

the phrase a 't'n 0 _D may have been deliberately omitted in 

the LXX because it did not correspond to the historical reality 

of the translator's day* 48 In the article referred to, Childs 

argues that the-phrase 7117% o '01%7% "T V (with variants) "in the 

great majority of cases is a formula of personal testimony added 
to, and confirming, a received tradition" (p. 292). But if the 

formula was easily added, it could presumably also be easily , 
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dropped (in this case by the translator). If this were so, 

may have been accidentally omitted in the process. 
While no firm conclusion is possible, it is not sufficient simply 
to assert that -41 Sý PS derives from the related series in 

24: 9 without considering other possibilities. 

51(44): 12 The MT of the last phrase of 44: 12 reads 
D-N -n 51 115 5PS1 11 b %X, S %-I S -A S. Janzen reconstructs 

the Heb Vorlage of the LXX as 1-1 tý " 'I" SI-, I SSPSI I-I h tP S -% - -. i I. 

On MT "%)5-45 he comments, "From 42.189 a typical filling out 

of the pejorative, series" (P. 58, # 166). 

The'series in MT 42: 18 is indeed identical to W 44: 12 so 

that the theory of Heb expansion appears specious at first sight. 

But in both verses the Gk translations are fraught with difficul- 

ties. For greater ease in following the discussion, it will be 

helpful to reproduce the corresponding texts: 

49(42): 18 

test IIa (64 v V-, A I IL oultst r0 

51 (44 : 12 

0v a/o, CP v tc OL't -OiL TT &. i 
V- at I -. %j tc w -1 qý, # e ot. / 

u"Sl 

nSi flSSp! 

It will be observed that in both. Gk series we are confronted 
by anomalous translations and by apparent textual dislocations. 

As the texts now stand in 49(42): 18, -F-'%. s "' PIL P -. "r 0" seems to 

correspond to and to -%%hdS (as indi- 

cated in the Heb-Gk equivalence apparatus of HR)9 but the reverse 
is clearly the case (as effectively demonstrated by Muraoka, 49 

contra Ziegler, jeremias, p. 45). The anomalous Gk word in thia 

-f series is which is odd both in form and substance 
(L has 6's 1Lriro-K,,, ieiojs which at least in form follows the 

typical pattern, but it is unlikely that this represents the 

original LXX reading; rather, it must be a stylistic modification 
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of the strange LXX). The uncharacteristic form and unique trans- 

lation equivalence of uý-wc>Y\t ios TI makes one suspect 

a late intrusiong perhaps to conform the number of terms to the 

Heb, but executed with-extreme clumsiness. 

Turning to 51(44): 12, the pairing of Heb/Gk equivalents in 

this verse is, if anything, even more difficult. According to 

present word order, Ilts Cý VL I trýL, 0V -corresponds to 71 S "'t 
I. 

'$ k 
-TrZý C% -X V to -. I .>a, StSV, 

IM. -TOL e 01 V to, -. 1 SSP. 5 
t 

leaving 7) -_ýi -% -n S without equivalence. But since TI *5 
is consistently rendered by 0VtI and since 

Y J. 04. " 
50 and K OL CA. P 01 must correspond to -n 

and SSPS respectively, it is necessary again to postulate 
a textual dislocation either in the Gk or Heb texts and agree 

with Janzen that ZI S 'A 5 is indeed the "zero variant" in- this 

series. 

But must we also follow Janzen in assuming that -, As-qs 

of MT 44: 12 derives from MT 42: 18 as a "typical filling out"? 
In the light of the textual instability of both Gk verses, this 
interpretation seems too facile. Since the problem word in both 
instances appears to be -11 S-4, 

, we may just as soon wonder 
whether the root cause of the discrepant Gk texts may not lie 
in the translator's unfamiliarity with this word. The only other 
place where we can test the translation of -11 -S -PL in Jer is at 
23: 10 whereq however, it was misread as 71 and translated 

Iro V (in 30'(29): 18, where the word also appears, it is 
missing as part of a larger context), If the translator was in 
fact unfamiliar with the word, he may simply have omitted it. A 
less likely line of reasoning is to note the presence in both 
series of the synonyms TI S -r, ' and 1I -S 

S -p 9 and to wonder 
whether the translator thought it sufficient to render only one. 
No easy solution is in sight. This much at least must be said 
again, that the simple derivation of Toi S ", L S in MT 44: 12 from 
HT 42: 18 without further qualification does not do justice to 
the complex nature of the textual problems involved. 
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29: 14(49: 13) " 3. nmý-om. Typical filling out of 
this series" (P. 594182). 

This brings us finally to the passage with which we began 

the discussion, the omission in 29: 14(49: 13) of a corresponding 
Gk word for the Heb Two reasons have generally 
been cited in favour of the shorter Gk at this point. First, 

the form of the word is anomalous; elsewhere in Jer it is found 

in the form -, I n. -i 'n (twice in the plural PI =L *1 TI --MT 25: 9 

and the second occurrence in MT 49: 13)9 which corresponds well 

with the other feminine substantives all terminating in '%I - r 
Secondlyq commentators have felt that '1'%n is of a somewhat 
different order in comparison with the other terms in this series 

which all express human reactions: rl 

F -1 Uý ) %I'D nm Thus Rudolph (p. 288) refers 
to -: L -1 -TA S in MT 49: 13 as I'Dieser objektive Ausdruck zwischen 
den subjektiven! 't with the implied suggestion that a. -% T% could 

not have been part of the original series since it would be out 

of character with the rest. Traditionallyg therefore, 3. -% 'T%. 5 

in MT 49: 13 has been explained as a case of dittography from the 

preceding TA%'%D-%'nS (so Ehrlich, p. 87, Rudolph, p, 288, and 
Ziegler, BeitrUge, p. 87; cf.. the apparent confusion of sN i *i -in 

and -11 '! ý " 'n S in 25: 951 ), or even from Illa-l*nS of the 

following clause (so Brightq P. 329; Volzq P. 3209 entertains 
both possibilities). Janzen (p. 25) is aware of Ziegler's deci- 

sion in favour of dittography and considers this explanation 
"plausible'19 but adds, "or )4 may be just expanding the series, as 
elsewhere". His remark on the same passage on P- 599 # 182 quotbd 
above clearly shows where his preference lies (i. e. in favour of 
expansion). 

We cannot share this preference. If it had been a case of 
"filling out", we would naturally have expected the same form 

-, I ) as used elsewhere to have been employed in this 

instance also. 
, 
The anomalous forml therefore, is an argument 

against it being a case of "filling out". If the secondary status 
of -wvn! ) be insisted upon, then the explanation of scribal 
dittography seems the best one available. It may be inquiredg 
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however, whether too much has been made of the difference between 

'a -x -D and the other terms employed in the series. Perhaps 

MT 49: 13 could be read in the form 

where 71 h tv and -a n -n are deliberately balanced by -. I Jýý -1 

and ol 5Sp. the first pair being taken as representing 

concrateg visible resultsq the second pair as representing abstract, 

moral states, If so, this could constitute an argument for not 

surrendering -a-inS too easily. The Heb Vorlage of the LXX could 

presumably have been short by haplography; if --% -zn-n S and -a -i-n 5 

afe similar enough to have occasioned dittography, the same argu- 

ment must hold for the case of haplography. But it cannot be 

affirmed that the evidence is conclusive either way. 52 

Conclusion 

There is no standard number of terms in the series consideredg 

and a shorter Gk text cannot be taken as a sure witness to the 

original length of the series. Each variant has to be examined 

on its own merits. Sometimes this examination yields a preference 
for the Gk text, sometimes for the Heb, sometimes it is impossible 

to decide between them. Janzen oversimplifies the solution by 

repeatedly appealing to parallel and related contexts as the expla- 

nation for the longer Heb text. The data considered in this sec- 
tion does not readily admit of such generalizations. 

Other coordinatid series in Jer present the same kind of 

problems as those found here., e. g. the triad n -a I :X9 -1 
("der erstaunlich abweichenden Bezeugung der Trias im HT im Ver- 

gleich mit LXXII --Weippert, P. 150). In deciding in faVour of 
the shorter Gk series (where it occurs), Janzen (pp. 43-44) appeals 
to "the general tendency" of the MT to expand. Again,, it is pre- 
cisely this kind of generalization that we consider illegitimate 

and have found inappropriate for describing the texts of Jer. 
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29: 18(49: 17) 

Ic t 
SOL) 

-tL -. 1 YA 

0 -ITatem Iroe cu 0 Iwo % Va gxu-t; i 

cr UP I El Lv 

true it 1 -110-SIT A-so(. 
0. UjF IcI 

cwve It I C_ ) %:. IK I- 1Lvr I U'l S., -, T- cr -1 -r. 1 -ir "j. CIT 
OL cr OL v -T lr\v' -Tr \0, V1 o- 'L 3 tl -6 I's )x 

O-r V\ t, fet 

There exist seven close parallels to this verse, four outside 
the book of Jer (1 Ki 9: 8 // 2 Chr 7: 21, Zeph 3: 1(MT 2: 15), 

Lam 2: 15) and three within (18: 16,19: 89 27(50): 13). According to 

Janzen (PP - 59-60), the readings 0VI and 71 '%1 I*> J-3 S 
-. ) 

SJ of 
Jer MT 49: 17 are secondary expansions from 19: 8 and 50: 13. In 

order to evaluate this position it will be necessary to review 

all the relevant passages* 

I Ki 

oc 1 %: C) S0 Vt 0S C) 

: 
CL lot -rrop L 

OF % 
i V. CrI rl tr Ic -1 CL IK dc Ia ue Iti 

I i%S-v -I - --. I - -. I -t -') in , -2 -. 11 
14 

-S 
!) -I --Iy ý 

-: 
ý 

? -1 WIa d$ % 

2 Chr 7: 21 

Kid OIKOS 0 V"r 000sy 'I% ", 71 

tV 0/4 Ivos 0V 
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Zeph 3: 1(2: 15) 

Ol 

, rräx s0 itbe "vroe L', 95ý4 L ro ý 3ý , 

Lam 2: 15 

A E, 4 Va N,. %e 

flhR '-p4 

aug 

0"D -D -1 -ýYIý M) 25 

pt0t0 

v' 01 CY 

%%tte0 
ci 

lw 

In ; 
-wi -ro. \v, (9 Uy ec-r 

ie 
CA 

Jer 18: 16 

C3 -ýc -1 Co. 

. 
ot % tr 

Is too. ItojoILLIO Ic vo 

ILV.. cr'i I a- El" I Vý CK I W- %V, I cro Li cr % 'T IV I W-I'L -1 a -T II t) U) 
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Jer 19: 8 

'91 -A I -. I --% - .9-, % p -lk , -11 J-ý LIO I 

11 9% ctc oiq&, /Icr ow vS ýA 

ITOL 
OT 

er Ku De &j «nW er Ct ve- äc t &-&je % ci 

-rr < (2 -rr at cr oi Tr 

Jer 27(50): 13 

K" 1. C-t- # 4. % opod. YI 0ýý 0 If -" PC cr ot 

os %. J'o 

A CO"'J., G+J'ý S 

cr 
eta f- 10 

I%%- 
IT OL Cr at Iv at %j I -N s 

1-1 h 

ow" 

It is quite clear that the above passages constitute a 

stereotyped prophetic sayingg the common element to each being 

the pivotal -i 'a zn' 
5 -., construction in the middle of the sentence,, 

In all Heb passages except 2 Chr 7: 21, the -1 '-, -, 5 
-'ý, phrase 

is followed by two verbs expressing horror at the devastation 

viewed. The verb-pairs in question are 13 hw /P -1 L" (1 Ki 9: 8, 

Jer 19: 8,49: 179 50: 13), C1 P-. w %V /Y 1-3 (Jer 18: 6), and 

?n LV / -9 13 (Zeph 2: 15, Lam 2: 15). In the MT of Jer 19: 8, 

49: 17, and 50: 13, the saying is concluded by the phrase S-1 

hSD The fact that these three Jer passages have the 

same verb-pairs and conclude in identical fashion is evidence of 

their close literary connexion. 

But in Jer 29: 18(49: 17) the situation is complicated by the 

omission in the LXX of any word corresponding to the Reb verb 
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and the phrase n ni-: ) P. ) whereas in all 

other passages the LXX consistently supports the MT. Janzen takes 

the shorter LXX of this phrase as the original reading and regards 

the literary parallelism existing between MT 49: 17 on the one hand 

and MT 19: 8 and 50: 13 on the other hand as a case of secondary 

expansion in the former. But, ýthis explanation is highly unsatis- 

factory. It is virtually certain that the original composition 

of MT 49: 17 must have contained two verbs, not one, in conformity 

with all the other Heb passages except 2 Chr 7: 21, But the case 

of the single verb in 2 Chr 7: 21 reinforces rather than weakens 

the priority of the two-verb pattern, for it is obvious that in 

this case it is the Chronicler or his Vorlage that has shortened 

the original form as found in 1 Ki 9: 8 (see the discussion on 

this point by I. L. Seeligman, VT 11 (1961)9 205-6). Similarly 

in Jer 49: 17 we must hold that the original form of the clause 

contained both verbs, one of which was omitted by the translator 

or was already missing in his Vorlage . To put it the other way 

around: the presence of D tY '% in the MT of 49: 17 is no more a 

case of secondary expansion than is the presence of pntv in 

1 Ki 9: 8. 

In order to support his position that the LXX is the earlier 
text at 29: 18(49: 17), Janzen comments (p. 60), "That the cliche 

P --I %Y - -1 o .k%', ) %S-: I n -: 3. -9 
S 

-: ) may occur with only one of the 

verbs is shown by 18.16, Zeph. 2.15". Certainly it is true that 

in Jer 18: 16 and Zeph 2: 15 only one of the particular pair ahw 

P -to occurs ( c3 r, LP and pnw respectively); but the point 
is quite irrelevant. It remains true that in each case it is pair- 

verbs that are used, even though the actual verbs composing these 

pairs may vary; this is the decisive point. 

Although no similar concrete evidence is available by which 
to judge the lack of a corresponding Gk phrase for b 

--. ) SN 

'471 inizo t-> in 29: 18(49: 17)9 one suspects that the LXX is no more 

to be trusted here than in the case of the omission of a W- 

Cross-fertilization from the parallel passages of 19: 8 and 50: 13 

is certainly a possibility to be reckoned with, but since the verb 

pairs employed were originally identical there is no reason for 
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supposing that they should not have been completed in the same 

way by the phrase 'DPO) =ý J3 
5ý ý1-9 

. Why it should have 

been omitted by the translator or was already missing in his 

Vorlage exceeds the capabilities of our critical methods to 

determine. 

29: 22(49: 21) 

Ort vi TT 0 ftivel S ly -r 41 cr c &ýi S *£ bi 1z%, 

,c gpoc-I ý -I -K 6-1 ', 1 U). ý) n 

ObA 
ad crcrvl S Ou%, L K0 00- 

irý gpwwr) ot v -1 '1 S, 
( 

COO 

St -i. -L -Sit -1401 -441#11 
) 

CrOV 
L A, 

In the Gk of this verse there is no equivalent for the HT 

reading *. '% S -t p. This "zero variant" is not dealt with by Janzen, 

somewhat surprisingly since a rather strong case can be made on 
behalf of the LXX possessing a shorter and better text at this 

point. 53 As it stands, the MT of the phrase at the end of which 

comes -IS ip makes for awkward syntax indeed. Various tranala- 

tions have been attempted to accommodate the presence of both Heb 

words %) p -: ý q and 1161? 9 the most literal of which (RV) has, 
"there is a cry, the noise whereof is heard in the Red Sea" 
(similarly NASB). Others, pointing TI F -w It as a verb 9 propose , 
"it cries outj and the cry is heard at the Red Sea" (NEBI cf. JB). 

Yet most commentators are generally agreed that 7-IS ip is to bo 

deleted. In this judgement we concur. 

The authority for deleting ', IS i? on this occasion is the 

united testimony of the LXX and the parallel passage of 27(50): 46, 

the latter of which reads: 
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Cl pI or# oe -vr a Zpu\. Zv 0 s --l"I 41 w 2> PIýIF)., ) 

o, L%cr 

lee" ui twa, -r 

q -1 -k n 71 Lv J -1 3 

Nh kP3 a -I A: ) -il F -9 T) 

One would have been reluctant-to trust the LXX on its own (it may 

simply have omitted an awkward word), but in conjunction with the 

witness of the parallel passage and in view of the difficult Heb 

syntax resulting from the presence of 7,1 ýi we can accept 
the LXX here as a testimony to a better text. 

How then is )Siip to be regarded? Originally it was proba- 
bly a textual variant to in the process of trans- 

mission it became drawn into the text at the end of the colon. 
Vol: i (P- 321) has a somewhat more complicated explanation, namely 
that n originally stood where 7%Sip now stands but that 
it fell out of the text and was replaced by TI S -- F; when )I? 
was again recovered it had to give way to the presence of 

at the end of the phrase and hence was introduced at the beginning 

instead. Such speculation is tolerable but somewhat superfluous. 
However, VolzI statement that "Die zwei Substantiva, "n p -v q und 

il Sif im gleichen Satz vertragen sich nicht" remains true, and 
the deletion of ', )Sir finds genuine support here from the omission 
of a corresponding word in the LXX. 

29: 23a(49: 22a) 

et v% v/ 
c, 

%j 
tj a- Tt CC Ckc TO S0 

% 

T CP- 'nTC eo 'I-, I 'b B3 
_n, tp -1 

-Mý 
-I 

L) P L-J OL -1 OL 

Vol 
pwjtrc-jaL 

I V-OL % f., Trt cr-I e. L L -%10'1 
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In the first line of this verse, the LXX is twice at odds 

with the MT: the translation otp Lrd- for MT 71 'tt -T and 

the omission of a corresponding Gk word for -S v The f or- 

mer is easily explained as resulting from an interchange of 

"T in 'I -T 54 
either already in the translator's 

Vorla or because he did not know the meaning of the uncommon 

verb -. 1 55 The omission of a word for is 

less easily disposed of. 

In favour of the secondary status of 71b 3 is the parallel 

passage of MT 48: 40 71 which also is without 

the verb Thus Ziegler (BeitrHge,, p. 87)-calls 

a doublet of the type that should have been in the 

apparatus to BH as "dittogr. 11 Janzen (p. 25) considers this expla- 

nation "plausible, but unsure". It is indeed difficult to follow 

Ziegler here as there is nothing immediately preceding orfollowing 

which remotely resembles the word. Bright (P. 330) and 

Christensen (pp. 239-40) takeýthe two verbs 7--1 ý3" and 7% -K -T 

as variant readings which have been conflated in the MT. Hitzig 

(P. 369) and Duhm (P. 357) derive '-I 
_ý >"' from the somewhat simi- 

lar phrase of v. 19 7%X _S Y" 71 , -1 T(-') 7.1 3 s-1 . On the assumption 

that %IS _j " is indeed secondary, it seems to us that the last 

mentioned possibility has most in its favour and it is surprising 

that this example is not mentioned by Janzen in his chapter on 

"Additions from Parallel and Related Contexts" especially since it 

has more in its favour than many of the examples included by him 

thereo 

Still, an absolute verdict is impossible. A very similar set 

of problems id encountered in the Heb and Gk versions of the parallel 

passages 29: 9(49: 8) and 30: 8(49: 30), set out below: 

29: 9(49: 8) 

I -na. r)0.1 ol To-wos Ow-r-jv ll! )"I I'al 

v va-r Y-K Iv 
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30: 8(49: 30) 
It uI CT IL 

I" 
6) 1 01 IV t9L')vwvr, Lis V-iK 

-1 *tL. ). ) 1-13 1aI 

paws IF-j3v-. l 

The textual problem in the difficult Gk translation of 

29: 9(49: 8)9 ý-nwvn"G-j -rOWOS -13TýV , have been discussed in 

Ch- 3 (pp. 165-167), but we assume the original Heb read much as 

we find it in MT, 13'5'%% 103 e In the parallel passage of 

30: 8(49: 30), howeverg the verbs employed are I 'T 31 -D 3. but 

the Gk omits the second of these. Aswith TI SS " of MT 49: 229 

so here Ziegler calls 1 13 a case of dittography (Beitr. 4ge, 

p. 87) which Janzen (p. 25) again calls "plausible, but unsure". 
At least on this occasion there is more transcriptional possibility 
in Ziegler's suggestion, ID3 and I -T I being ortho- 

graphically related. However, there is also here the possibiliýy 

that IZ)3 of MT 49: 30 should have come from MT 49: 8, just as 

%AS -9 - of 49: 22 may have derived from MT 49: 19. In the end we 

will probably have to plead ignorance on the reason for the dis- 

crepant readings here discussed. However, of one thing we are quite 

sureg namely that a solution to these individual problems is not to 

be found in any general theory either of expansion or contraction 

of texts. Such generalizations we have not found to be applicable 

to our texts. 

29: 23(49: 22) // 31(48): 40b, 41b 

In this section we will study the parallel verses 29: 23(49: 22) 

and 31(48): 40bg4lb as examples of the phenomenon of duplicate 

passages in Jer. 
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29: 23(49: 22) 

1L e--r fv -r at -%r -r tv (k Sc TT 
I 0 NO c 1: 1/4 OL 11 bi 04 L) T; s 

sou 
ol I" CK 

o" 

%J L) VO % 4c 
to 

I &", ztv0v cr VA S- 
I 

-1 

I 

31(48): 4o-41 

0-r- 1TWC. f- t -rr cw ve to ý 

tv -1 

13 A "T -t4. -% -1 ý 3L -k *a ") " -. 11 

-1 S ý: ) T( I 'P TI Q 'I I *a 

-. 1 'MI 

-I Lp ZI 

-aw. jh% S-T-L W*)bl 

Ll ww--ewv lpl--Ip -. I -. I -I :, SI 

Kot 6 -r 0% 0 yx UP LA. ýý M 'X CW cr vvc,: - r% 4, - '? 0 vi IW,: Dini ri-t-rih-tll 

- -a) a 

I L'o U O_j C. gr C. 1 I<- v:. YrcT- gy- C 

y e. I c ew oL- c, L Tkt 2_q., I-I) cloj-rou (. 'IT% IA6j& 

C) L- C- A 

cr v C cr I W. t V-1 at CL 'rk%jv C> 
(" -T eIvwt %-- cs. i 10' u VOL %%e-o 

ws Iv Ova-. )% 0L C- Col, 'r&jv tfvw, - 
ý Arv., 
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In the last five verses of the Edom oracle there are three 

clear examples of duplicate passages within Jer: 29: 19(49: 18) 

27(50): 40,29: 20-22(49: 19-21) // 27(50): 44-46, and the one 

quoted above. In the first two pairs the Gk consistently attests 
the Heb on each occurrence, but in 29: 23(49: 22) // 31(48): 40bl4lb 

the Gk omits the second occurrence of the Ifeb duplicate. This 

pattern of sometimes attesting, sometimes omitting one of the 

members of a Heb pair is typical of the LXX of this book. Janzen 

believes that duplicate passages in Jer unattested by the Gk are 
further examples of expansion from parallel contexts (p. 96)j 

though in the case of the duplicate in MT 48: 40b, 41b he has a 

special explanation of how t'he passage from MT 49: 22 came to appear 
just here, namely as a gloss originally on 1 7% In '1 11 in 
MT 48: 24 which was later taken into the wrong column of the MS 

with appropriate change of names (P- 59). 

The aberrant translation pattern in the LXX of the Heb dupli- 

cate passages provided the springboard for the first systematic 
treatment of the Gk and Heb texts of this book, namely that by 

M. G. L. Spohn in 1794. In the opening pages of his work-Spohn 
identified 25 of these doubletst six or seven of which in their 

second occurrence were absent from the Gk text. To account for 
this phenomenong Spohn posited the theory that the translator was 

a private individual who chose not to translate a second time what 
he already had translated onceg even though, for various reasons, 
he was frequently inconsistent in the execution of his plan. 

This theory of the deliberate omission in the Gk text of the 

second occurrence of a Heb duplicate passage has had popular cur- 
rency among commentators even till recent times. Thus Bright 
(p. cxxiii) remarks that the IILXX habitually omits doublets on 
their second occurrence" (similarly p. lxxv), and Weiser (p. 401, 

n. 3) 01n the Gk omission at 31(48): 40b, 41b comments, IfDas Fehlen 

in G erklUrt sich daraus, dass in der Septuaginta 49,22 (---G 29t23) 
dam Moabspruch (. =G Kap. 31) vorausgeht, und eine Wiederholung in 
48,40 vermieden wurdell (cf. Bright, P. 321). But this theory will 
not stand scrutiny. 
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As Janzen has pointed out (pp. 91ff. )q the chief objection 

to a theory of the deliberate omission of the second occurrence 

of a duplicate passage is the number of times both parts are in 

fact attested in the Gk. While it is possible to document the 

omission of the second occurrence of the following seven doublets, 

6: 13-15 H 8: 10b-129 7: 24-26 (or alternately 11: 3ff. ) H 11: 7-8, 

15: 13-14 H 17: 3-4,16: 14-15 H 23: 7-8,56 24: 8-1o // 29: 16-189 

46: 27-28 H 30: 10-11,49: 22 H 48: 40bl4lb, 57 it is noteworthy 

that on twice as many occasions both occurrences. of the doublet 

are attested. 
58 Spohn tried to account for this lack of consis- 

tency by suggesting that sometimes the translator simply forgot what 

he had already translated once, sometimes the omission of a dupli- 

cate passage would seriously disrupt the context and was therefore 

retained, and at least on one occasion (29: 20-21(49: 19-20) H 

27 (50): 44-45) the second passage may have been rendered by a 

different translator from the first. But such arguments seem 

frankly artificial. 

In his discussion of the seven passages which are commonly 

cited as evidence for the theory of deliberate omissiong Janzen 

eliminates two from further consideration on the ground that they 

can be satisfactorily explained. by haplography either in the Gk 

or in its Heb Vorlage, leaving five for more detailed treatment, 

In each case Janzen's intention is to show that the "omitted" 

Gk passages were not originally present in the translator's Vorlage 

but that they were added at a later stage from parallel and rela- 

ted contexts. 

The two points are, however, not one and the same. On the 

first--the omission of the passage in the translatorla Vorlape-, - 

we find the discussion generally convincing. Particular mention 

may be made of argument on the basis of internal Gk syntax against 

the presence in the Heb Vorlage of 8: 10b-12 (P- 95) and 23: 7-8, 

at least in its present MT position (p. 93). Likewise to the 

point are his remarks on the absence in the Moab oraclet 31(48): 40b, 

41b, of the duplicate passage from the Edom oracle, 29: 23(49: 22): 

"We cannot believe that the translator, having translated the 

couplet already in 49: 229 was so concerned to avoid repetition 
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of doublets that he would go to the trouble to ferret the parallel 

lines from their interwoven context and excise thcmg only to 

translate several large doublets and scores of smaller ones, too 

indifferent or careless in his method to notice that he had already 

translated them once before". In these cases we accept that it is 

much easier to believe that the duplicates in question were missing 

in the translator's Vorlage than that they were deliberately omit- 

ted by him. 

Howeverg when it comes to actually explaining the presence 

of the MT passages where they are missing in the Gk we are less 

confident in following Janzen. In fact, this part of his discussion 

is as unconvincing as the former was convincing. For illustration 

we may turn again to his discussion of the omissions of 8: 10b-12 

and 23: 7-8 in the paragraphs commencing "We propose ... 11 on 

pp. 95-6,93 respectively. These paragraphs contain intriguing 

proposals for reconstructing the original form of the passage in 

questiong but in the end they amount only to speculative theories 

which are beyond evidential control. The same goes for his sugges- 

tion on how the passage from MT 49: 22 found its way secondarily 

into MT 48; 40b, 41b, i. e., via a gloss on TN -N ct 'a at 48: 24 

which was later taken into the wrong column of the MS with appro- 

priate change in name. The proposal is not without its touch of 

brilliance, but when all is said and done, it remains a creation 

of the imagination without basis in fact. What is objectionable 

about these reconstructions is that they all proceed on the same 

premise, namely that where the LXX omits a duplicate passage this 

must be a testimony to the primary character of the Gk Vorlage. 

In certain passages this may well be the case, but it ought to be 

the result rather than a premise of the discussion. Janzen comes 

to these doublets with his conviction regarding the generally 

expansionist character of MT (p. 96,11.19-20) and interprets the 

aberrent Gk translation pattern of Heb duplicates accordingly. 

The circular nature of this reasoning is obvious. 

In the case of th, e Edom/Moab duplicate which we have been 

considering, we believe it is practically impossible to pronounce 

a final verdict on why the Gk omits the parallel portion. 
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Probability certainly lies with its omission in the Reb Vorlame 

but that only throws the question back one: why was it missing 
in the Vorlage? Most commentators take the view expressed by 

Janzen that the passage is primary in the Edom oracle and secon- 
dary in the Moab oracle, according to the LXX. But the subjective 

nature of these judgments is shown by the completely opposite 

conclusion arrived at by Volz (pp. 314ff. ), namely that the 

passage is primary in the Moab oracle (against the LXX) and 

secondary in the Edom oracle (in spite of LXX). ., Thenq or course, 
there are those who regard it as primary in both places, e. g. 
Weiser. Therefore we come to the conclusion, that in the absence 

of any decisive evidence preferring one text above the other, as 

commentators and text-critics we have to stay with the MT as the 

best witness available to the earliest recoverable form of our 

Moab oracle at MT 48: 40-41. 

III. Conclusion 

In the introductory chapter to Janzen's book we were con- 
fronted with the two leading questions motivating the study, viz, 
whether the Gk text bears witness to a deliberately abbreviated 
translation or to an existing shorter Heb Vorlage than the MT, 

ands if the latter, whether this shorter Vorlage also represents 
a superior text to that of the MT. The author's answer to these 

questions is that, except in those cases where the Gk is not 
demonstrably short by scribal lapse, the LXX goes back-to a Heb 
text which is both shorter and superior to that of the MT (cf. 

pp. 128,135). The hypothesis of translator abridgement, the 

author believes, should be abandoned once for all (p. 115), thus 

closing one long-standing debate about the text of Jer (p. 128). 
But not only is the "abbreviation" theory rejected; also dis- 

counted is the "mediating" position of scholars like Rudolph, 
Hyattq and Bright who-have resisted attempts to generalize regard- 
ing the relaltive. merits of variant readings in the two texts. By 

contrast, Janzen affirms that generalizations about the character 
of the texts are valid, specifically that the MT consistently 
represents a late, developed tradition. In shortg Janzen's study 
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constitutes a determined modern apology on behalf of the "expansion" 

theory. The "modern" aspect of the work is highlighted in a 

concluding section where the results are tentatively accommodated 
to the larger theory of local texts formulated by Prof. Cross, 

according to which three centres of Jewish learning--the Baby- 

loniang Palestiniang and Egyptian--were predominant in the preser- 

vation of the Hebrew scriptures. On this schemel the MT is said 
to represent the Palestinian tradition--generally characterized 
by expansion and conflation--while the Heb underlying the LXX of 
Jer represents the Egyptian tradition, which, having survived 
in isolation from ca. 450-350 B. C. had escaped the Palestinian 

affinity for expansions 

While welcoming Janzen's fresh investigation of the Heb/Gk 

problem and recognizing many points of value in it, 59 
our owil 

review of a small portion of the text has failed to provide con- 

vincing support for the broad conclusions advanced by Janzen. 

Evidence of various types, botýdirect and indirect, do point to 

the existence at one time of a Heb text shorter than the MT, and 

we can be grateful to Janzen for having brought this issue into 

focus. However, the author is often too quick to generalize and 

simply to assume a shorter Vorlage. Failure to take account of 
translation phenomena and contextual considerations undermine the 

arguments for a ubiquitously shorter Heb Vorlage, than the MT. 

A more important point has to do with the writer's incli- 

nation to assume that wherever an argument can be advanced for a 

shorter Vorlage than the MT that this also represents a superior 

Vorlage to the MT. The two questions of length and superiority 

ought to be held apart and the issues not blurred. Yet such blurring 

of the issues is precisely what we find in the summary paragraph 

on p. 128 where evidence for a lack of translator abridgement in 

the LXX is tacitly taken as evidence for a superior Hab text. 

Yet the one (a shorter-Vorlage) does not necessarily imply the 

other (a superior Vorlage). Here, too, we have not found that 

generalizations of the kind proffered by Janzen can be sustained. 

While one feels the inherent attractiveness of broad 
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generalizations that in one sweep can solve a multitude of 

textual conundrums, one must resist the temptation to yield 

to such generalizations where they do not stand up to close 

scrutiny. The temptation must be resisted even if in the pro- 

cess it makes the task of the Jer student more rather than less 

difficult. At the same time it is important not to lose one's 

perspective: whether in the longer or shorter version, the 

book of Jer still speaks to us with power and conviction which 

should not be obscured in the course of an otherwise legitimate 

and necessary text-critical enterprise. 
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12-24. 
M, S, Hurwitz, "The Septuagint of Isaiah 36-39 in Relation 

1-35,40-6611,, HUCA 28 (1957), 75-83. 
G. Howard, "Some Notes on the 

(1970), 108-112. 
Septuagint of Amos", 

T. Muraoka, "A Re-examination of the Two-translator 
Theory of a Septuagint Book", unpublished paper read at Uppsala 
International meeting IOSCS, 1971. 

T. Muraoka,, "The Greek Texts of Samuel-Kings: Incomplete 
Translations or Recensional Activity'19 1972 Proceedings, 1972 
90-107- 

J. A. Arieti, "The Vocabulary of Septuagint Amos". 
! LBL 93 (1974)v 338-347. 

25- "The Present State of Proto-Septuagint Studies", JAOS 
61 (1941), 88, n. 31. 

26. See for example the critiques by: 
A. Kaminka, Studien zur Septuaginta, 1928, p. 9. 
J. Zieglerg Untersuchungen zur Septuaginta des Buches 

Isaiasq 1934, PP- 31-46-. 
J. Ziegler, Die Einheit der Septuaginta zum ZwBlf- 

prophetenbuch, 1934-35, pp. 1-16. 
J. Ziegler, "Der textkritische Wert der Septuaginta 

des Buches Job", Miscellanea Biblica, 11,277-2969 1934. 
A. C. Johnson, H. S. Gehman, E. H. Kase, The John If. 

Scheide Biblical Papyri: Ezekiel, 19389 PP. 52-73. 
I. L. Seeligmann, The Septuagint Version of Isaiah, 

1948, Pp. 39-42. 
D. W. Goodingg The Account of the Tabernacle 1959. 

The book argues for a unity in the translation of the LXX of 
Exodus, except for Ex 38 which comes from a different 
hand (cf. Chs.. 4-7 of the book). 

T. Muraoka, "Is the Septuagint Amos VIII 12-IX 10 
a Separate Unit? " VT 20 (1970)9 496-500. 

" D. Barthg-lemy, Les Devanciers dt Aquila, 1963, pp. 91ff. 

27. Some representative examples are the following: 
E. Duval, I'Le texte grec de Jeremie d' apr; s une etude 

recente'19 RB 12 (1903)9 394-403. 
U. - Kbhler, t'Beobachtungen". MW 29 (1909)9 1-39, 

esp. P. 5. n. 4. 
W. W. Graf von Baudissin, Kyrios, 1929,1,191, n. 1. 
R. A. Martin, Syntax, 3957, p. 7. 
W. Rudolph, Jeremia, 1968, p. xxiii. 3 E. Wilrthwein, Der Text des Alten Testaments, 1966, 

P- 539 n. 1. 

28, Ziegler says., "Bei der Untersuchung des Übersetzungs- 
charakters ist zu beachten, dass die Ier. -LXX nicht einheitlich 
ist. Dies haben schon Ultere Textkritiker bemerkt, so Spohn. 
Thackeray nimmt zwei Übersetzer an ... 9 Mann muss Thack. 
zustimmen .... 11 Ieremias, p. 1281 n. 1. In BeitrUge he 
speaks for instance of "dem zweiten Ier. -Übersetzer11, pp. 28-29 
and passim. 
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2 29. See K, H, Graf, 
1907, pp. xxvff. For a 

A. Gelin, Dictionnaire de 

30. MT order: Egypt, Philistines, Moab, Ammonites, Edom, 
Damascus, Kedarg Elamq Babylon. LXX order: Elam, Egypt, Babylon, 
Philistinesq Edoms Ammonitesj Kedar, Damascus, Moab, 

31- Ziegler thinks that this phrase has reference not only 
to the large transpositions of the oracles but also to the many 
differences in word order between the LXX and MT texts Ueremins, 

P. 44, n. 1). 

32. "They [i. e. the Jewish elders] hid from the knowledge of 
the people as many of the passages which contained any scandal 
against the elders, rulers, and judges, as they couldl some of 
which have been preserved in uncanonical writings (Apocrypha)" 
Ante-Nicene Library, 2j, P- 377 (in Gk, PG 11). 

33 GCS9 Origenes X, P- 388. See quote in tran8lation 
below, p: -5; -. 

34 0E HTR 57 (1964), esp. 287 (n. 28), 298-299; IEJ 16 
(1966), esp: 

gg2-7-n. 
6), 84-85,92-93 (n. 36), 94; "The Evolution 

of a Theory of Local Texts", QHBT, esp. PP- 3o8-309. 

35 RB 81 (1974), 631 (F. L. ); CBQ 38 (1976)9 109-110 
(R. W. Kl.; i'. i!, 

g 
- j-JS 28- (1977), 198 (P. Wern-be--r"g-Viler); SOTS 

Book List, 1975, Pp. 35-36 (W. McKane). Two extended reviews- 
both criTical-are those by G. F. Hasel in Bibliotheca Orientalis 
32 (1975), 236-238, and M. Dahood in Biblica 56 (1975), 429ý431- 

36. The closest approximation in the field of LXX to this 
method that I have found is the work by J. C. M. das Neves, A toologria 
da traducao Prera dos Setenta no livro de Isaias, Lisbon, 1973, 
where he takes Ch. 24 as a test-case for exploring the theological 
tendencies of the LXX version of Isaiah. The method has also been 
used with profit in various book reviews, e. g. the review of L. H. 
Brockington The Hebrew Text of the Old Testament (Bibliotheca 
Orientalis 32 (1975)9 84-85) where the reviewer evaluates tý_e 
book on the basis of Gen 49. 
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18629 pp. x1 ff., and F. Giesebrecht, 
list of the major LXX omissions see 

la Bible, IV, col. 857ff. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 2 

1. A number of MSS listed by Ziegler (Ieremias, pp. 8-10) 
are incomplete or fragmentary and do not contain Ch. 29; these 
are 1479 1989 2319 3939 445,449,4561 567,9519 966,980. 

1 An additional nine MiSS exist which do contain the text of jer 29 but have not been collated for this study; these are 97, 
2289 420,430,435,461,5019 5689 684. These late and -less im- 
portant minuscules were among those not collated for the GUttingen 
edition of Jer; they were therefore not included in their photo- 
graph-microfilm collection and consequently were unavailable to 
me during my visit there. MSS 97 (known in HP and Nestle-Dahse 
by the number 33) and 228 were collated by HP (from whence they 
were taken over by Nestle-Dahse). These two, along with 430, 
435, and 568, and "Catenall MSS and contain the same type of text 
as that described below in the section on the C group (PP'. 91-96 
MSS 420 and 501 are dependent on 631 and 36 respectively, both 
of which have been collated for our study. 

Ziegler (p. 11) also lists MSS 349,533, and 573 as containing 
Jer texts but this information is incorrect according to Rahlfs' 
Verzeichnis. The MSS in question are indeed Catena texts an noted 
by Ziegler, but they do not contain the book of Jer (cf. Rahlfs, 
Verzeichnis, p. 269 pp. 186-7, p. 205)- 

Another MS collated by HP (followed by Nestle-Dahse) is 41, 
but this MS according to Rahlfs' Verzeichnin is one of those 
which is I'vorschollen". 

2. In the collation of HP the codex is cited by the ab- 
breviation "Alex" (for a MS reading included in the main text 
of Grabels edition of Alexandrinus) and by the Roman numeral III 
(for a MS reading not incorporated into Grabe's text). Tischendorf 
used the symbol "Ax" in his critical apparatus. 

Symbol in HP: XII. In the collation of Field this MS 
is known both as "Cod. XIIII and "Cod. Jes", the latter name coming 
from Montfaucon's designation of it as "Ms. Jes[uitaruml". 

4. The alternative and more common symbol for this MS has 
been the Heb letter Tt , but printing and typing expediency 
favours the use of the letter S, 

5. Symbol in HP: 23. 

6. Those oracles with different page number for the Philistine 
and Edom oracles follow the Heb arrangement of the text. An ex- 
ception is MS 106 which has a special order (see below p. tos). 

In Field's collation this MS is designated 87*. 

8. In Field's collation this MS is designated 87. MS 88 
in Field has reference to a collation by Bernardo Stephanopoli 
of a not very accurate copy of the original codex executed by 
Leo Allatius (d. 1669). 

9. This MS is one of the few which contains the entire Bible; 
in BM referred to by the letter Ilp 
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a Designated 144 in HP and Nestle-Dahse. 

10. This papyrus, containing fragmentary verses from Chs. 28- 
32, is one of five papyri unavailable to Ziegler at the time of 
his publication (in addition to 986, these are 804,817,837, and 
984). However, the yield from Jer 29 is not great: only the two 

11 end letters -vS from the definite article "rov% in 29: 11 

11. Three remote Latin allusions to the text of Jer's 
Philistine and Edom oracle on file at the Centre d' Analyseet 
de Documentation Patristique at Strasbourg are the following: 

1) Origen, in his commentary on Matthew, (GCS, Origenes 
XIq p. 7) is thought indirectly to hint at 29(47): 4 in the fol- 
lowing remark: 11. .. quomodo et visio Tyri vel quaccumque pro- 
phetantur de Tyro vel de principe Tyri, quomodo etiam visio quad- 
rupedum in deserto apud Esaiam pendent in duobus istis mandatis". 

2) Pseudo-Cyprian in Adversus Iudaeon (CCL 49 p. 273; 
also in the edition of D. van Damme, Freiburj, _ 1709, p, 127) may 
have 29: 19(49: 18) in mind in the phrase 'let ad solitudinem Sodomae 

patriam eorum redegit". 

3) Victorinus Poetovionensis in In Apocalypsim (CSEL 
499 p. 52) may allude to 29: 23(49: 22) // MT 46: 40 in tKe phrase 
Itet quod morte devicta aseenderit in caelis extendens alas suas". 

However, these allusions are so uncertain and secondary 
that they can be dispensed with in the collation. 

12. Walton made no attempt to harmonize the Gk and Heb texts in 
parallel columns, so that LXX Jer 29 is found opposite MT Jer 291 

13. The term preferred by Ernest C. Colwell ("Method in 
Classifying and Evaluating Variant Readings", PP- 9ý-97). For 
Colwell a "variation unit" is defined as a certain length of text 
"wherein our manuscripts present at least two variant forms; it is 
that passage in which differences occur". By this concept Colwell 
wishes to avoid the misleading impression that can be created by 
the setting up of one text as the norm against which "variants" 
are plotted (see also the article by E. J. Epp, "Toward the Clari- 
fication of the Term 'Textual Variant"' in the George D. Kilpatrick 
F. S, especially pp. 156-157). We may accept Colwell's point and 
caution, but the fact remains that the only practical way to pro- 
ceed is to use one particular text against which to plot other 
readings. It only needs to be emphasized again that this col- 
lation text is entirely neutral and that no value judgement on 
the "variants" to that text is intended at this stage. 

14. Even earlier, groupings of MSS had already been noticed 
by Holmes and Parson in the process of their collations (cf. the 
comments in the preface to Vol. 1 on the peculiar text represented 
by MSS 19, Io8,118, in the Pentateuch), 

15, Account must be taken of the change of textual pattern 
within some IASS; eog, 130 is under influence of the L group in 
Chs. 1-9t similarlY 538 in Chs. 17-20,37-389 48-49 (cf. Ziegler, 
leremias, p. 83). 
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16. By the term "recension" in this discussion is to be 
understood a text that has been subjected to, consistent and de- 
liberate revision, as opposed to one that has been formed by 
accidental or ad hoc scribal change. 

17. Previous scholars (e. g. Thackerayq Grammar, p. 4; 
Soisalon-Soininen, Der Charakter der asterisierten Zuzfftze in 
der Septuagintaq p. 1; D. W. Gooding, Recensions of the LXX 
Pentateuch, p. 5) have pointed to the Origenic recension as the 
place to start in the work of LXX text restoration, and my re- 
search confirms the methodological validity of this approach. 

18. Gk text in GCS, Origenes X, P- 388. English translation 
taken mainly from M. P. -Wiles, "Origen as a Biblical Scholar", 
CHB I, p. 457. 

19, Other references by Origen to his use of the critical 
signs can be found in the following places: Epistula ad Afriennual 
PG ill cois. 56-60; Johannescommentar, GCS9 Origenes IV, p. 410; 
Die Schrift vom Gebet, 2CS, Origenes III P- 332. 

The traditional view that Origen took over the Aetc-TolieKtilkb 
from the Alexandrian grammarians in his work 

on the Hexapla is well presented by Swete, Introduction, pp. 69ff. 
In more recent times the question has been raised by P. Kahle 
whether these signs were ever present in the Hexapla at all 
("The Greek Bible Manuscripts Used by Origen", JBL 79 (1960), 
116). It is true that nowhere does Origen explicitly state that 
he employed these signs in the 11exapla itself. As Jellicoe has 
pointed out (SMS, p. 124), this is only an inference we make 
and as such may be quite erroneous. For our present purposes, 
however, the question is purely academic. The vital point is- 
that Origen on his own testimony--and this can hardly be contro- 
verted--did use these signs somewhere. Jellicoe suggests in 
response to Kahle's challenge that Origen some time after the 
completion of the Hexapla may have composed a separate recension 
of the LXX with the signs included, butthis is pure speculation 
and has no more merit in it than the traditional view. Apart 
from the evidence of Mercatils Hexaplaric fragment of the Psalms 
(which may be open to other explanations, cf, Bo Johnson, Die 
Hexaplarische Rezension des 1. Samuelbuches der Sentuaminta, pp. 
14-15)t it still seems in order to speak of the fifth column 
text of the Hexapla as containing the LXX recension of Origen re- 
plete with the critical signs. 

20. It goes without saying that not every asterised reading 
in our MSS is uncritically to be attributed to Origen. The 
question of the reliability of the signs is a problem that must 
be dealt with case by case. This will be demonstrated in the 
analysis below. 

21. Critical signs are occasionally found in other 14SS be- 
sides those mentioned here, e. g. at 29: 4 in mss 449-770 (see 
belowq p. 64 ). 

22, Other forms of the obelus attested elsiwhere are - -r 4-- 
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(cf. Field, It lv-lvi). The sign --ý is of infrequent occurrence 
and is unique to Syh, Field devoted a special section to it 
(I, lxiV-lxvii) and concluded that it is merely a different form 
of the obelus. Ziegler agrees with this in regard to its use in 
Jer (Icremias, pp. 78-79). but in Is (Isaiasl P. 59, n. 1) and in 
Ez (E hiel pp. 42-43) he thinks it is used' rather as a kind of 
index to point out a reading present in Syh but absent in 88. 

23. See below p. 66 n. 26 for a discussion of the reliability 
of Hexaplaric signs on double readings, 

24. Compare the comment by Margolis, "The prýinciple of ex- 
pressing the Hebrew nota accusativi was present to the mind of 
Origen when he started his work of revision; where he failed to 
live up to it in the earlier edition he made up for the omission 
in the subsequent recension" (Margolis is speaking of the Hexapla 
and Tetrapla editions respectively), "The Textual Criticislý of 
the Greek Old Testament" I Transactions of the American Philosoph- 
ical Society 67 (1928), 197. - 

25, This view was defended by Wevers in his article, "A 
Study in the Textual History of Codex Vaticanus in the Books of 
Kings, " ZAw 64 (1952), 189. S, P. Brock came to a negative con- 
clusion on this subject in his study of the recensions of the Gk 
Samuel, 1966, P. 55. 

26. The same pattern of new reading asterised, old reading 
no sign may be observed in 88-Syh on eleven occasions elsewhere 
in Jer (3: 19 5: 5 6: 12 31: 30 31: 31 34: 7 36: 2 38: 8912 
39: 8 51: 28). On eight occasions in 88-Syh both elements of a 
double reading are marked (new reading asterised, old reading 
obelised: 2: 6 4: 20 6: 2 31: 36 -37: 6 38: 13914 45: 9). Six times 
in 88-Syh neither part of a double readingkas preserved a sign 
(29: 14 33: 17 38: 12 48: 9 49: 1 51: 23, cf. Ziegler, Ieremias, 
p, 79), These statistics point to the inconsistency with which 
Origen's critical signs have been preserved even in our primary 
Hexaplaric witnesses. For confirmation of this compare the ar- 
ticle by C. T. Fritschq "The Treatment of the Hexaplaric Signs 
in the Syro-Hexaplar of Proverbs". JBL 72 (1953)9 169-181. 

1 27. An alternative explanation might be that Za rnr I, tr cTs. i 
was intended to translate (cf, the translation 
for )ýj/' in Is 40: 31), but this seems less likely. According to 
86mg and Syh mg 

, both Aquila and Symmachus substituted 
for Urrrn-výir'T-' AV-1ý is the standard translation of 

both in Aquila and in the LXX), while the reading 
&i i *%T i i" vý cr (r aL. t of Symmachus in 86mg is definetely sub 

asterisco indicating an addition; also the presence of theconjunc- 
tion with 't. 'Tr ow T vj Cr ILT "I suggests that this verb corresponds 
to the Heb .% -tL-r %I* rather than 111 SV .1" 

28. Where it is assumed, but cannot be proved because of the 
naturo of the Syriac language, that Syh attests the same reading 
as 88, this is indicated by the annotation 88(-Syh). 
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29. Ziegler thinks that the Qmg reading which assigns the 
addition of Z>. )-oqtAoL)s to *, 'G' is the correct one rather 
than the 01 symbol in 86mg (see his second apparatus). 

30- Je*rome's words -are: I'vix enim unus aut alter invenietur 
liber, qui istaCi. e. additamenta hexaplaris] non habeat" (CSEL 
55, P. 389). 

31, For example, Ziegler has determined that 233 is a MS 
heavily influenced by the Hexaplaric recension and wherever 
possible associates it with the 0 group. There is no evidence 
in Jer 29 which would of itself lead to this conclusion and the 
matter can be decided only on the basis of a study of the entire 
book. In factq it will be argued below (pp. 118-19) that 233 is 
not Hexaplaric in the OAN section. 

32. This is the same methodology as that employed by S. P. 
Brock in his unpublished Oxford dissertation, The Recensions 
of the Septuagint Version of I Samuel, cf. p. ix. 

33- It should be noted that this symbol differs from the 
italicized L employed by Ziegler; in the latter's text the joint 
attestation7of the sub-groups L+1 is marked L1. In the critique 
of Ziegler's text (Ch. 3) when-citing directly-from his apparatus 
I sometimes employ his italicized symbols (cf. pp. 118 ff. 
otherwise I normally use the unitalicized forms which entail no 
commitment to Ziegler's sub-groups. 

34. An unintentional scribal change from 'IT to tr is 
theoretically also possible. 

35- Ili' -ý1 65 4r % W*Tr 0ýa new translator whose readings are 
attested approximately 100 times in Jer (cf. Zieglerj IeremiaS, 
pp. 102,106). In Jer 29 we have additional examples of his 
translation in vv. 3(2x), 41 99 20. 

36. In the majority text the phrase reads 
In the hypothetically faulty uncial, the middle arm of the f- 
may have been missing and hence the letter would have been read 
as a sigm (C). To make sense of the resultant text, O71-rP, *%(C. K&JWkCJ 
the first part was read as OT ITA. V ly C- I followed by full 
stop. The Y. was then taken for the conjunction q and the 
latter part read Y-A%1 (Cfe the remark by Ziegler, 
Ieremiaa, p. 81 that several erroneous readings show that L goes 
back to an uncial "codex archetypus"). 

37. The incidence of readings in this section would probably 
have been higher still had the whole of the chapter been quoted 
by Chr/Tht, For it should be understood that when Chr/Tht fail 
to support a reading from O/L or simply L this is more often due 
to the fact that the reading in question is not attested by Chr/Tht 
than to the fact that they have a different reading. 

38. There are a total of six double readings in the L re- 
cension of Jer 29. Here they are all brought together: 
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cl t 
.4 29: 6 foC, rovos K0q, IC IS 

Aj 
s -U O'T L T61crte-ot- 

29: 10 

29: 11 

29: 12 Iva o- ci 19 &Z ir -v/ %Cot'% ýj2., 0 ciurot%. jt 34 oß 0- 44 ý- " 
v 10 *1 

29: 14 Ocrola LV CA rL er CJ C to 00S 

ic "%P 29: 20 -ro, %J C, V COL vIK00 (S. T 
IL'rr I dr 

39- The omission in v. 8 of y"\E-r-O CrOjpj%L kOTLJ%f L-51 
407-449, 

was undoubtedly caused by scribal parablepsis: Cr vV C-r.. j vj %ý, L r0 

Cr 0qI De OtvTt-. 'V - 

40. "Cons tantinopilis usque Antiochiam Luciani martyris 
exemplaria probatqll Praefatio Hierony! ni in librum Paralipomeno 
PL 28, col- 1392. 

41. See the works of Ceriani(I'Le recensioni dei LXX e la 
versione latina detta Itala". p. 1 R. Instituto Lombardo, 1866), 
Field (2rigenes Hexaplorum quae suýersunt fragmenta, I. 
18759 PP- lxxxiv-xciv; 119 pp. 426-429). Lagarde (AnkOndiguns, 
p. 22; Pars Prioj:, pp. xiii-xv: Mittheilungen, 1,175)9 Rahlfs 
(Septuaginta-Studien III) and Moore ("The Antiochian Recension 
of the Septuagint'19 The American Journal of Semitic LanEuages 
29 (1912-13)9 37)- 

42. See "La pretendue 'recension lucianique'll in Les De- 
vanciers d'Aauila, 19639 Pp. 126-127, and especially his "Po, %t- 
Scriptum: la 'recension lucianiquell" appendix to the article 
"Les problemes textuels de 2 Sam 11,2 -1 Rois 2911 reconsid4res 
a la lumiere de certaines critiques des 'Devanciers d' Aquila", in 
1972 Proceedingrs (Septuagint and Cognate Studies 2), ed. R. A'. 
Kraft9 1972, pp. 64-69. 

Quite arbitrarily Barthelemy proposes that the term "recension" 
must be reserved for a text that gives evidence of deliberate 
approximation towards the Heb Oost-Scriptumll$ PP. 72-74). But 
why the Heb must be a criterion for the definition of a recension 
is a mystery. It seems better to continue using the term with 
reference to a text that has undergone conscious revision accord- 
ing to certain discernible guidelines. Under this definition the 
L group of Jer certainly qualifies as a "recension". 

43. The situation which obtains in Jer is therefore ýquite 
different from the text commonly labeled Lucianic in Samuel 
where already Wellhausen showed that it contained many ancient 
readings lost elsewhere in the Gk Tradition. 

44. According to Rahlfs' Verzeichinis there exist another 
four Jer Catena MSS: 979 430,435,567(fragmentary), and 568. 
For Ziegler's assertion that MSS-349,5339 and 573 are also 
Catena MSS containing the book of Jer see P- 15 n. 1 above; 
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for Ziegler's contention that MS 68 is dependent on the Catena 
text see below, p. 109 n. 54 

45. Die Prorheten-Catenen nach ro'mischen Handschriften� 
Freiburg, 18899 ý. 2, n. 2. 

46. C readings have not'been documented in these lists. 

47. The iliscovery of pre-Hexaplaric revisions or recensions 
is no new thing; cf. earlier the discussion by D. W. Gooding, 
"The Argument for a Pre-Origenic Recension", pp. 88-89 of his 
Cambridge thesis The Greek Deuteronomy (1954) and the articles by 
G. ZUntz and P. katz in ZAW 68 (1956)9 124-184, and ZAw 69 (1957)9 
77-84, respectively. Most recently one thinks of the Kaige re- 
cension discovered by Barthelemy. 

My conclusions on the character of the Q text--which 
were reached quite independently--correspond to those of Ziegler 
(Ieremias, p. 63) and thus tend to confirm the soundness of his 
interpretation (contra R, Tournayq BB 65 (1958)9 2929 in a review 
of Ziegler's Jeremiah text). 

48. Compare the very similar textual phenomena in the re- 
censions of 1 Sam where readings attested within the limits of 
2/2 + YE are likely to be Hexaplaric, whereas those with wider 
support or those without the support of are less likely so 
(Brock, Recensions, pp. 127ff. ). 

la 11 49. "Le recensioni dei LXX deAVersione latina detta Itala, 
1886, p. 106; De codice Marchaliano seu Vaticano graeco-2125 
Prophetarum, 18909 pp. 48ff. 9 105ff- 

50. R. R. Ottleyq Isaiah According to the Septuagint, I, 
19o4, pp. 6ff. j 14ff.; 119 19069 pp. xff. 9 xxxiff; Handbook 
to the Septuagint, pp. 91ff. W. O. E. Oesterley, Studies in the Greek 
and Latin Versions of the Book of Amos, 1902, p. 2 Ul'ý_T_hat Q con- 
tains the Hesychian text is universally admitted"); F. C. Burkitt, 
EBI IV, 1903, col. 5021 ("the Hesychian text is best represented 
V_y the first hand of Codex Marchalianus"); W, Grossouw, The 
Coptic Versions of the Minor Prophets, 19389 P. 16; A* Vaccari, 
I'The Hesychian Recension of the Septuagintg" Biblica 46 (1965), 
60-66; Gchmang JBL 48 (1929) 329-332, and IISD 9 19639 P- 351; 
J. W. Wevers, IDBI IV, 19629 P- 275- 

51, Rahlfs was sceptical of being able to trace the Hesychian 
text,, cf. Septuagintaq Iq p. xxxi, though earlier,, Septuarinta 
Studienj 119 1907, PP. 183-1979 he had identified the Hesychian 
recension with the Lower Egyptian text in Psalms. Ziegler has 
been negative throughout, cf. Isaias, p. 23, Ezechiel, p. 299 
n. 39 Danielq p. 47, R. 1. Others have tried to identify it with 
the B text, e. g. 9 Grabe, Letter to Mill, 1705; recently re-argued 
by Jellicoeq JBL 88 (1963ý9 409-418. 

52. Cerianiq De codice Marchalianol PP- 34-35; Swetel Intro, - 
ductiong p. 144. 
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53. 
, 

The above are more significant A readings; there are of 
course other unique A readings which are merely clerical and 
orthographic. 

54, Another pair of minuscules that belong to this group 
are 68 and 122, but these are near identical copies of B. at 
least in Jer. Ziegler describes 68 as a Catena text (leremias, 
P. 11 ). but this is definitely not so in Jer. Some examples 
from Jer 29 that prove the dependence of 68 and 122 on B are the 
following: 

29: 3 CT, 6S(. & 11-1- 1,10 
) 

tv I rel. 

29: 4 5 f. V I, %. %. cexo ý--rr IP kop C VI I, mcv. 1 ' ret. 
29: 9 ZCL% bap 

(. 151 MZ3 AC&OV 40 1 S*3% C*4q rz4) 
J-%L, V f ee. 

29: 10 f Wt aS&, 1 17-? -3 1. jer-Irclo 106 - 4f 0 C- - 612 

29: 11 01". %CW. % C C's I'L2.110 

29: 13 '(I-rrf-(Y) IL2. 
29: 21 6 S' 1-1 12-14ý 10C. 400 vlo '9114 wwr-j A 
29: 22 VOL. 'On 13 

V. .t 
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Notes to Chapter 

1. Some examples of the decidedly secondary readings which 
it attests for Jer 29 are the following (underlined): 

29: 1 
C* -Výt -T-Oýu I 

9C %, *, ý 0f -Irr'o -rcý3 rjw-jMk3L1 Tat Pat czý -r y o: 2tw I, r- HT 

29: 4 % %% 
Z- 

T; S 1'- 01 'Ir 'Fr " 4ý 0*I, OL C. 14T 

29: 13 *-Soo 0 C. ou o, -rt 
, rrlLv 'Tr It a. at Iz MT 

29: 16 D I, be too VV MT 

29: 18 t. K cr rý cr- <--r a. I I, - 1K S er-Loe I IL ICna Irr a ir OL V -r .1 

29: 19 oo-, --trot v -to %4 e%r -s e MT 

C, 29: 22 o-0 7- 1- "T 0L IA' T 

2. A comparative chart of sele cted readings from Jer 29 
illustrates the kind of trivial modi fications found in various 
editions of the LXX textus receptus: 

Swe. tC 

to "k t Get6at I V^ 
Cc' 

V, -ý. 0 6C. 

Vot K IL I" /, A 

2-q OIK 
C. L,, SC C- C- C- C 

CWL f- I C- C- C. 

OL 

( tr- OL I of. \1 tI. P, ) 

IP C-VT a- vo Lr %v 

c 

- (Y- 1 -9 - c»t 

-293 

AC 

C- 

cr 
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-To f a- 

4ýcr 
Clot% 

C, : ýA v 

y0a cr Li 
(%IFO crcr 

-LAi li 

Kx (9 14r 

%Kn Cr to ývo 

CCrTj4rlL 
. 

Cc' 
.) 

%AO. L-1 

truv 4,1 (9 1,0cr %v 

"ILI 
CKTC VC 

CIL 
YLT ( V. 

c 

C. 

- cr, £0 

K--r 01 . 

C 

C. C. 

C- 

294 

C- I 

C- 

c 

?w 

AC 

C- 

c 

c 

c 
IF rI 

C- 

C. 

Or 

tf- -T o% 

OL L)TO u 

c 

C. 

- cr cl 

K--tol . 

C- 

0J 

C- 

IL 

IAL 

3. Cf. above, p. 69 He was, of course, aided by a 
great deal of scholarship that had already been expended on the 
LXX of Jer (cf. his remarkl "Die notierte Literatur zeigt, dass 
bereits in ausgiebiger Weise die LXX von Ier. Thr. Bare untersucht 
worden ist" BeitrRge, 9 p. 6). 

4, Note that Lagarde listed the witnesses in this order, 
"Noch einmal", pp. 230-231- 

The sub-divisions in some of the other editions one feela 
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become too complicated to be helpful, e. g. Isaias L" JI + 1II 
+ 1III, and C"" =C+ cI + cII, 

6. See his comments in Duodecim Prophetaeg PP- 138-139; 
howeverg in Isaias the insert sheet "Erkldrung der Zeichen und 
AbkUrzungen" contains an extensive list of "codices mixti". 

Cf, above the discussion on the sub-divisions in Lq pp. 87-9 

8, For exampleg why in 29: 15 are V-239-538 joined by hyphens 
for the reading TL. C '19 V'I but 106 239 538 are not joined 
by hyphens for the variant -vT. L C-Iivt. cr 0 -L ? Why in 1: 19 
for the variant V -M E ý, / ) is 410 included with the Q group 
rather than with the B group? 

9. Question: Why does Ziegler employ a period with abbrevia- 
tions for the Church Fathers but not for the daughter versions? 

10. These extraordinary omissions are as follows: 

In Is 

15: 1 106 538txt log git't-490txt 
17: 1 106 538txt 
19: 1- 106 538 txt 407 763txt 
21: 1 106 538txt 301 
21: 11 106 538txt 393 
22: 1 106 538txt 763 txt 

23: 1 106 538txt 763 txt 407txt 456 

In Jer 

26(46): 13 106 538 txt 

27(50): l 106 txt 538 
29(47): l 106 538txt Bo Armp 
29: 8(49: 7) 46 106 538txt 
30(49): l 46 106 538txt ArmP 
30: 6(49: 28) 106 538 txt 

30: 12(49: 23) 106 538txt 763txt ArmP 

, 
ý* % W_ PO ke 11. For examplaq for the reading Soý at 29: 16 

Ziegler cites all the supporting and non-supporting evidence; 
why he made an exception in this case is not entirely clear. 

12. Ziegler's comment to the effect that this calculation 
'list nicht allzu schwierig" (lerernias, P- 138) is not entirely 
fair. For somebody well familiar with the MS evidence for a 
particular book such calculations may not be too demanding, but 
for the occasional reader or scholar who quickly needs to know the 
supporting evidence for a particular reading the process is not at 
all so simple. 
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13. Cf. the entry at 1: 19: Cyr Tht] CIMLO 
B-S-239-538 V+ 0-233 C. The mention of Cyril and Theodoret with 
the lemma text does not mean that they only attest the 
reading; rather it means that 'X ý'j cI is found in all Gk 
MSS not mentioned for C t'-TT cv-) plus the Fathers Cyril and 
Theodoret. 

14. Hence S. P. Brock's remark in the SOTS Book List, 1978, 
p. 46, to the effect that the new edition evidently a straight 
reprint of the 1957 edition ... without any alterations" re- 
mains generally true with the exception of the apparatus to Jer 29. 

15, See for example the work being done on the Armenian 
version: M. E. Stone, "The Old Armenian Version of Isaiah: Towards 
the Choice of the Base Text for an Edition". Textus 8 (1973)9 
107-123. 

16. Cf. the critique of Wever's edition of Genesis by K. G. 
O'Connel in CBQ 39 (1977)9 119 ff. 

17. Some anonymous marginal readings are known to come 
from the Hexaplaric recension while others come from the Lucianic 
recension (see above, p. 13G ). It must be a difficult, if not 
impossible, task on every occasion to correctly associate these 
readings with the right group. Ziegler more often than not 
links an anon ymous marginal reading with the Hexaplaric recension. 

18. See Zieglerts explanation for this procedure, Isaias, 
p. 113. 

19, The term "contemporary" approach is mine rather than 
Walters'. Walters employed no parallel term to the adjectives 
"traditional" and "documentary" used to describe the f irst two 
alternativese 

20. A couple of minor differences may however be noted. 
In the case of the movable nu Ziegler follows the "school rule" 
(cf. his comment Duodecim P'ýophetae,, p. 118) whereas Rahlfs 
inserts it regardless of what letter follows. In the Edom oracle 
compare the following spellings: 

Rahlfs Ziegler 
vto'-T. A Ck 44) vC. IV 

30: 3 4, e a% * cr &v 29: 10 
-00 Cr I 

11- . 
30: 6 29: 13 E 

30: 8 M -rr 4 Cr -r (' 6, CV 29: 15 - "ý f- 
30: (v-, Y"C -en C-'r v 29: 1 - cr r- 

Ev 30: 12 29: 19 C 

30: 14 29: 21 - cr I 

By contrast Ziegler appears always to employ the final 
sirma for 0 -r'-j where Rahlfs , occasiona lly omits it, cf. 
13: 99 35: 6. 
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21, See the comment by G. D. Kilpatrick in his review of R. 
Hanhart's Zum Text des 2. und 3. MakkabRerbuches (1960): "It is 
quite clear from these pages (i. e. Ch. 1) how much students of the 
Greek Bible owe to Dr. P. Katz, but we have to distinguish between 
what our authors wrote and what is philologically correct, " GGA 
215 (1963)9 12. See also a comment to the same effect by T. Mura- 
oka in his review of Walters' Text, JSS 19 (1974)9 307. 

22. Ziegler himself says that in the matter of proper names 
he has subjected Rahlfs and Katz to a new appraisal, the result 
of which is embodied in Ch. 2 of BeitrUge', "Transkriptionen'l., 

23, The comment is not necessarily meant as a criticism but 
merely as reporting on Ziegler's methodology. 

24. W. Kappler, "Ziele und Aufgaben des Göttinger Septuaginta- 
Unternehmenallg GGA 202 (1940), 115-124. 

25- Cf. aboveg P-5n. 8 

26, The most common Heb equivalence is as might be expected 
"n-vId/ (Gen 45: 7 2 Ki 14: 7 4 Ki 19: 31 Is 14: 30 Jer 27(50): 26 

Jer 27(4o): 11) or n-Rd, (Is 10: 22 14: 22), but it is also used to 
translate -T " nu., in Jud 5: 13 4 Re 10: 11,, *1 '13 in 3 Re 15: 4, 

ir%ý in Job 22: 20, and possibly 0%T, tv in Is 37: 30. 

. 27, The interpretation of the phrase is complicated by the un- 
certainty regarding the reading At; Ytles at the commencement of 
the verse which Ziegler emends to 1q, v"Ntlea 9 but on the basis of 
the MS reading the sentence Z ',. a v -r L> SI ýk K c5 c ý. r,, t< . ý$ 0.10 0 lt vrovo j 

might be translated, "they have perished each by the hand 
of his brother and his neighbourl's which seems preferable to 'j'xa. -rc, 
S%CA -K, ý%POL C;. SC),. fO: / Wz-r. &A CVC, ) S 1A V L. 0 "they have perished 

each by the hand of his brother, my neighbour". where the deity 

seems to speak of Israel as "my neighbour". 

28, The same thing can be seen happening in Ziegler's decision 
in the form of the "concluding formula" 
in 1: 19 and 2: 3 Ziegler opts for the form on the 

k 

basis of translation pattern (see below, P-197 n-32) against' that' 
of the main MS evidence (cf. his explanation BeitrUgel P- 38). 

29. In NT textual criticism there is a lively on-going de- 
bate concerning the validity of the eclectic method and how far 
it is to be carried; see for instance the Festschrift for Prof. G. 

ua Kilpatrick Studies in New Testament Lang 'Fe- and Text (1976) which 
includes essays both pro and contra Kilpatrick's own position. 
Three useful survey articles on the present state of the debate 
are those by J. E. Epp in JBL 93 (1974), 386-414, FTR 69 (1976), 
211-257, and D. Parker, IIYS-24 (1977), 149-162, A real desideratum 
for LXX textual criticism is a careful analysis and evalTa-tion of 
the craft of textual criticism as it has been practiced and is 
being practiced today in the Gk OT. For a sampling of Kilpatrick's 
method applied t*o the LXX see his review of W. Kappler and R. Han- 
hart's editions of 1,2, and 3 Maccabees in GGA 215 (1963), 10-22. 
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30. "Diese Ausführungen zeigen, dass eine v011e 
Gewähr fUr die UrsprUnglichkeit verschiedener Lesarten nicht 
immer geboten werden kann.... Die fortschreitende Forschung mag 
manche Lesarten, die im App. stehen, in den Text aufnehmen und 
umgekehrt", Duodecim Prophetae, p. 133. 

31. See the statistics given by B. Metzgerl The Text of the 
New Testament, pp. 184-5. 

32. Cf,, K. Lakeq The Text of the New Testament, pp. 9-10. 
For a review of the arguments advanced against the practice of 
emendation in the NT in a paper advocating a return to this prac- 
ticel see the lively articleg written with wit reminiscent. of A, 
E. Houseman, by John Strungnell, "A Plea for Conjectural Emendation 
in the New Testament'19 CB9 36 (1974), 543-58. 

33. The lexicons distinguish between and "N % 
the former found'only in the construct form with 

:1P9' (5X) or ý -, tn a, - Ox) referring to* ihe deityq the 
latter in all other contexts, For the purpose of this review, 
no such distinction is necessary. 

34. The same tendency simply to employ the root meaning of 
--x-4 is characteristic of the Min Gk VSS. Thus Aquila, 

where attested, almost uniformly uses (Is 34: 79 
46: 129 Ps 21(22): 13,49(50): 139 77(78): 259 131(132): 29 or Sovam% 
(Is 10: 33). except 1 Sam 21: 7(8) (MS 57 subd-') and 
Lam 1: 15 67tfl-cyc (probabl; reading '19 -) s -% - -T ; z- )0 The 
other versions were more free but 

' 
still stayed close to the base 

meaning, e. g. t Symmachus has JvvOLrrj% (Is 49: 26), &jv*, -vo% 
(Is 10: 33)9 V. P*Lr&L 10S (Is 34: 7), er -) eos- (Is 46: 12), 

IrDL 30? (Ps 21(22): 13, Field citing Montfaucon) 
(Ps 67(68): 31)9 L'/wtejt"v os (Ps 75(76): 6), 
(Ps 77 (78 25 )9 

Op^A It ir TM VC (Lam 1: 15); Theodo"tion has 
SV vat' Cr -r-% (Ps 77(78): 25), 1 c- Y., v e6 (Is 34: 7), and 
v- e (Is 10: 33). 

Among the Eng VSS the RV tends in the same direction, 
cf. 9 Jud 5: 22 "strong ones. " and similarly Jer 8: 16,26(46): 15. 

35. The equivalence T013e o%/ -% , -n. -L (not always a cor- 
rect equivalence) was facilitated in each instance by the aseocia- 
tion of -i ft M with some other animal, e. g., in Jer 2700): 11 

, rot ýPo % -1 " 'a -W is parallel to Pol's"Ov / ni ). j . 
The Eng VSS agree that the correct translation there is "strong 
horses" (RV) or "stallions" (RSV9 NEB,, JB), The LXX (mis)transla- 
tion ý0,, , AIOV has determined the further mistranslation of 

ý -n-y by Kte-, T%ý,., ý 71 Iýc / ', I ý 71, T m is otherwise 
correctly and uniformly rendered in Jer by Yec, *-t-r: ýý, / xet tro. olAos. (cf-9 5: 8 8: 16,13: 279 38(31): 7), The important point to ; fo"te, 
however# is that the meaning 01 C) f/ was derived from the 
immediate context. 

C0(1 
36, The majority of MSS have the reading % -rr rr .aW, 

but this is undoubtedly a double reading, as recognized by Giese- 
brecht (P. 231). K8hler (p. 16) Streane (p. 111), Rudolph (ZAW, 
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J* 
p" 272), and Ziegler (BeitrHge, p. 99). That ! -m -n^ a- t& c and 
not tM Iff#JV was the original reading is made virtually certain 
by the following considerations: it is inexplicable why the read- 
ing I' 1T -W C- Cr %'- S should have been added to II. Tr Ir #4 V since the 
addition would make a clear reading more difficult and would not 
corresBond to the Heb; on the other hand, it is easy to see 
that I Tr -" " could have been added later to give sense to the 
Ok, cf., the omission of, in v-46-86-198-239-544 0- 
233 verss*p Possibly k 'TT was at one time a marginal - 
gloss on which was later incorporated into the text. 
Origen probably found only in his Vorlage, otherwise 
he would also have included placing one of the words 
under obelus. Ziegler correctly prints only in the text. 

37. All the MSS read 0' 9A 0 Cr 0., 0 t V. r 0 but again 
it is possible that we have herle another double reading (so 
Giesebrecht, p, 231, KUhler, p. 21, and Streane, p. 263). Ziegler 
is also convinced that the pair form a double reading but is less 
certain which of the two words was original and which was added 
later. In his discussion of this lectio duplex (Beitrffae, p. 96) 

05 he seems to prefer LK), t---r as the original, though he admits 
that 0 a- Yý, O S could also be considered such, in which case 

L V. C. %C. -T C> S is later approximation to the Heb. In the text 
he shows his ambivalence by printing both words but placing 

'C. 4:, ý"L V. -rC)' S in square brackets, Whether Oo- No S or 
It or even or0 0- FC> ý6 was the original Gki 

it is clear that the translation was derived from the context as 
a parallel to the Egyptian bull-god Apis (a translation based in 
turn on the reading vý"tj b3 "Apis has fled" vs. MT 11 
"swept away"). 

38. These could represent different Vorlagen (for 1 Sam 
21: 8-cf. Lagarde's- suggestion that LXX testifies to a reading 

-v 7% ý, - : x;, t but see the remark by S. R. Driver, Notest P. 
176; for'Ps 7ý00: 6 BHS propose for Is 46: 12 
BHS suggest I- -! :? -ýt ). or they may be d6sparate attempts by the 
translators to make sense of the Heb that for one reason or another 
was difficult to the translator (cf, for instance the various 
translations of I 1--l-A in the Eng VSS of Is 46: 12)e The Heb 
and Gk of Job is notoriously difficult to correlate and in the 
case of -S%')vv-"%o s we cannot even be sure that this was intended 
as a translation of -% " --L 't-L (cf. the question marks in 1IR), 

39. Text of the NT, p. 185, 

40. Ibid, p. 183. 

41, According to the researches of HoJ. M* Milne and T. C. 
Skeat (Scribes and Correctors of the Codex Sinaiticus, London, 
1938, pp. 54-55). the book of Jer (along with Is, Lam, MP, Shepiler) 
was copied by Scribe B. The careless habits of this copyist 
they find hard to describe in moderate language and are amazed 
he could have been chosen for such an important job. They write, 
"He [Scribe B] seems to have had no firm visual impression of 
Greek, so barbarous and grotesque are the forms which his 
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misspellings can present to the eyeg and with such utter incon- 
sistency does he sway from correct to incorrect. ... Pure 
blunders, like telescoping of words and omission of letters or 
syllables, are incredibly comnon ...; more curious is the 
wrong insertion of the consonant in the middle of the word, as in 

-P (e) o 11 r- n (Jer 37: 24), Jopý-)*&-rw (Jer 26: 4), 
(Jer 51: 35). Another frequent error is produced by metathesis, 

cr C IroL for iL cr -r a (Is 35: 6), At. for JiI 
Wer 3: 5). In the light of this 

4estimony 
it is not dif- 

ficult to see how the c-x of L -rO-iroj could have been inverted 
by metathesis to -ro . or how ap might suddenly have appeared 
between -w and o of -a-o% to yield -irro S (cf. -M (e) o1 .1 
Jer 37: 24). 1 

I- 42. If -r*D, -TrPocrolrol/ %Lwrwi corresponds to 1 611 this presumably means that the translator read ))'! ý as a collective 
for 1"35 

43. According to Ziegler (BeitrHRe, p. 68), Grabe proposed 
vemol' Q-0-*: crv-, Ar, covT . But this is not correct. I The statement 

in the "Prolegomenall clear17 reads, "pro OoL\N*'Ltrv-v\S c), bv, 
in Rom. Cod. legendum sit tv G": ý. "Icroj croucp juxta Heb. 

v; D -D,: L oil 
44. This translation is found in Ex 10: 19 13: 18 15: 4922 

23: 31; ' Num 14: 25 21: 4 33: 10911; Dt 1: 40 2: 1 11: 4-1 Josh 2: 10 
4: 23 24: 6; Jud 11: 16(A text); Ps 105(106): 799922 135(136): 139 
15; Neh 9: 9. In 3 Re 9: 26 is found -rý S. 

45. According to Streane, the addition of the negative is 
found in 2: 3(2x) 5: 2 9: 5(4) 23: 32 28(51): 58 29: 22 (49: 21) 38: 35 
(31: 37), The omission is found in 2: 25,4: 1 5: 3910 18: 18 
28(51): 3 43(36): 25. Streane also refers to Wellhausen, Der Text 
der BUcher Samuelist p. 26, for evidence of the same phenomenon 
happening in 1 and 2 Reg. Along the same lines compare the re- 
cent article by M. L. Kleinq "Converse Translation: A Tareumic 
Technique'19 Biblica 57 (1976), 515-5379 especially PP- 516-529, 
"Addition or Deletion of the Negative Particle". 

46. Cf. the device employed in the current Peshitta pro- 
ject., The Old Testament in Syriac, General Preface, 1972, p. VIII, 

47. Compare J* Barr's review of Walters' The Text of the 
Septuagint, particularly his commentg "Walters seems to have 
belonged to an age which accepted the emendation of the text 
more readily than the present generation of scholars does", 
IIJ 26 (1975), 61-63- 

I 48. For some examples of conjectured readings that have 
been vindicated by papyri discoveries in Ezekiel, see Ziegler, 
BeitrHgeq P. 17. 
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Notes to Chapter 

1, Thackeray actually delineated three 
-, 

translation units 
in the book, the 'third being the "Historical Appendix", Ch- 529 
which he designated "Jeremiah y 11; however, he adduced only scant 
support for the third translator and seemed less sure of his 
case in this matter (cf. I'Gr. Tr. Jer. 11, pp. 246,260). 

2. Ziegler's treatment of the multiple translator problem 
in Jer is in fact ambiguous and unsatisfactory. Several times 
he Aistinguishes between IIIer. 111 and "Ier. III' and refers to 
them as "der erste Ier. -Ubersetzer" (BeitrUge, p;, 127) and "der 
zweite Ier. -Ubers. 11 (BeitrUge, p. 49); this distinction then 
becomes the basis for teýSt-critical decisions, e. g., in the pre- 
ference for the form ý- IL Y 1E tie #or. at 1: 19 and 2: 3 where 
the majority of MSS have %J ("111(Y) K "Polls and w-Jeoc, 5 res- 
pectively (cf. BeitrUge, P. 38; Ieremias, p. 44). On other 
occasions he simply speaks of "der Ubersetzer" apparently with 
reference to the whole book and makes decisions on the basis of 
the unity of the translation, e. g, his preference for the word 

K %L 14 at 29,910 (Jer bl) versus the majority text read- 
ings on the precedent of the translation 

.ýA; Cr for 5S%N at 6: 9 Wer a') BeitrUre,, p. 48). IC-L's-ov 

3. For elaboration of this part of Tov's argument see pp. 6, 
42,135 of his book, and particularly the appendix, "Why is Jer-Res 
Revision Preserved Only in Jer bl? ", pp. 162-165- 

4. Cf. LSJ. Usually the context is one of joy, exultation 
or victory rather than one of pain or grief, but the latter sense 
certainly is attested, including the NT usage at Mk 5: 38. 

Rahlfs. Jer a': 1: 18 5: 19 16: 10 18: 23 19: 15 23: 8. 

Jer bl: 29: 2 33: 2t2 36: 1 39: 23 43: 11,16932 47: 5 
48: 12 51: 1. 

Elsewhere: Gen 19: 4 Lev 6: 22 Deut 22: 19929 Josh 6: 12, 
13,19 2 Re 3: 25 3 Re 2: 26 12: 24 13: 11 1 Chr 10: 11 16: 47 
17: 10 Esth 8: 13 9: 28 Ps 21: 23 Prov 25: 4 Am 7: 10 Zech 7: 5 
Ez 38: 8 Dan(Th. ) 4: 8. 

6. Ziegler. Jer a': 18: 23 19: 15 23: 8; Jer bl: 29: 2 
33: 292 39-. 23 1ý8: 12 51: 1. 

7. Tov believes that the readings -rý? %'-0'40 S crOu (from 
r' "5 -1 or "' -n'h versus MT " h-r ) in 6: 2 and 

in 29(47): 6 (from " versus MT A-T ) are additional examples 
of the same deliberate attempt to avoid the roots -,, % h -, r / c% hn. 

Not 29(49): 7"as in Tov, P. 31. 

/ 

9. The totals include all occurrences of the translated 
name in question whether or not a corresponding P *% -v, % 3. v 

301 
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is found in the MT. My totals do not always coincide with those 
of Tov. For instance, in the case of cr-*, ý-Lwo his total 
of 58 for Is and 8 elsewhere seem to be based on the aggregate 
sums as found in HR. My totals, where possible, are based on 
Ziegler's critical texts. In the case of Jer we both record 7 
occurrences of 0,4 e4% '*rj e in Jer bl, but Tov obtains this 
figure by including 37(30): 3 attested by SAVC but rejected by 
Ziegler, while he fails to mention 38: 36(31: 35), a firmly attested 
occurrence of -ffcv-rov-PaL--e do Tov's reference to 
in Jer 29: 29 must be corrected to 29: 19. 

10, cr " P. WO 

Josh 6: 16(17) 

1 Re 1: 3.11,20 15: 2 17: 45 

1 Esd 9: 46 

Is 1: 9924 2: 12 3: 1 5: 799916924,25 6: 395 7: 7 8: 18 
9: 7(6) lo: 16,24,33 13: 4.13 14: 22924927 17: 4 18: 7,7 19: 4,129 
16925 21: 10 22: 5,12,14915917925 23: 9911 25: 6 28: 5922929 
29: 6 31: 4 37: 16932 39: 5 44: 6 45: 13,14 47: 4 48: 2 51: 15 
54: 5. 

-TrOLV To V. 4 Ir W 

2 Re 5: 10 7: 8,, 25(MT v. 26)27 

Re l9: lo9l4 
1 Chr 11: 9 17: 7924 

Sir 42: 17 
Hos 12: 5 Am 3: 13 4: 13 5: 14915,16927 9: 5 Mi 4: 4 

Ila 2: 14 3: 5 Hab 2: 13. Zeph 2: 10 Hag 1: 2,5,7,9,14 

2: 4,6,7,8,9,9,11,23923 Zech li3,4,6,12,14,16,17 2: 8, 

9'911, (MT 12,13,15) 3: 799,10 4: 6,9 5: 4 6: 12,15 7: 39 

9912912913 8: 19293,4,6,6,7,9, 
, 
9,11,14,14918919,20,21,22,23 

9: 15 10: 3 11: 4 12: 5 13: 7 14: 16,17,21921 Mal 1: 4, 

6,8,9,10,11912,14,17t 4: 193 (MT 3: 19,21) 

Jor a' 3: 19 5: 14 15: 16 23: 16 27(50): 34 28(51): 5957 
Jer bI 29: 15(45: 18) 32: 13(25: 27) 38: 36(31: 35) 39(32): 14, 
19 40(33): 11 51(44): 7 
Bar 3: 194. 

12, -r 3/Svv 9P'L A- f -i V 

Josh 5: 13(MT v. 14 Tk3sr) 

2 Re 6: 2,18 

3 Re 17. *el 18: 15 4 Re 3: 14 19: 20,31 

Ps 23(24): lo 45(46): 8.12 47(48): 9 58(59): 6 68(69): 7 
79(80): 5,8,15,2o 83(84): 29419,13 88(89): g. 
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13. Thackeray was aware of the rendition 

. running right through Jer and MP but could accomodate this to 
his multiple translator theory (Jewish Worship, P. 33). 

14. These totals are based on Ziegler's text which means 
that for the purpose of our sums at least, we accept the elim- 
ination of -roL 0 %'A'-r wc at 21: 79 while reading 'S c. at 9: 17, 

J, - rather than t-I-rcf-v at 29: 13. 

15- Comparison with Tov's statistics (p. 17) and mine re- 
veals some discrepancies in the sums achieved. But since Tov 
does not give references for most of his totals it is impossible 
to check one against the other. His total of 49'instances of 

LI in Reigns may include the formula at 1 Re 
14: 7 which however is found in a passage attested only by the A 
text among the uncials. For 2 Chr I count 6 rather than 5 occur- 
rences of -r-'Se- ý,, t-jct while for 14P I find 44 rather than 43. 
Where Tov does give references these are found to be incorrect 
in the following places: The translation of -ni; %- nh-rk -. N: o 
by -rO'LIc. )ý, vjc, w0esos occurs in Jer 61 times not 58 times as 
stated by Tov, pp. 21,56,57. Tov's list on P- 56 fails to note 

,S at 2: 2,5 and 28: 36. The the occurrences of -T-OL 
totals for O%'JrWS O-W-L in Jer bI are 71 not 691 Tov fails 
to mention 34: 13,40: 12, and 41: 2(2nd occurrence), while his 
list includes Bar 2: 21 (Bar references are not incorporated in 
our lists), Tov's total of 3 for ooTws "^V_jcj includes 
21: 7 wherej howeverl the otw-Tws is eliminated by Zieglerl 
it is strange to. find Tov not following Ziegler here since in 
almost every other instance he does accept Ziegler's text* 

16. -r CK st ý'>, %. 1 f- 1 
Gen 45: 9 
Ex 4: 22 5: 1910 7: 17 8: l(7: 26) 8: 2006) 9: 1j13 

10: 3 11: 4 32: 27 
Num 20: 14 22: 16 

Josh 7: 13 22: 16 24: 2 

Jud 6: 8 11: 15 

1 Re 2: 27 2 Re 7: 5,8 12: 7911 24: 12 

3 Re 2: 30 11: 31 12: 24 13: 2921 17: 14 20(21): lgllg 
21: 2(3)95913914928,42 22: 11 4 Re 1: 4,6,11.16 2: 21 3: 16917 
4: 43 7: 1 9: 396912,18,19 18: 19,29,31 19: 36,20932 20: 195 
21: 12 22: 15,16,18 

1 Chr 17: 7 2 Chr 11: 4 18: 10 20: 15 21: 12 24: 20 36: 23 

Am 1: 6,9,11,13 2: 1,4,6 3: 11112 5: 3,4,16 7: 11j17 
Mi 2: 3 3: 5 Ob 1 Na 1: 12 Ilag 1: 2,5,7 2: 6,11 Zech 1: 39 
4,14,16917 2: 802) 3: 7 6: 12 7: 9 8: 293,4,617,9,14,19120%23 
lie4 mni- l! 4 

Is 7: 7 10: 24 22: 15 29: 22 
66 

36: 4,14,169 37: 396,21 
38: 195 52: 3 56: 1,4 57: 15 65: 13 : 12 

Jer at 2: 2,501 4: 3927 5: 14 6: 6,9916921,22 7: 3t20921 
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8: 4 9: 7915923(6914922) 10: 2918 11: 3911921 12: 14 13: 118913 
14: 15 15: 2919 16: 39599 17: 19,21 18: 13 19: 3,11915 20: 4 
21: 4,8,12 22: 193,6911918 23: 2115938 24: 518 25: 15(49: 35) 
27(50): 18t33 28(51): 1,33936,58 

Jer bl 29: 1(47: 2) 29: 8913 (49: 7912) 
Ez 2: 4 3: 11927 5: 59798 6: 3911 7: 295 11: 597916,17 

12: 10,19,23,28 13: 398913,18,20 14: 496,21 15: 6 16: 3936,59 
17: 399919922 20: 395,27930939947(21: 3), 21: 9924926928(14929, 
31,33) 22: 309,28 23: 22928,32935,46 24: 31699,21 25: 3,6,8t 
12913915916 26: 397,15,19 27: 3 28: 296912922,25 29: 3,8,13,19 
30: 2910,13922 31: 10,15 32: 3911 33: 27 34: 2910,1107,20 35: 3914 
36: 293t495,6913922933,37 37: 5,9912,19,21 38: 3910,14917 39: 19 
17925 43: 18 44: 699 45: 9918 46: 1116 47: 13. 

0 -1 17. Ov'-Tws-- t, %-rrt 

1 Chr 17: 4 2 Chr 12: 5 18: 26 34: 23 
2 Esd 1: 2 

is 18: 4 21: 69 16 31: 4 

Jer b' 30: 196(49: 1928) 31(48): 1940 32: 1913 14,18 
(25: 15,27,28932) 33(26): 294918 43: 193913,16(27; 2,49,16,19) 
35(28): 2911,13914916 36(29): 498,10,21,31932 37(30): 295912,18 
38(31): 297915916,23,36(35) 39(32): 3,14,15,28,36.42 4o(33): 2, 
4,10,12 41(34): 292,13917 42(35): 17918 43(36): 29930 44(37): 79 
9 45(38): 293917 46(39): 16 49(42): 9915,18 50(43): 10 51(44): 21 
7911,25,30 51: 32,34(45: 294). 

Je 
18.0 '-, 0 -t 0 f, 'ý, c 'i e% 

Gen 32: 4(5) 

Jud 11: 15 
1 Chr 21: 10,11 

Is 8: 11 28: 16 
44: 296924 45: 1,11,14,18 
65: 8 66: 1 

Jer at 14: 10 
Jer b, 41(34): 4 

2 Chr 34: 24,26 

30: 12,15 37: 33 42: 5 43: 1914,16 
48: 17 49: 7,8922,25 50: 1 51: 22 52: 4 

21: 7 lee. ýuk. acc. to Ziegler) 23: 16 
42(35): 13. 

19. The following is a list of the textual variants for 
the messenger formulas as found in Ziegler's apparatus: 

Variants for -r cI 
4: 3 OV, TQ% I 

13: 1 0 *-rj %t *%V &) L=01y 

17: 19 C, %jT 1.4 C %-WIkV) L- 
29: 13 C 

Variants for 03. V. W% ý, Zycl 

14: 10 r, ý stIo 

23: 16 C>'O T 4-J kL tIT f (IJ) L 

-W 

41: 4 o 
lul) 

-T 13 llrr(Qý 
0 vt I 
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42: 13 OU Tti 

Variants f or o T&A L 

The form -r; Sc is found in the L group (or part- 
thereof) at 31: 40 32: 13,18 35: 2114 36: 8921 37: 18 38: 7916 
39: 14,28,42 41: 2917 43: 29 44: 799 45: 3 49: 15918 51: 11,25. 

The form o. 'j-rLj% is found in miscellaneous 
MSS (indicated in the parentheses) at 35: 2(233) 36: 8(233) 
36: 22(534ý 37: 12(A 613) 38: 16(233) 39: 14(233) 40: 12(Q-V+ OLC) 
43: 29(87 tt) 51: 7(239). 

Where the 
/MF 

is missing in the LXX it has been suppliod 
in O/L by ToCh ý- cf t% at 11: 22 13: 12 17: 5 22: 30 34: 21 
36: 16,17,25 4o: 17,20.25 38: 35 42: 19 and by 
at 18: 11. 

The most common variant in the above lists is the change 
in the L recension from the anomalous form o4')-rwý Zsvc to 
the standard usage 'rok 

"*> tIEI 'St -' , not surprisingly, considering 
what is already known about the tendency of that recension to 
prefer a more natural Gk. The opposite tendency of changing 

'D 'I 
T&j S 

--^ ýy 
r- %t00 

%'. ), r-fL% "M C f3C. t' is found in 13: 1 
17: 1ý 23: 16 41: 4 42: 13- 

20" 
0 

ý, 
X 0, ýA t 

18.20 (Tov also includes 

(Z 0 0%1.. C. Oet4. '#W 

21, &je 

4: 13,20920 9: 1908) 10: 20 12: 12 
29: 11(49: 10) 30(49): 3 31(48): 19159 
38(31): 2 where MT has 
29(47): 4 

5: 6 28(51): 53,55 
Q-613 zi. 30: 6(49: 28). 

6: 7926 15: 8 20: 8 28(51): 56 
31(48): 398932. 

22.2: 30 4: 10 5: 12 
12: 12 14: 12913,15,16,18 15: 292,399 16: 4 
20: 494 21: 79799 24: 10 25: 17(49: 37) 26( 
21935936,36937937,29(47): 6 31(48): 2910 
(25: 16927930,31,38) 33(26): 23 34: 6(27: 8) 
36 41(34): 17 

9: 16(15) 11: 22' 
18: 21,21 19: 7 

46): lo, 14,16 27(50): 16, 
32: 2tl3sl5, l7t24, 
38(31): 2 39(32): 24t 

td p CIP oý 1 01 5: 17 6: 25 45(38): 2 46(39): 18 
49(42): i6,17,22--5o(43): llell 51(44): 12913918927j28. 

ý" (p 0.1 CA --Y, - ýev. 166. 23.195; 

24. Gen 22: 6,10 27: 40 31: 26 34: 25t26 
48: 22 Ex 15: 9 17: 13.22: 24(23) Lev 26: 8.25,33 Num 14: 43 
21: 24 22: 29,31 Deut 13: 15ý6) 20: 13 32: ý5,41,42 33: 29 
Josh 5: 293 . 10: 11,19: 47 21: 42 24: 30' 

9 lf Num 22: 23 p OIM fl, , 01 Gen 3: 24 Ex 5: 21 32: 27 
31: 8 josli 5: 12( 3) 6: 20(21) 8: 24 24: 12. 
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259 'LA Ez 5: 2.12 26: 6,8,9,11915 28: 7923 
30: 49596911917921,22 31: 17918 32: 1211992192ýý49269279289299 
30931,32,33: 27 35: 598 38: 498921 39: 23. 

PC P! TOZ I ok Ez 5: 1,2,12,17 6: 398911912 7: 15 
11: 8910 12M916 14: 17921 21: 9911912914,15919920,28 23: 10g25 
24: 21 29: 8,10 30: 24925 30: 10911 33: 29394,6. 

0 26. VTc %X "> 01. WAA 1: 7., 17 7: 22j23l23,31 11: 4,4 13: 5,6 
14: 14 17: 22 19: 5 -23: 32 27(50): 21 28(51): 59 29(47): 7 3902): 23 
42(35): 6,10,14,18 43(36): 5,8126 45(38): 10927 

cruvT>-&-Olt-d 33(26): 298 34(27): 3(4) 36(29): 23 
39(32): l3,35 41(343: 22 44(37): 21. 

27.2: 27,128 3: 17 4: 11 5: 24 6: 15 8: 19 
705 10: 15 11: 12,14,14(MT-t-9) 14: 8919 15: 1101 18: 23 26(46): 21 
27(50): 4,16,20927t3l 28(51): 6918 

29: 9(49: 8) 37(30): 7 38(31): l. 
feO"Of 

/Y%-9- 
28. Biblical Words for Time, 2 19699 elaborating a point 

made by G. B. Caird in The Apostolic Age, p. 184, n. 2. 

29. OP. cit. * P. 37; for further remarks on the words for 
"time" in the LXX cf. pp. 125-127. 

3W 
ý0, Origen tried to guess at the meaning of the word: t'ws'\t#eow 

I -rcp cr w-1. ) -jrrfýo -, -rra. e1n -r o Z-, s 'o -r' v -1, e 
. 
"" 

I &1 
064 *rO UJ F. 

, -L-Trlrýc I e4t Y., 0 1A 1 0- 

Ghisler 11 841 (not 481 as in Schleusner, Tov, p. 83, n- 30). 

31- We call these "concluding formulas" because this is 
their main., though certainly not their onlyfunction, cf. R. 
Rendorff, ZAW 66 (1954)9 28. 

32. Again the statistics are based on Ziegler's text which 
means reading at 1: 19 and 2: 3 (against the majority 
text witnesses)q taking 21: 7 as a concluding formula by elim- 
inating 0 %, ; -T L.. O (. and considering 1ý-Z, (-ci 1,601-r at 23: 29 
a double reading. The totals include all occurrences of the Gk 
formula whether or not a corresponding formula is found in the MT, 

As often, my figures differ slightly from those of Tov. 
He lists a* total of 71 references for e,, 'esor ; my total 
is 75 (Tov omits the second occurrence of the formula at 2: 19, 
3: 12 and 38(31): 35; also he neglects to mention the occurrences 
at 8: 13 and 25: 19)- Under the reference for Tov 
fails to mention 34: 12* 

1. kýJCI KVPIOý 1: 8915917,19 2: 29399912,17,19919t22,29 
3: 1912912913914,16,20 4: 1,9,17 5: 199915,18922,29 6: 12 7: 11, 
19,30932 8: 1913 9: 99*24925(8,23924) 13: 14,25 15: 3,6 16: 1911, 
14,16 17: 24 19: 6912 21: 7 -22: 5916924 23-. 495,2-3124,30,3397 
25: 19(49: 39) 26(46): 5918923928 27(50): 20921,31 28(51): 24926, 
3995203957 29: 14(49: 13) 32: 17(25: 31) 34: 18(27: 22) 51: 35(45: 5) 

Tft? 7ý 
% V_ ', *, 0S 30(49): 2915 31(48): 12935,38 34: 1207: 15) 

36(29): 23 37ý50)_*-5_917,21 38(31): 20927,28931,32933935935937(379 
37,36), 38 41010: 22 46(39): 18 4902): 11 
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10(49: 5932) 27(50): 30 30: 59 940 34: 6 
(27: 8) 37(30): 8 _3'9T31): 1 41(34): 5 

33. is changed to q 1(w) in sundry MSS at 
2: 3 3: 16 22: 16 25: 19 28: 26 34: 18 it is changed to Oi-"Ov) 
in some MSS at 1: 8,17,19 19: 12 27: 31. 

1, / (P I CS, is changed to *XL C1 in various MSS at Cy 
30: 2915 ýý1: 12 36: 23 37: 3921 38: 27931,32,35937938 49: 119 
and to f- I at 41: 22. 

C %-Tr C is changed to '>1 Y 4C in some MSS at 27: 30 
34: 6 37: 8 41: 9 and to q) V) Cr Zv) at 27: 30 30: 10. 

When the formula 41 1'. 1, Qq1 is misýing in the LXX 
(as it frequently is) it is usually added in the 0 and L recen- 
sion (sometimes in conjunction with a few other MSS), The most 
common form of the addition by far is (pI&I'lcy) V-40COOS (65x: 
3: 10 5: 11 7: 16 8: 17 9: 3,6 12: 17 13: 11 15: 9920 16: 15 
18: 6 21: 10,13,14 23: 192,11,12,28931,32,32 25: 799,12,17,18 
27: 4120935 28: 48 29: 17 30: 295,8,9 31: 15925930,43,44t47 
32: 15 34: 9 35: 4 36: 9911,14914919,19 37: 11 38: 14916,1704 
39: 5930,44 40: 14 41: 17 42: 13 46: 17 51: 29); sometimes we 
find the form ---eeos Ox: 8: 3 15: 21 23: 29 27: 10 
28: 25,48 36: 32); and occasionally even 
Ox: 8: 12 26: 25 38: 14). 

34. Cf. Tovq p* 899 n. 110. In the list of references to 
Ji-at. v-v, 'ftos as renditions of Tov neglects 

to mention 29: 19(49: 18) and 4o(33): 11. 
1 35. c, 4 V, vI Oýý, 0 9: 1100) 10: 22 12: 11,11 18: 16 

19: 8 25: 901912 26(46): 19 2700): 303,23 28(51): 26929t37, 
41,62 

awro 6: 8 12: 10 28(51): 43 29: 14918(49: 13t 
17) 30: 11(49: 33) 31(48): 9 32: 4924(25: 18938) 39(32): 43 
49(42): 18 51(44): 6922. Cf. also 30(49): 2 Olhha, ý ný 

pil 

. T, ý, ̀p- f. ýL 

36. ;! r OL V "ý 

Jý a. -to tj 
00 f A-4 0 

IE cr* TI 

Ku ep! e Tr 

2: 15 4: 27 41(34): 22 
4: 7 

5: 30 
8: 21 
30(49): 2 51(44): 12. 

12: 11 27(50): 45 

29: 21(49: 20) 

10: 25 4o(33): 10 
2: 12 4: 9 18: 16 
19: 8 27(50): 13- 

37. Cf. IlZeider-Turnerq pp, 1 and 37. 

38. W. - r- cr V-ý v O'W 7: 12 17: 6 23: 6 28(51): 13 
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V- #Lr ek 1-11 ulli 29: 17(49: 16) 30: 9(49: 31) 32: 10(25: 24) 

V-OL-T-01%-. 2 7: 397 
» il 

bi 31 (48): 28. 

39. There is a further difficulty 
0, 
in considering 

a "synonymous rendition" to v-^-r, -t7-Kjv6ij in 29: 17(49: 16). 
The sense demanded for in the context of 29: 17 is 
that of "destroy" or "demolish" (Bagster: "burst") I rather than 
that of "lodge" as in the Heb. Is it reasonable to assume that 
a reviserg anxious to bring the Gk text into better conformity 
with the Heb, would replace a perfectly logical translation 
choice ( v. ̂ -rKcrK-jvO', -) ) with another word ( 
which in the syntax of the sentence gave it a meaning quite 
different from that of the Heb? 

40. It was, 
1794 pointed to 
vates, p. 9). 

in fact, this passage which Spohn already in 
as indicating different translators (Ioremias 

41. 
.r0 ITO 

K 

10: 25 23: 3910 27(50): 7919,45 
29: 20(49: 19) 32: 16(25: 30) 
29: 21(49: 20) 
40(33): 12. 

18: 17,20 24: 1 27(50): 8,44 29*020 42. v- -, Tý- -, 41(34): 15,18 42 (49: 19) 33(26)-. 4 37(30): 20 38: 37(31: 36) 
(35): 5,19 43(36): 799922 44(37): 20 47(40): lo 49(42): 2 51 
(44): 10 52: 12,33 

%I -uro -freocr&J. "C', 9: 1302) 15: 109 21: 8 
1) If It C. lrLo C, 30(49): 5 

I. VILVT 10 V 1: 17 2: 22 15: 9 18: 23 19: 7 25: 17 
(49: 37) 477T4-01-0-0 

cv&; Tr I owl 7: 10 
I -neorceos 35(28): 8,8 41(34): 5. 

43. 
f0A £"0, 

44. 
(49: 22) 31(48): 14 

IT 11 
28(51): 30,56 

9, ivK-t 0ý 
A! ýn, -e 

8: 16 27(50): 46 28(51): 29 
29: 22(49: 21). 

5: 16 9: 23(22) 26(46): 516 29: 23 
39(32): 12 

20: 11 26(46): 9912,12 27(50): 9t36 

48(41): 16 50(43). -6 51(44): 20 
14: 9. 
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45- On P. 5 and p. 20 Tov states that the reviser theory 
must be correct "by implication" if it can be shown that Thackeray's 
explanation of the agreements between Jer a' and bI is incorrect. 

On p. 6: "It seems to us that the agreements between the 
two sections of Jer (chapter II) are of such a nature that the 
two-translator theory cannot be sustained. " 

On p. 42: "We have attempted to demonstrate in the pre- 
ceding chapter that Jer a' and bl exhibit many important agree- 
ments which make a two-translator theory untenable. " 

On p. 45: "We suggest our working hypothesis in spite of 
the mentioned difficulties because the agreements discussed in 
ch, II do not seem to leave any other possible explanation of the 
differences between Jer a' and bl. 11 

46. See his remark on p. 8: "While the examples of chapter 
III are supposed to demonstrate that Jer bl has been revised, 
the examples of chapter IV can also be taken as proof of a two- 
translator theory. However ... the data provided in this chap- 
ter can be accommodated to our working hypothesis. " 

47. On Ch. V, p. 112: "It should be pointed out that this 
chapter provides no additional proof that Jer bl is a revision 
rather than a second translation. " 

On Ch. VI, p. 135: "Although the majority of the new trans- 
lation equivalents of Jer-R are revisionall the examples them- 
selves do not provide additional proof that the second part of 
Jer contains a revision rather than a different translation, " 

48. See, for example, Part I of Memory and Manuacript by 
G,. Gerhardsson (Upp-salaq 1961 ) for an interesting study of the 
role of memory within Judaism. v 

49. See the note by P. D. M. Turner "ANOIKOD014EIN and Intra- 
Septuagintal Borrowing", VT 27 (1977), 492-493 as well as other 
unpublished studies by he!; -along the same lines (e. g. "Unravelling 
the Internal History of the Septuagint: A New Method Exemplified", 
paper read at OT Seminar, Cambridge University, Feb. 1977). 

50. Tov is forthright about the limitations inherent in 
his study, For instance, he says, "Our explanations of these 
difficulties may or may not be correct. In any event, we prefer 
the uneasy assumption outlined above over the "easy" two-trancla- 
tor theory suggested by Thackeray (p. 6). Similarlyl "We cannot 
claim that our suggestion is without difficulty. There are too 
many gaps in our knowledge. However, if we pause for a moment 
and assume that the theory is correct (p. 168). Such 
candor is refreshing.. 

51. Nor is the case similar to our argument for a pre- 
Ilexaplaric revision underlying the Q text since in the latter 
instance the argument proceeds entirely from extant MSS readingo. 
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Notes to Chapter 

1, It was an important part of A. P. 11austoupis' dissertation 
to show that many of the divergencies attributed to the LXX and 
HT texts of Jer were simply due to the lack of a trustworthy LXX 

edition of Jer. Cf. also W. Rudolph's article in ZAW 7 (1930)9 

esp. 272-281. 

2. G. Vermes has expressed himself to the effect that un- 
less the matter is dealt with promptly the discovery threatens 
to become "the academic scandal par excellence of the twentieth 
century", The Dead Sea Scrolls: gumran in Perspectives 19779 P-2.4- 

3- On 2QJer see DJD, 111,62-69. On 4QJer a and 4QJer c Croso 
comments that they contain a text "with virtually no significant 
deviations from the traditional text", QHBT, t P- 3086, a statement 
which may be verified at least with regard to 4QJer in Janzenla 
Appendix, pp. 174-181. For a discussion of the date (c. 200 B. C. ) 

and orthographic features of 4QJeru, see Cross JBL 74 (1955)9 

esp. 162-164, BANE, pp. 145-153, and QHBTj P. 3-1Z-, n. 8. See 
also D. N. Freedman, Textus 2 (1962), 1ý7---162. 

4, The attention of the scholarly community at large was 
first alerted to the existence of this HS, together with a pre- 
liminary publication of part of one fragment in Cros2l book, 
The 

' 
Ancient Library of-Oumrang 1958, P- 139, n- 38 ( 19611 P- 1879 

n. 397. The MS is of slightly later date (the Hasmonoan period) 
than 4QJera (QHBT, P. 308). 

5- It is recognizodg of course, that 4QJer b is not an 
isolated phenomenon in the entire range of LXX-Qumran studies. 
The Samuel scrolls from Qumran in particular have furnished 
evideUce for an LXX-type Heb text on a much larger scale than 
4QJer . By analoey, this would tend to increase our confidence 
in extrapolating from the small fragments of Jar, but arguments 
from analogy in these cases have to be handled with cautionj as 
Goshen-Gottatein has reminded us (The Book of Inniah: Samnle 
Edition with Introduction, 1965, p-e-7117T. - Also, D, 19, Goodinj7has 
made the point that 'b depending on whether the Heb Vorlnge of the 
LXX of Jar and 4QJe r are regarded as members of a close-knit 
Family or merely of a broad text-typS, the range in possible 
agreements between the LXX and 4QJer had it survived in full 
could easily vary anywhere from as high as 95 per cent to, say, 
60 per cent WSS 21 (19709 23-24). 

6. The same point regarding concurrent expansion and con- 
traction was also made by W. G. Lambert and A. R. Millard in their 
book Atra-hasis: The Babylonian Story of the Flood, 1969, cf. 
P. 38'. 

The Descent of Manuscriptsj Oxford. 1918. 

310 
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8. The Primitive Text of the Gospels and Acts, Oxford, 1914; 
The Acts of the Apostles, Oxford, 1933- 

9. Gk renditions of the main introductory formulao: 

a) 1) 1 -, ) -p -ý, ' 'p-) %-, I % h-I - ! ), -V. L ',. 1 14,01 -N 'S' 

I 
This formula is rendered literally 0 'ý, Cyof L 

Yf-V 0 4A ( Vo S -"eb 5 
Atecýp1ov -Tr&-e% W. %) e 4, C) %; in 37(30): 1, 

41(3q): 1989 42(35): 1, also in 11: 1,18: 1j 21: 19 39(32): 1,47(4o): 1, 
but in the latter instances with -ffe; s 

tcecA4 

-Trocc` ý<Of j inverted. On two occasions te sa ot 00 
ýv / 

me formula is 
found without and the LXX follows suit in 25: 1 
and 51(44): 1. On one occasion. Iýhe formula is entirely missing in 
the Gk along with most of the following verse (for discussion of 
this see pp. 228-229 ). 

b) "5-, L -. 11 . -1 - -I a -T - -. I -I 

The construction is rendered literally 
(Y Cv 0.1 a0t >- '-105 vrt. ) e too -, T p 

"AA in 1: 11,13, 
13: 89 18: 51 and 24: 4. At 1: 4 the LXX reads veos acwvov 
instead of -TT p0SL. For the omission of the 
formula in 2: 1 and 

46: 
1 see p. 228 and pp. 229-230 - 

17% "h *1 "S4 'D 1 -41 - -1 -A -T *' --% ,% 

This formula is identical with the foregoing except that it 
replaces IS-*L with I n- ", h -1 '1 S -1, L 

0 
The normal 

Gk translationj as expectedg is lyfvcTo 

'Ce IoL 0S 46) TVPVS ýA-A 35(28): 121 
36(29): 30,40(33): lq 41(34): 2 (MT adds IMT%, T%'th which LXX 
omits), 43(36): 27,44(37): 6 (MT adds I -%I om, LXX), 
49(42): 7. On two occasions the Gk has 'rTros instead 
of Ireo, S IteL 39(32): 26,42(35): 12. The formulas in 
HT 33: 19; 23 ar6 missing in the LXX as part of the long passage 
vv. 14-26 absent from LXX Jer 40. 

d) 

This formula is consistently rendered vcw ic ITTt Wvesos 

t AC in 1: 12,14,3: 6,11,11: 6,9,13: 6,14: 119149 
15: 1, aýd 24: 3. 

'tl Ig 
/-, 

t9 -A '1': LT Ti 

This formula is found in four places in the OAN section of 
the book: 26(46): 13,2700: 19 28(51): 599 and 51: 3105: 1), but 
only in the latter instance does the Gk follow the Heb exactly. 

f) In.,.! h 
CI-11- 

. 6.1% 

There are three closely related headings which contain this 
phrase: 33(26): 1,34(27). *l, and 43(36): 1. The LXX omits the 
formula in 34(27): 1 while it attests minor variants in the other 
two verses. The omission of the introduction in 34(27): 1 may be 
related to the problematic mention of 0 D", I %'%I in MT 27: 1 
which contradicts the content of the succeadi'ng verses dealing 
with Zedekiah. The usual approach has been to emend Jehoinkim 
to Zedelciah (with some Ifeb MSS, Syrs and Arab)q but Janzen regards 
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MT 27: 1 secondary from MT 26: 1-(p. 14, # 24). 

g) Miscellaneous introductory headings are found in 36(29): 19 
37(30): 4. and 46(39): 15 where the LXX follows the MT exactly; 
in 1: 1-2 and 39(32): 6 the LXX diverges more significantly. 

10. For the Gk translation of these see the preceding 
chapter, pp. 189-191 . notes 16,17,18. 

11. Missing on its own: 11: 22 13: 12 18: 11 22: 30 36(29): 25 
38: 35(31: 37) 42(35): 19; 
Missing as part of a larger context: 17: 5 34(27): 21 36(29): 16917 
4o(33): 17,20,25. 

12. This figure includes the expression D-. L3 A-*) 
of HT 9: 21. For Gk translations see preceding chapter, p. n., 32- 

13. Missing on its own: 3: 10 5: 11 7: 13 8: 3917 9: 3(2)96(5) 
12: 17 13: 11 15: 9920 18: 6 21: 10913 23: 192911,129249289299 
31932932 25: 17,18(49: 37,38) 27(50): 4910935 28(51): 25 29: 17(49: 16) 
30: 59899(49: 6930931) 31(48): 25930943,44 32: 15(25: 29) 34: 9(27: 11) 
36(29): 9911 38(31): 14916117,34 39(32): 44 41(34): 17 42(35): 13 
46(39): 17 51(44): 29; 
Missing as part of a phrase: 9: 22(21) 16: 5 21: 14 25: 799,12 
35(28): 4 36(29): 14,14,32 39(32): 5930; 
Missing as part of verses unrepresented in the LXX: (MT references) 
29: 19,19 3000911 33: 14 46: 26 48: 47 49: 6 51: 48. 

14. Translated by cmv. beJeocs in 6: 15 
29: 19(49: 18) + -vr-, /-voee*Vrwe 31(48): 8 37(30): 3 40(33): 11913 
. 
51(44): 26. 

15- Missing on its own in 30(49): 2 and as part of a larger 
context in 8: 12. 

16.6: 6,9 9: 6,16 19: 11 23: 15 25: 8128932 26: 18 27: 19 
33: 12 49: 7t35 50: 33 51: 58. 

17.23: 16. 

18.11: 22 29: 17(49: 16). 

19.21: 4 23: 2 40(33): 4 49(42): g 41(34): 2,13 51: 32(45: 2) 
44(37): 7. 

20,11: 3 24: 5 ý2: 1(25: 15) 37(30): 2 39(32): 36. 

21., 13: 22. 

22.5: 14. 

23.7: 21 19: 15 27(50): 18 28(51): 33 31(48): l 35(28): 2114 
36(29): 8121 38(31): 23 39(32): 15 42(35): 13918 49(42): 15918 
50(43): 10 51(44): 11. 
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24.7: 3 9: 15 16: 9 19: 3 34: 3(27: 4) 36(29): 4 46(39): 16 
51(44): 2925 

25.32: 13(25: 27) 39(32): 14 

26.34(27): 21 36(29): 25 42(35): 19 

27.42(35): 17 45(38): 17 

28.51(44): 7 

29.5: 14 15: 16 23: 16 27(50): 34 28(51): 5957 32: 13(25: 27) 
38: 36(31: 35) 39(32): 14 4o(33): 11 51(44): 7 

30. Janzen's statistics in these tables are generally reliable, 
though it is to be regretted that he seldom gives referencesl 
thus making verification difficult. Some corrections, that need 
to be made are the following: 

In Table B. 11 in the column labeled "Other", 

for 1 Is ", 4 --'=' read PIP" '43-1-p 
a- W-v -r 

f or Ez *M'sll -ijb%v ', '-D read 411 .1"S-, bL p -1 h -vt '. I *) 

f or 2 Is hNt Pm read 

re ad 'T P1 7% 1P -v -j4 n 
n S -, L -. -. I -. ý - 

In Table B-3, in the column labeled "Other", 

f or 2 Is read -1 6. ) n 

On p. 159 in the column labeled "Other", 

for -v le, read 

Also on p. 159 there are 9 (not 8) occurrencea of the formula 
in the MT. 

According to Janzen's remark on p. 78, the statistics for 
the divine name are Civen in Tables B. 3, B. 4, and B-5- But no 
tables BA and B-5 are found. It seems clear that a title in 
missing at the top of p. 159 which should read "Table B. 4, 

and In Jeremiah" 
(compare B-3 7% % 71 10 -4, ý_ 3 and % -, m ?z Outside 
Jeremiah"). As for Table B-5 there in nothing in Appendix B 
corresponding to this. 
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31. All the Eng VSS consulted--except UEB--translate the 

construction A 1, , '4 -5 1 `4 !> in the normal way as in- 
direct object of the infinitive construction v -1 -n > -. % %, NEB 
however, takes this as a direct object, 11. .. because the day 
is upon them when Philistia will be despoiled and Tyro and Sidon 
destroyed to the last defender". It is difficult to defend the 
NEB in this translation. Not only is it contrary to normal clas- 
sical Hebrew usage but, like the LXX, it breaks the unity of the 

composition by deflecting the poem from its otherwise single- 
minded preoccupation with the Philistines (was NEB influenced by 
the LXX? ). 

32. Such an alliance after 605 B. C. is not otherwise known 
in historical sources, but its existence is quite plausible 
(see Brightg ABI P. 310). 

33. The Heb is admittedly difficult. Literally it tranalateaq 
"every survivor, helper". By taking n v*. 4 in the sense of 
"escapee" ("Entronnener") instead of "survivor". Duhm (P- 344) 
declared the phrase "blanker Unsinn". But this verdict is surely 
extreme. Volz (P. 302) is much more sober in his estimate that 
in a passage which is poetically terseq the expression can be 
taken as a case of asyndetic apposition (cf. GK, 131h9a) and henco 

proposes the 
, 
translation "Jeden Ubrigen, nUmlich Bunýesgenoszenll. 

The RSV translation "every remaining ally" reflects this reasonable 
interpretation. 

34. Compare the frequent use Of KvT0"'-0%'fTCP% in vV. 4-7. 
In v. 4b and v-5 it translates ; in v. 7 the Gk 
phrase i-Wo -c"Os mysteriously 
represents MT 6-1 0%9 suggesting again a very free 
use of K at %-no I- 

35. It has commonly been regarded as a gloss by the commen- 
tators, cf. Movers (p. 22), Fried. Delitzsch (Lese und Schreib- 
fehler, P. 137), Schwally (p. 195, n- 3), Giesebrecht (p. 234)9 
Streane (p* 267), Duhm (P. 344), Cornill (p. 460). 

36. This explanation was first proposed by Giesebrecht 
(p. 234). 

37. By means of this emendation, Christensen translates 
"How long will you whirl about, 0 sword of Yahweh? ", omitting 

,% In. with the LXX. But the emendation following 2QJor munt be 
rejected out of hand; it is completely insensitive to the 
parallels in Deut 14.1, Jer 16.6,48-37 cited. Moreover, 2QJcr 
does not endorse the linking of % -I -I iAv %-% with IM 1 4-1 % -S -1 -% " 
since 'a -I'n '11-1 is firmly attested by that MS. "I-NIXIMN is 
undoubtedly secondary in 2QJer (cf. the variant 
(text I It -t I I%, % ) in some Hob MSS at 5: 7). The example is 
typical of the many arbitrary emendations of the MT in Christonsen's 
work (e. g. in 14T 49: 3 he emends the Hob in the opposite direction: 
MT TI I -I -I ) *3 -, > p. 225). The same spirit prevails 
in the article, "Jeremiah 49.28-33; An Oracle Against a Proud 
Desert Power", by W. J. Dumbroll (The Australian Journal of Biblical 
Archacology, q 2 (1972), 99-109), which acknowledges indebtedneon 
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both to Christensen and Janzen. In the works of Christensen and 
Dumbrell the ghost of Duhm has reappeared to haunt the inter- 
pretation of Jeremiah's poetry. The simple invocation of metri 
causa is apparently sufficient to justify a multitude of tWe 
most arbitrary emendations. From the same school, see the more 
sober comment by D. K. Stuart, Studies in Early Hebrew Meter, 19769 
"Emendation may rarely be attempted metri causa alone" (p. 22). 
The NEB admits the 2QJer reading -% -1-11) inn into its foot- 
note registerg cf. Brockington, P- 213- 

38. Contra H. M. Orlinsky, "The Septuagint as Holy Writ and 
the Philosophy of the Translators", HUCA 26 (1975)9 89-114, 
esp. 109-110. 

39. For a discussion of the inner-Gk textual problems 
associated with the word Ch. 3 abovel PP. 156-7. 

40. Rahlf Is retention of a-ol following Iv in the 
body of the text is indefensible on text-critical grounds. See 
Ch. 39 P- 155. 

41- 3: 222 (Ziegler emends to ovsk ), 4: 24 8: 8; 9 24: 1 
25: 1ý09: 35) 27(50): 12 29: 13916(49: 12,15) 32: 15(2 : 29) 
37(30): 23 39(32): 17924,27 41(34): 2. 

42. Participle-verb constructions (26 occurrences): 3: 1 
4: 10 5: 11 6: 15 7: 595 10: 5 12: 16 13: 12 14: 19 22: 4 
26(46): 28 28(51): 58 32: 14(25: 28) 33(26): 15 33(26): 19 
38(31): 18,2o 4300: 16,29 44(37): g 45(38): 3917 46(38): 18 
48(42): 10 49(42): 19 51(44): 17; 

Noun-verb constructions (13 occurrences): 9: 40) 17: 24 
22: 10 23: 32 26(46): 5 27(50): 34? 28(51): 56? 3108): 9 
33(26): 8 39(32): 4 41(34): 3 45(38): 15 47(4o): 14. 

43- Jer -i : 11: 12 20: 15 (Gk has participle only) 23: 17,39; 
Jer : 29: 13(49: 12) 32: 15(25: 29) 48(41): 6,15. 

In addition to the preceding verses where the Gk attests 
only half of the Heb inf. abs. construction, there arc also two 
occasions where the Gk omits the entire construction: 13: 17 
and 49(42): 22. Then, of course, there are those occasions where 
the Gk construction is missing as part of a larger context missing 
in the LXX: 6: 15 11: 7 28(51): 57 3700): 11 51(44): 29. On 
yet other occasions the Gk translates in anomalous ways, e. g. 
6: 9929 8: 13 25: 30(32: 16) 5104): 2500. The last mentioned 
verse has three examples of the Gk infinitive with finite verb, 
the closest approximation possible to the MT but the worst pos- 
sible Gk (these examples should be added to the lone instance of 
this phenomenon discovered by Thackeray in Josh 18: 13, "Renderings 
of the Infinitive Absolute in the LXV, p. 600; Grammar, p. 47)- 
Finally there are those occasions where the Gk has the typical 
construction associated with a Heb inf. abs. but where it in minc- 
ing in the MT: 3: 1 12: 11 22: 24 28(51): 57 39(32): 28 41(34): 2. 

44. Compare the different vocabulary &'? O-jow 
and the different constructions, participle-verb/noun-verb. 
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45. For a useful discussion of the significance of thia 
series in relation to the problem of Deuteronomic prose-form in 
Jer, see the discussion by H. Weippert, pp. 187-91. 

46. Since a series implies more than one, only those 
passages of two or more terms are included in the above list. 
However, there are also numerous instances where the same con- 
struction is used with only one term, being the most 
popular. In the Edom oracle cf. 29: 14(49: 13) Zen' os 

5p 
and 29: 18(49: 17) t. ,, O'd &L-TO V TI h LI, 

_S 

ý4 

Even where the Heb 
is lacking the refix, the Gk often translates as though 
it were presentg e. g., 9: 1100) c? Cr. hh U-1 
On occasions a Gk series is created even where none exists in the 
Heb, e-g- 30(49): 2 c-##, "Po-iow tes / 71, hhu, S'nt: v 

47. If T% -1 -1 'n LD is to be regarded as secondaryq per- haps the source of the reading is not 25: 18--which is after all 
subsequent to 25: 11--but rather the very similar phrase in 7: 34 

1ý( -1 V, -61 7% " T, P 71: 1 -%, rl S, =ý (cf. 25: 11 @1 %, %% -01% 
LP IN 

48. For another example of the translator's awareness of the 
contemporary situation, see the discussion on the omission of 

NITI-nn in 29(47): 4. p. 64 above. Iloweverg the argument from 
Tendenz is admittedly vulnerable here (i. e. in 32: 4(25: 18)), since 
in the very similar passage of 51(44): 22, the LXX does attest the 
translation of 0 

49. Textus 8 (1973), 26. 

50. The rendition of Ph W by -TT W, '*>- CI at is irregular 
J. since the normal Gk equivalent f or Dha, in Jer bI in 9 

(Jer a' The word is indeed found once cýsewhoro, 
30(49): 2, apparently as a translation for but the passage 
is ambiguous. 

9 51. This is the simplest explanation for the LXX reading 
(IS 6vto, 566- 

., mcýw, in this verse. 

52. Taking the approach that "Das Nomen (N'an"n Wer 29: 9, 
11,18 44: 22 49: 13) ist in diesem Zusammenhang auffUllig; denn 
es lässt sich thematisch nur schwer mit den anderen Begriffen zu- 
sammenbringen", H. Weippert (p. 1899 n- 364) thinks this is the 
reason why the LXX omitted the verb in 25: 11 and why it read Ptý-%'n 
instead of r% I --: L -% -" in 25: 9. She does not comment on the LXX omission of -a -1 -n in I-IT 49: 13, but presumably would 
apply a similar explanation. As has been pointed outg howeverg 
it is questionable whether the distinction between 
and the other terms is as radical as Weippert sueeeetsl and oven if it were to exist,. it is doubtful that the translator would have been alert to it. 7% "a _% In is well attested in Jor both 
on its own as well as in series and relates without great diffi- 
culty to the other terms, so that an explanation from Tendenz as the reason for the omission in the Gk does not seem persuasive in these cases. 
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53. For a discussion of the textual problems connected with 
the B-S reading OoL "s, OL Cr a- -1 see Ch- 31 PP-170-172 

54 0 Compare the interchange of 't and "i in the parallel 
passages, Ps 18: 11 (y "' I) and 2 Sam 22: 11 ( -ttn% I)I 
as well as in the, §amaritan variant to Deut 28: 49 (in 

the LXX'rendered OP11A OL 
I 

55. The verb 1-1 -A IT 
Deut 28: 49, Ps 18: 11 and the 
49: 22. In Deut 28: 49 it was 
note), in Ps 17(18): ll by -Pi 
lation of the previous verb 

occurs only four times in the OT: 
parallel passages of Jer 48: 40 H 

.. 
translated to' Pj/ OL (see previous 
70ý*4*, , simply 

; 
eýeating the trans- 

ni-S 0 

56. In the LXX the verses are absent from their HT position 
within the chapter (i. e. following v. 6) but do appear at the end 
of the chapter* 

57- On account of the different chapter arraneement in the 
two texts, the omitted portion of the last two doublets cited 
is the second member of the pair when read in the Gk text only* 

58. Janzen cites only eight examples, but he surely intenda 
these to be representative rather than exhaustive. Other examples 
of larger duplicates that might easily be added are 7: 31-32//19: 5-61 
16: 14-15//23: 7-89 23: 5-6//33: 15-169 39: 1-10//52: 4-16. For use- 
ful lists giving most examples of duplicates in Jor, large and 
smalll see Kuenan, p. 253 and Driver, ILOT, p. 259- 

59- Since the appearance of Janzen's study, another thecia 
has beenwritten on the subject (unavailable to me): Y-J. Ming 
The Minuses and Pluses of the LXX Translation of Jeremiah an 
Compared with the Massoretic Text, Jerusiacm, 1977. 
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